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GUARDIANSHIP ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 1992,

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, in the Dirksen Office

Building.
Staff present: Portia Porter Mittelman, staff director; Anna Kin-

dermann, counsel; Kirkley Thomas, professional staff; and Tracy
Gay, minority professional staff.

OPENING STATEMENT OF PORTIA PORTER MITTELMAN, STAFF
DIRECTOR

Ms. MITTELMAN. Good morning, everyone. I think we can get
started. I apologize for the late start. We were waiting just a few
minutes to see if our boss, Senator Pryor, was going to make it, and
it looks like he won't, so I'll apologize for his absence at the outset,
and introduce myself. I'm Portia Mittelman, the staff director for
the Committee, and we are truly delighted that all of you would
come out and share with us this morning. To have all of these very
distinguished legal minds in one room is very intimidating, but we
do thank you for being here.

Before I turn it over to my colleague, Anna Kindermann, I'd like
to acknowledge some of the other staff who are here. First of all,
Tracy Gay, who is from Senator Cohen's staff. Senator Cohen is our
ranking member. Also, Kirkley Thomas, who is our colleague on
the majority staff. And also I would like to recognize Diane Lifsey,
who is back in the corner. Diane is with Senator Glenn's office.
Senator Glenn has led the charge on this issue of guardianship in
the Senate, and so we wanted to make a special acknowledgement
to all of his efforts.

And now I'd like to turn over this morning's proceedings to Anna
Kindermann, who is counsel for our Committee.

ANNA KINDERMANN, COUNSEL FOR COMMITTEE
Ms. KINDERMANN. Good morning. Thank you. We really do ap-

preciate all of you coming, especially those of you who had to
travel some distance to get here on such short notice. To reiterate
what Portia said, the purpose of today's forum is to educate the
Committee about what role the Federal Government might play in
guardianship law, an area that's been traditionally left to the
States, and we look forward to hearing your comments.

(1)
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Just a few housekeeping details before we start. For those of you
who have already sent any kind of statement or presentation that
you've given prior to today, we will insert that in the record. Also,
the presenters' statements will be inserted in the record. For those
of you who would like to submit further informational materials
for the record, please feel free to do so. You can send it to my at-
tention at the Committee by the end of June.

Before we get started, I'd like to run around the table and have
everybody introduce themselves. Then we'll turn to our presenters.

You know I'm Anna Kindermann, counsel for the Senate Special
Committee on Aging.

Mr. THOMAS. Good morning. I'm Kirkley Thomas. I'm also with
the majority staff of the Aging Committee.

Mr. PICKERING. I'm John Pickering. I chair the ABA Commission
on Legal Problems of the Elderly.

Ms. STIEGEL. I'm Lori Stiegel on the staff of the ABA Commission
on Legal Problems of the Elderly.

Ms. PLAINE. Lloyd Leva Plaine. I'm secretary of the real property
probate and trust law section of the American Bar Association.

Judge BENTON. I'm Field Benton. I'm a judge from Denver, Colo-
rado, and I'm President of the National College of Probate Judges.

Mr. FROLIK. I'm Larry Frolik. I am a professor of law at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh School of Law, and I'm the Committee Chair-
man for the ABA Committee on Special Problems of Guardians
and Conservators.

Judge GRANT. I'm Isabella Grant. I'm a Superior Court judge in
San Francisco, and I'm presently presiding over the Probate De-
partment.

Ms. O'SuLLIvAN. I'm Joan O'Sullivan. I'm managing attorney of
the Senior Citizens Law Project in Annapolis, Maryland.

Ms. MILER. I'm Susan Miler. I work at AARP's Legal Counsel for
the Elderly, and I developed the Guardian Monitoring Project
there.

Mr. MASON. DaCosta Mason. I'm with the American Association
of Retired Persons Legal Counsel for the Elderly Department and
also on the steering committee of the estates, trust, and probate
section of the D.C. Bar.

Mr. LOMBARD. Jack Lombard. I'm the immediate past-chair of
the American Bar Association's real property probate and trust
law section.

Mr. KAPP. Marshall Kapp. I teach at Wright State University in
Dayton, Ohio.

Ms. HOMMEL. Penny Hommel. I'm the director of the Center for
Social Gerontology in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Mr. JOHNS. Frank Johns, a practicing attorney in Greensboro,
North Carolina.

Mr. REGAN. John Regan. I teach law at Hofstra Law School in
New York.

Mr. KEILITZ. I'm Ingo Keilitz, and I'm with the National Center
for State Courts.

Ms. MILLER. I'm Martha Miller, and I'm a practicing attorney in
Little Rock, Arkansas.

Ms. LYNN. I'm Joanne Lynn. I'm a physician who takes care of
disabled and dying elderly and have worked some in ethics.
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Ms. MCCUE. Judy McCue. I'm chair of the Elder Law, Guardian-
ship, and Health Law Committee of the American College of Trust
and Estate Counsel.

Ms. HURME. I'm Sally Hurme with the Legal Counsel for the El-
derly at the American Association of Retired Persons.

Mr. HALL. I'm John Hall. I'm with the Senior Citizens Law
Project in Vermont.

Ms. GOTUCH. Vicki Gottlich, National Senior Citizens Law
Center.

Mr. CHIPLIN. I'm Alfred Chiplin with the National Senior Citi-
zens Law Center.

Ms. MCMAHON. I'm Susan McMahon with the Ray Graham Asso-
ciation for Persons With Disabilities. I'm also a member of the Na-
tional Guardianship Association Board of Directors and past presi-
dent of that board.

Mr. LUKENS. I'm Ralph Lukens. I'm the Probate Court Adminis-
trator for the State of Connecticut.

Ms. GAY. Tracy Gay with the minority staff of the Senate Special
Committee on Aging.

Ms. KINDERMANN. Also, for those staff who are present, if you
could run down what office you're from.

Two other things just before we start. Inadvertently, it says that
Mr. Johns' statement is not in your package of materials. It is in
your package of materials. Mr. Regan's is not in your package of
materials but will be available for the Committee record. Also, Ms.
Miller's will not be available until the Committee record is printed.

Why don't we go ahead and get started. Mr. Johns is a partner
with the North Carolina firm of Booth, Harrington, Johns & Camp-
bell. He's a recipient of the Paul Lichterman Award recognizing
his significant contributions to the advancement of law and aging,
at the 1991 Joint Law and Aging Conference. He has worked most
extensively in the area of improving guardianship and alternative
systems, and he will discuss the need for data, the need for Federal
intervention in the guardianship arena, and a possible hook for
Federal legislation.

Mr. Johns.

A. FRANK JOHNS, ATTORNEY, GREENSBORO, NC
Mr. JOHNS. Thank you, Anna. I appreciate the invitation from

Senator Pryor, and I do appreciate the way in which the committee
is attempting to address what is currently developing both within
the States and, from organizational perspectives, data, and statuto-
ry changes that occur that involve guardianship.

Senator Pryor, in his letter to me, asked that I address the first
three of the issues that were written out for consideration of this
roundtable, and as I was preparing for it, first of all, I didn't real-
ize how short the time was to get ready, and I must footnote the
fact that even though my statement may be there, I want the op-
portunity to work on it some more before it's published, of course.

I was sitting in my office looking at all the different texts that I
have that address capacity and guardianship, and I picked up one
book. Some of you are familiar with this book, however, I had not
looked at it lately: "Mental Impairment and Legal Incompetency,"
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by Allen, Ferster & Weihofen (if that's the correct pronunciation of
that distinguished professor's name from George Washington Uni-
versity). And I started thumbing through the preface of the text,
which is a statement of the empirical research that was done by
these very competent and visionary people in the middle 1960's.
The introduction addresses eight specific categories that concerned
the researchers.

If I did not tell you that this was from 26 years ago, you would
think I was talking about what we are dealing with today at this
roundtable. Those eight categories include population growth; the
aging population growth; conservatorship growth; the concept that
mental weakness is something less than that of an unsound mind
as a threshold for incapacity; the increase in wards and the de-
crease in conservators; mobility of the world of elder citizens (this
is a topic that I'm currently working on that I thought was fron-
tier-oriented stuff, and 26 or 27 years ago it was being addressed by
these distinguished researchers); middle-class growth; population
shifts; the impersonalization of life; and two footnotes addressing
the impact of the Social Security and Veterans Administration on
representative payees and other areas of administration, citing the
Lieman & Mathiason text that was published in 1963.

And then I was just thumbing through the text, and I looked at
the bibliography, and I noted, as I say in my statement, that there
were 15 direct citations to work done about capacity or guardian-
ship.

On another table was another text I hadn't looked at in the last
year or so. This text was "Guardianship and Alternative Interven-
tions: A Compendium for Training and Practice," done by the
Center for Social Gerontology, directed by none other than Penny
Hommel. Penny's annotated and extensive bibliography addressed
over 100 authors and titles regarding capacity and guardianship,
and it was published in 1986.

Closer to me on my desk were the text that Sally Hurme did
that's an excellent piece of work, "Steps to Enhance Guardian-
ship," and the text "Court-Related Needs of the Elderly and Per-
sons with Disability."

In addressing the first issue, then, I wondered whether or not
there's enough data. The answer to the question of whether or not
there's enough data-and the issue, if you'll recall, is broken out
into two areas: one, sufficient documentation of the abuses within
the system, and then data to make informed policy decisions about
the manner in which guardians should be appointed and moni-
tored. The answer to the issue of whether or not there's enough
data-my answer is I agree there's not enough data. But my
answer may be structured a little bit differently in terms of the
data that's being gathered.

I think there is plenty of information available, but I'm not sure
that the Congress or those who are gathering the data are spend-
ing enough time assessing how it has been gathered, what it's actu-
ally saying, what in fact it means, what it tends to show. In "Steps
to Enhance Guardianship," there is a tremendous piece of work in
the back, which is a set of tables that shows how all 50 States ad-
dress guardianship as a process, from beginning in terms of proce-
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dural safeguards and notice to the end, addressing monitoring and
standards and application.

As I was looking at that, what I was thinking about was, well,
for all of the work that's done and for sort of the threat that's been
made by some of the legislation that's been written in this Con-
gress that couches the title as a matter of intervention-you know,
we're going to come in and intervene because there's something
wrong-how much has changed in just the last few years even
since the AP report? And in my assessment as to the first issue, I
believe that we need to look at what's been done now.

That brings me to the second issue. The second issues reads, "As-
suming we can document the problems, the advisability and feasi-
bility of Federal intervention," and I think the last word just tends
to set such a negative tone for those in the States receiving a man-
date, if you will, that "intervention" I think is too strong. I think
the Federal Government and this Congress has a tremendous part
to play, but if it's a global mandate of legislation that covers all of
the waterfront, then I would assert it may not be productive.

My assertion in terms of why it would not be productive is his-
torical over the last decade. I litigate rights of developmentally dis-
abled people in a lot of situations. I can remember couching a class
action lawsuit based on the Developmental Disabilities Act, and
then the Pennhurst decision came down. I can remember putting as
a part of my cause of action in litigation of the educational rights
of handicapped children a cause of action asserting a claim under
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, and then Atascadero came
down. I can remember arguing against the State of North Carolina
in the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals that they waived sovereign im-
munity as a matter of receiving Federal funds for exceptional edu-
cation services, and then the Dellmuth v. Muth decision came
down.

All three cases clearly show what the Rehnquist court will
demand of the writing if in fact Congress attempts intervention
through a Federal mandate to the States, that the declaration of
the waiver of sovereign immunity under the 11th Amendment
must be very clear and explicit, and in none of the legislation that
I've been reading is there any hallmark that says, "The way we're
going to get to you, States, is to make it very clear that whatever
source you're using, whatever funding is there or whatever right
may be declared, you are waiving your right to sovereign immunity
if you participate in this particular process."

And so it gets to the third issue, and that is what hook may be
used. My suggestion for discussion purposes is that you try not to
create a global or a completely modeled text that would declare
safeguards and then attempt to declare some concept of enforce-
ment within the States on what is clearly a States rights law over
which States have for so many years had exclusive control. Instead,
I think that there is a cooperative relationship here that could be
honed where specific pieces of law that can help States might be
written and then use those laws as models by which the Congress
could be a source of both funding and of focusing with the States
on how to make their laws more effective. Because I think there
are a lot of laws that have changed that tend to reflect what we
think is correct in terms of guardianship process, but the applica-
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tion and the implementation of these laws may not be found in the
States where the law has been changed.

My last point I care to make-and I hope my time has been judi-
cious. I understand the limitations. The last point I care to make is
that so much of what seems to be going on here is from above, and
I would offer that consideration be given to a more sophisticated
process on a grassroots level, that the organizations represented
here could come together and rather than splinter yourselves off
into research projects and grant applications and trying to go in
and look at the States, you organize a coalition that goes out and
invites the States and those who work in guardianship in each
State to be partners with the local task force designing political
routes to success that would not only change the writing of the law
in each State, but would actually get you to implementation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statemeht of Mr. Johns follows']
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The issues Addresed in this written statement are the

followings

x. Then *orda currntly Congress cks
data suffaent to document the extent of
abuses within state guardianship systems and
to make informed policy decisions regarding
the manner in which guardians should be
appointed and monitored.

xx. The need for federal le.ailatima Assuming
we can document the pro hems, the
advisability and feasibility of federal
intervention.

III. ~sooH for federal reulation: Since few
federal funds forw directly to the state
courts which dadinister guardinship., there
is no obvious federal compliance
incentive -- as there are in ral health
care (Medicars/Medicaid) statutory reforms.

x. Ihe need for data: This first issue asserts that

Congress lacks data in two areas of the guardianship process:

(1) data sufficient to document the extent of abuecs within

state guardianship systems; and (2) data to make informed policy

decisions regarding the manner in which guardians should be

appointed and monitored. I agree.

There has been much written about guardianship over the last

thirty years, most of it in the last ten. In 1968, the

bibliography of the nsminal book, Mental Tnairent d l

Aanazunnx 2
, listed fifteen writings, dating from 1897 to

1966, that specifically addressed guardianship or incompetency.

By 1986, The Center for Social Gerontology pubhished en

annotated bibliography of writings concerning guardianship that

numbered in excess of one hundred.3

The writings herald milestones in guardianship work: The

drafting of the Uniform Probate Cods4
, The Mental Competency

Study5
, The ABA Comm'n. on Mental Disability's Model

Guardianship and Conservatorship Ant
6
, The Uniform Guardianship

and Protective Procedures Act (-UGPPA-) 7
, Adopted Statement of

Recomended Judicial Practices of the National Conference of the

Judiciary on Guardianship Proceedings for the Elderly8
,

Wingspread - a National Guardianship Symposiumi9 , and The

National Conference on the Law-Related Needs of the Elderly end

Persons with Disbilities 10
.
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Writings multiplied after the Associated Press special
report in 1987. As did studies, research and congressional

legislation. The AUA Cemissione on Mentally Disabled and Legal
Problem, of the Slderly have beon responsible for a lot of the
work.11 However, there is neither comprehensive statutory

analysis of how the 50 states end the District of Columbia are
addressing the need for restructure of guardianship systems, nor
is there current data and comprehensive surveys of all 50 *atet
and the District of Columbia.

There are many recent charts and exhibits of the 50 states'
and the District's guardianship statutes. Cureory inspection
reflects that over the last several years there has been

positive movement by most of the states to address the
guardianship eystem abuses that have been identified. it is not
clear to this writer that the advanoec made within each of the
states over the lest several years are known to Congress, and
have been given adequate consideration. The state statutory
data that has been gathered needs to be thoroughly analyred.
The analysis needs to focus on assessment of voluntary state

initiatives to overcom system abuses in the guerdianship lawa,
and determine whether or not the direction in which the states
are headed on their own is sufficient. most state legislative

changes are attempting to confront abuses and to implement
safeguard, that are consistent with what Congress hopes to
accomplish by the passage of federal legislation. Many of the
surveys have been initiated by the states themselves.

In order for Congress to make informed policy decisions

regarding the manner in which guardias should be appointed and
monitored, it needs to expand the kind of work done by ,urma,
and Attempt to examine more cosprehensively all of the states'
guardianship lavw, with careful analysie of the data received.

Professors Allen, Forster and Weihofen noted long ago that

sufficient funds ... and personnel canlnot) be obtained to
conduct empirical legal research in all 50 states [and the

District]." 'ven then, their study of ten states took three

years and cost $291,000.12

In addressing the need for data, Congress should gather its
information from the states themselves. Many states have

legislative task forces studying guardianship, and others would

organize them if invited to participate in the process. The
states would more readily accept the results if their own
citirens were responsible for gatharing the data and assisting
in the analysis. If states are reluctant to implement policy
decisions that address guardianship appointment, and the
subsequent monitoring of the guardians, then that reluctance
will surely become a 'tates rights" oriented, defensive
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position from which the states would resist congrsesional

statutory declarations that would be mandated through some
enforcement mechanism.

xi. he e for fe l lea i lation The issue assumes
that documentation of the problems may be accomplished, end the

question then arises whether it is advisable and feasible for
federal intervention. Federal intervention nay be offered in an
inobtrusive end productive way. The intervention way be better
received- through the planned initiative of commissions and
national organizations who, under Congress's direction, could
organize a coalition that would work with each stats in

assisting advocates, local organizations and legislative

organizations of the states to gather and analyze the data, and

then implement strategies of reform from the ground up within

each state. The Congress should be * facilitator, and a
resource to the states in addressing legislative change
internally. That is a practical consideration. There is a need
for federal involvement, rather than intervention. Federal

legislation nay be needed for specific (but not all) areas of
guardianship.

tI.I Hook for federal reaulation. One example of a
'Book' available to Congress would be one which asserts the need

for uniformity of jurisdictional laws, addressing interstate
transfers of vulnerable and ino petent adulte.

For example, this writer has been working with Vicki

Gottlich of the National Senior Citizens Law Center in
researching and writing about the potential for a federal law
that would address the uniformity of jurisdiction end custody as
it relates to the interstate transfer of vulnerable and
incompetent adults. Attachment I is this writer's most recent
written presentation on interstate transfers 13 Additionally,

the most recent issue of Elder Law Report has an article written

by a Kentucky attorney about guardianship across state lines.1 4

These articles identify cases that may be the tip of the iceberg
when the difficulties of interstate transfer of guardianship is

involved. Many of us were made aware of the case of elder
dumping, at a race track in Idaho. The incompetent elder was

taken from one state to another. He was then escorted to a race

track and left, abandoned.

Nto case studies, one in which this writer was involved,

highlight the problem and are appended to this statement. See
Attachment II.

If Congress is going to intervene in what has always been a
state function, then first intervene with specific federal law

that assists the states in dealing with situations that are not

intrastate oriented.
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Otherwise, legislation such as H.R. 800 must either be
amended to explicitly declare the states' waiver of sovereign

immunity, or be doomed in light of cases such as
School & sosnita v. Nalderma IPenhurst III, 104 S. Ct. 900

(1984)1 Atascadero State Sosuital v. Scanlon, 105 S. Ct. 3142

(1985); and 2 11, 109 S. Ct. 2397 (19S9).

Respectfully submitted,

Booth, Barrington, Johns & Campbell
239 North Edgeworth Street
P.O. Box 3505
Greensboro, NC 27402
(919) 275-9567

MTACENT II
CASE STUDIES

CASR S1Y - BRINB DADDY AMD RUN

John Johnson is a 74 year old citizen of the state of
Virginia. He lived with his wife Sarah in Virginia for over 35years. They raised their children in the same house in
Virginia, and all of their assets, liquid and nonliquid are inthe state of Virginia. John has severe mental defioiency due to
Alsheimer's disease, and Sarah his wife had a bout with cancer
and lost. Durino Sarah's last illness, her daughter Anne couldnot take care of both of them. Anne sent John down to be with
her brother Tom on a temporary basis while she tended to her
mother.

Brother Tom, the black sheep, had not had much contact with
his parents, and was not mentioned in their wills. While John
was with Tom in North Carolina, Tom found out that he had been
disinherited. For no reason but vindictive resentment, lie filed
a petition for a hearing to determine capacity, and for
guardianship of hie father, and he placed him in a skilled
nursing facility in North Carolina. when Anne found out about
Ton's attempt to gain legal control over their father, sheremoved her father from North Carolina before the hearings were
conducted. But he had been served with notice of the hearing end
aumons.

At the incometency hearing, Anne appeared and argued that
the state of Nloth Carolina leked subject matter jurisdiction
over her father to conduct an incompetency hearing and appoint a
guardi n because John was not domiciled in the state of NorthCrolina, end he did not have the requisite mental capacity todeclare a change of his domicile during his temporary stay in
North Carolina. An order was entered anyway, declaring Johnincompetent and appointing Tom guardian. Ho r John remained
in Virginia with his daughter Anne.

During one of the freezing cold days of the following
winter, Tom surreptitiously reioved his father from Virginia and
took him beck to North Carolina where he acquired a court order
enjoining Anne from removing John Johnson from the state of
North Carolina.

Anne subsequently filed appeal. The North Carolina Superior
Court declared that there was a lack of subject matter
jurisdiction because John Johnson was not a domiciliary of thestate of North Carolina. Nowever, on rehearing below another
order was entered for guardianship of John Johnson in Worth
Carolina. Anne has subsequently filed a state Writ of Habeas
Corpus, attemptin to ain control of her father. She contended
her father would best be served in his hce in Virginia.

It seems that in the above case study, there was some 'home
cooking'. The local petitioner (the brother) was going to
prevail over the out-of-staters no matter what (especially since
the lower court decision maker was sitting as Judge with some
degree of prejudice for the locals).

CA STUDY - TME PSYCBO'1C TRANSIENT

Coseie Matthews married Nattie in 1924. They lived in
Virginia. -attie drove Casie erasy Their marriage was a war,

nd after many confrontations, a final battle occurred in June
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of 1953, when attieo declared, 1 told his if he didn't like the
viay we was (sic) living he might as well get his thing. and
move so when I cams (home) that afternoon he had moved.

Cossbe moved into the garage and lived there for over t wo yaarr
hef or. he was adjudicated incompetent and mental Il an
committed to the Eastern State Hospital at Williamsburg,
Virginia. On the came date that Cocci. wan declared psychotic,
his wife attacked him with threats and fraud to force him to
convey his Interes t in their joint property, which he did. To
make matters worse, Hattie was appointed Cossio'u guardian. In
January of 1956, Coc9i5 just 'walked out' of the state hoopital
and ended up in Florida where he resided for over five years
befor- he filed for a decree of final divorce in the state of
Florida. Mattie conteated the jurisdiction of the state of
Florida to enter the divorce decree because she contended Cossie
wac incompetent, and mentally incapable of changing his
domicilel and therefore he was not a bona fide resident of the
state of lorida as required by law.

The Florida Supreme Court relying en the general rule as to
inccmpetence of insane persons in th a tate of Florida, found
that Cossie was not of such degre of lunacy that he did not
have the Presence of such mental faculty as would allow him to
change domicile. The Florida supremo court concluded that the
mere fact that a parson is of unsound mind does not necessarily
prr him h rm changing his state domicile, i htsll ha
=1cid Interewl l, or sufficient Mental capacity to elect a new

domicile.
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INTERSTATE TRANSFER OF INCOMPETENT ADULTS1

Over the last several years published articles
2

and cases
from all over the country have reported an increase in, andaddressed the problem of the movement of incompetent adults fromstate to state.

A. The Increase. The increase of interstate transfers ofincompetent adults is attributed to many causes: (1) One cause
for the increase is the need to relocate the incompetent adultto the community of the family member who will provide care;(2) A second cause for the increase is medicaid shopping. Manystates have declared more stringent eligibility requirements,'
including placing a cap on income;

4
(3) A third cause for theincrease is interfamily conflict. One child attempting to gainaccess and control over a parent (and his or her estate) maymove the parent out-of-state. Once in another state, the childinitiates legal process for the adjudication of incompetency ofthe parent, which usually results in guardianship appointment ofthe child; and, (4) A fourth cause for the increase is forumshopping those issues that address death with dignity, right to

die, or suicide . In this time of self-determination, manypeople are comparing the laws of the various states to determine
which ones have state constitutional mandates of 'pro-life" thatdilute, or severly restrict the right of privacy, placing
priority on the continuation of life no matter how artificial or
spiritles~s.

I8 Copyright 1992 by A. Frank Johns. All Rights Reserved.
The able assistance of Martha Chasten is acknowledged.

2See, V. Gottlich, Finders. Reeners. Losers Weeners:
Conflict of Laws in Adult Guardianshio Cases, 23 ClearinghouseRev. 1415 (Mar. 1990); A. F. Johns, Subject-Matter Jurisdiction.
Domicilfe) and the Jet-Aoe Indenendance of Vulnerable Adults, i
National Guardianship Journal 291 (Fall 1990); C. Barrett,
Takino the Elderly from the Home Stats and Preventing theElderly from Moving, 3 NAELA Quarterly 3 (Winter 1991).

3
"209(b)' states: Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana,

Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Virginia. See, S. G. Haines
and J. T. Combs, Income Cans In Medicaid Elioibilitv, Vol. III,
No. 5, The Eldertaw Report 1 (Dec. 1991).

4
'Income Cap" states: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Colorado,

Delaware, Idaho, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, SouthDakota and Wyoming. Id.
5

Take for example Nancy Cruzan. State of Missouri v.
Cruzan, 110 S. Ct. 2841 (1990). Once Nancy's family member hadguardianship, and the family subsequently determined that herspirit and soul had long since passed, the Missouri officials ofthe state hospital were asked to withdraw life sustaining
support. It was a logical request. Since the State had soughtthe family's consent to attach Nancy's body to life support, itwas logical that the State would honor the family's request towithdraw the life support. As is well documented, Missouri is apro-life state and declined the family's request. The Cruzan
family then contemplated a move to Kansas where instead of aconstitutional pro-life impediment, there was a constitutional
right to privacy. However, because of a possible jurisdictional
problem, and the probable conclusion that the guardian did nothave the power to unilaterally change domicile of the ward toanother state, the Cruzan family was appropriately advised by
counsel to seek an alternative legal remedy.
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B. The Problem. In many causes above (especially the first
one) movement of the incompetent adult will already have
occurred before legal counsel is sought. The attorney must then
assess whether or not the move itself is based on legal
authourity, or based on the informed consent of the incompetent
adult. The components of that assessment should be a mix of
fact and law, including but not limited to the laws of the state
from where an interstate transfer begins, the laws of the state
where the interstate transfer ends, and the facts surrounding
the incompetent adult and his or her family. Attorneys must
first use in the assessment a component that first determines if
the state in which the incompetent adult is located will
exercise jurisdictional control. This requires an understanding
of the Conflict of Laws Doctrine.

C. General Considerations of the Conflict of Laws Doctrine.
Generally, there are two ways by which state courts gain control
over people: (1) the exercise of principles established under
English Common law, and guided by precedent cases considered the
law of the land (the doctrine of stare decisis); and (2) state
statutory law legislating a pre-emption of common law and stare
decisis.

The control that a state court may take over a person
becomes more complex when the legal exercise involves a foreign
element; i.e. other states. The Conflict of Laws Doctrine is
that part of the law dealing with the extent to which the law of
a state operates and determines whether the [laws] of one
or another state should govern a legal situation.

6
And when the

causes for the increase in interstate transfers addressed above
are coupled with the jet age, rapid transit and mass mobility of
people heading into the second millennium, there will be new
pressures on the various states when considering the delivery of
legal or human services to transient, incompetent adults.

7

D. Subiect Hatter Jurisdiction. Most legislatures and
state courts have the unique freedom to chart their own Conflict
of Laws destinies when dealing with the practical aspects of
applying subject matter jurisdiction to transient residents,
incapacity and guardianship. However, States have exercised
quite sparingly the power to enact Conflict of Laws statutes
that statutorily apply subject matter jurisdiction. The result
has been the production of several variations of law and policy
by which states address subject matter jurisdiction in this same
area of law. 

8
States have exercised quite sparingly the power

to enact Conflict of Laws statutes.

615A C.J.S., Conflict of Laws - General Considerations, Sec.
1(1); see also Lamar v. Micou, 112 U.S. 458, 5 S. Ct. 221, 28 L.
Ed. 751, reh. den. 114 U.S. 218, 5 S. Ct. 857, 29 L. Ed. 94
(1884).

...But it is very doubtful, to say the least, whether
even a guardian appointed in the state of the domicile
of the ward (not being the natural guardian or a
testamentary guardian) can remove the ward's domicile
beyond the limits of the state in which the guardian is
appointed, and to which his legal authority is
confined...as the law of the domicile of the ward has
no extraterritorial effect, except by the comity of the
state where the property is situated, or where the
guardian is appointed, it cannot, of course, prevail
against a statute of the state in which the question is
presented for adjudication, expressly applicable to the
[person or] estate of a ward domiciled elsewhere. Id.

7S. Wurfel, Choice of Law Rules in North Carolina, 48
N.C.L. Rev. 243, 246 (1970).

Peripatetic persons who traverse the earth or
outerspace at supersonic speeds, who divide their time
between Bar Harbor, Palm Springs and Miami, live in
house trailers or boats and keep on the move, or
regularly commute by air between London and Paris have
inevitably proliferated in the jet age, seemingly to
the point of rendering obsolete the ancient Roman legal
concept of domicile. Id.
8

Id.
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The variations include three model st-tutes and the
common law Rule of Domicile providing courts subject matter
jurisdiction power to adjudicate capacity and to appoint
guardians. Where two models give the power to exercise
jurisdiction when the incompetent adult is "present'

9
, the

third model empowers courts to exercise jurisdiction with no
reference to any required factual nexus between the incompetent
resident (or transient) and the state:

. . . Some of the legislatures in these states may have
addressed themselves to the conflict-of-laws problem
and have meant explicitly to decide that this exercise
of power ought to be used only in cases of resident
persons. But most statutes really seem to be solving a
venue problem, i.e., deciding the question of which
local court should exercise whatever power the court
system may have been given rather than determining the
limits of Tower in a case having important out-of-state
facts .

And then there is a group of states whose incompetency
and guardianship statutes make no reference to the territorial
scope of the law's application, and therefore must be construed
to operate only within the ambit of the state's power. This
group relies on the common law Rule of domicile.

1 1

1. Uniform Guardianship and Protective Procedures Act
f'UGPPA'). The UGPPA has been the most widely accepted model
statute, adopted (substantially, if lot totally) by fourteen
states, and the District of Columbia.

1

The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws adopted the UGPPA in 1982 as either a separate
statute, or integrated in a statute adopting the Uniform Probate
Code. The UGPPA is found to be as expansive as the Restatement
(Second) when dealing with guardianship of the person. The
UGPPA applies to "(1) Affairs and estates of disappeared
persons, and persons to be protected, domiciled in this state;
(2) Property located in the state of non-domiciliaries who are
disappeared persons or persons to be protected, or property
coming into the control of a guardian or conservator who is
subject to the laws of this state; and (3) Ipcapacitated
persons and minors in this state.' (Emphasis added) '

3

As you have read above, the UGPPA applies the Rule of
Domicile only to property and estates of incompetent persons.
One writer notes that the drafters of the uniform law presumed
that the guardianship provisions would be used less frequently
than the conservatorship provisions.1

9
See Uniform Guardianship and Protective Procedures Act

("UGPPA") Sec. 1-301, and Restatement (Second) Conflict of Laws,
Sec. 79.

1
0

M.G. Paulsen and J. Best, Appointment of a Guardian in the
Conflict of Laws, 45 Iowa L. Rev. 212, 213-214 (1960).

115. Wurfel, Choice of Law Rules in North Carolina, 48
N.C.L. Rev. 243, 246 (1970).

12See Exhibit "A", showing the states that have adopted the
Act.

1 3
UGPPA Sec. 1-301.

1
4
V. Gottlich, Ibid, at 1416.
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2. The Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws Sec. 79
(19711. Adopted by at least one state, the Restatement (Second)
addresses custody of persons jurisdictionally with the same
rationale. 'A state has power to exercise judicial jurisdiction
to determine the custody, or to appoint a guardian, of the
person or of a child or adult (a) who is domiciled in the state,
or (b) who is present in the state, or (c) who is neither
domiciled nor present in the state, if the controversy is
between two or more persons who are personally subject to the
jurisdiction of the state.'15

Although not law, except to the extent cited by
judicial approval, the principles expounded in another section
of the Restatement (Second) (Secs. 11 - 23) directly pertain to
any domicile problem routed in complex, factual situations
involving multistate consideration. The drafters should have
left well enough alone, and applied these sections on domicile
to Section 79.

The Paulsen and Best law review article, and the cases
cited, written prior to Restatement (Second) support a
flexibility rule regarding domicile, underscoring the point that
because judges speak in terms of 'power to act" they do not
address themselves to the wisdom of placement.16

The comment to the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of
Laws, Sec. 79, states that the subject of jurisdiction over
custody and guardianship is made complex by the different
interests involved, and by the number of states which may be
concerned.

The comment addresses three bases of jurisdiction under
the Restatement (Second). The first proceeds on the basis that
incompetency is a question of status, and hence subject to the
control of the state where the child (incompetent] is domiciled.
The second basis is the presence of the child [incompetent] in
the state. The third basis is the state's power to determine
guardianship as between persons competing for it and over whom
the state has personal jurisdiction. This third jurisdictional
basis places emphasis on the interests of those who ale seeking
control, without losing sight of the person's welfare. 7

When all three bases of jurisdiction are found in a
single state, that state may exercise jurisdiction to
determine the [incompetent's] custody. So a state may
determine . . . custody if the state has personal
jurisdiction over the contending parties and the
[incompetent] is both domiciled

15 Kansas incorporated Restatement Second's
recommendations into its guardianship statute, specifically
separating jurisdiction and venue, thereby providing its Supreme
Court with the statutory power to declare that, even though the
state of Nebraska had an active guardian in place for many
years, the state of Kansas had authority under its statute to
appoint a guardian in Kansas because the ward had been
physically present there in excess of 16 years, although
incompetent upon arrival and throughout his stay in Kansas.

K.S.A. 59-3009 gives specific authority to any person
to file in the district court of the county where the
proposed ward resides or is present a petition for
appointment of a guardian. It appears that the intent
of the legislature in 59-3009 was to expand the court's
jurisdictional bases to conform to the recommendation
ultimately adopted in Restatement (Second) of Conflict
of Laws Sec. 79 (1971). 7

Matter of Miller, 620 P. 2d 800, 803 (1980).
1 6

The Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws, Sec. 79,
addresses the concept of custody and status only as to children.
It seems that as an afterthought the reporters for the
Restatement (Second) added adult incompetents to the section.
The comment only discusses children, but it is clear, and it
should be noted that throughout this manuscript incompetents and
children are viewed as similar under the Rule.

In Paulsen and Best, Ibid, n. 10, it is further asserted
that the converse is also true, citing In re Plucar's
Guardianship, 247 Iowa 394, 72 N.W. 2d 455 (1955), as an example
of the rigid application of jurisdiction based on where the
person is "found', and that this may not be in the best
interests of the person. Yet, in many states that is how the
statute is applied. The authors contend such a narrow position
deprives the court of information from witnesses and social
investigative reports to determine what constructive action may
need, or ought to, be taken under the concept of parens patriae.
(Emphasis on the child, but applicable to incompetent adults).

1 7
Restatement (Second), Ibid, Sec. 79, at 237.
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and physically present within its territory. Complexities
arise, however, when these bases are divided. Statements
are often to be found in the opinions that one or another ofthese bases must be regarded as exclusive and that no other
one will do.

1 8

3. ADA Model Guardianship Act. The ABA's ModelGuardianship Act asserts the same principle as the UGPPA and the
Restatement (Second). It declares a broad power to appointguardians based on the physical presense of the person and thedescretion of the judge. It has yet to be accepted in any state.Although the graph in Exhibit "A" shows many states with similar
statutes.

4. Common Law Rule of Domicile. For many states,subject matter jurisdiction is determined by domicile in the
forum state.

19
Under the general rule that the law of domicilegoverns as to the status of a person and the disposition andmanagement of his movable property, the domicile ofthe... incompetent is regarded as the fittest place for theappointment of a guardian of his person and estate... .20

In a general way, domicile means dwelling house orhome - a place where one lives. 25 Am. Jur. 2d, Domicil, Sec.1, at 5. It has also been described as the pre-eminent
headquarters, Williamson v. Osenton, 232 U.S. 619, 625, 34 S.Ct. 442, 443, 58 L. Ed. 758 (1914), which is the essence oftechnical domicile. Texas v. Florida, 306 U.S. 398, 427, 59 S.Ct. 563, 577, 83 L. Ed. 817 (1939). Domicile implies a nexusbetween person and place of such permanence as to control thecreation of legal relations and responsibilities of the utmostsignificance. 25 Am. Jur. 2d, suora, at 5, n.5, citing Williams
v. Rorth Carolina, (citations omitted); 39 Proof of Facts,
Person's Domicil, Sec. 2 at 595.

Many federal and state courts have long declaredthat the term domicile rests on residence, and the intention tomake it a home - the fact and the intent. Horne V. Horne, 31N.C. 79, 85, 86, 11 Irdell 99 (1848). The North CarolinaSupreme Court in Horne relied in part on Justice Joseph Story's

181d. at 238.

19See Exhibit 'A' identifying those states whose statutes
either specifically declare 'domicile" as the rule, or declare
nothin9. See oenerallv, 4 Proof of Facts 2d, Nonestablishment
of Domicil in Foreign Jurisdiction 595; 25 Am. Jur. 2d, Domicil,
Sec. 37 at 6; 39 C.J.S., Guardian and Ward, Sec. 12, at 29;Griffin v. Matthews, 310 F. Supp. 341 (M.D.N.C. 1969), aff'd.,
423 F. 3d 272 (4th Cir. 1969).

2 0
15A C.J.S., Conflict of Laws-Guardian and Ward, Sec.

14(5), at 476, n. 40, citing Lamar v. Micoc, suora.
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Commentaries to espouse the principle that presence plus intent
constitutes domicile.

2 1

a. Domicile and the Burden of Proof. The general
rule is well settled that the burden of proof is on the one
alleging a change in domicile. In Texas v. Florida, supra, 306
U.S. at 427, the U.S. Supreme Court addressed the issue of
domicile to determine which state Texas, New York, Massachusetts
or Florida had subject matter jurisdiction. Green (the subject
of the Texas v. Florida decision) had established substantial
contacts in Massachusetts. Green built an enormous estate in
Massachusetts, and had all of the circumstances of his life
revolving around it - the Massachusetts residence was the place
most associated with his family history and his chief interests.
So when Florida asserted that Green changed his domicile to that
state, Florida carried the burden of showing that the earlier
domicile was abandoned in favor of a later one. The Supreme
Court declared that the burden that Florida carried had not
beensustained when it only showed a period of winter residence
there in obedience to the demands of HEALTH, in the absence
there of the activities associated with the decedent's chief
interests and the objects of those interests and of intimate
family association, with which he had surrounded himself... Id.

1. Intent. If the person is not competent, then
in most situations the requisite ability to formulate an intent
to change abode is lacking. A primary component lacking in the
rule of domicile would bar a court's power over the individual
even if present.

(a) Mental Incompetency and Chanqino
Domicile. If it is concluded that an adult was mentally
incompetent upon entry into a state under the rule of domicile,
then there are several contentions that may be raised by the
opposing party that the change in domicile might be perfected -
including the acquisition of a domicile of choice by his
voluntary act, or change of domicile by the act of a guardian or
another having actual or constructive custody or control over
the person. 96 A.L.R. 2d, Mental Incompetent - Domicil -
Chance, 1236, 1245, citing Foster v. Carlin, 200 F.2d 943 (4th
Cir. 1952).

(b) Incompetent's Voluntary Act to Change
Domicile. It has been written that it may be beyond question
that an incompetent who has not been adjudged so, and for whom
no guardian has been appointed, may acquire a new domicile of
choice if he in fact has sufficient mentality to do so. 5 N.C.
Index 3d, Domicil, Sec. 2, at 383, n.13 citing Bryant v. Bryant,
228 N.C. 287, 45 S.E.2d 572 (1947); and 1989 Supp., at 292,
citing Wilson v. State Residence Comm of Univ. of North
Carolina, 92 N.C. App. 355, 374 S.E.2d 415 (1988); 28 C.J.S.,
Domicile, Sec. 19 at 48, citing In Re Marks' Will, 259 N.C. 326,
130 S.E.2d 673 (Supp. 1981). Not every person who suffers from
a mental disease or defect which makes him incompetent to
perform some acts of legal significance is necessarily so
functionally impaired as to be incapable of electing a new
domicile. Thus, if it can be further established by
satisfactory evidence that the incompetent's condition did not
in fact deprive him of the power to form an intent or to make a
choice, and that he had retained or regained sufficient
mentality to do so, his acquisition of a new domicile of choice
may be recognized. 96 A.L.R. 2d, supra, 1243, n.11. And, the
actual mental capacity may be much less than that generally for
the management of an individual's affairs so that the ability to
merely express a preference with respect to the location of home
has been held sufficient to enable an incompetent to select his
domicile. Restatement (Second) supra, Sec. 15(1), at 37. See
also, Lavton v. Pribble, 200 Va. 405, 105 S.E.2d 864 (1958); 25
Am. Jur. 2d Domicile, Sec. 77; 96 A.L.R. 2d, suora, Sec. II 4(b)
at 1253, 1254.

Facts in many cases describe adults
shown to be mentally incompetent at the time they departed
previously established domiciles for new residences or places of
abode, and would be presumed Ito be incapable of acquiring
domiciles of choice absent affirmative showings that they in
fact each had sufficient mentality to choose new domiciles, and
if no such affirmative showing, then each domicile would
continue to be what it was when the person became incompetent.
Matthews v. Matthews, 141 So. 2d 779 (1962); 96 A.L.R. 2d,
suora, at 1231.

2lHorne, supra, 31 NC at 86, quoting J. Story, Commentaries
on the Conflict of Laws, Foreion and Domestic, in Regard to
Contracts. Rights and Remedies 40 (1834) (reprint Arno Press,
New York (1972).
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Three cases illustrate the legal rule:Federal Trust Co. v. Allen, In Re McCormick, and Miller v.Nelson. 96 A.L.R. 2d, suora, at 1246, citing Federal Trust Co.v. Allen, 110 Kan. 484, 204 P. 747 (1922), In Re McCormick, 260Ill. App. 36, rev. den. on other gds. 345 Ill. 461, 178 N.E. 195(1931), and Miller v. Nelson, 160 Fla. 410, 35 So. 2d 288(1948). In Federal Trust, the incompetent, a Nebraskadomiciliary who had been enticed by her stepson, after he hadfirst taken all of her personal property from her safe-depositbox, to accompany him to his home in Kansas for a temporaryvisit, where upon he applied for appointment of guardian of herperson and property, and attempted to prevent other relativesand her attorney from seeing her. The court held that theincompetent did not have sufficient mentality to acquire adomicile in Kansas, so that the Nebraska guardian rather thenthe Kansas guardian was entitled to her custody. Federal TrustCo. v. Allen, sugrs, at 485. cf., Matter of Miller, 228 Kan.
606, 620 P.2d 800 (1980) (case based on specific rewrite of
Kansas law to reflect Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws,
Sec. 79, addressed supra, n.15, in this manuscript).

In McCormick, suora, the respondent hadbeen born and continuously resided in the state of Illinoisprior to becoming insane while temporarily in another state. Heremained in the other state on the hope that the climate wouldbe favorable to his recovery. The other state was California,where he resided for 20 years under the care and control ofguardians of his person appointed by a California court, whichhad acted under a statute permitting the appointment of theguardian for a non-resident incompetent temporarily within thestate, thereby continuing to retain his Illinois domicile. In
Re McCormick, suora, at 196.

And the Miller case, suora, included aman who lacked such soundness of mind as to lack the capacity tochoose a new domicile. The court observed that an incompetent'smind may be so weak as a result of extreme age as to make himincapable of forming a settled intent to change his home or his
domicile. 96 A.L.R. 2d, suora, n.77.

Federal Trust, McCormick and Miller allstand for the proposition that each case must stand on its ownfacts to determine capacity sufficient for anyone to declare achange of domicile. Those facts include self-help skills, dailyneeds, awareness of time, place, routine and other facts makingop the cognitive state of mind of the person who is beingassessed as to his or her ability or inability to make a choiceof domicile. Miller v. Nelson, suora, 35 So. 2d at 293.

What the cases show is that the makeupof any person's mental capacity and the facts in each case willdictate the determination whether or not the incompetent had therequisite ability to knowingly make a choice that changed his orher domicile. See, G.A. Locke, 4 Proof of Facts, suora.

The courts and health care professionalsconsider a variety of factors when weighing the mentaldeficiency of a respondent alleged to be incompetent, andincapable of declaring a new domicile. Factors include thedegree of helplessness, the kind of care required, and theincompetent's ability to make and adhere to his own decisions.in determining his actual capacity to make a choice, the primaryquestion is whether he is able to choose and not whether hischoice is a wise one. 96 A.L.R. 2d, suora, 1252; Foster v.
Carlin , sura, 200 F.2d at 946; Matthews v. Matthews, suora;Miller v. Nelson, suora; See generallv, H.R. Turnbull, III, A.P. Turnbull, G. J. Bronicki, J. A. Summens and C. Rolder-Gordon,
Disability and the Family. A Guide to Decisions for Adulthood,
chs.4-6, (Brookes Publ. Co., 1969).

(C) The Act of a Guardian or Another toChange Incompetent's Domicile. Where an incompetent has beenfound incapable, either as a matter of fact or of law, ofchanging his own domicile voluntarily and by his own act, it hasbeen held that his domicile could be changed by the act ofanother under certain circumstances. 25 Am. Jur. 2d sours, Sec.
60 at 59.
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Although most of the cases address the domicile of the wife, and
whether it follows her husband, there has been authority cited
that where a husband has become incompetent and no guardian has
bean appointed for him, his spouse has a superior right to
deteriins his domicile. 25 Am. Jur. 2d sunra, ,at 59, n.16,
citing Robinson v. Frost, 54 Vt. 105 (1881).

When a husband becomes mentally
incompetent and incapable of acquiring a domicile of choice, it
has been held or recognized that the wife becomes head of the
family and has power to select a place of abode. 96 A.L.R. 2d
suora, at 1276, n.17, citing McKnight v. Dudley, 148 F. 204 (6th
Cir., 1906).

There appears to be no authority for the
proposition that an incompetent ' s domicile may be changed under
any circumstance by a relative other than a spouse or parent.
The case law seems to sup port that at a minimum the wife may at
least establish the matrimonial domicile. 96 A.L.R. 2d suora,
at 1276, n. citing Ruchal v. Kuphal, 177 Misc. 255, 29 N.Y.S. 2d
868 (1941); Robinson v. Frost, supra. Few, if any, family
members or other relatives may exercise a change of domicile for
a nonadjudicated incompetent adult. Id.

The facts in Miller, supra, should be
compared to the other cases. That one Otto Zetterlund had
established domicile in Florida was undisputed. During the
latter years of his life, Zetterlund became plagued with
senility. He was over eighty, had difficulty talking and
writing, and eventually had to rely on others to sign his name
for him. His care-taker took him to numerous places for medical
treatment, climate change and sabbatical from stressful business
in Florida. On one such trip, a home was purchased in
California in 1944, and Zutterlund lived in the home until his
death in late 1945. Shortly before his death, Zetterlund was
adjudged incompetent by a California court. California had a
statute permitting the appointment of a guardian for a
non-resident incompetent temporarily within the state.
Florida's Supreme Court sustained its lower court's finding that
Zetterlund was domiciled in Florida at the time of his death:

a person of unsound mind does not have the ability
to acquire a new domicile.. .one's mind may be so
weakened, whether by nature or by extreme age, as to be
unable to form a settled intent to change his home and
in that case cannot change his domicile.

Miller v. Nelson, suora, 35 So. 2d at 293.

2. Physical Presence.

(a) Actual Presence. Of critical import in
all of the writings is that the person for whom domicile has
professed to be changed be actually physically present in the
alleged domicile. The first requirement of establishing a
domicile is an actual physical presence in the locality of the

alleged domicile. In this regard, "physical presence" merely
involves the requirement that the person in question be located
in the area in which domicile is sought to be established. It
is immaterial whether that person has a permanent or fixed place
to stay in the locality, so long as he is present there. His
residence may be a temporary shack, a rented house, a boarding
house, or hotel, the house of a relative or friend, or any other
resident of either a permanent or temporary nature. Proof of
Facts, 2d, supra, Sec. 5 at 601. The physical presence
necessary for acquisition of a new domicile need not be narrowed
to a particular building, municipality, or county within the
state. Proof of Facts 2d, suora, Sec. 3 at 604. But physical
presence must be within the state at the time of adjudication.

In many cases, the emphasis is sharply
placed on the necessity of actual presence and residence in the
new location as essential conditions or prerequisites to a
change of domicile.

Whensoever the intention is conceived the home
does not exist until the intention is executed under an
actual, concurring bodily presence." (citation omitted)

In order to accomplish a change of residence,
there must be not only the intention to change but the
fact of the removal. Neither is sufficient without the
other. (citations omitted) (emphasis supplied in the
text)
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Reynolds v. Lloyd Cotton Mills, supra, 99 S.E. at 245, 246.

Actual residence in a place is acircumstance which tends to prove domicile in that place; it is
prima facie evidence of domicile. 25 Am. Jur. 2d supra, Sec.
81, at 59, Sec. 84, at 61.

While the length of residence is a
factor in determining when the requisite intention occurs, theintent must be unqualified and not conditioned on the happening
of a future event like the death of a spouse, or regaining
memory loss. The converse is also true, the temporary removal
from one's domicile, without the intention of changing it does
not in any way erode the original domicile. The law does not
contemplate continuous presence, not even when the case is one
where an alien was charged by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, restrictively interpreting a federal statute, with
having to maintain continuous residence in order to acquire
citizenship. Nantzoooulos v. United States, 20 F.2d 146(M.D.N.C. 1927), citing as authority ReInolds v. Lloyd Cotton
Mills, supra.

(b) Residence. The Court of Appeals ofNorth Carolina recently addressed the difference between
residence and domicile in Vinson Realty Company. Inc. v. Honia,Vinson Realty Company, Inc. v. Nonig, 88 N.C. App. 113, 362
S.E.2d 602 (1987), reaffirming the distinction between residence
and domicile as stated in Hall v. Board of Elections, sunra.

There are specific statutes that useonly the word residence where domicile is inferred to be
synonymous. One such statutory use of "residence' was construed
to mean "domicile' sufficient to file an action for divorce.
Williams v. North Carolina {I), suora; Andris v. Andris, 309S.E.2d 570, 571 (N.C. App. 1983); See also, Martin v. Martin,
253 N.C. 704, 118 S.E.2d 29 (1961); Rector v. Rector, 4 N.C.
App. 240, 166 S.E.2d 492 (1969). See Exhibit "A" for those
states that use 'residence" or 'resident' instead of domicile.
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Ms. KINDERMANN. Thank you.
I'm going to ask people to hold questions and any discussion

until after all our presenters have proceeded.
Our next speaker is Mr. John Regan, currently the Jack and

Frieda Dicker Distinguished Professor of Health Care Law at Hof-
stra University. He's the author of numerous papers and lectures
on legal problems in health care, social services, and aging. He will
also address the first three issues: the need for data, Federal inter-
vention, and a possible hook for Federal legislation.

JOHN REGAN, PROFESSOR OF HEALTH CARE LAW, HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY

Mr. REGAN. Thank you.
I boil the questions for discussion today down to two: Is there a

need for Federal legislation concerning State systems that author-
ize surrogate decisionmaking-not just guardianship-for disabled
persons? And coming through it all, is such legislation feasible,
whether we talk of hooks or other devices for doing it? My written
statement will review some of the studies that have identified prob-
lems and the few examples of empirical data that have been put
together over the last 10, 15, or 20 years.

I guess my initial position, given this background, would suggest
that maybe there is a case to be made for Federal legislation in
this area. Sorry to disappoint you, but that's not my goal today.
Indeed, I believe that the legislative approach which was exempli-
fied in the bills Senator Glenn and the late Congressman Pepper
introduced is both unnecessary and lack usefulness. Those bills
would have set substantive procedural and evidentiary standards
for State guardianship law and have used the draconian sanction of
the States' Medicaid programs and the cutoff of funds as ways of
assuring compliance.

I think those bills and that approach-and perhaps I'm in very
close agreement with Mr. Johns-address the wrong issues. Many
States over the past decade have reformed their State guardianship
laws, they have eliminated many of the most objectionable fea-
tures, definitions of incapacity have been modernized, hearing pro-
cedures tightened up, limited guardianships are encouraged, even
mandated. The problem is not poorly drafted legislation. I'm not
suggesting that it's a perfect world out there by any means, but the
States have carried the ball to a large extent.

What I would like to focus on today instead are the remaining
problems, which, as I see it, are in four areas in the administration
of guardianship law, which, truth be told, tend to undercut the
progress that's been made in crafting the better statute. And of
course, these remarks are based on impressions, anecdotes,
snatches of evidence, not broad-based empirical studies of the type
that grant-getters love to produce and which simply don't exist by
and large in this area.

The first problem area is the way judges administer guardian-
ship law in their courtrooms. If a statute gives the court discretion
to waive a requirement, such as the presence of the prospective
ward or the attendance of a medical witness at the hearing, many
courts will routinely exercise this discretionary power for the con-
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venience of the petitioner, the witness, and even the court them-
selves, without due regard for the primary presumptions written
into the law. Though designed by statute to have an adversarial
quality, guardianship proceedings become transformed or continue
to remain little more than an administrative function designed to
get the petition processed as quickly as possible. The fault is not in
the statute, but in its implementation by the courts.

Another example is the principle of limited guardianship. Most
modern statutes express a strong preference for conferring on the
guardian only those powers needed to compensate for the proven
functional deficiencies of the ward. Plenary guardianship is sup-
posed to be only a last resort. But again, much anecdotal evidence
suggests that plenary guardianships are routinely granted in many
States despite the statutes, while limited guardianship is an occa-
sional exception. As before, the fault is not in the statute as draft-
ed, but in the court's view of its and the petitioner's own priorities.

A second problem area is the way in which guardianships are
monitored once the guardian has been appointed. Most States pro-
vide for some type of oversight, whether through annual financial
reports or personal status reports, and that has been well-docu-
mented in Sally Hurme's study for the ABA.

While these reporting requirements could be strengthened in
some States, the real problem lies not in drafting a stricter law,
but in court oversight of compliance with the terms of the already
existing laws.

Reports abound of the failure of courts to demand that guardians
file the reports on a timely basis and, more importantly, that some-
one in the courthouse actually read these reports and flag those
cases where a followup inquiry or hearing seems appropriate. The
burdens on courts of caseload congestion and the shortage of funds
appear to have pushed the oversight responsibility of the courts
even further to the back of the courthouse burner. The result is
ironic. As law reform tries to bring more protection to the prospec-
tive ward in the courtroom, that protection tends to vanish once
the guardian has been appointed. But again note my thesis. The
problem is essentially an administrative one, not one of legislative
drafting.

The third area of concern is the increasingly large number of el-
derly persons who are incapacitated that lack so-called natural
guardians, such as family or close friends who are available and
willing to serve as guardians. In many cases, these elderly persons
have outlived those who would ordinarily have helped them in this
fashion. Visit any nursing home and you will see many such per-
sons totally dependent on the staff or the administration of the fa-
cility for all types of surrogate decisionmaking. The question-and
it's a hard one-is whether some form of public guardianship needs
to be created to protect the interests of these dependent elderly.

I realize that public guardianship is a dirty word, has a bad repu-
tation in many communities and deservedly so. I'm not suggesting
that a new bureaucracy be created which substitutes one form of
oppression for another. What troubles me, however, is the growing
number of disabled elderly who are ripe for abuse and exploitation
because they simply have no one to look out for their interests.
That's the problem. I don't know precisely what the solution is.
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The fourth and final problem area is not confined to guardian-
ship, although it's most prominent in that respect. Guardianships
are typically expensive and time-consuming procedures. Ironically,
the tougher the law, the more expensive the process becomes. A
simple guardianship can take several months. In New York it's
running up to 8 months to get a conservatorship, and it costs sever-
al thousands of dollars in many jurisdictions.

The consequences of these burdens are predictable. First, guard-
ianship tends to be utilized only where a substantial estate is
present, meaning that all others don't get whatever advantages
guardianship may have, and secondly, in the vast majority of these
other cases, property and personal management and surrogate de-
cisionmaking are provided on an informal basis by the disabled
person's next of kin, friends, neighbors, or service providers, but
often they lack any legal authority and with important gaps in
their powers to aid the disabled person. So the question here, then,
it seems to me, is whether there are ways of improving access to
competent surrogate decisionmaking for the incapacitated.

Note that I'm not referring just to guardianship but to a wider
range of alternative mechanisms for empowering persons of good
will to act with legal authority on behalf of the disabled. Ideally, of
course, a person anticipates the need for help, executes a durable
power of attorney in advance, and hopefully all goes well. The Pa-
tient Self-Determination Act is helping to generate awareness of
this mechanism among persons entering health care facilities, and
many States have expanded or clarified their durable powers for
health care. And we're now seeing the trend toward family consent
laws both by statute and by judicial decree to make surrogate deci-
sionmaking easier for those who are incapacitated but failed to exe-
cute an advance directive.

The fact remains, however, that for those who fail to make ad-
vance provisions for incapacity and who live in States which lack
family consent authorization, guardianship is still the only game in
town. It's the only valid way to provide long-term surrogate deci-
sionmaking. But given the burdens of cost and delay in the courts,
one wonders whether there isn't an easier way to accomplish this
goal without sacrificing necessary protection for the incapacitated.

Now, I realize that some people believe that intervention should
be hard, if not impossible, to accomplish and that guardianship
should be discouraged. This position, I think, is unrealistic in that
it ignores the fact that the need for intervention doesn't go away
by ignoring it; exploitation and abuse are often the substitutes
from self-appointed surrogates. I suggest, therefore, that some way
needs to be found for improving access to surrogate decisionmaking
without foregoing the hard-fought protections for disabled people
that have been won over the past decade. Some better mix of dura-
ble powers, joint tenancy, living trusts, and guardianship seems de-
sirable.

Now, having laid out the problems, the next question is, is Feder-
al legislation the proper response to these problems? What are the
possible purposes of a Federal guardianship law? One would be to
establish basic constitutional standards, which the previous bills
have done, and as I mentioned earlier, without rehashing that, I
don't think that's the way to go.
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Another possible purpose would be to promote uniformity in
guardianship proceedings and appointments across the Nation.
Again, I'm not sure that there's any utility in pursuing the goal of
uniformity at this time. There doesn't seem to be an enormous
pressing need for uniformity. Guardianships, despite the mobility
factor, still tend to be highly local in nature. Wards still don't
travel necessarily that much, and decisions concerning their affairs
often have a highly local character. So to the extent that there's no
strong interstate dimension, I don't see the need for uniform legis-
lation.

A third possible purpose, however, does seem to be on target, but
I'll leave the judgment as to its political correctness or political fea-
sibility to others in this room more experienced in such matters
than a simple academic. This method that I'm suggesting would ad-
dress deficiencies in the oversight and monitoring of guardians by
providing Federal financial support for developing new methods for
both simplifying but toughening judicial scrutiny of guardians. The
recent ABA study in guardianship monitoring described a number
of initiatives which the States might employ to improve oversight.
In the same vein, I wonder whether other Federal carrots might
not be offered to State court systems to experiment with improve-
ments in the procedures they use for the processing of petitions for
guardianship. Similarly, we need to find ways to overcome the bar-
riers to use of limited guardianships rather than simply allowing
the courts to dismiss them as an expensive frill.

The worst possible approach, it seems to me, would be to tie in
Federal reform efforts with State Medicaid plans unless there were
additional funding provided to finance the effort, which I doubt
would happen. As you know, Medicaid is already stretched to the
limit to do its primary job of providing health care to the poor, and
I would hate to see it converted into a vehicle for mandating social
measures, however desirable, that divert funds from the program's
targeted clientele.

Is there a need for more data, as suggested by the staff, to docu-
ment the extent of abuses to help Congress make informed policy
decisions, et cetera? Perhaps. Let me suggest in the same vein as I
suggested last year to the House Committee on Aging regarding
elder abuse, I think we've spent enough time identifying abuses
and seeing all the problems out there. I think it's time to get on
with discovering those systems that work, of model-building, of
publicizing, and of helping to get those systems spread across the
country. If we discovered tomorrow with the end of the Cold War
that we had a big pool of money available, would we really know
what to do with it in terms of promoting real effective guardian-
ship programs out in the States? I don't think so. We can spend an
awful lot of time identifying abuse and really not know what it is
that we want in a positive way and what works. I think it's time to
get on with the job of discovering what works, of promoting efforts
to get people working in that direction, and to publicize it to other
jurisdictions across the country.
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Thanks very much for the opportunity to share these ideas with
you. I'm sure that over the next couple of hours you'll quickly find
all the flaws and errors in them, but at least I ve said my piece,
and hopefully the exchange of ideas from others here will sort out
all the good things that we might offer to the staff. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Regan follows:]
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SOME THOUGHTS FOR A

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON GUARDIANSHIP

by

John J. Regan

Professor of Law
Nofstra University School of Law

The basic questions for discussion today are whether there is

a need for federal legislation concerning state systems which

authorize surrogate decision-making for disabled persons and, if

so, is such legislation feasible? I've been asked to comment

specifically on the issues of the need for federal law concerning

guardianship and the possible ways in which state compliance with

such legislation could be achieved.

Beginning about 20 years ago, advocates for the elderly and

the disabled identified a number of significant problems in state

guardianship laws. Some of these defects were so fundamental that

they raised questions about the constitutionality of the basic

criteria and procedures utilized to determine incompetency and to

appoint a guardian. Other problems grew out of the failure of many

states to update their guardianship laws to reflect emerging

insights into the nature of incapacity and the appropriate evidence

for determining whether a person could no longer function as an

independent decision-maker. Still another set of problems arose out

of the administration of guardianships both in and out of the

courtroom.

Empirical data demonstrating the prevalence and scope of these

problems, however, have been sparse. In the late 60's, George

Alexander identified the self-interest which motivated petitions

for guardianship in several upstate New York counties. Bill Bell

and others wrote of the inadequacies in Florida guardianship law.

Julia spring and Nancy Dubler graphically illustrated the delays,

sloppiness and lack of oversight in New York conservatorship

proceedings, as has Madelyn Iris regarding Illinois guardianship

practice. Most importantly, the Associated Press found in many

parts of the country rampant and pervasive abuse in the way the

courts handle guardianships.

This brief sketch probably suggests that I am building the

case for federal legislation setting federal standards for

protecting the vulnerable people who are sometimes the victims of

the guardianship system. Sorry to disappoint you, but this is not

my goal today. I believe that the legislative approach exemplified
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by the bills that Senator Glenn and the late Congressman Pepper

have introduced is unnecessary and not useful. These bills, you may

recall, would set substantive, procedural and evidentiary standards

for state guardianship law. A state's failure to comply would lead

to the imposition of sanctions on the state's Medicaid program,

even the cutoff of funds.

I am opposed to the approach exemplified by these two bills

because they address the wrong issues. The primary problems with

state guardianship law are no longer state statutes which on their

face fail to protect the fundamental rights of the prospective

ward. During the past decade, especially since the Associated Press

expose, many states have drastically reformed their guardianship

laws to eliminate their most objectionable features. Definitions

of incapacity have been modernized, hearing procedures are been

tightened up, and limited guardianships are encouraged and even

mandated where appropriate. The leadership provided by the American

Bar Association's Commission of the Legal Problems of the Elderly

and the Commission on the Mentally Disabled has borne much fruit.

Of course, I'm not suggesting that all states have revised their

laws, but the problem of poorly drafted legislation is no longer

in the forefront.

Many other problems still remain, however. Let me describe

for your discussion today four areas in the administration of

guardianship law where major problems tend to undercut the progress

that has been made in crafting better statutes. Let me also hasten

to add that my remarks are based on impressions and snatches of

evidence, not on broad-based empirical studies.

The first area is the way judges administer guardianship law

in their courtrooms. If a statute gives the court discretion to

waive a requirement, such as the presence of the prospective ward

or the attendance of a medical witness at the hearing, many courts

will routinely exercise this power for the convenience of the

petitioner, the witness, or even themselves, without due regard for

the primary presumptions written in the law. Though designed by

statute to have an adversarial quality, guardianship proceedings

are thus transformed into little more than an administrative

function designed to get the petition processed as quickly as

possible. The fault is not in the statute but in its implementation

by the courts.

A similar fate seems to await the principle of limited

guardianship in many courtrooms. Most modern statutes express a

strong preference for conferring on the guardian only those powers

needed to compensate for the proven functional deficiencies of the

ward. Plenary guardianship is supposed to be only a last resort
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But again much anecdotal evidence suggests that plenary

guardianships are routinely granted in many states, while limited

guardianships are the occasional exception. As before, the fault

is not in the statutes as drafted, but in the court's view of its

and the petitioner's priorities.

The second problem area for guardianships lies in the way

guardianships are monitored once the guardian has been appointed.

Most states provide for some type of oversight, whether through

annual financial reports or personal status reports. While these

reporting requirements could be strengthened in some states, the

real problem lies not in drafting a stricter law but in court

oversight of compliance with the terms of the already exising laws.

Reports abound of the failure of courts to demand that guardians

file these reports on a timely basis and, more importantly, that

someone in the courthouse actually read these reports and flag

those cases where a followup inquiry or hearing seems appropriate.

The burdens on courts of caseload congestion and a shortage of

funds appear to have pushed the oversight responsibility of the

courts further to the back of the courthouse burner. The result is

ironic: as law reform tries to bring more protection to the
prospective ward in the courtroom, that protection tends to vanish

once the guardian has been appointed. But again note my thesis: the

problem is essentially administrative, not one primarily of

legislative drafting.

A third area of concern is the increasingly large number of

elderly persons who are incapacitated but lack so-called natural

guardians, such as family or close friends, who are available and

willing to serve as guardians. In many cases, these elderly persons

have outlived those who would ordinarily have helped them in this

fashion. Visit almost any nursing home and you will see many such

persons totally dependent on the staff or the administration of the

facility for surrogate decision-making. The question is whether

some form of public guardianship should be created to protect the

interests of these dependent elderly. I realize that public

guardianship has a bad reputaion in many communities, and

deservedly so. I'm not suggesting that some new bureaucracy be

created which substitutes one form of oppression for another. What

troubles me is the growing number of disabled elderly who are ripe

for abuse and exploitation because they have no one to look out for

their interests.
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The fourth and final problem area is not confined to

guardianship, although it is most prominent here. Guardianships are

typically expensive and time-consuming procedures. Ironically, the

tougher the law, the more expensive the process becomes. A simple

guardianship may take several months and cost several thousand

dollars in many jurisdictions. The consequences of these burdens

are predictable: 1) guardianship tends to be utilized only where

a substantial estate is present; and 2) in the vast majority of

other cases, property and personal management and decision-making

are provided on an informal basis by the disabled person's next-

of-kin, friends, neighbors or service-providers, but often without

any legal authority and with important gaps in the powers needed

to aid the disabled person.

The question is whether steps are necessary to improve access

to competent surrogate decision-making for the incapacitated. Note

that I am not referring just to guardianship but to a wider range

of alternative mechanisms for empowering persons of good will to

act with legal authority on behalf of the disabled. Ideally, a

person will anticipate the need for such help and execute a durable

power of attorney in advance of incapacity. The Patient Self-

Determination Act is helping to generate awareness of this

mechanism among persons entering health care facilities. Many

states have expanded or clarified their laws concerning durable

powers for health care. For persons who have failed to execute an

advance directive, the trend toward permitting members of a

patient's family or close friends to serve as health care decision-

makers, so-called family consent laws, is also making surrogate

decision-making more accessible and less burdensome, at least in

the health care area.

The fact remains, however, that for those who have failed to

make advance provision for incapacity and for those who live in

those states lacking family consent authorization, guardianship is

the only valid way to provide surrogate decision-making. Given the

burdens of cost and delay, one wonders whether there isn't an

easier way to accomplish this goal without sacrificing protection

for the incapacitated. I realize that some people believe that

intervention should be hard to accomplish and that guardianship

should be discouraged. This position ignores the fact that the need

for intervention doesn't go away by ignoring it; exploitation and

abuse are often the substitutes. I suggest, therefore, that some

way needs to be found for improving access to surrogate decision-

making without forgoing the hard-fought protections for disabled

persons won over the past decade. Some better mix of durable

powers, joint tenancy, living trusts and guardianship seems

desirable.

58-577 - 92 - 2
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Is federal legislation the proper response to these four sets

of problems? Let's examine the possible purposes of a federal law

concerning guardianship. One possible purpose would be to establish

basic constitutional standards for the states to assure protection

for the fundamental rights of prospective wards. This was the

rationale for previous federal proposals. As I mentioned earlier,

I think we're past the stage where the states need to be forced to

revamp their laws to achieve this goal. This approach doesn't

address the problems I've described in the interpretation,

implementation and administration of state guardianship laws, even

though these laws on their face are models of constitutional

propriety.

Another possible purpose for federal legislation might be to

promote uniformity in guardianship proceedings and appointments

across the nation. Again I fail to see the utility of pursuing this

goal at this time. There doesn't seem to be a great need for such

uniformity. Guardianship tends to be highly local in nature. Wards

don't travel very often; decisions concerning their affairs have

a local character. Only in rare cases do guardians of the property

manage estates with significant interstate assets, certainly not

to the extent to call for uniform legislation.

A third possible purpose for federal legislation, however,

does appear to be on target, but I'll leave the judgment as to its

political feasibility to those in the room more experienced in such

matters. This method would address deficiencies in the oversight

and monitoring of guardians by providing federal financial support

for developing new methods for simplifying but toughening judicial

scrutiny of guardians. The recent ABA study on Guardianship

Monitoring describes a number of initiatives which the states might

employ to improve oversight.

In the same vein, I wonder whether other federal carrots might

not be offered to state court systems to experiment with

improvements in the procedures used they use for the processing of

petitions for guardianship. Similarly, we need to find ways to

overcome the barriers to use of limited guardianships, rather than

allow the courts to dismiss them as an expensive frill.

Let me hasten to add that the worst possible approach to

federal legislation, if there is to be any at all, would be tying

in federal reform efforts with state Medicaid plans, unless
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additional funding were provided to finance the additional effort.

As you know, Medicaid is already stretched to the limit to do its

primary job of providing health care to the poor. I hate to see it

converted into a vehicle for mandating social measures, however

desirable, that divert funds from the program's target clientele.

Is there a need for more data, as suggested by the Senate

Committee staff, "to document the extent of abuses" and to help

Congress "make informed policy decisions regarding the manner in

which guardians should be appointed and monitored"? Perhaps. Let

me suggest, however, that the more profitable approach would be to

identify those guardianship systems which work, to learn what it

is that makes them work, and to encourage the replication of these

features elsewhere in the country.

Thank you for the opportunity to offer these ideas for you

discussion today. Its sure that this distinguished group will

quickly find the flaws and errors in them, but hopefully out

exchange of ideas will provide some useful guidance for the

Co ittee.
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Ms. KINDERMANN. Thank you.
Our next speaker is Mr. Ingo Keilitz. Since 1981 he's been the

Director of the Institute on Mental Disability and Law at the Na-
tional Center for State Courts. He's also the Director of the Nation-
al Probate Court Standards Project. He will discuss States' resist-
ance to Federal intervention in the area of guardianship. He is our
only speaker on this issue.

INGO KEILITZ, NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS
Mr. KEILITZ. Thank you very much. I thank the committee for

giving me this opportunity. Let me begin by bidding a good morn-
ing to all my friends and colleagues here. Good morning.

As the introduction noted, I'm with the National Center for State
Courts. It is perhaps the biggest think tank for the State courts
system, which is responsible for administering the guardianship
area. Perhaps that's why I've been asked to address this issue.
There's going to be quite a bit of agreement between what I have
to say and what the previous two speakers had to say.

First, I want to tell you a little bit about this resistance from the
States with regard to Federal intervention. Second, I want to make
the point that there are many reforms already in place and there
are many under way. Third, I place a heck of a lot more emphasis
on the law in practice, and much less on the law on the books, and
I also want to suggest that a carrot is going to be better than a
stick with regard to Federal legislation. Finally, even though it's
not in my assigned topic area, I do want to say a little bit about the
need for data. (I am a researcher, so I'm very interested in data.)

The States, as you know, have in the past opposed, resisted, or,
at the very least, not supported Federal initiatives in this area. The
resolutions (and the deliberations of various organizations that
came short of formal resolutions) reflect the view that while guard-
ianship systems throughout the country are ailing and need help,
reform should be spearheaded by the States and not necessarily by
the Federal Government. If I may, permit me to read verbatim the
formal resolution of the Conference of Chief Justices, the leading
jurists in each of the 50 States, that was adopted in August 1991. It
is entitled "The Responsibility of the States to Improve Guardian-
ships and Conservatorships."

Whereas guardianship and conservatorship proceedings traditionally have been
matters of State law; and whereas the problems of guardianships and conservator-
ships practice throughout the Nation are well-documented by the American Bar As-
sociation and other interested groups; and whereas the States have voiced their con-
cerns and have responded to these problems with initiatives and programs that ad-
dress these problems and that acknowledge the complexity of guardianship and con-
servatorship in the context of State and local practices; and whereas the American
Bar Association, the National Center for State Courts, the National Judicial College,
and other interested groups have over the last several years assisted the States in
improvements of guardianship and conservatorship; and whereas Federal guardian-
ship legislation is likely to impose unneeded rigidity on current flexible State and
local statutes and regulation of guardianship and conservatorship and, importantly,
is likely to stifle innovation in improvements already under way; now therefore be
it resolved that the Conference of Chief Justices opposes Federal initiatives that
impose unnecessary rigidity upon flexible State and local regulation of guardianship
and conservatorship.

Now, to require the States to either reform their laws, proce-
dures, and practices to Federal mandates or face a loss of signifi-
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cant Federal benefits, many fear, would convert guardianship from
a judicially operated system to a bureaucratic enterprise, a paper
shuffle. Federal regulation would leave little room for and may ac-
tually discourage much-needed experimentation and innovation by
the States, as John Regan (the previous speaker) has already men-
tioned. Rather than devising the means whereby the guardianship
systems achieve access to justice, expedition and timeliness, fair-
ness and integrity, and equality, independence and accountability,
and engender public trust and confidence, local and State officials
who administer these programs on a day-to-day basis would be
forced into a bureaucratic enterprise with the major aim of techni-
cal compliance with regulations-and those of you that have been
in courts, you know that the people who run them are very good at
this.

My point is that many reforms are already in place, and there
are quite a few under way. The issues that are addressed by the
Federal legislations are certainly not new ones. They have been
bandied about for quite a long time. They are dealt with in uni-
form codes, and they're dealt with in State statutes that were
changed within the last 10 years in response to the same kinds of
issues that are addressed by the Federal legislation. Provisions are
now in place in many States that include remedies to the types of
issues that we're all very concerned about. Nevertheless, and as we
all know, even when the necessary laws are established, the local
components and elements that comprise the guardian system may
not be sufficiently established and organized, implementation of
laws may be problematic, and conflicts of interest, abuse of power,
mistakes, and ignorance may still occur.

Perhaps more important than legal reform, the initiatives of a
number of organizations and groups have led and are currently
continuing to lead to significant innovative changes in the day-to-
day operations of the guardianship system, and that's where I
think the rubber meets the road. For example, some localities have
developed video presentations for guardians and prospective guard-
ians outlining duties and responsibilities. Other courts are attempt-
ing to deal with the enforcement and monitoring system by playing
around with a randomized system very much like the IRS, i.e., not
all reports are monitored but the message is sent that you are
likely to be monitored if you are not doing a good job. The Denver
Probate Court has developed a video presentation for use in train-
ing court visitors and investigators. Judge Field Benton, who pre-
sides over that court, is here with us. The American Association of
Retired Persons has established a pilot project with probate courts
in Denver, Houston, and Atlanta that involves the training and uti-
lization of volunteers. Finally, and this is just a few among a long
list of innovations in the day-to-day operations of the courts, the
National College of Probate Judges, in cooperation with the Na-
tional Center for State Courts and with funding from the State Jus-
tice Institute, is conducting a 2-year project to develop, dissemi-
nate, and promulgate standards for probate court operations. Those
standards are not only going to set the performance standards that
indicate what optimum performance is all about, but will begin to
set the stage where we can have a common language to talk about
performance.
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Third point. I think there needs to be increased emphasis on the
law in practice. Implementation of the laws, viz., the law in prac-
tice, is the problem, not the ideas and the principles expressed in
substantive and procedural standards, viz., the law on the books.
There is little disagreement about those principles and those goals.
Much of the legislative and regulatory framework needed for
courts and allied agencies to improve the guardianship system is
already on the books, or State and local courts alternatively possess
the equitable powers necessary to make it happen. The trick is to
find innovative ways with scarce resources that will accomplish
these ideas set forth in legislation and regulation.

Improvement of the guardianship system depends primarily
upon the narrowing of the gap between the nobilities of the ideals
that we purport to cherish and the deficiencies and the downright
meanness of the procedures that we allow to occur despite our es-
pousal of these high ideals. Improvements of the guardian system
depends upon an adoption of a systems orientation, a paradigm, if
you will, including an emphasis on the actual processes, the series
of related tasks, and systems-a group of related processes operat-
ing within the administrative structure at the local level-instead
of the legal doctrine and the written law and the constitutional
principles. An empirical inquiry instead of a rational analysis.

Let me make the fourth point. I think a carrot in terms of Feder-
al initiatives is going to work better than a stick. Federal legisla-
tion, no matter how well intended, that imposes rigid substantive
and procedural standards and forces the States either to conform to
those standards or face the loss of significant Federal benefits is
likely to be resisted by the States today, tomorrow, and the day
after. Such resistance in what has always been a State prerogative
is not just a matter of resistance per se. Instead, it stems from a
legitimate and defensible belief that the components of the 50 di-
verse State guardianship systems cannot fit into a single mold, and
attempting to fit them into that mold will do more harm than
good. It would stifle the creativity, experimentation, risktaking,
and innovation that is so much needed in government today.

In their book, "Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneur-
ial Spirit is Transforming the Public Sector," David Osborne and
Ted Gaebler assert that governments, including the courts, are in
deep trouble today largely because they are huge entrenched bu-
reaucracies that impede the very things that are likely to get them
out of trouble: Creativity, experimentation, risktaking, innovation,
customer orientation-what a strange concept in government-and
future forecasting.

I submit that Federal incentives rather than mandates should
encourage these efforts. Through its grant-making capacities, the
Federal Government should provide States with funds for self-as-
sessment, for self-improvement, consistent with the models and
guidelines established by the American Bar Association, the Na-
tional Center for State Courts, and other organizations.

The U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging could assume a
leadership role in stimulating this grant-making process and work-
ing with those entities that are responsible for running the system
or at least represent that system: The Conference of Chief Justices,
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the Conference of State Court Administrators, and other organiza-
tions.

The last and final point is the need for data. Building the capac-
ity for data collection is one area where I think the Federal Gov-
ernment can play a great part. Neither the justice system nor the
social service system, which each in their own way have a long-
standing history and programs for building data, has the capacity
for data collection where those two systems overlap, i.e., guardian-
ship. As already acknowledged by this committee, without such in-
formation, questions fundamental to reform and improvements of
the State guardianship system are difficult to answer.

The Associated Press discovered-and reporters are often more
astonished about this than the people in this room-that there are
no statewide records of something as basic as the number of indi-
viduals in a State subject to guardianship proceedings. There is no
such data available on a nationwide basis. How many individuals
are subject to guardianship proceedings annually in the United
States? How many are subject to guardianship proceedings per
100,000 in the population? Do State guardianship case loads corre-
late with population? Do they correlate with the elderly popula-
tion? If so, why? How do case load levels adjusted for population
compare across different States, different jurisdictions, and accord-
ing to different administrative structures? And what social, eco-
nomic, and legal and systemic factors affect the rates in which
guardianship files are introduced into the courts?

The level of public debate, policy, and action on various justice
and mental health system interactions tend, as you know, to wax
and wane dramatically as the Nation's media highlight particular-
ly heinous or unfortunate cases involving claims of disabilities, es-
pecially when there's some major abuse involved. Consider Hink-
ley, consider Jeffrey Dahmer, consider some of the cases in your
own community. The rush to reform often leads to proposed solu-
tions based primarily on ideology or doctrinal analysis. The ab-
sence of a national data base on guardianship precludes answering
critical broad-based questions about the scope of the problem-are
we talking about a big problem, are we talking about a little prob-
lem; what is the nature of the problem-how does it manifest itself;
and also possible solutions. We simply don't have the information
available to ensure these questions.

Those of you who don't live in Washington, who live in other
communities, if you were to find out tomorrow that the crime rate
in your community has reached the rate of crime in Washington,
D.C., do you have any doubt that there are going to be energies de-
voted to trying to address the problem? We don't have that kind of
information available in the guardianship name. If I tell you that
one community has 10 times the number of guardianship filings
than another community and in the same State and under the
same law, would you ask why?

We don't have a national data base on guardianship. The Federal
Government is well positioned to build the capacity for establishing
and maintaining a national data base on guardianship proceedings
in obvious ways that the individual States are not. If nothing else,
the Special Committee on Aging would do well to stimulate and
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support the establishment and maintenance of a national data base
on guardianship.

Let me conclude with a saying my parents used as I grew up:
"Never look a gift horse in the mouth." I think in this context it's
unwise to rebuff offers of help that address widely shared concerns,
that identify real problems, that are given in good faith, even when
the particulars of that help may be found wanting. Such is the di-
lemma that the States face with regard to Federal legislation. That
is they feel that they need all the help that they can get, but the
help that they're being offered is not exactly what they need. On
the one hand, the proposed Federal regulation is but a small part
of a modern trend toward much greater scrutiny of the guardian-
ship system. The States, unquestionably, are leading this trend. To
reject Federal help at this stage may be viewed as indifference,
even hostility to reform. In my work with the court systems, I don't
find that kind of indifference and hostility to reform. Quite the
contrary.

On the other hand, the particulars of the help may do more
harm than good by imposing unnecessary rigidity and undermining
much-needed experimentation and innovation.

In keeping with sound management practices, those closest to
the problem should be given the first opportunities to solve those
problems, with a little bit of help from their Federal friends. The
problem of the elderly and individuals with physical and mental
disabilities to which an improved guardianship system, including
alternatives to guardianship, must respond demand both State and
Federal involvement in a working partnership, and it is that part-
nership that I really would like to encourage and to suggest that
we move toward.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Keilitz follows:]
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States Have Responsibility For Improving Guardianship But
Federal Government Can help

Statement by Ingo Klltz, Director of the
Institute on Mental Disability and the Law,

National Center for State Courts

Guaritanship Roundtable Discussion
United States Senate Special Committee on Aging

Russell Senate Office Building
June 2, 1992

The Guardianship Roundtable Discussion, sponsored by the United

States Special Committee on Aging, is focused on five broad Issues: (t) the

need for empirical data about State guardianship systems upon which to make,

informed policy decisions; (2) the need for Federal legislation; (3) the 'hook, tor

such Federel regulation that would provide incentives for States to Improve

guardianships; (4) the States 'rsistanoe to Federal Intervention in an Issue

traditionally within exdusive state jurisdiction; and (5) the reliance upon Informal

aiternatives to guardiLanhip. This Statement.' which supports an oral

presentation by the author, deals primarity with the fourth issue but makes

reference to the other issues, especially the first, i.e., the need for empirical data

to infto m policy in the area of guardianship.

Overview

It is unwise to rebuff offers ot help that address widely shatred concerns,

that Identify leptimate deficiencies and problems, and that are made in good

taith, even when the particulars of that help may be found wanting. Such is the

dilemma faced by the States in regard to proposed Federal bills S.352, H. R

930, H.R. ff00 and similar Federal bills. On the one hand, the proposed Federal

regulation is but a small part of a modern trend toward much greater scrutiny of

guardianship, Including stricter procedures and greater protections for

unprotected wards, more precise limits on guardians powers, and much better

monitoring and enforcement of guardlanships by the courts. The States

unquestionably are leading this trend.? To reject Federal help may be viewed as

indifference, even hostility, toward needed reform.
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On the other hand, the particulars of the Federal help may do more harm

than good by Imposing unnecessary rigidny and undermining much needed

experimentation and innovation by the States. In keeping with sound modem

managament practices those closest to the problems should be given the finrt

opportunities to find Joiutions-vtth a little help from their Federal trends The

problems of the eiderty and Indviduals with physcal and mertal disabilities to

which an Impnroved gruarianship system (induding altematives to formal

guardLanships) must respond, demand both State and Federal Involvement In a

worldng partnership.

Past State Resistsnce to Federm Initiatlves

States have in the past opposed. resisted or (at the least) failed to support

federally mandated standards for guardianship. Resoluthons (and deliberations

that fell short of formal resolutions) by organizations that represent judges and

attorney. practidng in the guanilanship area relier tihe view that while the

guardianship system Is In need of improvement, improvements should be

spearheaded by the States. The following resolution, adopted as proposed by

the GuardIanship and Conservatorship Committee of the Conference of ChiOe

Justices (CCJ) at the forty-third annual meeting of the Conference of Chief

Justices In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on August 8, 1991, Illustrates the States'

resistance to proposed Federal legislation.

The Responsibility of the States to
Improve Guardianship and Conservatorship

Whefeas, guardIanship and conservatorship proceedings tracdtionally
have been matters of state law; and, Whereas, the problems of
guardianship and conservatonship prachices throughout the Nation are
well documented by the American Bar Association and other Interested
groups; and. Wheaas, the states have voiced their concem and have
responded to these problems with InitIatives and programs that address
these problems and that acknowledge the complexity of guardianship and
conservatorship In the context of state and local pratices; and' Whqrms
the American Bar Association, the National Center. the Nationsl Judicidal
College and other Interested groups have over the last several years
assisted the states In improvements of guardianship and conrervatorship;
and, Whereas, Federsi guardIanship legislatlonw-sch as HR et0, HR9X3,
and SB352 -is likely to Impose unneeded rigidity on currenty flexible
state and local statutes and regulation of guardianship and
conservatorship, and Important, Is likely to stie innovation and
Improvements already underway; Now, Therefore. Be It Resoktvdthat the
Conference of Chief Justices opposes Federal Initiatives that Impose
unneoessary rigidity upon flexible state and local regulation of
guardianship and conservatorship.

To require the States to either conform Iheir laws, procedures and

practices to Federal mandates or face the loss of signIficant Federal benefits,

many fear, would convert guardianship from a judicially operated system to a

bureaucratic enterprise. Federal regulation would leave atte room for, and may

actuatly discourage, much needed expertmentation and Innovation by the States.

Rather than devising the means whereby the guardianship systems achieve

access to Justice, expedition and timetnes. fairness arnd integrity, Independence

and accountability, and engenders public tbust and confldence, state and local

oflidals wouid be forced Into a bureaucratic enterprise with the major aim of

technical compilance with regulations. Federal regulation Is likely to shill efforts

away from the actual operation of guardianship laws at the state and local tevel

to the generation of substantial paperwork to establish technical complanoe with

mandated Federal statutory procedures.
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Reobern Almeady In face, Others UndrwbaY

The Issues addressed by the Federal bilb are not new: the adequacy of

notice, the bases for finding of incompetence. the qualfficlions of guardens, the

use of Umited guardianships, investigations prIor to appointment of Puardians,

and procedural safeguards Induding the right to counsel, and guardianship

monitoring and entorcement. These Issues are dealt with In state statutes that

were changed within the last ten years In response to the same broad concems

expressed In the Federal bWls. For example, in August 1980, the American Bar

Assodafion, In a resolution put forth by the Commission on the Mentallv

Disabled (now the Commisslon on Mental and Physical Disability Law), endorsed

linited guardanships:

Mflhe Amedrian Bar Association calls upon asl states to assst persons of
diminished mernal capacity to live with maximum self-sufficiency In the
general community, by enacting laws allowing court appointments of
limited or partial guardans, where persons of diminished capacity need
some, but not total, assistance In making decisions conceming their
personal aairns or esltate.

Few states Induded explicit provisions aslowing limited guardianships

when this resolutlon was adopted in t980. In 1991, however, 42 states have

legislation which directs the designated courts In those states to at least consider

establishing a limited form of guardianship before using tfe traditional 'plenary

mcdel.4 A number of groups eand organizations, most notably the American Bar

Association, the National Center for State Courts, and the American Association

of Retired Persons. supponed by a number of funding agencies (e.g., the SJI),

have played a leadership role in prompting significant reform In State

guardianship laws and practices. At least hall of the States are contemplating

now leagilation or have amended existing laws since 1987 to ensure protedton

of Incapacdtated persona rights and to maie the imposfiton of guardlarmships less

restrictive. Provisions now in place in many states indude the Incapacitated

personas presence at the appointment hearing, the right to counsel or a guardian

ad iatem, limited guardianship, provisions bortemporary or emergency

guardlanships, review of reports required alter appointment of guardians,

provislons modfylng notice requirements. provisions for visitors reports,

requirements for evidence to establish Inc epty, and changes In definitions or

language. Nevertheless, even when the necessary law is estabished, state and

local elements that comprise the guardlanrhip system may not be sufficiently

3
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established and organized, implementation ot laws may be problematic, and

conflicts of interest, abuses of power, mistakes and Ignorance may snil occur.

Perhaps, more importantly, the initiatives of a number oa organizations

and groups have lead and are currently leading to significani innovative changes

In the day-to-day operations ot guardianship systems at the state and local level.

For example, some localities have developed video presentations for guardians

and prospective guardians, outlining their duties and responsibilities. The

Denver Probate Court has developed a video presentation for use in training

court visitors and Investigators. The Amearcan Association of Retired Persons

(AARP) has established a pilot project with the probate courts In Denver.

Houston, and Afanta which involves the training and utilization ot volunteers to

monitor and follow-up on guaedianships. Wtith funds from the State Justice

Institute (SJi), the Superior Court of Arizona for Marlcope County (Phoenix) Is

creating a patnership between the court and the Sun Cites Area Community

Coundil to establish an Innovative mechanism for regular review of cases

involving inrividuals whose lives are governed by the actions of their court

appointed fiduciadies. The project takes advantage ot the fact that the Sun Cities

Community in Auizona has a large cadre ot retired professionals, who will serve

on an Adult Review Board. Finally, the National College of Probate Judges

(NCPJ). in cooperation with the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), with

support from the SJI, is conducting a two-year project to develop, reline,

dissernhnats end prormulgale national standards ot probate courts. The

proposed national standards will provide a phitosophy ot whStat optimum

performance, operations, and administrmtion of probate court entails; a

conceptual framework for understanitng and improvement of probate courts: a

common language to facilitate description. classification, and communication of

probate court activities; and, most importanily, a management and planning tool

for sett-assessment and setf-improvement of probate wcurts throughout the

country.

Ernpftets on Law In Pative

Impiementation of laws (the law In practice) is the problem, not the

ideals and principles expressed in substantive and procedural standards (the

'law on the books'). Much of the legislative end regulatory framework needed

for courts and allied agencies to Improve the guardianship system Is already on

the books, or state and local courts possess the equitable powers necessary to

make it happen. The trick is to find innovative ways with scarce resources that

wil accomplish the ideals set forth In legislation and regulation.

Improvement of guardianship depends upon the narrowing of the gap

between the nobility of the Ideals and principles we purport to cherish and the
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deficiencies and downright meanness of the proceedings we permit to continue

despite our embrace of those prindiples and ideals.n Improvement of the

guardianship system depends upon the adoption of a 'systems paradigm

Including an emphasis on processes (a series of related tasks) and systems (a

group of related processes operating within administrative structures) Instead of

legal doctrine and written law, and empiical Inqulry Instead of rational analysis.

The various staps, processes. flructures and mechanisms that make up the

guarriarship system In state and local contexts are not given the attention they

deserve In Federal proposals.

Carot ULkel to Wot Boetter Than Stici

Federal legislation, no matter how well intended, that imposes rigid

substantive and procedural standards and lorces the States either to conform

their diverse guardianship systems to Federal mandates or lace the loss of

significant Federal benefits Is likely to be resisted by the States in the luture.

Such resistance per se Into what has atways been a State prerogative, is not just

a matter of resIstance. Instead. h stsms from a legitimate, delensible betel that

the components of the 50 diverse state guardianship systems cannot fit into a.

single moild, and that attempting to make them fit would do much mare harm

than good. It would sMife the creativity, experimentation, risk-takting. and

Innovation that Is so much needed in Government today.' Federal Incentives,

rather than mandates, would encourage such efforts.

Through its grant makIng capacities, the Federal government should

provide states with the funds for sell-assessment and self-improvement

consistent with models, guidelines and standards established by the American

Bar Association, the National Center for State Courts, the National College of

Probate Judges, and other groups and associations. The United States Senate

Special Committee on Aging could assume a leadership role in directing the

grant making of the various Federal agencies-with the advIce of organizations

and groups involved in the administration of state guardianship systems

indcuding the Conference of Chief Justices, the Conference of State Court

Administrators, the National Canter for State Courts, the AmerIcan Bar

Association. and the American Association of Retired Persona to name just a

few-in these self-assessment and self-Improvement efforts at the state and local

levels.
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noiemuirtNat Data

There is one area In which the Federal govemment can play a

fundamental and critical role: building the capacity to collect and maintain

meanIngful data upon which to base Informed policy regarding guardianship.

Neither the justice "yasem nor the sodal service systsrn--both of which have

long-standing programs for the development and reporting of *case statistics,

(e.g., number of arrests; volume ft civ, criminal and juvenile court c-ass:

average daily lai census; admissions to Inpatient hospitals)-possess a

meaningful statistical portrait of the volume and composition of court cases In the

United States In which daims of disaaility are made. Including guardlanships As

already acknowledged by the Special Committee on Aging. without such

Information. questions fundamental to reform and improvements of the atate

guardIanship system are difficult to answer.

In the report of its nationwIde study In 1987. *Guardians of the Bderly: A

Failing System, the Associated Preaa discovered that there were no statewide

recorts of something as basic as the number of Indiiduals In a etate subect to

guardianship proceednga Such data have not played a central roe In publIc

debate and action In the area of guardianship because no reliable database

exists that defrnes the scope and nature. of the problems central to the pubdic

debate. How many individuals are subject to guardianship proceedings annually

In the United States? Do state court guardianship ceIoads correlate wfth

population? How do caseload levels, adjusted for population, compare across

different states, different jurisdictions and according to different administrative

structures? What social, economic, legal and systemic factors effect the rates of

filing cases?

The level of public debate, policy and action on various justice and mental

health system interactions tends to wax and wane dramaticaiy as the nation's

media highlight particularly heinous or unfortunate cases Involving claims of

disability (e.g., Insanity defenses against charges of homicide, release of

commirred patients who subsequently are charged with serious crimes, and

neglected or abused wards In guardIanship proceedings). The rush to reform

often leads to proposed solutions based more on Ideology and doctrinal analysis

than empirIcal tact. The absence of a national database on guardianship

precludes answering critical broad-based questions about the scope of the

problem, the nature of the problem, and possible solutions.

The pragmatic justitication for caseload statistics on guardianships Is

coropeling. Caseload statistics are the single best way to describe what courts

are doing currently and to predict what they are likely to do In the future.

Sidlfuly deployed caseload statistics. for example, are powerful evidence of

justifying clairns ot needed resources.
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The Federal government is positioned to build the capacity tor

estabilshing and maintaining a national database on guardianship pnengs in

obvious ways that indvdl staits are not. Accurate and ra3iable baseline data

on the nature and extent of involvement of persons with the guardianship

systems are most iktely to be generated successfully from existing rount

caseload data f1mm the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

Published and unpublishad reports supplied by state court administrators

constitute the most reliable and valid avallable. Published data are typ~cally

state court annual reports which assumes a variety of horms and vary widely In

detail. They derIve from statistical data lied monthly, quarterly, or annualiy by

local courts. These caseload statistics are puirmarity collected to assist states In

managing their own sysremrs and are not prepared specif calty for Inctuslon hI

national databases. The adaptation o0 this reporting systems which relies

primarily on offidia state court administrative reports appears to be the most

promising source ot data for the development and maintenance of a uniform set

of statistical tabulations on the volume and composition 01 guerdanship cases.

It nothing else, the Speda] Committee an Aging would do well to stimulate aid

support the establishment and maintenance of a national database on

guardisnship, tied to the existing reporning system of state and local courts, that

would Inform public policy regarding the scope of the problem, the nature of the

problem and possible solutions.
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National Center for State Courts
300 Ne-po. Avenue

Williamsbug, Virginid 23187 8798
(804, 253-2000./ FA 1804) 220-0449

La,,8 L. Sipe, Ing Kerli., DO.ctoPres-ide I -s -1tcte or Menial D-sahity and the Lan

June 12, 1992

The Honorable David Pryor
Chairman
U.S. Senate Specal Committee on Aging
Russell Senate Building, Room 267
Washington, DC 20510-6400

Dear Senator Pryor:

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to participate in the June 2, 1992
Guardianship Roundtable Discussion sponsored by the United States Senate
Special Committee on Aging. I hope that the 'roundtable' proves to be of value
to the Committee in its efforts to review and improve the state guardianship
systems.

I write to underscore two recommendations upon which there was general
agreement, if not consensus, among the roundtable discussion participants.
Both recommendations are ones in which, I believe, the Federal government can
play a fundamental role, while the States, on the other hand, are not well
positioned to take the lead: (1) establishing the capacity to collect, analyze and
interpret meaningful data about the operation of the nationas guardianship
systems, and (2) establishing a ciearinghouse and/or information exchange
focusing on good current practices and successful model approaches for future
improvement of the state guardianship systems. Because the guardianship
systems have developed independently in the 50 ¶laboratories' of the States,
central resources for data collection and information exchange are not currently
available.

Data Upon Which To Base Informed Policy. As I noted during the June
2 roundtable discussion, neither the justice system nor the social service system-
-both of which have long-standing programs for the development and reporting
of 'case' statistics-possess a meaningful portrait of the volume and composition
of guardianship cases throughout the country. In its 1987 report of a nationwide
study of guardianship, the Associated Press lamented that there were no
statewide records of something as basic as the number of individuals in a state
subject to guardianship proceedings. How many individuals are subject to
guardianship proceedings annually in the United States? Do guardianship
caseloads correlate with population? How do caseload levels, adjusted for
population, compare across different states, jurisdictions, and administrative
structures? What social, economic, legal and systemic factors affect the rates of
filing guardianship cases?

As I'm sure you are well aware, the level of public debate, policy and
action on various social issues tends to wax and wane dramatically as the
Nation's media highlight particularty heinous or unfortunate cases. Proposed
solutions often are based more on ideology and anecdote than on empirical
facts. The absence of a national database on guardianship precludes answering
critical broad-based questions about the scope of the problem, the nature of the
problem and possible solutions. Systematic on-going data collection and
evaluation are needed to understand the workings of the guardianship system,
its shortcomings, and the effectiveness of reform efforts.
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Fortunately, the basis for the establishment and maintenance of a national
database on guardianship proceedings already exists. The Conference of State
Court Administrators (COSCA) and the National Center for State Courts (NCSC)
have jointly developed a model approach over the past 14 years for reporting the
volume and composition of state court caseloads and trends in litigation. This
approach is most recently described in State Court Caseload Statistics: Annual
Report 1990 (NCSC, 1991) (copy enclosed). Information for this national
caseload database comes from published and unpublished sources supplied by
state court administrators. Although guardianship is a recommended caseload
category, actual data collection is spotty. Some states (e.g., Connecticut) and
some courts (the Maricopa County Superior Court, Arzona) do report
guardianship data now, most do not. Because of the diversity of the state
guardianship systems, the data that are collected are difficult to interpret and
virtually impossible to compare across jurisdictions. However, it Is my belief that
accurate and reliable caseload data on the nature and use of guardianship
systems throughout the country can be successfully established in the 50 states,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. An adaptation of the existing
COSCAtNCSC reporting system, which relies primarily on the cooperation of
state court administrative offices, is the most promising approach for the
development and maintenance of a uniform database on the volume and
composition of guardianship cases throughout the country.

Clearinghouse and Information Exchange. The June 2 roundtable
discussion participants agreed that much good work in the guardianship area is
already being accomplished and that successful efforts should be replicated to
avoid needless duplication. It is important that information about good practices
and successful model approaches be disseminated to facilitate emulation. In
1988, the American Bar Association's Commission on the Mentally Disabled
(now the Commission on Mental and Physical Disability Law) and the
Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly convened a meeting of national
experts at the Johnson Foundation's Wingspread Conference Facilities. These
experts (many of whom participated in the June 2 roundtable discussion)
reviewed the current operations of the guardianship system and developed an
agenda for reform. A part of their agenda is the establishment of a 'national
guardianship resource center to provide technical assistance to interested
parties and to further reform efforts. Clearly, this is another area where the
Federal government and the U.S. Special Committee on Aging, in particular,
could be helpful.

Recommended Action by the U.S. Senate Speceal Committee on
Aging. Assuming that you and your colleagues believe that the establishment of
a national database on guardianship and/or a clearinghouse and information
exchange are ideas worth pursuing, I urge you to consider the central leadership
and program capacities of the State Justice Institute (SJI) and the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as possible mechanisms to
move the ideas toward reality. As I noted in my written roundtable discussion
report to the Committee, the SJI has been particularly responsive to the needs of
an ailing guardianship system. The SJI is authorized to award grants,
cooperative agreements, and contracts to state and local courts, non-profit
organizations, and others for the purpose of improving the administration of
justice in the state couns. In previous funding cycles, the SJI has supported
several projects to examine, identify and test procedures to improve the
monitoring and enforcement of guardianship orders; a project to develop
guidelines for judges in considering cases regarding the withdrawal of life-
sustaining medical treatment; several projects to develop training materials on
guardianship for judges and potential guardians; and a major on-going project to
develop national standards for probate courts. The SJI also supported a
national conference on the coun-related problems of elderly persons and
persons with disabilities, and is supporting technical assistance and educational
programs to disseminate and help implement the findings and recommendations
of that conference.

An interagency agreement between SJI and offices of HSS may be a
viable vehicle to implement the idea of a national database and/or a national
clearinghouse. I trust that the SJI may have an interest In pursuing this idea with
the Committee. The name and address of the Executive Director of the SJi is as
follows:

Mr. David Tevelin
Executive Director
State Justice Institute
1650 King Street, Suite 600
Alexandria, VA 22314
Telephone (703) 684-6100
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The Honorable David Pryor
June 12, 1992

The National Center for State Courts (NCSC) is available to the Committee for
helping In bringing together the major organizations representing judges (e.g.,
the Conference of Chief Justices, the Conference of State Court Administrators,
and the National College of Project Judges) and attorneys (e.g., the American
Bar Association, the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel) with
interests in Improving the state guardianship systems.

Although I believe that appropriations of additional monies are necessary
to establish a national database and clearinghouse, the sum should be relatively
modest. This assumes that new capacities for data collection and clearinghouse
functions are established on the bases of existing capacities for reporting state
court caseloads and existing clearinghouse functions and information
exchanges.

Again, thank you for giving me the opportunity to assist with this important
issue. If you or your staff would like further assistance, I am at your disposal.

Sincerely,

IK:bwj
c: Hon. Field Benton, President, National College of Probate Judges

Dr. Hugh M. Collins, Chair, Court Statistics Committee, Conference of
State Court Administrators

Mr. Tom Henderson, Director, Washington Office, National Center for
State Courts

Dr. Sally Hillsman. Vice-President, Research, National Center for
State Courts

Ms. Ruth Luckasson, Esq., Chair, Commission on Mental and Physical
Disability Law, American Bar Association

Hon. Ellen Ash Peters, Chief Justice, Connecticut, and Chair,
Committee on Guardianship and Conservatorship, Conference of
Chief Justices

Mr. John Pickering, Esq., Chair, Commission on Legal Problems of the
Elderly, American Bar Association

Mr. David Tevelin, Executive Director, State Justice Institute
Court Standards
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STATE GUARDIANSHIP LEGISLATION: DIRECTIONS OF REFORM

January - April 1992

Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly
American Bar Association

During the first four months of 1992, thirteen states passed

seventeen guardianship bills, out of a total of 59 introduced or

considered during that period. one state (Tennessee) made major

revisions in its guardianship code: and another (Pennsylvania)

modified key portions. Two states (Arizona, Virginia) targeted

procedural due process; three states (Colorado, Maine, Arizona)

addressed issues of abuse; three states (Maryland, Minnesota,

Pennsylvania) amended public guardianship provisions; and two

(Nebraska, Rhode Island) initiated or continued guardianship study

committees. In addition, a major revision of guardianship law in New

York (S.B. 4498 and A.B. 7343) is still pending.

1. Revising State Code. Tennessee S.B. 1325 and H.S. 1119

significantly revise the Tennessee Guardian and Conservator law.

(The term "guardian" applies to protection of a minor, and

"conservator" to protection of an incapacitated person.) The

revisions are the result of extensive legislative committee hearings,

as well as work by the Tennessee Probate Study Committee.

The new provisions move toward strengthening several of the

procedural due process rights of proposed wards. They specify

information to be included in the petition (Sec. 44 of S.B. 1325);

and mandate personal service of notice on the proposed ward, as well

as notice by certified mail to the person's closest relatives (Sec.

7). A notice form is included within the statute (Sec. 9(c)). The

court must appoint a guardian ad litem "to determine what is best for

the respondent's welfare" as detailed in the duties listed in the new

law (Sec. 8). Respondent has a right to counsel appointed by the

court ("attorney ad litem") it he/she wants to contest any portion of

the proceedings (Sec. 8(f)), he/she requests counsel, the guardian ad

litem recommends counsel, or the court finds it necessary to protect

respondent's rights (Sec. 26). Respondent's presence at the hearing

is not emphasized.

The new Tennessee initiative does not follow the lead of several

other recent state laws in aiming toward a more functional approach

to incapacity, but rather continues to define 'disabled person"

primarily in terms of mental status labels, including "advanced age"
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(Sec. 27). The new law does, however, strengthen provisions for

limited ouardianshio, stating that the court must enumerate powers

vested in the conservator, and that respondent retains all powers not

specifically removed (Sec. 47).

Finally, the new measures reinforce monitoring and

accountability, requiring that a conservator of the property file a

detailed inventory (Sec. 11), a detailed annual accounting (Section

12), and a property management plan (Sec. 16): as well as clarifying

practice concerning bonds (Sec. 6).

2. Making Lono-Souoht Chances. In 1988, Pennsylvania held

hearings and in 1989 completed an extensive report on guardianship

reform. This session, the state passed a significant bill making
important changes in several key areas (see 20 Pa. Stat. Ann.

§§5501-5537). Due orocess: The current definition of "incompetent"

is changed to "incapacitated person," and now requires a review of

the functional limitations of the alleged incapacitated person.

Notice must now be in large type, simple language, and must clearly

delineate the purpose of the proceeding. Presence of respondent at

the hearing also is strengthened.

Limited guardianship: The new law prefers limited to plenary

guardianship, clearly specifying that the guardian has authority only

in those areas enumerated by the court. Monitoring: The new meaure

authorizes the court to hold a review hearing at any time, and

mandates such a hearing in certain instances. It requires guardians

of the estate and of the person to file annual reports. guardianshic

agencies: corporate entities and county agencies may serve as

guardian or "guardianship support agencies" in providing less

restrictive alternatives.

3. Bolstering Procedural Due Process. In addition to

Tennessee, two other states enhanced procedural due process rights

for respondents. Virginia amendments specify individuals (in

addition to the proposed ward) who must receive notice of the

hearing, provide for the notice to be more readily understandable to

the proposed ward (Va. Code Ann. § 37.1 - 128.02, 128.1 and 132), and

require the guardian ad litem to advise the proposed ward of his/her

hearing rights (§37.1 - 133.1).

Arizona tightened up its emergency temporary guardianship

statute, possibly in the wake of Grant v. Johnson, 757 F. Supp. 1127
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(D. Or. 1991) which declared the Oregon temporary guardianship

provisions unconstitutional for lack of minimum due process

protections. Arizona limits the duration of the temporary

appointment, requires specific court findings regarding the

emergency; and provides for notice to respondent "consistent with the

nature of the emergency and the circumstances of the proposed ward,1"

and at least within 72 hours of the temporary appointment (Ariz. Rev.

Stat. 514 - 5310).

4. Addressing Guardianship Abuse. Three states enacted

measures protecting wards from abuse by guardians. Colorado

authorizes the court to issue temporary or permanent restraining

orders in a guardianship or conservatorship "which results in

unreasonable confinement or restriction of the liberty of an elderly

person" (Colo. Rev. Stat. 913-6-107(2)(e)). Maine strengthens the

role of the Department of Human Services in protecting wards against

abuse, neglect or exploitation, and indicates that staff may

represent the Department in Probate Court in specified guardianship

matters. (22 Me. Stat. Ann. §3473). Arizona seeks to prevent abuse

and conflict of interest by listing requirements for guardians and

conservators to disclose detailed information to the court (whether

he/she has been convicted of a felony, has previously served as

guardian or agent under a power of attorney, has been removed as a

guardian, etc.), Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 14-5106.

5. Providing for Public Guardianshic. In addition to

Pennsylvania, two other states legislated changes in the public

guardianship arena. Minnesota mandates a study including

recommendations on establishment of an independent public

guardianship office. It also allows staff providing case management

services to perform public guardianship services as well, unless new

state funding is appropriated to cover the cost of additional staff

(Sec. 2 of S.B. 2247). In Maryland area agencies on aging serve as

public guardian of the person, but a new law prohibits the AAA's from

serving as guardian of the estate. (Md. Code Ann. § 13-207 (e)).

6. Studying GuardianshiR. In addition to the Minnesota Public

guardianship study, two other state enactments concern guardianship

studies. Nebraska L.L.406 mandates a study of guardianship duties,

guardian training, and procedure for temporary guardianship. Rhode

Islan H.B. 7378 for the second time extends an ongoing special

legislative commission to study guardianship.
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Guardianship Legislation Passed January 1 Through April 30. 1992

Arizona S.B. 1033

Arizona S.B. 1249

Colorado H.B. 1087

Hawaii H.B. 2410

Kentucky S.B. 233

Maine S.B. 859

Maryland S.B. 109

Maryland S.B. 110

Minnesota S.B. 2247

Nebraska L.R. 406

Oklahoma H.B. 2020

Pennsylvania S.B. 3

Rhode Island H.B. 7378

Tennessee S.5. 1325 &
H.B. 1119

Virginia S.B. 149 & H.B. 407

Requires that proposed guardians and
conservators disclose to the court
specified information before
appointment.

Strengthens due process procedures
for appointment of a temporary
guardian.

Concerns emotional abuse of the
elderly; and provides that a court
may issue a restraining order to a
guardian who unreasonably restricts
ward's liberty.

Deletes requirements for a hearing
upon termination of guardianship,
making it discretionary with the
court.

Makes a number of changes in
guardianship procedure; and direct
court to give due consideration in
selection of a guardian to
respondent's agent under a power of
attorney.

Strengthens role of Dept. of Human
Services in protecting wards against
abuse, neglect or exploitation.

Prohibits court from naming employee
with an area agency on aging as
guardian of the estate.

Authorizes guardian of the person to
change abode of ward within same
classification of abode; and to
consent to admission or transfer to a
medical facility.

Concerns county staff performing
public guardianship duties; and
mandates a report on establishment of
a public guardianship office.

Mandates a study of guardianship
duties, guardian training, and
procedure for temporary guardianship.

Exempts small estates from
guardianship reporting requirements
if guardian is a relative.

Makes a number of key changes in
guardianship code, including due
process provisions, limited
guardianship, reporting requirements,
and guardianship support agencies.

Extends reporting date of special
legislative commission to study
guardianship.

Revises state guardianship code.

Revises notice provisions and
specifies that guardian ad litem must
advise respondent of hearing rights.

statguar .wp
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1991 STATE GUARDIANSHIP LEGISLATION: DIRECTIONS OF REFORM

While the year 1991 saw a steady stream of guardianship

reform activity, it brought no major, comprehensive new law

in any state. During the year, a total of 92 guardianship

bills were introduced. Of these 92 bills, 26 bills in 21

states Passed -- as compared with 19 bills in 14 states in

1990, 27 bills in 19 states in 1989, and 23 bills in 18

states in 1988.

While guardianship reform efforts within the past four

years have been marked by four outstanding trends (stronger

procedural due process, a more functional determination of

incapacity, greater emphasis on the least restrictive

alternative and limited guardianship, and stronger

monitoring and accountability), analysis of the new

provisions reveals a more scattered pattern. Many of the

1991 changes were fairly minor. Eleven amendments clarified

the guardian's authority; five amendments addressed

procedural due process; two changed the definition of

incapacity; one established a public guardianship system;

and four initiatives concerned guardianship study

committees.
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A New York bill (S.B. 4498 and A.B. 7343) proposing

sweeping changes in the state's old conservatorship system

was the subject of joint public hearings in June. At year's

end, the bill had not passed either house, and was in the

Senate Mental Hygiene Committee and Assembly Judiciary

Committee, when where it underwent several amendments.

(For continuing analysis of this and other 1992 bills, see

the Spring and Fall Updates by the American Bar Association

Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly.)

1. Guardian's Authority and Duties. Numerous 1991

amendments sought to delineate more precisely the authority

of the guardian of the property, the person, or both -- and

to distinguish actions the court must take, and rights the

ward retains.

Four initiatives focus on the guardian's authority

concerning the ward's finances. Maryland provides that a

guardian of the person may ask the guardian of the estate

for estate funds to pay for care and services for the ward,

and must maintain records documenting expenditures. Md.

Code Ann. §13-708(d). Washington specifies procedures for

the guardian to gain access and control over the ward's

assets in banks and other financial institutions. R.C.W.
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11.92. Minnesota provides that the guardian or conservator

may petition the court to set aside a financial transaction,

gift or contract of the ward during the two-year period

before appointment, if the court finds the ward was

incapacitated or subject to duress, coercion or undue

influence. Minn Stat. Ann. §525.56.

Other amendments relate to the title or transfer of

real Property. Connecticut requires that if the sale of the

ward's real property is to the guardian or conservator, the

ward must be represented by a guardian ad litem. Conn. Gen.

Stat. Ann. §45a-164(d). South Dakota clarifies that

guardians holding title to the ward's real property hold it

in a fiduciary capacity. S.D. Cod. Laws Ann. § 43-4-2 .

Several minor amendments address issues relating to

guardians of veterans. Maryland allows guardians of a

Veterans Administration beneficiary to invest in certain

mutual funds under certain circumstances, without court

authorization. Md. Code Ann. ET §13-805. Oklahoma permits

the guardian to disclose confidential information to a

representative of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

and requires bond in cases subject to the Uniform Veterans

Guardianship Act. 30 O.S.A. §1-122(b). Georgia addresses

compensation for guardians of beneficiaries of the U.S.

Dept. of Veterans Affairs. Ga. Code Ann. §29-6-15.
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Finally, a few amendments concern the fundamental

personal rights of the ward. Oregon states that the ward

retains the right to contact and retain counsel, and to have

access to personal records; and that the guardian may not

prevent the ward from exercising these rights. O.R.S.

§126.098(2) and §126.137(6). North Carolina prohibits the

court from entering a decree of absolute divorce in an

action filed by a guardian on behalf of an incapacitated

spouse, NC Gen. Stat. §50-22; while Iowa addresses findings

by the court regarding the ward's capacity to marry. Iowa

Code Ann. §595.3, §598.29 and §633.635.

2. Procedural Due Process. Key to meaningful

procedural due process is legal representation for the

proposed ward, yet it traditionally has been rare in

guardianship proceedings. A Vermont initiative ensures that

"counsel shall be appointed for the respondent" in each

case. Counsel is to be compensated from the estate. For

indigent respondents, "the court shall maintain a list of

pro bono counsel from the private bar to be used before

appointing nonprofit legal services organizations." 14

V.S.A. § 3065(a) and (c).

Two measures address Petitioning in emergencies --

one strengthening respondent's rights and the other risking
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a loss of rights. In February 1991, the U.S. District Court

for the District of Oregon declared the Oregon temporary

guardianship statute unconstitutional in that it did not

provide minimum due process protections. Grant v. Johnson,

757 F. Supp. 1127 (D. Or. 1991). In response, an Oregon

amendment provides that: the finding of an emergency must be

based on clear and convincing evidence; the temporary

guardianship may not exceed 30 days; notice must be given

two days before appointment, or if necessary within two days

after; a visitor must be appointed to investigate; and if a

hearing is requested, it must be within two days of

appointment. O.R.S. 126.133.

However, a Georgia provision focusing on emergencies

could be problematic for the ward. It allows a petition for

a temporary emergency guardianship to include at the same

time a petition for a permanent guardianship following the

termination of the temporary guardianship. The court may

authorize both at once. While the purpose of the amendment

apparently was to ease the burden of paperwork for families

of persons in a coma or persistent vegetative state, it

appears overbroad. The assessment of capacity would be only

in the context of the emergency hearing, without the full

panoply of due process inherent in a regular hearing; and

the burden is on the ward to request a full hearing
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concerning the permanent guardianship. Ga. Code. Ann

§29-5-6, 8,10 & 11.

Two 1991 measures concern service of the notice.

Florida provides extensive requirements for special process

servers appointed by the sheriff. Fla. Stat. Ann. §48.021.

Oregon specifies that a court-appointed visitor may not

serve the notice except in a temporary guardianship

proceeding. O.R.S. 126.103(4)

3. Determination of Incapacity. During the past five

years, many states have sought to change the statutory

definition of incapacity away from labels focusing primarily

on mental status toward a more functional approach

(measuring ability to function in society). Maryland's

removal of the terms "senility" and "mental weakness," Md.

Code Ann. ET §13-705(b), and Montana's removal of the term

"advanced age," Mont. Code Ann. §72-5-101, clearly are in

accord with this trend.

4. Selection of a Guardian. A new Wvomina law creates

an office of the state public guardian under the governor's

planning council on developmental disabilities. W.S.

§3-7-104 and 105. An Alabama act provides for court

appointment of private non-profit corporations to serve as
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guardian or conservator for persons who are developmentally

disabled, and establishes qualifications for such corporate

guardians. H.B. 319.

Orecon places limits on who may serve as guardian. No

owner, administrator or employee of a residential facility

may be guardian for a resident of the facility, unless the

resident is a relative. O.R.S. §441.710, 441.485 and

443.790. In addition, the petition must state whether the

proposed guardian is a public or private agency or employee

thereof that provides services to the proposed ward. O.R.S.

§126.103 (l)(b). Finally, a proposed guardian convicted of

a felony, class A misdemeanor, or who has filed for

bankruptcy must so inform the court. O.R.S. §126.050(1).

5. Guardianship Studies. Four 1991 initiatives

concern guardianship study committees. The most extensive

effort is the creation of a twelve-member "guardianship

oversight board in Florida. Fla. S.B. 1554. The board is

to study the implementation of the 1989 Florida guardianship

law, alternatives to guardianship, and public guardianship.

The board "shall obtain, through public hearings or other

means, the views of the public and of professional and other

groups affected by state guardianship and alternatives to

guardianship laws." The board is to submit a final report

by June 30, 1993.
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In addition, Nebraska L.R. 141 initiates a study of

state guardianship law by the legislature's Judiciary

Committee, to focus on: counsel for proposed wards;

standards of proof of incapacity; court review of least

restrictive alternatives available to the proposed ward;

extent of duties and powers of guardians; and potential

reform in the appellate process. Rhode Island H.B. 6263

extends an ongoing study; and North Dakota Resolution 4031

provides for an examination of public guardianship by the

Legislative Council.

state .wp
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1991 STATE GUARDIANSHIP LEGISLATION

STATE CODE BILL AMENDMENT

Alabama - H.B. 319 Provides for the appoinment of a private
non-profit corporation as guardian or
conservator for persons with developmental

______________ ~~~~disabilities
Connecticut Conn. Gen. S.B. 672 Concerns guardian ad litem in sale of real

Stat. Ann. property of persons with disabilities; and
~45a-l64(d) voluntary conservatorship

Florida Fa. Stat. Ann. S.B. 1554 Creates Guardianship Oversight Board; and
48.021 concerns appointment and qualifications of

special process servers

Georgia Ga. Code Ann. HRB. 417 Permnits petitioning for limited or permanent
§29-5-6, 8, 10 guardian with petition for emergency
&1l g~uardian

Georgia Ga. Code Ann. H.B. 760 Concerns compensation for guardians of
____________ ~29-6-l5veterans

Idaho - H.B. 41 Continues guardian ad litemn progarnm

Iowa Iowa Code S.B. 495 Concerns findings by the court in
Ann. §595.3, guardianship proceedings concerning
598.29 & capacity to marry

63.635

Maryland Md. Code S.B. 25 Removes term "senility' from definition of
Ann. ET disabled individual, and terms 'senility"
§13-705(b) and 'mental weakness" from causal factors

in appointment of guardian

Maryland Md. Code H.B. 280 Provides for payment by guardian of the
Ann. ET estate to guardian of the person for care and

~~13-708(d) maintenance services for the ward

Maryland Md. Code S.B. 256 Authorizes guardian of a Veterans
Ann. ET Administration beneficiary to invest certain
§1 3-805 funds without prior court authorization in

certain mutual funds under certaln
circumstances

Minnesota. Min. Stat. S.B. 691 Authorizes the court to set aside transactions
Ann. §525.56 made prior to guardianship if it finds ward

lacked capacity or was subject to duress or
uIndue influence

Montana Mont. Code S.B. 308 Removes term "advanced age' from
Ann. 472-5-101, I____definition of 'incapacitated person'

Nebraska - IL.R. 141 Initiates a study of guardianship law in
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ N ebraska
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STATE CODE BILL AMENDMENT
Nevada N.R.S. A.B. 53 Requires dissemination of records of

6179A.100 criminal history at request of public guardian
North Carolina N.C. Gen. Stat. H.B. 417 Prohibits court from entering decree of

§50-22 absolute divorce in action filed by guardian
on behalf of incompetent spouse

North Dakota N.D. Cent. S.B. 2399 Concerns guardianships established before
Code the 1989 law amending the Code

North Dakota - Res. 4031 Mandates study of public guardianship
Oklahoma 30 O.S.A. H.B. 1039 Requires bond in cases subject to Uniform

§1-122(b) & Veterans Guardianship Act; and permits
4-201(B)(3) disclosure of confidential guardianship

information to representative of U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs

Oregon O.R.S. H.B. 2708 Revises provisions for appointment of
6126.133 temporary guardian

Oregon O.R.S. §126. H.B. 2709 Strengthens due process protections in
098(2),126. guardianship proceedings. Specifies ward's
137(b), 126. right to contact and retain counsel
103 & other
sections

Oregon OR.S. §441, SB. 682 Prohibits owners, administrators or
443.485 & employees of residential facilities from
443.790 serving as guardian

R: -,de Island - H.B. 6263 Extends reporting date of special legislative
commission on guardianship

South Dakota S.D. Code Law H.B. 1164 Clarifies that trustees, guardians and
Ann. §43-4-2 personal representatives holding title to

property hold it in a fiduciary capacity
Vermont 14 V.S.A. H.B. 132 Mandates counsel for respondent in

63065(a) & (c) gruardianship proceedings
Washington R.C.W. §11.88, H.B. 1510 Amends numerous minor aspects of

010 & other guardianship law
sections

Wyoming W.S. §3-7-104 H.B. 123 Creates office of state public guardian
& 105 I
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Ms. KINDERMANN. Thank you.
Our next speaker is Martha Miller. She's a private attorney in

Little Rock, Arkansas, specializing in government relations. She
served on the Board of Directors of the Arkansas Volunteer for the
Elderly Program as well as a Pulaski County Bar Association com-
mittee which established the Volunteer Organization for Central
Arkansas Legal Services emphasizing the delivery of legal services
to the elderly. She will address how far we should go in relying on
informal alternatives to guardianship, such as durable powers of
attorney, living wills, and the like.

Martha.

MARTHA MILLER, ATTORNEY, LITTLE ROCK, AR

Ms. MILLER. Thank you for this opportunity to be here with you
today. I feel somewhat intimidated as perhaps the least expert of
all of you in the room on these particular issues. However, I will
focus on some of the alternatives. Of course, I can't give you an ex-
tensive and complete laundry list of the alternatives to the ap-
pointment of a guardian for such persons as they become less able
to take care of themselves.

In examining the use of alternatives, it may be helpful to ap-
proach each alternative by asking the questions such as: To what
degree are these alternatives utilized? What factors bear on the
choice of each of the alternative processes? Are they desirable in
all circumstances, or are they desirable only in certain types of cir-
cumstances? Are safeguards appropriate for adoption by the States
or by the Federal Government in the use of each of these alterna-
tives? And finally, is there anything that the Federal Government
can do to encourage the use of alternatives to guardianship that
hasn't already been done?

I think, of course, to begin the discussion we have to acknowl-
edge that the first alternative to guardianship is the passive alter-
native of doing nothing. Most of the less restrictive alternatives to
guardianship, such as durable powers of attorney or the execution
of a living will or a trust agreement, require advance planning and,
therefore, a willingness by the potential ward to contemplate and
plan for his or her future incapacity. As a result, these other alter-
natives are not utilized very frequently.

Even if one can get beyond this initial hurdle of coming to terms
with the possibility of someday not being able to care for oneself,
there are other hurdles to overcome. Utilization of many of these
alternatives costs money and requires the advice of professionals,
and I suspect that many may simply be unaware of the availability
of alternatives to guardianship and the variety of advance planning
techniques or the relative advantages or disadvantages of these
techniques.

All too often, then, the alternative of doing nothing is a result, I
believe, of lack of education and access, and I would at this point
reference Professor Regan's comments earlier that access is a key
problem in the analysis and further discussion of this area. And I
think we would all agree that not only is this alternative not desir-
able, but in almost every case it is not tolerable.

58-577 - 92 - 3
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The second alternative is the reliance on family and friends, and
it's probably utilized in a great number of instances and in combi-
nation with one or more of the other alternative techniques and
with varying degrees of success. As a matter of fact, in rural Ar-
kansas, where I grew up, it was just assumed that your family and
friends, your neighbors could always be counted on to care for you
as you became more unable to care for yourself. As traditional
roles, however, of the individual and society have changed, utiliza-
tion of this alternative has become less prevalent. More women
work outside the home, children and grandchildren often live in
cities different from their aging family members, and more adults
in the 1990's find themselves burdened with trying to juggle the de-
mands of being care providers or caregivers for not only their chil-
dren, but also their aging parents or grandparents at the same
time.

And if there are family and friends who can help care for their
less able loved ones and who will act in their best interest-and
that's a very important "if"-reliance on family and friends may
be one of the most desirable alternatives that are available. If,
however, these family members and friends aren't acting in the
best interests of the one who needs the help, obviously this is not a
very desirable alternative. Since this assumption is unfortunately
not universally deserved that they will act in the best interest of
the loved one, and since these types of relationships are character-
istically not formalized in any sort of written document and are,
therefore, private, some safeguards may be appropriate, and this is
a situation where we find that ombudsmen can be particularly
helpful or the mandatory reporting of suspected physical abuse by
physicians and others who are in a position of becoming aware of
these potential abuses and other sorts of opportunities for court
review of transactions may be appropriate.

A third alternative is the use of joint bank accounts, and I think
we'd all agree that this is very prevalent and used with great fre-
quency in conjunction with reliance on family and friends. A typi-
cal arrangement is for the aging parent to designate one of the
children as a co-signator on a bank account just in case something
happens to the aging parent. It's a fairly simple technique to use,
since the execution of a signature card is all that is required. It
doesn't cost anything and doesn't require the services of a lawyer,
CPA, or other professional outside the banking community. The
aging parent usually feels confident that he or she is still in con-
trol, and I think this issue of control is one that many people base
their choice of alternative techniques on to a great extent.

To the extent that this technique provides a sense of security and
flexibility to the aging parent at virtually no cost, it is a desirable
tool. The obvious disadvantage, however, is that an untrustworthy
cosigner can legally liquidate the account and take advantage of
the aging person. Are there safeguards? Not really, and to impose
any would require significant revisions to banking laws, which I'm
not prepared to recommend and I'm not sure that this group of in-
dividuals would recommend, either.

The acquisition of alternative techniques is another broad topic,
but I've broken it down into several other specific types-for exam-
ple, the use of residential care facilities. Many of you may not be
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aware of what a residential care facility is. It's a group living ar-
rangement which provides access to assistance with activities of
daily living-for example, the preparation of meals, laundry serv-
ices, light housekeeping, transportation to shopping and medical fa-
cilities, and so forth. Because these types of living arrangements
are more home-like and yet provide essential services, these types
of situations are being utilized more frequently as the public be-
comes more aware of the availability of them. They are not com-
monplace, I don't believe, at this point, though.

When the decision is made to move into a residential care facili-
ty, several factors bear on that decision. Of course, the inability or
the lack of desire to maintain a private residence is one factor, the
security offered by a supervised group living arrangement is an-
other factor and the availability of those services, and the relative
privacy of the living quarters is another factor. Of course, some of
those factors vary from facility to facility.

For many people, living in a residential care facility or retire-
ment center is a desirable alternative, since it offers an environ-
ment of continued relative independence for persons not able to
continue to completely care for themselves and whose family and
friends are not available to provide the same level of assistance
found in that facility.

Another fairly common technique is the use of a representative
payee, and you all are all aware, I'm sure, of the parameters of the
use of a representative payee for Social Security benefits. In accept-
ing the appointment, of course, the representative payee acknowl-
edges that the proceeds are to be used for the needs of the benefici-
ary. Like the use of a joint account, the appointment of a repre-
sentative payee costs nothing, and the representative payee is not
required to make formal reports regarding the use of the funds. Be-
cause Social Security supplements and SSI benefits tend to be
modest sums of money, utilization of the representative payee may
be desirable, since no costs of administration are incurred as are
incurred, for example, in the use of a trust agreement or other
similar arrangement, which brings me to trust agreements.

A trust agreement, of course, is a private document which au-
thorizes another person, frequently a bank, to use property for the
benefit of the grantor or others. Because it can be specifically tai-
lored to the needs of the beneficiary and the resources of the trust,
these types of alternatives to guardianship can be very beneficial if
it is carefully constructed. I personally believe that this is one of
the most advantageous types of arrangements if the circumstances
are appropriate. However, because there are many types of trust
agreements and because they can be very complex and lengthy
and, therefore, expensive, trust agreements are not frequently uti-
lized.

Factors which bear on the choice of a trust agreement as an al-
ternative to guardianship of either the grantor or a disabled de-
pendent of the grantor include the degree of control sought to be
retained by the grantor in the use of the trust property, the
amount of property to be conveyed into trust, the continuing cost
of administering the trust, the lack of public disclosure of the
extent of the assets of the grantor, and the availability of a compe-
tent and trustworthy trustee all are involved in this choice.
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Is a trust agreement desirable as an alternative to guardianship?
As I mentioned before, as a practitioner and a former trust admin-
istrator for a couple of years, I personally believe that this type of
arrangement is highly desirable if it is properly constructed and
placed with the appropriate trustee.

Powers of attorney and durable powers of attorney are another
mechanism. Typically, however, powers of attorney are stated in
very broad, sweeping terms authorizing the designee to do virtually
any act necessary to conduct business on behalf of the principal.
When such sweeping authority is granted to a trustworthy person,
a power of attorney can be very convenient, especially when one
expects to be unavailable for extended periods of time. A power of
attorney and a durable power of attorney, of course, are essentially
the same except for that significant difference of the continued au-
thorization of the attorney-in-fact under a durable power of attor-
ney.

I believe that use of these techniques are fairly common. They
are viewed as relatively simple and inexpensive and a convenient
way to designate a surrogate decisionmaker. Are they desirable al-
ternatives? Certainly a regular power of attorney is undesirable for
this purpose, since the authority of the attorney-in-fact designated
in such a document ceases if the principal becomes incapacitated,
and although the authority granted by a durable power of attorney
survives the later incapacity to the principal, the durable power of
attorney may only be marginally desirable, since the execution of
this type of document may be the result of inappropriate pressure
by the designated attorney-in-fact.

A living will is another alternative. Of course, the broader um-
brella of a living will is also known as an advance directive, and it
outlines what health care choices the person wants honored if he
or she becomes terminally ill or permanently unconscious. Let me
just make a side comment at this point. The use of advance direc-
tives, health care proxies, and family hierarchies of surrogate deci-
sionmaking are all three statutory concepts that have been incor-
porated into law in the State of Arkansas, and I'm personally fa-
miliar with that piece of legislation, since it was a project of the
Arkansas Bar Association in 1987. Although the experience of
Nancy Kruzan's family prompted many people to execute living
wills, the vast majority of Americans do not have a living will, in
my experience. As more people receive information about advance
directives as a result of implementation of the Patient Self-Deter-
mination Act of 1990, more of them will formalize their wishes
about what treatment they do or do not want to receive should
they become terminally ill or permanently unconscious.

The principal factor which motivates one to execute an advance
directive is the desire to make sure that they aren't kept alive
when there is no hope of recovery and to relieve loved ones from
having to make a difficult decision to withdraw life support if it is
not beneficial anymore. This alternative to guardianship is very de-
sirable if the person has a clear understanding of the choices ex-
pressed in the living will and if the document accurately reflects
how he would choose to be treated at some future point.

The health care proxy is, however, another alternative. If, after
consulting with a health care professional, a person isn't entirely
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sure about what decision he or she might make at some point in
the future for a situation that he or she clearly can't project, the
designation of a health care proxy may be more desirable than an
advance directive. The naming of a health care proxy is especially
appropriate in cases where the person you trust to make the
"right" decision is a close friend and not a family member.

The statutory hierarchy is the third of these health care decision
issues that I referred to. As I mentioned, in Arkansas the legisla-
ture has authorized certain persons to execute a living will for an-
other who is no longer able to make health care decisions for them-
selves. The Arkansas provision identifies eight people or groups of
people in order of priority, beginning with the legal guardian, if
one has been appointed, followed by the parents of the patient, if
the patient is a minor, or the patient's spouse, and so forth. And I
have a copy of that act with me today if any of you would like to
review that, or I'll provide copies for you.

The key to the successful use of any of these alternatives is
access to information about choices and access to professional as-
sistance in executing those that require formal execution, and so I
would echo Professor Regan's emphasis of access being a very key
issue once again.

Let me make one other observation on a point that was not cov-
ered in my scope of comments or that I was asked to address, and
that is the resistance of the States to Federal intervention on this
issue. Since 1984 I have represented the Arkansas Bar Association
as its legislative liaison before the State legislature in Arkansas,
and over the last 8 years the issue of guardianship has been ad-
dressed legislatively a number of times, and I agree that States,
based on my experience in Arkansas, will continue to resist Feder-
al standards that may be viewed as inappropriate or overly burden-
some in terms of cost to the individual and cost to the system. So I
think that States can be encouraged with assistance in providing
models and information, but Federal mandates will be resisted, in
my view.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Miller follows:]
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PART I

UNDERSTANDING GUARDIANSHIP

The purpose of this manual is:

(1) to provide you with some general Information about the
concept and process of guardianship for adults; and

(2) to give you information about alternatives to guardianship.

The concept of guardianship Is very old, with a history that can be traced
back to both Roman civil law and English common law. There has always
been an awareness that some individuals, due to a mental impairment,
are simply unable to advocate for their own Interests or exercise their legal
rights competently. In response, the legal system began developing a
method of protecting these individuals; the end result was the legal
process of guardianship that we know today.

Guardianship is a formally structured, legal relationship in which one
person (the guardian) is appointed to act or advocate on behalf of another
person (the ward), who is unable to make competent decisions for
him/herself. Guardianship exists for one purpose only--the protection of
the individual. When used appropriately guardianship enhances the life
experiences of the individual to the fullest extent possible, allowing the
individual as much autonomy as possible. It is utilized in planning the
future welfare of a person who was never competent or who has become
incompetent due to advanced age, a chronic illness or other debilitating
condition, such as substance abuse. The 1985 Arkansas Guardianship
Act states:

Guardianship for an incapacitated person shall be
used only as necessary to promote and protect the
well-being of the person, shall be designed to
encourage the development of maximum self-
reliance and independence of the person and shall
be ordered only to the extent necessitated by the
person's actual mental, physical and adaptive
limitations. (A. C. A. §28-65-105).

When a court appoints someone to make decisions for the ward it
correspondingly takes away the ward's right to make those decisions. For
this reason, guardianship is a very restrictive procedure and should be
used only as necessary. Therefore, it is critical for those considering
guardianship give serious thought to whether some less restrictive
alternative might be available which provides the security needed without
legally removing rights from the individual.

Impact and Intent of Guardianship

One of the most critical aspects of our uniqueness as human beings is
our ability to make choices-to determine what we wear, what food we eat,
where we go, where we live and with whom we associate. These choices
define who and what we are, they reflect our beliefs, preferences and
dreams. Indeed, the choices that we make in our daily lives define our
very personhood to ourselves and to society. The dramatic importance of
individual choice does not lose its significance merely because mental or
physical limitations are present. Choice remains a basic human right and
a basic aspect of individuality. When our freedom to make important
choices is limited, regardless of the reason, it diminishes our personhood.
It diminishes self-respect and self-worth.
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Guardianship is the most restrictive and intrusive form of
surrogate decision making; and it has very serious
consequences for the individual. . .the ward may lose many
of his or her civil rights as an adult citizen and be reduced to
the legal status of a child--being deprived of the right to
control almost every aspect of life, including the right to
manage finances, to write checks, to sue and to be sued, to
contract, to travel, to choose what medical treatment to
receive, where to live and with whom to associate.

With these words, the U. S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on
Housing and Consumer Interests recognized the tremendous impact that
guardianship can have in diminishing personhood. While on the one hand
guardianship is a vehicle through which a person's rights and interests
can be protected, it is a process that must be approached with great
caution and never for the convenience of others.

Guardianship is a tool to be considered only when a person cannot
because of age or mental limitations, make competent decisions
regarding his/her own affairs. When considering guardianship it is
important not to fall into a common trap of mistaking the agreeability of a
decision with the competence of the decision-maker. In other words, just
because a decision is not one you would make, does not mean the
person making the decision is incompetent. WE ALL MAKE CHOICES
OTHERS WOULD INTERPRET AS POOR SOMETIME IN OUR LIFE!

Furthermore, guardianship should not be used to satisfy one person's
desire to control another. Only when control over another is necessary
due to the proposed ward's inability to manage on his/her own is that
control justified and guardianship appropriate. The House Subcommittee
report reflects concern about the rising abuse of the guardianship process
by some family members and others who seek to gain control over
income or property or to control where a person lives for their own benefit,
not for the benefit of the individual.

Alternatives to Guardianship

With appropriate support from family and friends, many people who are
elderly or have disabilities, are able to manage their own personal and
financial affairs without the legal intervention of a guardian. Therefore, it is
very important to explore less restrictive safeguards before considering
guardianship. Several alternatives which might be appropriate are
discussed below. The list is not meant to include all the alternatives
possible and it is important to realize that the various guardianship
alternatives can be combined to meet the unique needs of the individual.

Family and Friends

Most people consult with family members and friends before making
important decisions or before making decisions in situations with which
they are unfamiliar. Persons with disabilities and those who are elderly
are no different. Family members and friends can provide much guidance
and support to the individual. For instance, family members can help
define risks, alternatives and consequences of a decision and explain
these in terms the individual can more readily understand. This allows for
persons with disabilities or who are elderly to continue to make their own
choices.
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Citizen Advocacy

Citizen Advocacy is a program in which trained volunteers are matched
with individuals who are at risk in the community due to disability or age.
A citizen advocate may assume a wide variety of roles depending on the
needs of the individual. Citizen advocates can serve as guides and
advisors, may assist with budgeting and paying bills, may help make
purchases, and may perform any of the supportive activities that might
otherwise be done by family and friends.

Trusts

A trust is a legal device which permits a person or institution (like a bank)
to manage the property and/or money of another person. If the reason for
considering guardianship is primarily financial, a trust can provide a good
alternative. The success of a trust depends on how the trust is drawn up
and who is chosen as the trustee.

If properly made, a trust allows relatives to place property or money in the
trust to be managed and used for the benefit of the individual with
disabilities. Since the person no longer has control or access at will to the
contents of the trust, the trust may not cause the individual to become
ineligible for governmental benefits such as Supplemental Security
Income (SSI). Furthermore, the government cannot seize the contents of
the trust as repayment for past benefits. On the other hand, interest from
the trust can be used by the trustee to purchase goods or services for the
ward which are not covered by government benefits. There are many
different types of trusts (living trusts, testamentary trusts, revocable trusts,
irrevocable trusts, insurance trusts, custodial trusts, etc.) Within each of
these types of trusts there is flexibility to accommodate a variety of needs,
depending on the terms of the trust.

Although a trust does not give the trustee power to make personal
decisions for the individuals the person setting up the trust could specify
in the terms of the trust that the trustee will act as an advisor to the
beneficiary (the person who is elderly or disabled) in making certain
personal decisions regarding the use of the funds. Trusts are complex
and it is important to seek the assistance of an attorney, once you have
decided what you want the trust to accomplish.

Power of Attorney

Any individual can give someone else the power to make decisions
regarding his/her money or property. The person given power of attorney
has only the authority to do what is spelled out in the document. A power
of attorney is easily abused and should be considered only with great
caution. It may ONLY be used if the individual giving up power fully
understands what s/he is authorizing the other individual to do.

Representative Payee

If the only income an individual has is SSI, social security or some other
federal supplement, then a representative payee may be an appropriate
alternative to guardianship. A representative payee is an individual who is
given the authority by the Social Security Administration to receive and
manage the federal benefits for another person, who is unable to manage
his/her own money. Application must be made with the Social Security
office for the appointment of a payee. Your local Social Security office can
provide information on this process.
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Limited Bank Accounts

There are several ways in which access to finances can be voluntarily
restricted through specialized bank accounts. (Please note that not all
banks are agreeable to establishing these types of accounts so you may
wish to seek advice from your bank or saving institution.)

Cosigners

Some banks will set up accounts in which two or more
persons must sign to approve the withdrawal of funds. Neither
person can withdraw funds without the knowledge and
approval of the other. The account could be checking or
savings.

Ceiling Umit Accounts

Another alternative might be a ceiling limit account established
in the name of the person who has a disability or is elderly.
Using this method, the individual would be able to withdraw
only a limited amount of funds at any given time. In other
words, checks or withdrawals over a specified amount would

-be invalid.

Pour-Over Account

The pour-over account is an account which automatically
transfers money to the limited account after a withdrawal is
made.

Conservatorship

The Conservators for Aged and Disabled Law enables an individual to
consent to allowing a conservator or a representative to handle his/her
estate without being declared incompetent. (A. C. A. §28-67-101 et seq.)
As in a power of attorney, the individual who is elderly or disabled must
fully understand the process and its ramifications in order to approve this
method.

Living Will

Adult patients of sound mind have the right to accept or refuse any
medical or surgical treatment. This includes the right to accept or refuse
treatment through a living will. A Living Will is a legal document in which
you tell others of your wish to refuse treatment that you feel is excessive
or inappropriate - if you should become unable to express your wishes in
the future. The Living Will tells medical professionals and members of
your family to what extent special means should or should not be used to
keep your body alive if you are incurably ill. The Living Will allows you to
refuse certain medical procedures that may only prolong dying, or
maintain the body in an unconscious state. The Living Will is to be used
only if you become terminally ill or permanently unconscious.
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Health Care Consent Law

Under certain conditions, certain persons may make health care decisions
and give consent to medical treatment on behalf of a person who is
unable to make such decision for him/her -self. The law provides a list of
persons who can consent to treatment on behalf of another in the order in
which consent will be accepted. For example, a parent's consent to
treatment for his/her child is given greater weight than a decision made
by the sick child's brother or sister.

When Guardianship is Necessary

Guardianship is necessary ONLY if:

(1) A court finds someone incapacitated or incompetent and s/he has
not already given anyone the authority to make decisions on his or her

behalf.

(2) A person has never had the capacity or competence to:

-make decisions,
-handle his/her affairs, and/or
-designate someone else to act on his/her behalf.

Although every individual has different needs, there are areas in which a
person may need assistance-in making decisions:

* * finances and/or property;
* * medical treatment; and/or
* specialized programs and services.

Types of Guardianships

Since the capabilities and needs of individuals vary greatly, the Arkansas
Legislature provided for flexibility in the guardianship statute. There are
two basic types of guardianship duties:

(1) those pertaining to the person, like medical treatment received and
where the person lives; and

(2) those pertaining to the estate, or financial decisions.

Some individuals may need only one type of guardian; others may require
a guardian both for the person and the estate.

Most importantly, the statute allows for different degrees of guardianship.
Guardianship may be limited, giving only specifically described powers to
the guardian, or the guardianship may be total (or plenary). This means a
person could have a limited or plenary guardian of the person and/or a
limited or plenary guardian of the estate. These guardianships may be
temporary when there is an emergency situation and the person would be
in danger if the guardianship were delayed until the typical legal process
were accomplished.

Guardianship of the Person

A guardian with power over the person refers to the individual appointed
by the probate court to have legal rights and powers of personal decision-
making over the ward. A probate court may authorize a guardian to
assume some or all of the following responsibilities of the ward:
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(1) to supervise the ward's personal needs by seeing to it that the
individual is properly cared for, housed, and educated. This
does not mean the guardian must take the ward Into his/her
home, merely that the guardian must ensure that the ward's
needs are met.

(2) to make provision from the ward's estate or other sources, for
the ward's care and comfort, and maintenance. Simply stated,
the guardian is NOT responsible for providing all of,these
essentials to the ward, only to ensure that they are being
received by the ward. The guardian has the responsibility to
make application for any financial benefits for which the ward
may be eligible, such as Social Security, Supplemental
Security Income, etc.

(3) to make a reasonable effort to secure for the ward training,
education, medical and psychological services and social and
vocational opportunities as are appropriate and as will assist
the ward in the development of maximum self-reliance and
Independence. This does not mean the guardian must
purchase services for the ward. It does mean the guardian
must apply for services and benefits for which the ward is
likely to be eligible.

A guardian of the person will be asked to post a bond, of not more than
$100, by the court unless the court is asked to dispense with the bond.
The request to dispense with the bond can be written into the
guardianship order. (A. C. A. §28-65-215)

Guardianship of the Estate

A guardian with power over the estate refers to the individual authorized
by a probate court to assume responsibility for the management of all or
part of the individual ward's property. The property may include personal
income, stocks and bonds, certificates of deposit, real estate or other
assets. Funds belonging to the ward should always be kept in a separate
bank account. The court requires an accurate and detailed accounting of
any financial transactions made on behalf of the ward.

A guardian of the estate will also be asked to post a bond in an
amount commensurate with the size of the estate. The bond can be
dispensed with if the testator of a will expresses the wish that there
be no bond or the ward's estate is all in cash that is to be deposited
for interest in an Arkansas FDIC insured bank or an Arkansas credit
union with an agreement not to allow withdrawal without a probate
court order. (A. C. A. §28-65-201)

Limited Guardianship

With a limited guardianship, the decision-making power is limited to a
specific area of an individual's life, with all other rights being retained.
The ward keeps the right to act in areas not specifically given to the
guardian, keeping as much freedom of choice, responsibility, and
independent decision-making as s/he can manage. This type of
guardianship was created because full guardianship can actually be
harmful to the ward. An individual's legal rights and privileges should not
be restricted without a specific finding that s/he is incapable of
appropriate action in that area.
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The following are some of the possible powers of a limited guardian:

* to manage the ward's real estate and/or property,

** to give consent for non-emergency medical treatment
that might otherwise be denied by the hospital,

** to apply for, consent to, and enroll the ward in necessary
programs,

** to apply for, consent to, and enroll the individual in
public or private residential care facilities,

** to assist an individual in obtaining appropriate education,

** to assist an individual in obtaining employment,

** to file suit and to collect on debts, rentals, wages and
other claims due an individual,

** to apply for and to receive funds from governmental
sources for the incapacitated person for example:
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Medicaid, Food
Stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), Housing and Urban Development (HUD),
Section 8 Rent Subsidies, and

** to investigate transfers of property by the ward.

Plenary (Full) Guardianship

Historically, all guardians were appointed as plenary guardians of the
estate, of the person, or both. A plenary guardian (sometimes referred to
as a full guardian) is a guardian of either all the estate, or all the personal
choice issues, or both. The appointment of a plenary guardian may be
made jointly if it is clearly established to the satisfaction of the probate
judge that the individual is totally without capacity to care for him/herself
(plenary guardian of the person), his/her property (plenary guardian of the
estate), or both.

An order establishing a plenary guardianship over an individual has far-
reaching effect. It keeps the ward from being able to make any important
decisions for him/herself without the consent of the guardian. Decisions
restricted include, but are not limited to, the following:

** signing a contract,
** obtaining insurance,
** consenting to or preventing any surgical intervention,
** traveling,
** spending money,
** moving from one home to another,
** suing and being sued, and
** making changes in educational, residential or vocational

programs.

No guardian can make the following decisions:

** authorize abortion and/or sterilization or other extraordinary
medical procedures,

* consent to marry,
** vote, and
** donate organs after death.
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Temporary Guardianship

A temporary guardian is used for emergencies ONLY. The court must find
that 'there is imminent danger to the life or health of the incapacitated
person or of loss damage, or waste to the property of an incapacitated
person" that requires immediate appointment of a guardian in order to
grant a request for temporary guardianship.

The appointment can be made without notice, but is time limited. It
cannot exceed 90 days. If the appointment is made without notice, the
guardian must tell the incapacitated person immediately what has been
done. The temporary guardian will report to the Court as specified by the
Court. (A. C. A. §28-65-218)

A Guardian's Liability

A matter of concern for many guardians is personal liability for the results
decisions they make on behalf of the ward. Generally, a guardian would
probably not be held liable for civil damages for decisions made for the
ward as long as those decisions were made in good faith and within the
limits established by the court, and if the guardian acted reasonably and
without negligence. In Arkansas, this principle is referred to as the prudent
man standard. This means if the decision made is deemed to be
prudent-ie. taking into consideration aiternatives and consequences-then
it is likely a decision without liability.

In essence, the law states that the plenary, limited, or temporary guardian
shall not be liable for civil damages because s/he authorized routine or
emergency medical treatment IF the guardian has:

(1) acted in good faith;
(2) acted after medical consultation with the ward's

physician;
(3) was not negligent; and
(4) acted within the limits established for the guardian by the

court.

Ukewise, the guardian shall not be held liable for consent to extraordinary
medical procedures if the Court has previously ordered such treatment for
the ward and above requirements are met. Finally, the guardian shall not
be held liable for injury to the ward resulting from negligence or actions of
a third person, ie. a doctor, nurse, etc.

Financial Liability

The law states that one duty of a guardian may be to"... make provision
for the ward's estate or other sources, for the ward's care, comfort, and
maintenance." This duty does not obligate the guardian to assume
financial responsibility for the care of the ward. However, one implication
which may be drawn is that the guardian has a responsibility to seek
financial resources if the ward has none, i.e. make application for SSI,
social security, veteran's benefits general assistance or other federal or
state financial maintenance benefits. If you have a question regarding your
personal liability, please call your attorney.

Another issue of concern is a guardian's financial liability for expenses
incurred through performance of his/her duties. Historically, courts have
authorized some guardians to be reimbursed from the ward's estate for
expenses and/or for the cost of services. For instance, if the ward lives in
the home of a guardian, the court may approve an allowance for the
ward's care. To protect against liability for such expenditures, the
guardian should seek prior court approval. Check with your attorney to
determine if the expenses were approved at the time of appointment.
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Other expenses may also be charged to the ward's estate, such as the
cost of an attorney for the ward, or court fees. If you question any charges
made against the ward's estate, check with your attorney to determine
their validity.

There are specific requirements for what a guardian can and cannot do in
relation to financial investments under (A. C. A. §28-65-311). The
guardian's liability in relation to financial investments would likely not be a
factor, unless decisions were made outside of those guidelines presented.

A final question with regard to the financial liability of a guardian is the
liability for damages, ie. a broken window caused by the ward. At first
glance, it would appear that the guardian would not be liable for such
damage, solely by reason of the guardianship relationship. However, if it
can be determined that the guardian was negligent in his/her duties and
that this negligence contributed to the resulting damage, the guardian
might be found to be at least partially liable for damages

Protection from Liability

Although none of us is completely protected from liability unless law
specifies such protection, there are some important guidelines to follow to
protect yourself.

(1) Know the limits of your authority and your duties.

(2) Clarify any questions with your attorney or the probate court
clerk.

(3) Document your activities on behalf of the ward so that you
have a record in case your actions are ever questioned.

Keep the ward's estate separate from your assets. Never borrow money
from the ward's estate. Consult with the appropriate people regarding
important decisions, such as seeking a second opinion in elective surgery
decisions. Use your common sense in making decisions.

Discharge or Modification of a Guardianship

One of the advantages of Arkansas law is its flexibility. A guardianship
may be modified or terminated at any time after the appointment. The
ward, or any interested party, may request the modification or discharge.
The ward's request may be verbal or in writing; all other parties must
request the consideration of change in writing.

The Guardian's Annual Report to the Court

Every guardian must make a report to the court at least annually detailing
the condition of the ward. The guardian must be given access to
information, reports and records from facilities, a community mental
health board or agency, court staff or public or private entity or agency, or
a suitable person that are necessary for the guardian to perform his/her
duty of filing the report.

The guardian's report is a very important document. Not only does it keep
the court informed concerning the ward's condition and progress and the
guardian's activities on behalf of the ward, but it also provides an
opportunity for the guardian to reassess his/her role and the continuing
need for guardianship.
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With appropriate services, a ward may increase his/her capacity to
effectively manage his/her affairs. If the ward does become able to
manage one or more of the areas previously limited, the guardian should
indicate this in the report. The probate court may then decide to modify
the guardianship to reflect the progress made by the ward.

Conclusion
(Part I)

Following is a summary the major points about guardianship:

(1) Most people are able to effectively manage their own affairs without
a guardian. Therefore, alternatives less restrictive than
guardianship should be explored before guardianship is considered.

(2) Guardianship is a legally recognized relationship between a
competent adult (the guardian) and a person who the court has
deemed incompetent to make some or all personal and/or financial
decisions (the ward). In this relationship, the guardian is given the duty
and right to act on behalf of the ward in making certain decisions
affecting the ward's life.

(3) Guardianship is to be used ONLY when a person is determined by a
court to be incapable of managing some or all of his/her affairs.

(4) A guardian having the power over the person may be given
responsibility for making a reasonable effort to secure the services
appropriate for the ward and which will assist the ward in
development of maximum self-reliance and independence.

(5) A guardian having power over the estate is authorized by a court to
assume responsibility for the management of all or some of the
individual ward's property.

(6) A plenary guardian is appointed only when the court determines that
an individual is totally without the capacity to care for him/herself.

(7) A limited guardian is appointed when a person can care for some,
but not all aspects of his/her person or property. The limited guardian

may act only in those areas specified by the court.

Powers and duties of a guardian that may be restricted include, but are
not limited to:

** giving consent for extraordinary medical procedures,
** authorizing abortion and/or sterilization,

voting,
** donating organs after death, and
** consenting to marriage.

A guardian should not be held liable for decisions made on behalf of the
ward if those decisions are made in good faith, within limits established
for the guardian by the court and without negligence. Every guardian
must make a report to the court on the condition of the ward at least
annually. This report is usually due no later than the anniversary of the
date of the appointment.
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PART II

The Guardianship Process

In some situations guardianship is necessary. The Arkansas
Guardianship Statute outlines the process for establishing guardianships
for people who have disabilities or who are elderly.

Petition for a Guardianship

In asking the court to make you guardian of another, you must file what is called a
"petition." A petition for the appointment of a guardian for a disabled or
elderly citizen may be filed by any interested person or entity (i.e.
organization, agency, etc.) in probate court. Throughout this process, the
person who files the petition is called the "petitioner." The person that the
petition claims is "incapacitated" is called the "respondent."

The petition must be filed with the probate court in the respondent's
county of residence, or in the county where s/he is living at the time the
petition is filed if legal residency cannot be established. A sample petition
form is provided as Exhibit "1" on the next page.

The Evaluation

Before the hearing can be held a physician, psychologist or certified
social worker with experience appropriate to the proposed ward's
condition must evaluate the ward. This professional reports to the court
about the proposed ward's medical and physical condition, adaptive
behavior and intellectual functioning. The evaluator must recommend
areas in which the proposed ward needs assistance and options that
place less of a limitation on the proposed ward than guardianship. The
evaluation must have been done recently, so if no professional evaluation
was done in the last six months, the Court will order an evaluation. If the
petition is granted, the proposed ward pays for the evaluation. If the
petition is denied, the cost of the evaluation is the responsibility of the
petitioner. (A. C. A. § 28-65-212) No evaluation is necessary to issue a
temporary guardianship. A sample evaluation form is provided as exhibit
2.

Notice of Hearing

After a petition is filed, the court must set a date and a place for the
hearing to be held. The notice tells the proposed ward of the hearing date
and his rights to be represented by counsel present evidence, examine
witnesses, attend and not testify if he does not want to say anything. (A.
C. A. §28-65-13)

The law requires the petitioner to give notice of the hearing to all
interested parties, such as:

1. the petitioner,
2. the respondent,
3. the respondent's legal heirs,
4. the person who performed the evaluation,
5. the director of a facility in which the person may reside,
6. the respondent's attorney.

The petitioner will probably be required to provide the court with proof that
notice was given through submission of an affidavit or signed receipts
from interested parties.
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The Rights of the Respondent (Proposed Ward)

The appointment of a guardian limits the civil and legal rights of the
proposed ward. To ensure those rights are not limited unjustly, Arkansas
law provides safeguards. These safeguards or due process protections
are:

* to be notifed of the time and place of the hearing.

* to be represented by an attorney, and if the respondent cannot
afford an attorney, s/he can ask the judge to appoint an
attorney.

* to be present at all proceedings. The respondent does not
have to attend if the court excuses him/her. In order to be
excused the physician or psychologist who has recently examined
the respondent must claim by affidavit that the person's
attendance at the proceedings will subject him/her to serious
risk of physical or emotional harm.

* to present evidence at the hearing.

* to confront and cross examine all witnesses, including the
evaluator at the hearing.

* to secure an independent evaluation.

The Hearing

Before appointing a guardian, the probate judge must find that the person
is INCAPACITATED. Persons are incapacitated if they are impaired by:
(1) mental illness; (2) mental deficiency; (3) physical illness, or (4) chronic
substance abuse problems so that they lack a sufficient understanding or
capacity to make or communicate decisions about their health or safety,
or manage their property (A. C. A. §28-65-101 (1)).

Based on the evidence presented at the hearing, the judge then
determines if a guardian is necessary. If alternatives to guardianship are,
feasible, the judge may dismiss the petition. If the ward is substantially
unable care for himself or his property, the judge can appoint a guardian.
In the guardianship order the judge may limit the powers and duties
delegated to the guardian. (A. C. A. §28-65-214). In appointing a
guardian, the court will give preference to a person nominated by the
proposed ward or the ward's spouse, and persons related by bood or
marriage. (A. C. A. §28-65-204). A corporation chartered to be a
guardian, a bank or trust company can be appointed guardians of the
estate.

The Arkansas law gives the judge some degree of flexibility in creating the
terms and conditions of the guardianship. For example, the judge can
give the guardian power over just personal matters and not over financial
matters (or vice versa), and also the judge can determine what rights or
powers the ward retains that the guardian cannot control (A. C. A. §28-65-
214) The statute requires that the guardianship be used only as necessary
to promote and protect the person's well-being and property and only to
the "extent necessitated by the person's actual mental physical and
adaptive limitations." (A. C. A. §28-65-107).

A guardian of the person, who can control where the ward lives, is
required to care for and maintain the ward, using the ward's resources.
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Who May Be Appointed As Guardian

Anyone over the age of 18 who is of sound mind, is an Arkansas resident

and is not a convicted felon can become guardian for another person.

Additionally, the Court should make a reasonable effort to question the

person who is disabled concerning his/her preference regarding the

person to be appointed guardian. Any preference should be given due

consideration by the court but the court is not bound to abide by any

expressed preference.

The Order of Appointment

The court order establishing limited guardianship shall:

1. contain findings of fact,
2. define the powers and duties of the limited guardian so as to

permit the disabled person to care for his/her person and

estate to the extent s/he is able to do so. (A. C. A. §28-65-214)

Remember a disabled person for whom a limited guardian is appointed

retains all legal and civil rights except those specifically designated as

legal disabilities on the court order or those specifically granted by court

order to the limited guardian. The court order appointing a limited

guardian does NOT constitute a declaration of legal incompetence except

in those areas specified by the court.

Although no specifications are noted for the court order appointing a

plenary guardian, one is usually provided and delineates any limitations

on authority or other special provisions.

Some courts may also issue a "letter of guardianship or letter of authority."

This document, too, may serve as official proof of your authority as

guardian.

It is extremely important for you to keep these original documents in a

safe place. Additional copies may be obtained for a nominal fee. Anytime

you take action on behalf of your ward, you may be required to show one

or both of these documents as proof of your authority. You should never

give away the original document. Copies should be sufficient proof.

The guardian must file an acceptance of appointment in order for the

letters of guardianship to be issued to him or her. The letters and the

order are your proof of guardianship should you need to show papers to

obtain treatment for the ward.

Modification or Dismissal of the Guardianship

A guardian's duties may be modified whenever the individual's capacity to

care for his/her person and/or estate have changed so as to warrant

modification or discharge. A petition for modification may be filed by the

person who is disabled, the person's guardian or any interested person

on his/her behalf.

The individual with a disability may make a request to the court for

modification or discharge by any means, including oral communication or

informal letter.

Once a petition has been filed, the court shall conduct a hearing on the

matter. All of the rights afforded to the person who has a disability in the

hearing for initial guardianship shall be provided in a hearing for

modification or dismissal of guardianship.
At the conclusion of the hearing, the court shall issue a written order

setting forth the factual basis for finding any modification in the

guardianship deemed appropriate. The court may do any of the following:
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1. dismiss the petition,
2. remove the guardian and dissolve the guardianship order;
3. remove the guardian and appoint a successor:

4. modify the original guardianship order; or
5. make any other order which the court considers appropriate

and in the interests of the ward.

A guardianship ends if the ward dies or the court terminates it because
the ward has moved out of the state, or because the guardianship is no
longer necessary. (A. C. A. §28-65-401)

The Guardian's Annual Report to the Court

Beginning one year from the date of the appointment, the plenary or
limited guardian must file a "report on the condition of the ward" at least
annually. The "order appointing guardian" and "letters of guardianship"
should state if you must report more frequently than once a year.

If the report is not filed at the appropriate time, the probate court may
suspend the authority of the guardian until the report is filed. The probate
court may also hold the guardian in contempt of court. Your report to the
court must include the following:

** The ward's current mental, physical and social condition.

** The report should contain a description of how the ward
is functioning mentally, physically and socially. However, it
is important to note any significant details, such as
required surgery; recommended services, such as
counseling; improvements or problems in functioning
(such as obtaining competitive employment).

** An assessment of the adequacy and appropriateness for
the ward of treatment and residental programs in the
ward's current residence.

** In determining appropriateness there are several
questions you might ask:

1. Does the ward enjoy the living arrangement?

2. Does this arrangement allow maximum
independence appropriate to the ward's abilities?

3. Does the living enviromnent afford a clean,
attractive, healthy, atmosphere? A quality lifestyle?

4. Does the ward receive appropriate services in this
living arrangement?

5. Could the ward function as wall or better in a less
restrictive living arrangement?

6. Would you like to live in such an enviromnent?

** Also-be sure to indicate if the ward has changed residences
and why, and the ward's current address.

** A recommendation of the need for continuing
guardianship. This will be a judgement call. Try to

assess the skills of the ward objectively.
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** An accounting of all financial transactions made by the

guardian involving the ward's estate. It is important to

keep a ledger including all deposits, withdrawals, major

purchases, etc.

** Any other information requested by the court or useful in

the opinion of the guardian. This is your opportunity for

any further comments regarding the ward, your

responsibilities or your relationship with your ward.

The Accounting

An accounting must be submitted by the individual acting as guardian of

the estate, as often as the court designates. Required at least annually,

an accounting may be requested at any time by the court. Included in the

accounting should be at least the following.

A summary of major transactions such as the purchase or sale

of stocks, bond, property or other assets.

A summary of major expenditures made during the reporting

period.

Additionally, it is a good idea to include a brief breakdown of any

expenses, such as medical treatment, dental services or the guardian's

expenses on behalf of the ward. Remember funds and assets from the

Ward's estate should ALWAYS be kept comoletely separate from any

funds or assets of the guardian.

Conclusion
(Part II)

Remember the documents which must be filed with the court and those

the guardian receives from the court are extremely important. In order of

attachment, those documents include:

1. petition,
2. evaluation,
3. report,
4. notice of hearing,
5. proof of notice,
6. notice of right to request dismissal of guardian or

modification of guardianship Order

7. letters of guardianship,
8. order of appointment,
9. petition of modification or dismissal, and

10. accounting.

Questions About Guardianship

The county probate court clerk can answer some general questions and

can provide necessary forms. However, probate court staff MAY NOT

provide any legal advice concerning any particular situation. Further,

probate court staff are prohibited from assisting any individual in

completing any court forms. Any question regarding a particular

guardianship should be directed to your attorney.

You may also contact:
Arkansas Volunteer Lawyers for

Guardianship, Inc. the Elderly

519 E. 5th Street 615 West Markham, Suite 200

Little Rock, AR 72202 Little Rock, AR 72201

(501) 376-2420 (501) 376-8015
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Ms. KINDERMANN. Thank you.
Our final speaker will be Mr. Patrick Murphy. He is the Cook

County Public Guardian in Illinois. He was named by the Governor
of Illinois in 1979 to that position and reconfirmed in 1981 by the
Chief Judge of the Cook County Circuit Court. Under his leader-
ship, the office has been cited by the Associated Press for its excel-
lence in guardianship services. He will also address how far we
should go in relying on informal alternatives to guardianship.

PATRICK MURPHY, COOK COUNTY, IL, PUBLIC GUARDIAN
Mr. MURPHY. I find that there's almost nothing to add to what

I've heard from the other four speakers, and I'm a bit humbled in
coming after four people who have such broad knowledge.

Our knowledge in Cook County or my own personal knowledge is
based upon a nonacademic approach. I'm just a trial lawyer. I've
seen what goes on in the guardianship area from the trial courts of
Cook County to the Federal courts and up to and including the
U.S. Supreme Court. We've litigated cases involving these issues.

Our office is an office of about 85 lawyers and 35 social workers.
We have three divisions. One division represents abused and ne-
glected children, and one division, the one that's appropriate here,
is the guardian for people who are incompetent or disabled primar-
ily because of Alzheimer's or organic brain disease. We have a few
DD and a few MI. We take care of their estates. We have about $15
million in money and another $15 million in assets.

Part of the problem in coming here and talking about what we
do is that we see the narrow aspect. We're like Plato's man-
person, if you will-chained to the cave wall. We don't see the real
world. We don't see caring families who take care of their aged
parents on the children's side, and we don't see parents who take
care of their kids in the proper way. We see abused children, we
see elderly people who have been left alone because of the tran-
sient nature of our society, because of the demise of nuclear fami-
lies or what have you, we see people with thousands of dollars, mil-
lions of dollars in assets who live in filth and poverty, who freeze to
death, as in one case a woman who had over $1 million in assets,
and we see people who are ripped off by others using durable
powers of attorney and just sleazy tactics. And we also see a county
of 6 million people not in a rural setting or in a small-town setting.
So our viewpoint is jaundiced, it's parochial, it may not be entirely
appropriate and certainly isn't for everything that goes on around
the United States.

I know there was some comment made about public guardianship
from one of the prior speakers. We've seen, I think, in Cook County
the best and worst of it. When I took over in 1979, my predecessor
had 200 or 300 wards. All of them but one lived in nursing homes
when we took over, despite the fact that they had considerable
assets or they could apply for benefits to keep them out of nursing
homes.

Parenthetically, the one woman who lived outside of a nursing
home was always my favorite ward, because she would come down
to the office to pick up money, and she'd announce in a very loud
voice, "God bless Patrick T. Murphy." [Laughter.]
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I came first and the deity came second.
And also my predecessor had no assets. According to my prede-

cessor, none of our wards had any assets other than money, they
didn't have any personal property, and in fact she owned an an-
tique shop on the side where she got quite a bit of money from, and
we never could figure out where she got her antiques, but I have a
pretty good idea.

We have litigated-since I took over, we're able to at any one
time keep between 35 and 40 percent of our wards out of nursing
homes. To do that we had to sue the State. We sued the Depart-
ment of Aging and the Department of Public Aid to get money
which otherwise would go to a nursing home operator, and we
used-I'm going to go off on a tangent here, because I think some
of these things are important for purposes of Federal legislation.

When I went to the Department of Public Aid and the Depart-
ment of Aging and I said, "If you give me two-thirds of what you
give a nursing home operator, I can keep these people out of nurs-
ing homes and keep them in the community," I was told, "We can't
do it," and I said, "We're going to sue you," and they said, "Feder-
al legislation, State legislation, you have no theory." I gave them a
theory, it was as weak as prisoners' gruel, they knew it, they chal-
lenged me to sue them, and I did. But I waited until about a week
before Christmas, I notified the media, and I walked in with three
old ladies in walkers and wheelchairs, and of course, they settled
the case within a week. [Laughter.]

But the point is that you shouldn't have to go through all of that
in order to get something which should come naturally, and that is
the one thing that is required federally, the recognition that people
can live outside of nursing homes and some of those assets should
be used to keep people out of nursing homes.

With respect to Federal legislation, as a veteran of the New
Frontier and Great Society programs between 1966 and 1974-I
was either in the Peace Corps or in the Legal Services for the Poor
Program-I remember how we were going to resolve poverty and
problems around the world in those programs, and we see the re-
sults today. I realize that Federal legislation sometimes creates
more problems than it resolves. Frequently we make great prom-
ises which we can never live up to.

Also, just in the juvenile area we have what's called the Adop-
tion Assistance Act, which is supposed to provide on a Federal level
for problems involving juveniles, and I've seen that act completely
destroy much of the juvenile justice system. We used to have what
were I guess pejoratively called orphanages, and they were done
away with in great part because of the push in Federal legislation
to keep kids at home and to keep them in two-parent foster homes,
and we've seen a lot of good child care facilities go down the tubes,
and we see kids being returned home to horribly abusive parents,
to people who aren't parents, and we see them placed in foster
homes which are just absolutely terrible. The demise in the foster
home has occurred because of the demise of-well, for a lot of rea-
sons. So that when we're thinking about Federal legislation, we
have to really think through all the problems.

Getting to the specific area that I was asked to talk about, again,
Ms. Miller really hit upon most of those areas, and I think I would
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just be repetitive of what she had to say. One of the problems we've
seen, though, with durable powers of attorney is that they are very,
very frequently used to take advantage of somebody. Either, one,
you get the person who is, in the words of a cop friend of mine,
"soft as a grape but not quite incompetent," and they sign them,
and basically these are the people that you could say, "Well, John,
would you please walk off the side of a cliff?," and they would, al-
though they're not really disabled yet, but they're in the Twilight
Zone, or like we had a case recently of a former Congressman who
got a durable power of attorney and ultimately used it to-and he's
a lawyer-ultimately used it to take $900,000 from his client. The
guy was competent probably when he signed the durable power of
attorney but certainly incompetent by the time he was ripped off
by this ex-Congressman. I'm not trying to suggest that former Con-
gressmen are all dishonest, by the way.

And we've seen cases where the person is incompetent, disabled
already, and people get durable powers of attorney. For instance,
we had one case where a man showed up who had been the son of
a former co-employee, hadn't seen this woman in 40 years, hadn't
seen her since he was a teenager and now he was in his early six-
ties, had her sign a durable power of attorney and will granting
him the ability to do everything, and the neighbors across the
street about a month later got the same thing signed, so we had
dueling durable powers of attorney. Both of them were done for the
worst possible reasons, to rip the old lady off, and then we got in-
volved and got guardianship, and we had to go after and sue every-
body.

The point is that a durable power of attorney is an appropriate
vehicle, but it's an exclusive vehicle, that guardianship is some-
thing else, and frequently you require guardianship in order to go
after someone who has used a durable power of attorney to rip
someone off.

Again, I just wanted to leave you with some impressions of some
of the problems we've seen in Cook County. With respect to the ul-
timate question of Federal legislation, I don't think we're in a posi-
tion to give advice one way or the other. We can tell you the prob-
lems we see. We know there has to be reform. We know there has
to be reform in Illinois, for instance. Whether it takes Federal leg-
islation to create reform in Illinois, I don't know. Another problem,
of course, is the problems we see in Cook County are not going to
be the same problems you see in Arkansas, because in a smaller
State, in a smaller jurisdiction, everyone's going to know Aunt
Tillie and Grandma Smith, whereas in Chicago you can live right
next-door to somebody and not talk to them for your entire life. So
there are really competing problems, and if there is Federal legisla-
tion, you're going to have to somehow resolve those competing
problems.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Murphy follows:]
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OFFICE OF THE PUBUC GUARDIAN
COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

1 12 5 Oakley Boulaad
ic rdian ofCook County Crhkego, IL60612

(312) 6825W0
FAX (312) 03-2581

* May 29tl9§-

lte Honorable David Pbyor, tmiro-
United States Snate-
Special Ommittee oc Aging J
Washington. D.C 20510-64-

Dear Sensua Pryor.

This letter will flow as logically a I would hie lkedL I bave been OR trial for the
Pa weeknd am diictati this on th na Wh1iI Wmay pO5sbe the beat organized response.
to your questions, I believe it does contain much of my thinking.

Tbe Cook County Public Guardian*s Office bis 85Iawycr and about 35 sodal
woers in thri e dividins. One division acts - lawyer and guardian and litem for abused
sod neglected cihilten in Cook County, the second acts as attorey and guardian ad litem for
soms children lordivorne cases where child custody is a question. the third, and the one that is
gaemane toyo questions, acts as gardian for a disabled popalation of mostly elderly
citzenss and their estats. Al any one tmsr we may have 400 wards and about 815,000,000 of
their assets. Most of our wards in this division sffr from Alitheimens ax organic brain
discas.

Thxouglh the years we hlav encountered countle. tragedies of ederly individuals who
have survived wosked hard and helped thia country through the great depression, the second
World War, the boredom of the fiftles, the artotce, of the ixties and the political sendsias
of the seventes, to be exploited in their twilight year. We have er grandmas locked in
vermin infested basements while the grandchildrent tlk over the homs and collect social
mcmtrity and pension checks. We have seen elderly men beaten by their children when the
parent refuses to cough up money for drugs or booze. And we have soen too many
individuals finaocially exploited

One of the very first cases I encountered as Public Guardian was a woman who went
to hes tenants to tell them thete was a strange man slsepisg in her bed. mhe strange man
tumned nut to be her husband dead for about thire days. The tenants thenD had the old woman
sip a power of attoniey and a wiU and quickly relieved her of her life savings of $90,000.

And there was the am of a fntmer sxquditenoc of an 85 year old woman who showed
up asd had the woman sigp a power of attorney and will. Ht then used the power of attorney
to sell the. elderly womain' valuable rest est in an nilde deal for a fraction of Its actual
wOeth In yet another situation, two realtor had an elderly man lying on a mrauvig home
Door mostly naked, sign a contrat deeding away his unmoetgaged proupety to them. The
contract said he would receive 5080.000 with sgt ofs for work they had done. After the set
offs, the old man received S9,00000.

And then ther arc the cmes that do not involve financia exploitation, merely tragedy.
For instance, two sisters lived together in a ma-lon They had over a miallon dollars in
liquid assess. Yet, because they failed to pay their bill. they lived without best and
electricity. One of them frze to death and the second was found sitting by her body.

These are a whole class of other I tdividuals who do not require guatdianship services
but who require some kind of protection. A et;eet wine cop onDC rmarked about an old man
we were trying to help 'he' as Mfit s a grape. Give me about two hours with the guy and I
couid htve him sign over to me his entire estate. A few moneths later, a lawyer did just that.
These men and women perhaps bother me the most They do not require and should not have
guardianshipo placed over them. Yet, I have scen thez victimized repeatedly by, among
others, door-to-door saiemn, lawyers, 1Ibrass, beautins and nasAing home operators.

In all bet one of thesc rip-lof cams we wed and prevailed. That case is in the
Appellate Court). But I know that for every cte we have dbcovered, ther are hundreds of
Others wher becase the elderly person ceimot defend herself, she lives and dies being
explolted by others without the knowledge or help of the public, And from my own
eprie I know there are countless others where a guardian is appointed ot someene
obtainX a power Of attorney and they use their guardianship and/or the power of attorney to
take advantage of the dldcrly individual.
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When I took over the Public Guardiat's Office in 1979, all but one of our wards lived
in rannding homes. I am proud of the fact that today at any am time between 3 and forty
percent of our wards live in the community. In order to accomplish this we bad to sue the
state government to obtain funds which otherwise would flow to nuaing bhomes. Our ofmicehas also prevailed on the first ripht to die ease won in fttllois and had legislation declared
unconstitudonal which made it coser for tte scavgn to take property away ftom the
elderly incompetent.

With respect to the various questions nrsed by your loiter, I am not swue that our
office in genteral or myself specifically can give intelligent responses. We ca parochiallyreply based on our expriences as the Public Guardian for the past thitteen yeats in a county
Of sx million souls.

A. TnWR NE) FOR nATA

Ihis is a question obviously for congress. Howier, the problems in guardlanship
have been documented by the Associated Press study in 1987, Dade County, Florida and
Mario County, California gand jury invoatigartlfss, en Minots study In 1989 and a 1990repert from MilssorL The main probltms with the guasrdisnhip laws is presently that thereis a lack of meaningful notice and opportunity to respond to a hearing and, moat damning. e
lack of judicial post-atUdication inquiry Unfder nom adire hrtancea m an Individualbecomes guardian of snother; the courts ignore what happens. In Mliois, for ihstnce, the am
previously calied for automatic annal rer ot the well-being of the ward. hlis wa done
away with entirely. Mandatory annual accountings were rdued to once every trese yeas
after the flint account

A year ago, we conducted a envoy of fifty random Cook County, linol, guadianp
ates where a guardian of the estate was appointed prior to 1988. Under out statute, two
acOtuntiW should have been duo. In 17 of these 5U ases no accounting at eli had over
been filed. In 9 aes not even an inventory Of the assets which is dee in 60 days after
appointment had been filed. In fct, in only two of the ases i reports due wore filed. Tbis
does net ino icate retsonable judicial m Sorin$

E. "Mt NrrEM FOR Rrr~utRr.sO

Ibe obvious argument it federal Isln Is that It would usurp a traditionalstate I t in-notling guardiatship proedus I fetve feeral standards for at least two
reasons Many tat- including Iiois, are not tang the steps necessary to revise andIMple t gardianship refom. Second, national minimal standards will assist mome of the
problems we tec in the transient nature of today's society. Families frequently arc dividedbetween several states. Each state's guardiauship laws differ drstlely.

Alternative mechanisms Of surrogate dedsion-makiog such as durable power ofattorneys offer considerable pwromste HowevCr, we must make certaln that informal
mcChanisms accomplish mOM than simply placing outside thu realm of public Scrutiny
potentiag abuses of vulnerable persons. Total reliance on these informal means of assistance
is dangerous. They are inexpentive and potentially lem intrusive than traditional intervention
such as guardianship. Traditional common law theories of agency assume that there is an.
nhent safeguard in giving an agent a power of attorney because if the agent acts in amanner not to the benefit of the principal, the principal can revoke the gcy and tintmately

sue the agent under a variety of common law theories.

In the ate of Aurable powers of attorney, this logiC falls apats beause the principal
may have lust the bility to monitor what the agent does and the capacity to revoke that
Instrument Further, many elderly individuals who sip powers of attomey may not have the
capacity initily to sigp such power. Most of the eas that ae preuestly referrad to theCook County Public Guardians Office involving the misuse of durable powers of attorney are
victims who not only do not bnow or undeastand whet ha. happened to tbem but probably
never understood the durale power of attmorney in the beginning. Between forty and fifty
percent of all referrals to our Zfflce for fancia exploitation involve durable powers of
attoMey.

For instace, within te. past mootb6 the cet of an eldery mn living in a nursing
home was referred to Us bease fthe nutng bome had not been paid in a year. The mans
nep'ew bolds a durable power o ttorney. A ye.s ago, the elderly man had $55,000. Today
he hs 5.000.00. The nephew admitted thot he loaned the #50,000 to a famlly member
whom he would not names We are now ining for metum of the money.

Another plasomenaon we frequendy encounteu h the 'dUcllng document *ydems' Afriend, nihbor and/or relative gets a power of maney and a will and within a week or two.another ftlend, neighbor or relative gts other power of attorney and will.

A summary of the alternative mechanisms of surogate decitsio-MakirS iudede:
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I. Lvhrg W . Generaly, a documne that can be ee d to give Irnauclozts as to
medial decisons ito the event of disability. Te1 major problem with a living will i3 that it
takes formallies to execute It validly of which the general public may not be aware.

2. Dumble Power of Attorney for Healb COe A usedul docsumet of which the
ABA and AMA have very good models mae are submitted to thoie who have contractual
capacity to exeaCte Ih

3. Het Car Surrogte Dedsloo-Mlfng Statntea. A good and compassionate
vehicle for altemirtive deciaion-makbqg

4. Adult Proteetthe Servicea. Cae manatment urvitce may addrerr some needs
ouEbd guardianship. ITe major problem with these is that they usually do not include an
outchfinvestigative componen They can only serve cldk who re brought to their
Attention and who 'vodunme for saervis. Ther we oretas of elderly Individuals who
despe-ately need Servioe but who because of their condition do not reach out and seek them.
There : others whose cognitive functions ae geatly impiWred anrd who are living bore or
lens prisonrs to those who are exploiting them.

1. Durable Power of Atlortey. This is the single moat fertile tRIa for trferal to our
office. Problems with this esoge from a mistke. of the mclg of the law, for exatple,
people becoming joint tenat on prupctty over which hy hold power of attorney, to blatant
f and phiysial abuse. Many who agn powe of attorney aer noe competent to do so.

2. Money Managntmestdrst Sesyrlce. PoffIaEl Or csOtWte tmtmt mvies ae
expensive and normally only work for pople with sigaiftant actmumation of assets or
money, which would not include those of us who wo* for the govensment.

3. UmIted Guardanship, Althougb many s uch as lnois, have
limited guardishlps they are at the preit time under utilized.

4. Representative Paye. Social security ha programs to recruit and monitor people
to art a repl ative payee for thlse who c.et handle their soci secrity income. The
parumeteth of this oureach are narrowly dnawn and very few agencies qualify to perform this
service. In addition, it is costly to ren a represcntaiive payee program aod there are little
fitaneial Incentives to do so because of existing regulations.

We canon extcuse further involvement in guardianship or other protective services by
tell on these Informal mechanism. Instead standards must be mandated for guardlanship
and protective service programn that inchtde aiterntives to guardiup and the mractwing
of less formal arrangerrient such as the durable power of attney, i other words, WeC canot
allow durable powers of attorney to relieve or abat problems In guariship. They are
mutually exclusive remedies when both are used appropriately.

Sincerly,

PATRICK T. iMiPH

nl}{:iUm-
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Ms. KINDERMANN. Thank you.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all our presenters for

their insightful comments. We can now open it up for discussion,
with the one request that before you speak, just say your name so
the court reporter can get that on the record.

Would anyone like to start with comments or questions for the
presenters?

REBECCA KOLLENG
Ms. KOLLENG. Rebecca Kolleng, and I have a question actually

for the first three presenters. Maybe you could give us some insight
on this. Depending on the study you read, 31 States after 1988 have
reformed their guardianship statutes significantly, maybe 33
States. Given the fact there are 50 States, is that enough reform
for you, and how do you compel the other 19 States to address the
issue? The second part of that is, do you feel that the guardianship
reform movement in the individual States is gaining momentum or
losing momentum?

Mr. REGAN. Well, everyone's looking at everyone else. [Laughter.]
I'm John Regan responding. I'm happy to hear the statistics. I'm

not necessarily on top of every last piece of reform on a year-to-
year basis. I guess one response is that maybe the other 19 or 20
jurisdictions have already done some good work in this area and
didn't need reform post-1988. But more to the point, I think the
issue is rather whether a Federal mandate for reform is the way to
go. It seems to me pretty impressive to have 31 out of 51 jurisdic-
tions doing it in that short a period of time, with others still in the
pipeline. I know we in New York are agonizing over a very compre-
hensive piece of reform legislation.

So it seems to me that the movement is still perking along very
nicely to the extent that it's needed, and if you look at the alterna-
tives-that is, Federal imposition or lawsuits or something of that
sort-I think it's a pretty impressive record, and I wouldn't tamper
with the way it's going right now.

Mr. KEILITZ. There's significant movement in the States. When
people call me, especially reporters, they ask, "How many States
have done this?" The answer is always-once I get frustrated-
"27." They say, "Thank you very much. Goodbye." [Laughter.]

Seriously, the answer is always, "What do you mean?" and "It
depends." States are constantly changing. Next, week there will be
a State that's going to change its guardianship laws or protective
services laws or involuntary civil commitment laws. Some of the
changes are minor, others might be major.

I sense a reform is on the way because the issue has been
brought to the attention of the public, and this meeting continues
it, but most of it is not statutory. In Phoenix, AZ, the court is work-
ing with the Sun City community, to create a council made up of
people who are retired physicians or retired lawyers, and they, on
a pro bono basis, review and monitor guardianships for the court.

In terms of whether the reform is reflected in recent legislation,
probably yes, but again, we have no data on that, nor is anybody
that interested in collecting any information on that.
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Mr. JOHNS. Frank Johns responding. I think the data that's gath-
ered, for example, in the addenda to Sally Hurme's research is
really impressive when you look at the statute citation and, under
it, look at the year in which that statute was amended, and then go
across the columns to see what is changing, language procedurally
or substantively in terms of due process or even after-the-fact
ethics or standards or monitoring impact. I think Professor Regan
hits it on the head, though, when he asserts we don't really know
how that's being implemented, and we don't have the data yet to
understand what the revisions mean.

And I think all of us have asserted the proposition that all the
States are receptive to the idea of reform. I think all States an-
guish over the proposition of how that reform may mandate an ex-
pense to them or change their own form of bureaucracy, and I
think that's the key that Congress can help us with, and that is
take the data or assert new research grants that have a lot of
money behind them and spread it out into the field, possibly from
the ground up, in order to find out just how is it working.

Ms. KINDERMANN. I want everybody to feel free to participate
without having to raise their hand in order to get a discussion
going.

JOHN PICKERING, CHAIRMAN, ABA COMMISSION ON LEGAL
PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY

Mr. PICKERING. I'd like to break in at this point. I'm John Picker-
ing, chair of the ABA Commission on Legal Problems of the Elder-
ly. With our sponsorship and that of our sister commission called
the Commission on Mental and Physical Disability Law, and also
with the assistance of the real property probate and trust section of
the American Bar Association, we have conducted two national
conferences on guardianship problems, which are now ABA
policy-the first was in 1986, the second in 1988-calling for sub-
stantial reforms in the State guardianship process. You have had
handed out to you this morning from our staff reports on legisla-
tion in 1991 and so far in 1992. We have studies going back to 1988.
Following those two ABA conferences and resulting recommenda-
tions, there has been considerable impetus for reform in the States.
We're looking at how that goes along.

I agree that the problem is not only the reform of the statutes,
but the implementation, and this ABA publication, which Sally
Hurme had much to do with, on guardianship monitoring shows
how we fall so far short in what we actually do with implementa-
tion of the statutes. The ABA recommendations which are broad in
various areas, particularly in due process requirements for counsel,
notice, opportunity to be present, and so on, are expensive, and the
problem in many States, of course, is money. This has always been
my own personal feeling where some Federal assistance could be of
help.

In the 1991 meeting of the Conference of Chief Justices, I pre-
sented the ABA recommendations to the conference and suggested
the need for reform, absent which there might be the possibility of
Federal legislation. You heard Mr. Keilitz give the resolution of the
Conference of Chief Justices. The American Bar Association has no
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policy on whether there should or should not be Federal legislation
in this field. With my friend, Jack Lombard, we have in effect said
we ought to wait and see what is developing out there before we go
forward on this.

I think I've stated that fairly, haven't I, Jack?

JACK LOMBARD, REAL PROPERTY AND TRUST LAW SECTION,
ABA

Mr. LOMBARD. I think you have, John.
Mr. PICKERING. So I don't want the staff or the committee to be

under any impression that there is an ABA position on this matter
at the moment. We have recommended a number of reforms which
we're working to see get adopted.

Judge GRANT. I'd like to make a comment, being sort of in the
front line on this being a probate judge, and sort of the concept of
what you want the courts to do is change a great deal, because
monitoring guardianships requires a lot of time. Fortunately in
California we have a staff who looks at the accountings and we set
a date for people to file the accountings. A few years ago we didn't
do that, and we just never saw any of them, or if we did, it was
because somebody wanted to come to court and get an approval of
something they had done. But now we set-and we sort of devel-
oped this ourselves-we set a date for the accounting to be on file.

If it's not on file, they have to come in and tell us why.
We also-and we developed this, and you would be amazed at

how much we've flushed out of this-we have required people to
file with us the original bank statement showing that their ac-
counting does have the amount that is in it, and a number of
people have been-well, in fact, unfortunately, that was the cause
of a very good organization going down the tubes because one of
their wonderful workers was taking all the money and filing ac-
countings that were not correct.

I just want to also comment on the alternatives, which I'm very
interested in what Mr. Regan says about the alternatives as sort of
a mix of guardianships and the alternatives, because I think that's
something we have to really look into, because attorneys will tell
me a guardianship costs $3,000; a power of attorney costs $300.
We've got to come to some area where we can have it not be so
expensive but still have the safeguards that you get with a guard-
ianship. And I have had some horrendous stories with powers of at-
torney. A woman who had $12 million went down to about $4 mil-
lion before somebody came in and got a temporary guardian who
was able to look into it.

The other problem that I have and I think that maybe the Feder-
al Government could help is with education for guardians.

That's one of our big problems, getting people who will act. It's
almost as bad, though, with trustees. It's hard to get good trustees.

JOANNE LYNN, M.D.
Ms. LYNN. I would like to jump in just a moment. I'm Joanne

Lynn. I suppose I'm the closest that we come around the table to
someone who's a direct provider, a front line in a different way, to
large numbers of persons who are in fact incompetent, almost none
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of whom have had their incompetence adjudicated in court. I recog-
nize and greatly honor the efforts to improve guardianship, that
the abuses are, of course, outrageous, and the extent of them is a
national scandal. However, we run the risk of spending a great
deal of effort in fixing up guardianship without having noticed
what it is that is the true prevalence of the at-risk population and
what the impact is of guardianship reform upon the services in fact
made available to that at-risk population.

It is interesting that in talking about data that we need, no one
has pointed out the need to simply know how many people there
are who can't make their own decisions, who in fact it's not their
responsibility for their own choices, for the kinds of choices that
routinely come at people. In this era in which we grow old and ac-
cumulate chronic illnesses and do not die in general rather sudden-
ly but instead after a rather long period of decline, as you look
around the table you have got to come to terms with the fact that
probably about half of us will have a substantial period of true in-
capacity. Now, in the current system, most of us will never see a
judge. Most of us will never have any of our issues adjudicated.
Most of these will all be decided by informal processes. But guard-
ianship reform itself is making that practice much less likely.

There are now whole States in which, in the last 6 months, all
nursing homes are moving to establish guardianships for all per-
sons who cannot sign for themselves, even if they have a loving
spouse. So the number of potential clients coming your way is enor-
mous and unmeasured. In Washington we did a very flimsy study
scientifically but nevertheless reached the estimate that at the
minimum, 20,000 people a year come into hospitals and nursing
homes-that's only into hospitals and nursing homes; that's not the
ones who don't come in-and are factually incompetent. Of that
number, in the same year 1 percent of that number ever came to
guardianship.

When we talk about reforming guardianship, we may as well be
rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic, because the real iceberg is
out there in the 99 percent that you never see.

And what you do about reforming guardianship profoundly af-
fects their lives and what will happen with them. If everybody who
has a substantial period of incapacity has to come to guardianship
proceedings and those guardianship proceedings take 8 months and
cost $3,000, I can tell you there are going to be a whole lot more
untreated cancers, there are going to be a whole lot more people
who ought to have had treatment and who have it delayed, a whole
lot more people whose money gets frittered away.

I take care of patients who have $60 a month to spend on every-
thing beyond food, board, and medical care; $60 a month that has,
in' some cases, been allocated to their court-appointed guardian to
pay the $3,000 of upfront costs. It takes the rest of their life before
they can again buy a toothbrush. You know, the disproportion here
is enormous.

We have to come to some terms with what we're going to do
about the fact that many of us are going to face incapacity and
that we do not have systems in place that enjoy public approval
and some appropriate degree of constitutional protection, and we
have to develop a system of making decisions for incapacitated
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adults of which guardianship is only one piece and of which guard-
ianship somehow manages to capture those cases in which substan-
tial estate matters or substantial personal care matters are at
stake and doesn't manage to capture the rather routine medical
care treatment decisions of a person who is dying in the loving care
of their family. Because I'll tell you, if you want to get review of all
those cases, not only are all of us going to have our matters re-
viewed publicly, but we can't bear the cost. We're talking about a
civil rights reform the cost of which we have never seen.

So we have to take account of all of these other people who we
aren't looking at when we talk about fixing up guardianship as this
narrow issue. We're going to have to have data on how often people
become incapacitated, what kinds of causes, what sort of rate of re-
versibility, how many of them face serious issues. We're going to
have to come to some consensus about what counts as serious and
then figure out what piece of this appropriately comes into guard-
ianship and how that should be dealt with and how the rest of the
system should be dealt with. Because otherwise, we're just reform-
ing this one little piece, making it all pristine, and ignoring the
fact that almost all of us will find our abuses completely outside of
the guardianship system.

Now, what is the Federal role in this includes a dramatic effect
in the last 4 or 5 years of statutes being written entirely unthink-
ingly that require consent-sounds perfectly correct-consent of
the patient or someone authorized under State law to consent on
behalf of the patient. That's the usual formulation. It's found in
the hospice consent statute, it's found in the recent regulations re-
forming a use of psychotropics and restraints in nursing homes, it's
found in the regulations implementing the Patient Self-Determina-
tion Act, that same formulation.

There are only a handful of States in which a spouse is author-
ized clearly under State law. In all the rest of the States, God
knows who's authorized under State law, and the only person, as
John Regan was saying earlier, who is clearly authorized under
State law is a guardian or a person who has a valid durable power
of attorney. Now, for the other 90 percent of people or more, we
have no one clearly authorized under State law. Therefore, the cur-
rent practice of huge numbers of guardianships being initiated by
those of us who take care of long-term care patients who feel all of
a sudden that we cannot do the care that's required because of this
Federal statute, in unthinking language-no one thought of its
impact. Everyone thinks there's someone authorized under State
law, and there isn't. The first thing is we've got to stop that until
we figure out what we're going to do with all these people, and
then we need some real data. We need to know what the impact is
of alternative modes of approaching the problem of seriously inca-
pacitated adults. What is it we're willing to afford? What are the
real costs? Where are the real abuses?

You know, the people who have spoken thus far and the people
mostly around this table see the abuses. I'm very humbled by their
experience. It also is the case that the vast majority of the 99 per-
cent who never come to court must not be being greatly abused
either because they had no money to spend or because there are no
serious issues perhaps, but maybe, just maybe, because there are a
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fair number of people who still care about their family, who still
care about people in the community, and maybe there's a way to
acknowledge that, at least in systems where there are other profes-
sionals who you can nail with abuse-reporting requirements, like in
all of health care, where you can have another person involved
who must report.

Maybe that's enough protection, but that's the kind of data we
need, and if all we do is go out and start tallying noses of those
who end up being jettisoned into the guardianship system, one way
or another we're going to be counting people who got there for bi-
zarre reasons, rather ectopic reasons not necessarily intrinsically
related to anything, and ignoring the huge number of people-I
feel like we're, you know, perfecting our game of archery while
standing on a battlefield and ignoring the fact that there's a battle
going on around us. And you can perfect the archery game all you
want. If you ignore the battlefield, you've missed the whole point,
which is that many of us-most of us perhaps-are going to have a
period of incapacity, and for most of us there is not a clearly delin-
eated, publicly approved system that allows decisions to be made in
a proper way, and that's what it seems we have to come to terms
with, that the Federal Government could take a lead on at least
the data collection and could stop messing it up by pretending
there's a system out there when there isn't.

Mr. REGAN. Could I respond just briefly? John Regan.
Centuries ago the common law developed a system post-mortem,

after death, for taking care of people who executed an advance di-
rective, known as a will, and for those who didn't, known as the
laws of intestacy, and it provided that one way or another, whether
you planned or didn't plan, decisions would be made, heirs would
be taken care of, et cetera. The more we've gotten into, at least on
the health care decisionmaking front, pre-mortem anticipated sur-
rogate decisionmaking, I think we're moving as a society in the
same direction.

Joanne mentioned a few States that have laws which allow
spouses, and others to make decisions for people. We in New York
have been drafting a surrogate decisionmaking statute to undo our
horrendous State law that permits no one to make decisions with-
out an advance directive, and the parallels between the post-
mortem and pre-mortem decisionmaking are startling when one
begins to analyze them. I wonder whether we shouldn't be thinking
in terms of expanding that approach to the 99 percent of families
that really do try to do right by their kin and expanding it into
property decisionmaking, at least to a certain amount, and over
certain kinds of property, and leave the large estates and the large
businesses and holdings and complex situations to the more formal
mechanisms of the law. At least this is a direction, it seems to me,
to develop these extensive pre-mortem parallels that some creative
thinkers around the room might want to undertake and perhaps
try to unravel some of the problems that we have now.

Mr. LOMBARD. John, Jack Lombard. In response to Joanne's con-
cern, the uniform commissioners are at the moment dealing with a
uniform Health Care Consent Act that will pick up what now
almost 20 States have in identifying a priority of persons who can
make health care decisions. The other thing is that all of the States

58-577 - 92 - 4
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that I'm familiar with have emergency procedures with respect to
health care decisionmaking. The major problem is when you have,
as we did in Philadelphia-we developed a very elaborate program
of volunteers to act as guardian ad litem, and those decisions in the
health care emergency area would be made within 48 to 72 hours.
The problem is that we don't have people to serve as the guardian
to then make the decision. You can have a guardian ad litem as a
lawyer volunteer, but often times what happens is the administra-
tor of the hospital is appointed.

I think we're moving in the direction of solving that problem, but
clearly one of the things that I did in preparation for coming here
today was to talk to Judge Poalik, who I believe our judge friends
here know. Judge Poalik is the administrative judge of the Phila-
delphia Court, and he's authorized me to mention these few points
that are coming from his concern about overregulation in the
guardianship area, and these are practical, actual, factual things
that are occurring. Maybe it's only in Philadelphia, but I think
we'd find the experience is happening throughout the country.

One, corporate trust companies are refusing to accept guardian-
ships because they don't want to comply with the new regulations.
Bonding companies are increasingly refusing to write bonds in the
States particularly of young incompetents, and I've been through
this experience myself in a Michigan guardianship. That bond ex-
pense will be an increasing burden on the guardianship if the cor-
porate trust companies are out of the market. If individual guard-
ians are the only candidates and you can't secure a bond, then the
only option is a blocked account, as we call it in Pennsylvania,
where you can just put it in an interest-bearing savings account or
a certificate of deposit at today's low rates. You can only get money
with court approval, so you have to go in and petition the court to
get it out of the blocked account.

His concern is the presumption for limited guardianships is
based on the disabled, retarded model, and that represents the
smallest number of persons who are in the guardianship system.
Most guardianships involve persons who are at the end stage of
chronic brain disease and will not benefit from any system that's
designed for persons of limited but not complete capacity. In his
view, abuses happen with rare frequency, and a system should not
be modeled on the assumption that everyone needs to be protected
from the abuse of the few, because, I think as we've heard in Chica-
go, if a person wants to abuse someone, they'll abuse them no
matter what the system is.

The more complex the system is, the more expensive it will be-
the increasing bond premium is just one example of that-and
fewer people will be willing to serve as guardians, and that is the
serious point in the whole problem.

As far as I'm concerned, it's the most serious thing we've dis-
cussed today-John mentioned it-and that is the need for guard-
ians, because the system only works if you have people who are
willing to serve. Unfortunately, you know, the Associated Press
report gets a lot of indictment of the system, but really if you read
it, it says the system for the most part works well. It works, people
are honest, and they're discharging their responsibility, and that
really is the message we should be getting to people. It is some-
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thing that is worthy to do, and what the Federal Government
might help us do in this partnership is to encourage the training of
guardians. There have been a lot of good models. The San Francis-
co training model for guardianship is an excellent resource, and all
of that has happened over the last 5 years.

We're making strides, but for goodness sake, don't overregulate a
system and make it break when that is the possibility. If in fact
bonding companies aren't writing bonds, that could cause the
breakdown in the system itself, and maybe that's something that
the Federal Government could find out about.

Mr. MURPHY. Patrick Murphy. I just want to make one point. I
didn't make it when I was talking before, and I guess it's because
in the parochial nature of where I'm coming from, I just see things
in Chicago, and I realize there are different forms of guardianship
around the country.

When we took over the Public Guardian's office, it was a public
guardian, but my predecessor supported her office entirely from
the funds of the people over whom she was the guardian, and as a
result, I think, there was a lot of not only outright thievery, which
obviously can be avoided, but there was a lot of slippage. We work
on a deficit. The taxpayers support our office about two and a half
to one over what we pull in from our wards, and I think to be an
effective public guardian, it's going to be taxpayer-supported. The
taxpayers of the county cough up several times what we pull in.

So we have people on our payroll who will go out and assist in
taking care of a home which may be in disrepair. They'll clean out
the home. You'll go in some homes which will be obviously a foot
high in dead cats and rats and so on and so forth. Obviously, if
you're going to use the ward's assets to clean that out, it could be
quite expensive. We actually have an account where we loan the
ward money. Sometimes the ward has assets that are tied up, and
we'd have to keep the ward in a nursing home in the meantime
while we got rid of some of the assets. The county will actually
loan the ward money while we're trying to peddle off the assets. It
might be a home we're trying to sell, and then we'll keep the ward
in an apartment with the assets we get from the home, but in the
meantime we have to support that ward.

So I think that any real viable guardianship program will have
to be taxpayer-supported to one degree or another, even if you're
dealing with wards who have assets.

VICKI GO'ITLICH, NATIONAL SENIOR CITIZEN LAW CENTER
Ms. GorrLiCH. This is Vicki Gottlich. I'd like to make a few

points and respond to a few things that people have said.
First, Jack, I think a lot of us around the table would disagree

that limited guardianships are not good for older people, and I
think that's really a very ageist comment to say that people with
organic brain syndrome and especially in the end stages cannot
have some control over their lives. In fact, at some points, they're
already in a nursing home, they may have a representative payee,
they're on Medicaid, and they don't really need a guardian. There's
nothing left to be done for them, and yet I've seen whole guardian-
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ships imposed over such people when really there are other alter-
natives in place.

The second thing I want to say is to Joanne concerning some of
the Federal legislation, and I want to address specifically the Pa-
tient Self-Determination Act, because I want to use that for my
main point. I'm very concerned with that statute as well, because
I've seen nursing homes throughout the country trying to use that
statute to say that people need guardians when clearly that's not
what the statute says. But quite frankly, in my years of represent-
ing older people, nursing homes have used whatever hook they can
to try and say that people need guardians. And it might be Medic-
aid law. They always come up with something. This is the latest
hook, and I can't argue against using Federal legislation, because
somebody's going to misinterpret it.

Quite frankly, nursing homes are always going to misinterpret
everything, and our organization will always say that. But I think
there is a role for Federal legislation, and I think that the role is in
some of the education efforts that we need and some of the access
efforts that we need. For example, under the Older Americans Act
under the new title, there is room to indicate that people should be
looking at guardianships, people should be looking at alternatives
to guardianships, and maybe there would be no money to fund it,
but if you keep throwing in the language "alternatives to guardian-
ship," the people who receive money under that statute are going
to start considering those issues.

The Patient Self-Determination Act is far from perfect, yet it's
getting people to start thinking about advance directives, and by
requiring facilities that receive Medicaid and Medicare money to
distribute information, it may actually be hitting people who would
not ordinarily learn about advance directives. For example, a lot of
low-income individuals and minority individuals are less likely to
execute an advance directive, but if they go to a hospital emergen-
cy room where they receive their primary medical care and they're
given a piece of paper explaining what an advance directive is,
they may learn about something that they might not have known
about beforehand.

There are other reforms that-Senator Pryor, for example, was
very instrumental in getting the representative payee legislation
passed. That reformed the statute, and we worked very closely with
him and the Aging Committee on that.

There are more reforms that could be made to the representative
payee statute in Social Security and definitely in VA to make those
kinds of alternatives to conservatorships and guardianships more
viable for low-income clients, and that's a role that this committee
can play in further pursuing some of the reforms that are neces-
sary. I think the legislation, as John Regan has said, that's current-
ly existing in the Glenn bill and the Pepper bill are no longer nec-
essary, but there are other ways that we can look at a role for Fed-
eral Government that may not exactly require additional money
but may help with access and with information.
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JOAN O'SULLIVAN, MANAGING ATTORNEY, SENIOR CITIZEN LAW
PROJECT, ANNAPOLIS, MD

Ms. O'SULLIVAN. I'd like to comment on a few things Vicki just
said as another front-line practitioner. I do have rather a limited
role, but I'll tell you a couple of really big gaps that I've seen in
Maryland.

Vicki talked about education, and I think one group that needs
to be educated are the attorneys who are appointed to represent al-
leged disabled people. We have a good statute in Maryland, in part
thanks to Professor Regan, that does require mandatory represen-
tation, but the attitude of the judges, and it trickles down to the
attitude of the attorneys all too often, is that it is an administra-
tive procedure, it is not an adversary procedure. We've done some
education there, and there's just a lot of resistance to the advocacy
model.

Another point I'd like to make regarding Joanne Lynn's com-
ments is the surrogate decisionmaking procedure that's in place in
New York as a project, I think, in which panels of medical person-
nel make decisions on routine medical care.

Maybe Professor Regan could comment on that project. It's a
pilot project in which panels of three people make decisions on the
medical care for institutionalized persons.

Mr. REGAN. It's called the Commission for the Quality of Care.
It's Article 80 of the New York mental hygiene law. These are vol-
unteer panels of people from various who meet sometimes once a
week to be the surrogate decisionmakers for institutionalized men-
tally disabled persons. It's in place only in a couple of areas in New
York-New York City and, I think, Albany. It's been authorized
statewide.

The funding isn't there, and there are some questions as to
whether it really can work statewide, since it depends on volun-
teers. While it's generally very well thought of, I'm not sure that it
can be replicated on a wide scale without some changes in the per-
sonnel who would serve on these panels.

Ms. O'SULLIVAN. We've been trying to come up with a similar
model in Maryland, just to address the question that you were talk-
ing about. What we see all too often are nursing homes or institu-
tions treating people without any authorization whatsoever. So we
kind of saw that as a way that actually probably better decision-
makers than judges could decide on routine care, such as a biopsy,
so that it doesn't take 8 months for someone to get one. Unfortu-
nately, we've bogged down where everybody else has bogged down,
in the question of money, because the State doesn't want to pay
lawyers to represent these people. We're saying that the same due
process protection should be in place for these people as in a regu-
lar guardianship, but the State thinks that a representative or a
lay person could advocate at this level rather than a lawyer, so
we're bogged down at that point. The city doesn't have the money.
But it's an idea, a way to get faster decisionmaking for mentally
disabled people.
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LARRY FROLIK, PROFESSOR OF LAW, UNIVERSITY OF
PITTSBURGH SCHOOL OF LAW

Mr. FROLIK. I'm Larry Frolik. I think that we could go back to
the point that John made originally and that Frank Johns also
made, which is that legislation is, I think, inappropriate at this
point, because we're talking about a culture, a practice, rather
than a statutory problem, and culture is very resistant to legisla-
tive attempts to solve or change. You change culture not by fiat,
but by education and example, and what we really need is to incul-
cate the courts-some already have it, but many don't-with the
concept of the least restrictive alternative in the guardianship
area. We need to take that right out of the mental health area,
which has been very successful, and plug it right into the guardian-
ship area so that when a judge thinks about guardianship, his or
her first question is, what can we do that's going to be the mini-
mum intrusion on the person's life and yet still meet the need,
whatever that need may be, for decisionmaking?

And certainly I think that's going to become more imperative, if
we take Joanne's point, that we have this concept of informed con-
sent, which, of course, doesn't grow out of Federal law but out of
common law, and that the need for substitute decisionmaking in
health care is going to drive the system to more quick and efficient
solutions, and I think it is in fact silly to act as if that should be an
adversarial situation with all the costs attendant. We're going to
have to find a culture to have quick substitute decisionmakers for
health care needs.

I would focus on the need for the Government to help promote
training of judges and court officials and court investigators and
whoever else is involved, depending on the system, through model
projects. We need to show these local-and incidentally, speaking
to Jack's point about what happens in Philadelphia, PA, is quite
different than Pittsburgh. Same State, same statute. We have
public guardianship in Pittsburgh. We actually have a set of nuns
who run around who are the public guardians, funded under AAA
money. So even within the States, the right hand doesn't know
what the left hand is doing, and maybe the right hand isn't doing
the right thing after all.

We need to train and locate guardians. This is going to be a big
issue in the future, training of guardians, but there are lots of
good-we don't have to invent the wheel. I know in Colorado they
do an excellent job of training guardians, at least from what I un-
derstand. So we need to take those best models and bring them out
to the various courts, orphans courts, probate courts, and show
them what can be done. Similarly monitoring guardians. I'm cer-
tain someone out there has figured out how to do this in an effi-
cient and effective way, and it's just a question of showing others
how to do it, and we just need to get that information out.

Finally, I think we should recognize-I think we're heading for a
two-tier system of decisionmaking for people. The well-to-do will
have durable powers of attorney and advance directives and living
trusts. A few will not get around to signing these, but most will.
It's really the lower income groups who are going to end up caught
in the guardianship system, because they will not have the lawyers
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who will tell them when they walk in to sign a will that they also
need to sign a living will or advance directive, and I think statisti-
cally if you checked, as John suggested, the probate system, intes-
tacy applies overwhelmingly to the lower income, lower asset
groups disproportionately.

Now, if you're talking about a group who has fewer assets and
less sophistication perhaps in legal matters, or at least has less
access to sophisticated assistance, then we better have a system
that works efficiently for these people and not throw up all sorts of
procedural and administrative mazes that discourages them from
using the system or makes it so costly that they cannot afford to
use it.

JUDGE FIELD BENTON, DENVER, CO
Judge BENTON. Judge Benton from Denver. I want to supplement

what was said in real-life practice.
Joanne, most of the guardianships I create, temporary guardian-

ships, are petitions by social services for the kind of impoverished
patients you're talking about: the neglected, the forgotten, and so
forth. Those in a sense are free. They can be done very quickly in a
quasi-adversary situation. You go to the nursing home, if neces-
sary, for a real crisis. What we need is the opposite of what we're
getting, and that is because of State fund cutbacks, social services
are cutting back. In Colorado Springs they're down to one intake
worker for Adult Protective Services. In Denver they've cut back to
five, and they're cutting back on the kinds of cases they'll take. I
think we could use some help in Federal money for petitioners in
the form of social services to cover the nursing home kind of issues
you're raising.

SUSAN MILER, LEGAL COUNSEL, AARP
Ms. MILER. I'm Susan Miler from Legal Counsel for the Elderly

Department of the American Association of Retired Persons, and I
work with a project which is, as Ingo said, where the rubber hits
the road. We have trained volunteers to monitor guardianships in
three cities-Denver, Houston, Atlanta-and now in Portland. I
guess I want to speak in support of innovation and encouraging in-
novation and also in the dissemination of information about that
innovation.

On the most basic level when we started our projects, the critical
problem turned out to be that if we were looking at cases that were
8 or 10 years old, we simply could not find the wards and the
guardians, because there was no requirement that an updated ad-
dress be kept with the court each year necessarily in all the juris-
dictions. In some there was, in some there wasn't. I think that's the
level of detail we're talking about when we talk about changing
the systems and making them work better, and there are lots of
innovations going on there outside of what we're doing, obviously.
The problem is that each of those tends to take place in its own
small locality, and so a mechanism to share that information-not
just to create the innovation, but to share it-I think is particular-
ly critical in this area.
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MARSHALL KAPP, WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, DAYTON, OH
Mr. KAPP. I'm Marshall Kapp. It's interesting that we're always

anxious to jump into mechanisms and very reluctant to look at
first principles, and to some extent John and Joanne began to try
to get us into first principles. I suspect that if we went around the
room and asked everybody to define guardianship reform, everyone
would have a different definition of reform, because I don't think
there's a consensus on what the problem is. What are we trying to
protect people from? Are we trying to protect people from too
much guardianship, laws and systems that permit guardianship to
be imposed willy-nilly without adequate protections, without ade-
quate monitoring? Is the problem people who are at risk who don't
have guardianship or other satisfactory means of surrogate deci-
sionmaking? As Joanne was saying, what's the denominator?

It seems to me until we have some consensus on what the prob-
lem is, what are we protecting people from, we're not going to have
very much consensus on what the reform ought to be. It seems to
me the mechanisms are probably the easier part of the equation.
The more difficult challenge is defining what the problem is and
what our social goals are that we're trying to devise mechanisms to
meet, and perhaps federally sponsored research can help us in
reaching some consensus on what the problem is, what the evils
are that we're trying to protect people from.

RALPH LUKENS, PROBATE COURT ADMINISTRATOR,
CONNECTICUT

Mr. LUKENS. My name is Ralph Lukens. I'm the probate court
administrator in Connecticut. As I sit around and listen to every-
body talk, I've served on panels-I served on a panel with John
Pickering-and I've been to seminars, and I've written task force
books, and I've seen hundreds of them, and my biggest concern is
that we're going to walk away from here today and nothing else is
going to resolved again. And I think if the Special Committee could
do anything, it isn't pass legislation, it's to somehow or other
funnel the activities. I listened to Susan Miler saying that she's got
a volunteer program. I've listened to everybody say we have a pro-
gram. There seems to be no central place where we could all
submit our ideas and have something come out.

Attorney Johns, Professor Regan, Mr. Keilitz all mentioned the
fact that we don't have data. We have data in Connecticut. No
one's ever asked for it. We're using it. We're using it, we hope, very
successfully. We have also, through Justice Peters, who is one of
the co-authors of the resolution that Mr. Keilitz read-because she
is the Chief Justice in the State of Connecticut, we have proposed
to her a task force that we propose to be used nationwide. I have a
copy of that, which I will certainly submit to the Committee.

I just have this terrible feeling that before anything gets done,
I'm going to be under a guardian, because too much time is pass-
ing, and if nothing comes out of this roundtable discussion, it
would be to get something really off the ground in a very practical
sense and let's move forward, collect the data, find out what the
problems are, let everybody help everyone else in what we can do
for each other. We have a visitors program. San Francisco has a
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visitors program. Everyone has something different. Let's put it all
together and find one that really works.

Ms. KINDERMANN. Let me just comment, since you've brought up
a good point. The Special Committee does intend on having this be
the first in a series of sessions on guardianship, and we had hoped
to have this initial roundtable discussion to bring out ideas on
whether future workshops might be appropriate or hearings, if nec-
essary. So keep in mind that this is just the first in a series and we
hope that you all will join us for future sessions.

Mr. JOHNS. Frank Johns. I'd like to respond to the counsel from
Connecticut. The preface of my opening comments was that as I
looked at all the information that I did have, it stretched back for
30 years, and it seems that the identification of the problem in
terms of this mechanism, Mr. Kapp, is the point that's being ad-
dressed here today.

We have a concern, Ms. Lynn, with the idea that guardianship is
a vehicle that's among a number of tools available for intervention
in life planning and for quality of life assistance, wherever it's
needed. The tool has been there for a long time. The problem is the
mechanism has been utilized inappropriately and abusively. I think
the point of the Special Committee's call to all of us is to ask so
much to the point, where do we stand today? What do you see from
where your perspective is in terms of this tool, the tool of guardian-
ship, and how do you focus on this tool in terms of its utilization?

And as a final comment, I think about what Professor Frolik was
saying, and I think about the struggle that the State of Florida
had, and I don't know that anybody is here from-somebody is
here from Florida. They went through a monumental effort to
design a significant, beautifully well-written piece of legislation,
and what we hear from so many practitioners in Florida is how
burdensome it is, how paper-ridden it is, how monetarily cumber-
some and expensive it is, and yet it seemed to be the model of all
models going into the process.

I think that if we focus, as Larry Frolik says, on concepts of basic
application that aren't so expensive, that we can all agree is the
format that we want to try to impart in terms of practicality, I
think our job would then be to gather the data and to see how that
practicality can be applied with the State, going to the State and
saying, "How does your system work? Do you have a task force?
Can we meet with your task force? How can we work with you to
make it practical?"

Mr. KEILITZ. I'm hearing two things. One is a clearinghouse. The
States individually do not have the capacity to do this, and as Mr.
Lukens said, there are people who are collecting good information,
but no one knows about it. And the second is a data collection
mechanism. We have a massive organization in the National Insti-
tute of Mental Health, for example, that collects data, but we don't
have that kind of organization in this area.

When the two systems-the judicial system and the social service
system-interact, people assume, "Well, I thought you were doing
that," and "I thought you were doing that." We need to figure out
how to collect and transfer valuable information that already
exists. The mechanisms are already set up-for example, through
the court system-to collect case load statistics.
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I may not know what's good or bad, but I know what nothing is,
and we can't afford to do nothing. When my friend Joanne Lynn
painted her picture, she painted the problem in such a large, large
size that it overwhelmed my capacity to do anything about it. We
can't afford to be incapacitated by size of the problem. Even though
guardianship is only a small step and a small thing in the larger
picture, I'm willing to take that first step, and I would encourage
everyone to do the same.

JUDY McCUE, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF TRUST AND ESTATE
COUNSEL

Ms. MCCUE. Judy McCue from American College of Trust and
Estate Counsel. I would like to add to what Ingo just said about
what I'm hearing. I would like to emphasize that one of the things
I am hearing as well is that there is no need for federally mandat-
ed standards in the guardianship area. The American College of
Trust and Estate Counsel has taken a position opposing federally
mandated standards. I think we did that based upon our perception
that this is a role best left to the States, and that was based in part
as well upon our concept that the States were acting to reform
their own guardianship legislation.

I'm heartened to hear that our informal studies are being con-
firmed by virtually everybody sitting at this table. There are plenty
of statutes on the books. What we have to do is figure out a way to
make them work, and I think certainly focusing on dissemination
of information, what is working, what's not, both in the guardian-
ship area and I think in the area that Joanne addressed, which I
agree with her is just an essential area that we shouldn't be ignor-
ing, although we need to take these things, one step at a time and
deal with issues that perhaps we can more quickly make better. I
would certainly thank the Committee for inviting all of us, because
I think this has been a real helpful kind of activity.

Thanks.

DaCOSTA MASON, AARP
Mr. MASON. I'm DaCosta Mason with AARP, who represents 30

million members, and I guess I've sat here and I've listened to
what's been said and so forth and have been working on these
issues for a number of years, and from a consumer perspective, it
seems to me that all of us are generally in agreement that the
guardianship system is being reformed.

I think one of the problems that we have here is that we're not
all confident that at the State level they're all being implemented,
that you can go and talk to someone, one judge in one county or
another judge in another county, and see that the reform is in fact
taking place, and that there needs to be some mechanism to ensure
people, even people here, that no matter where you go or who you
talk to, there may be some agreement as to what we mean when
we talk about least restrictive alternative, when we talk about lim-
ited guardianship. I mean, we have a debate here about limited
guardianships, and it seems to me if we can't agree here, people
who are experts in the field, then what can we expect at the local
level for a judge who's looking at a case that's being presented to
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him or her and making the determination of whether or not there
should be a plenary guardianship or a limited guardianship?

I think that there needs to be some means, maybe through the
Administration on Aging through RFPs or whatever, to provide a
mechanism to spread the word about what's happening with regard
to programs, monitoring programs and so forth, but also on the
idea of if we have statutes that talk about limited guardians and
maximizing the autonomy and self-determination of individuals,
that has some meaning to everyone and not just to the person who
wrote the statute, but it has meaning to the attorney who's repre-
senting a petitioner, to the petitioner, to the visitors who are going
to do the investigation, to the attorney who's representing the
ward, as well as to the judge, that they all understand what that
means and what they will be looking at in a particular case, and
everyone is not there looking at it differently.

It seems to me that even if we go around the table, even though
there may be some disagreement on issues like least restrictive al-
ternative and when it's appropriate and so forth, I think there's
probably some consensus here with regard to what we're talking
about in general, and if we can get that to the local level, that may
be a role that the Federal Government can play in making it possi-
ble for that to happen but not necessarily trying to tell States ex-
actly what to do. Because they know the statutes tell them what to
do, it's how they go about doing that, and it's a role that perhaps
can be made, like I said, through the Administration on Aging
through grants for legal assistance, technical assistance to States
and so forth, or to bar associations or to whatever, to provide ap-
propriate training, education programs, disseminating information
that will assist in that process.

PENNY HOMMEL, CENTER FOR SOCIAL GERONTOLOGY, ANN
ARBOR, MI

Ms. HOMMEL. I'm Penny Hommel from the Center for Social Ger-
ontology in Ann Arbor, MI, and I just wanted to make two points.
One is to mention some research that we're doing and indicate how
it shows the importance of what so many people have been saying,
which is that we need to focus on implementation and not simply
whether the words of the laws have been reformed, and then I just
secondly would like to underscore the need for some kind of clear-
inghouse.

The research that we're doing, although in the grand scheme of
things is quite minor, in the area of guardianship is probably some
of the most significant research that s being done, and we've been
looking at guardianship in 10 States in a limited number of courts
in each of those 10 States and have been looking at three things.
One is just what's in the files in the guardianship cases; two, ob-
serving the court hearings that are happening; and three, and
probably most exciting and important in terms of implication for
what we need to be doing, is we've been interviewing the petition-
ers for guardianship.

The point I wanted to make on what we're finding in looking at
the court files and observing the court hearings is that there really
seems to be very little relationship between the written law and
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what happens. The 10 States that we're looking at include States
that have very good reformed laws and some that are not consid-
ered such model legislation. Some of the ones that are considered
the better laws-just thinking of Michigan, which now has a law
that has some very strict requirements with respect to presence of
the potential ward at the hearing, very strict requirements with re-
spect to showing findings of incapacity in particular areas in order
to allow full guardianship. Michigan is one of the States that comes
out least good of the 10 in terms of is the ward actually present at
the hearing, is limited guardianship actually used. So I think we
need to worry much less about what the written law says and
much more about what actually happens in practice.

The other piece, however, and I think this is where the real ex-
citement comes, is in that petitioner interview, because what we're
trying to look at is not what the law says, not what the process of
imposing guardianship is like, but rather what are the needs of the
people at issue here. So that we're trying to begin-and as I say,
it's just a very first step-we're trying to begin to get some ideas of
whether there are certain things that trigger petitions for guard-
ianship. We know, for example, in the nursing home area that in-
continence is something that usually drives a family that's capable
of caring for an older person to seek nursing home care. We're
asking questions about other similar kinds of things that really
trigger a petition for guardianship. But then we're also just asking
about what are the needs of the individual who is having the peti-
tion filed against them. What can and can't they do for themselves
and what kinds of services might be available that really would
help in the situation and that might prevent or at least prolong the
need for petitioning for guardianship? Those are all the open-ended
questions, so we don't have any of the final analysis done, but
shortly we'll begin to have some answers about those sorts of
things.

But then I also just wanted to underscore how important in the
various kinds of things that we've been doing in the area of guard-
ianship this notion is of having some kind of clearinghouse, be-
cause no matter what we get into, whether it's trying to come up
with standards for guardianship service organizations or doing this
research or whatever, the minute we start looking, we find that in-
credible things are being done across the country and we just
haven't known about them. So that I think one of the most impor-
tant things that the Federal Government can be doing is to really
make sure that what we do know and the success stories that are
out there are being shared and that others around the country
have a chance to implement them.

LLOYD LEVA PLAINE, REAL PROPERTY PROBATE AND TRUST
LAW SECTION, ABA

Ms. PLAINE. Lloyd Plaine. One thing just again from listening to
what other people are saying. I agree from what we have said that
the clearinghouse, I think, is really so fundamental to this, and
also, from what Martha Miller was saying and Joanne Lynn, I
think we don't want to lose focus of we're talking about implemen-
tation, we're talking about training of the attorneys, we're talking
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about training the judges. We also want to focus on that larger
group and on the smaller group in terms of the guardianship per-
spective and have a way of educating the lay people to know what
these options are and what's available.

I know the ABA Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly
put out, using services of Helen Hayes, an excellent tape about 5
years ago on durable powers of attorney, health care decisionmak-
ing, things of that sort, but that's just another level of this that
we're looking at the judges, we're looking at the attorneys, and
we're also looking at the community itself, because they're the
people that have to start. We don't want to wait for the nursing
home to push someone into a guardianship. We want to be able to
take advantage of the things that Martha is saying, and that is a
broad-based dissemination of information.

SUSAN McMAHON, RAY GRAHAM ASSOCIATION FOR PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES

Ms. MCMAHON. Susan McMahon from the Ray Graham Associa-
tion for Persons With Disabilities, and I represent developmentally
disabled and mentally ill individuals. I realize that our primary at-
tention today is on the aged population and how guardianship im-
pacts them. I think it's very important, however, to keep in mind
when we talk about guardianship that it is frequently used by the
developmentally disabled populations and the mentally ill popula-
tions and that as we're talking about research that needs to be
done and reform that needs to occur, we need to keep in mind
those populations as well and include them in the process of modi-
fication of this system.

I'd also like to address the fact that there have been numerous
comments about the reform that's occurring in guardianship, and
the assumption undefined here has been any change in a statute is
a positive reform, and reform has been, by consensus, considered a
good thing here. I want to point out that in Illinois we've recently
reformed our guardianship statute, and we have arranged for our
annual report of the person to occur every 2 years. From what
we've said here, yes, we've reformed our guardianship, and it's not
a positive thing. It does not provide any additional protection to
the individuals we want to protect. I would caution that when we
talk about the fact that changes are occurring in the statutes that
exist, we want to carefully look at what those changes are and
whether or not in fact they are improving the system.

Judge BENTON. Well, I'm Field Benton, and I may be very thick-
headed, Susan. I don't understand us to be talking today about pri-
marily the needs of the aging population. Wards come in all ages,
shapes, and sizes. I resent it, from my own viewpoint, not speaking
for the National College of Probate Judges, when people say judges
look at plenary guardianships first. A plenary guardianship is the
last thing I look at. I don't know where your data comes from on
what judges think and do, but I believe some of it is mistaken.

Ms. GOTTLICH. I'd just like to respond. This is Vicki Gottlich. I
think you're right, and having sat in meetings with you, I wish you
were the judge that I could be with, but in my own experience in
doing guardianships before a judge who's considered a very good
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judge, he treated the cases in which I was representing the ward
and my colleagues at the Legal Aid Bureau were representing the
ward very differently from other cases. So there was a lot more due
process in the proceedings that I handled, because I insisted upon
them, and yet in other proceedings they would just walk straight
through or there would be a lot of problems. So not only do we
have different judges in different parts of the State, as Larry
Frolik and Jack Lombard said, but the same judge treating differ-
ent petitioners differently, depending upon whom they were repre-
senting, and for once I could say that poor people probably, in some
cases, got better representation than people who had a little more
money.

JOHN HALL, SENIOR CITIZENS LAW PROJECT, VERMONT

Mr. HALL. I'd like to respond to a couple comments that actually
bring a couple of thoughts that I had together. One is that in Ver-
mont, which is probably the smallest State that's represented
around the table here today, we have done a fair amount of empiri-
cal study of the guardianship system. We reviewed in great detail
over 1,000 involuntary guardianship files that were filed in the
State between 1979 and 1989, and we started in 1979 because that
was the date that Vermont adopted the ABA model code and so
had, starting out, one of the better statutes that you would want to
look at. And what we found when we looked at those cases, and I
think it bore out our experience out in the field, was that the
strong statutory emphasis on utilizing limited guardianships was
not in fact being carried out in practice in the courts, that we saw
that in the petitions that were being filed by primarily family
members, petitioners asked for total guardianship about 80 percent
of the time. The psychiatric evaluations supported total guardian-
ship about 64 percent of the time and in the remaining situations
recommended limited guardianship of some kind, and the probate
courts proceeded to order total guardianship 94 percent of the time,
almost 30 percent higher than the rate at which the psychiatrists
were recommending it.

Another thing that we found-one of the problems in the Ver-
mont statute-and when we talk about reform in the States, I
guess I feel that in large part-not universally, but in large part-
the reform that has taken place since 1979 and then again in the
second wave since 1988 has been largely positive. But one of the
things that has not been happening as States have been engaging
in introspection and looking at their guardianship statutes is the
question of the right to be represented by counsel in guardianship
cases.

To date, to use the statistic that Ingo was referring to, I believe
only about 27 States mandate that counsel be appointed in involun-
tary guardianship cases, and even in the vast majority of States,
the language is not that a person has a right to be represented by
counsel in this proceeding which involves probably the largest in-
vasion of civil liberties of any intervention that the Government
takes against an individual. In most States the language and the
language which occurred in Vermont before we changed our stat-
ute last year was that the individual had the right to retain coun-
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sel, and I submit to you that the right to retain counsel in an invol-
untary guardianship proceeding is essentially a meaningless pro-
tection, and that our data showed that the right to retain counsel
translated into individuals being represented by counsel in only 32
percent of the involuntary guardianship cases that we surveyed
over that decade.

Even among the 27 States, the role of counsel, as Joan O'Sulli-
van referred before, is not clearly the role of an individual who will
assist the respondent in preparing a defense to the case. It's often a
sort of mixed role where the counsel is required to serve in the
dual role of a GAL. While I think in many respects the States have
sort of flipped this concept on its head, the States have moved in
the direction of occupying the area of reforming problems in the
guardianship system, but I continue to be concerned about the
extent to which thousands of wards every year in this country con-
tinue to be pushed into this system without the representation of
counsel, and I think that that's an important part of when we talk
about accountability, when we talk about monitoring the system,
when we talk about looking at the issues that John Regan raised
about whether or not wards are brought to the hearing, whether or
not, in our case, proof of service is in the file. Our survey showed
that proof of service was missing from the file in 50 percent of the
1,000 cases that we reviewed.

When you talk about questions about whether the evaluation has
been performed by a qualified mental health professional, when
you talk about whether or not the hearing is held in a timely fash-
ion, when you talk about whether or not the accountings are being
filed or whether the States are sending out the annual notification
of the right to petition for a termination or a modification, which
we found occurs in only 15 percent of the cases in the State of Ver-
mont, the counsel is a fundamental aspect of assuring that that
happens, and our studies have shown, and I think that other States
that have this experience will bear it outs that while the correla-
tion is not perfect, there is definitely a positive correlation between
the presence of counsel and the vindication of the due process
rights of wards in these cases. And I think if the Federal Govern-
ment has anything to say about the direction that States should be
moving in dealing with the problems in the guardianship system, I
would suggest that that's one of the biggest areas where reform
could be made.

Mr. REGAN. I'd like to follow up on those comments as to the role
of counsel very briefly, since I understand time has run out, and
this is for the ABA to think about. The ABA's rules of ethics con-
cerning the role of counsel in the office for dealing with a disabled
person are very unclear, the conflicts of interest that can develop
in office practice between a disabled person and the well-meaning
family have not been sorted out very well in the rules. It seems to
me as well the role of counsel in mental health proceedings in
court is also very unclear, if addressed at all. Perhaps we should
extend all this into the law schools and the dearth of training in
wills and trusts and estates courses on the representation of dis-
abled persons. But it seems to me while it's not a role for the Fed-
eral Government, it's part of the menu of issues that I think we're
setting before us today.
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Mr. LOMBARD. John, there is a task force under way examining
that issue.

Ms. O'SULLIVAN. But I would point out that-I mean, a friend of
mine says it's a good thing mankind has a large brain so we can
hold two very diverse ideas at the same time.

I would very much agree with the kinds of things that Mr. Hall
would like to see reformed. My civil liberties part of me would very
much like to have those protections carefully protected. I think the
biggest deficiency in our local statute here is that there's no re-
quirement of notice so the proposed incompetent under the Health
Care Decisions Act, under the nonstatutory provisions, so that I
can declare a person incompetent without ever having had to have
told them that they're being declared incompetent. I find that out-
rageous.

On the other hand, the provisions that we would require under
this sort of careful due process and careful attention to due process
do make it less likely that guardianship will be pursued for a
person with marginal indications for guardianship, and that is a
very real negative impact upon persons who otherwise would come
under the protection that is afforded by even less careful guardian-
ship provisions.

There's an unfortunate see-saw here that to the extent one
pushes down on the possibility of abuse and lack of protection, one
raises costs and increases inflexibility. It may be that we need to
abandon that playground and develop a different toy so that we
can have both some flexibility, some responsiveness, some reduced
costs, and at least reasonable minimal due process protection.

Ms. KINDERMANN. Unfortunately, our time has run out. We've
actually gone a little over. I wish we could stay here longer. I want
to thank you all again for what has been a very, very informative
session, and I hope to be working with you soon on our next in the
series of sessions on guardianship. I look forward to working with
you to develop that.

[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.]
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Area Agency on Aging
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Hay 14, 1992

Anna Kinderman
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging
Majority Staff
0-31 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

Anna:

In response to Issue #1:

Yes, there is a need for Federal Legislation to address the
appointing and monitoring of guardians. The weakest area is
the monitoring. A vast majority of the abuse could be
eliminated if just the accountings were done.

In response to Issue #2:

one obvious "hook" would be to put more requirements as far
as compliance goes on the Federal Funds that do flow to the
courts.

Another approach might be to increase the funding no the
courts might be better able to monitor their own handiwork.

In response to Issue #3:

I do not really think that the states will resist as much as
the individual judges themselves. We have many judges who
run their courts as they choose and see fit regardless of the
laws.

In response to Issue 44:

I am not sure if we should rely on informal alternatives to
guardianship at all.

If a person is incompetent and things are out of control, a
guardian is actually your only choice, Other things, such as
Power of Attorneys, are not really alternatives.

We see a tremendous amount of abuse when a person needs a
guardian but only has a Power of Attorney.

This is why I think it so important to put into place laws
that will insure that a ward of guardianship will be
monitored and protected by the courts.

If I can be of further assistance, please feel free to
contact me.

Respectfully,

David Martin
Ombudsman

(109)
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THOMAS E. PENICK. JR.
CIRCUIT JUDGE

CIRCUIT COURT

SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

STATE OF FLORIDA

PINELLAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
315 COURT STREET

CLEARWATER. FLORIDA 34616
(813) 462-331

May 27, 1992

Ms. Anna Kinderman
United States Senate Special

Committee on Aging, Majority Staff
G-31 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510-6400

Dear Ms. Kinderman:

I sincerely thank you for inviting me to participate on the
2nd day of June, 1992 in the United States Senate Special Committee
on Aging Guardianship Roundtable Discussions. Unfortunately, due
to my judicial calendar and prior commitments, I will be unable to
participate in these discussions.

I would like to have been able to attend because we, here in
the Sixth Judicial Circuit of the State of Florida, have devoted
hundreds of hours and thousands of dollars to developing what we
believe to be one of the very best guardianship programs in this
country. I do not mean for this to sound self-serving but inasmuch
as we here in the St. Petersburg, Florida area are affectionately
referred to as the "retirement capital of the United States", we
take our responsibility to all of the citizens very seriously.

If there is any way that I can answer questions that may arise
during or after the conference, please feel free to call me
immediately or write me.

I would like to be considered by you and the United States
Senate Special Committee on Aging for participation in any future
hearings or discussions on the important issues of guardianships,
probate matters and mental health issues.

With kindest regards.

Very truly yours

Thoas E. Pen ck, r }
Circuit Court Judg

TEP/bg
cc: Lori Stiegel, Staff Attorney, ABA
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U.S. Senate Special Coinittee on Aging

0-31 Dirkmen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-O400

Der Ms. Kinderenni

Thank you very much for the invitation to participate in the Special

Committee on Aging Guardianship Roundtable scheduled for June 2. As we

discussed, I regret being unable to attend nor to respond adequately to the

excellent discuasion issues that will be considered by the roundtable.

To respond generally, however, it does not appear to me that federal

legislation is needed at this time. Over the post 10 years, many of the states

have made very *ignificant changes in their guardianship statutes with regard to

limited guardianships, guardianship monitoring, etc.

These statutes, however, are not self-executing and unlike many of the

activities conducted by courts, there must be a commitment on the part of the

judges end other court personnel to sake the system work. That is basically

because these proceedings are non-adversarial in the usual sanse and therefore

the courts must take a more active role in seeing that things happen as provided

by the statutes.

In addition, judges under these laws retain a great deal of discretion in

choosing, for example, to impose a limited rather than plenary guardianship.

Frankly, It is probably easier to impose the latter and busy courts and judges

soastines succurb to what is asiest. In addition, Judges have no particular

insights into the physical and psychological changes that may come with aging

because it is not generally part of their formal training.

While many other activities maybe helpful, and vhile my views may sound

self-serving, I think of nothing more important than to have judges in our state

courts learn more about the aging process and to consider the policy

recommendations that have bean made by several national conferences of judges

involved with these issues. It is a matter of educating and senaitizing judges

to the value of these progressive statutes that will make the difference.

The National Judicial College has conducted several conferences dealing

with guardianship issues and continues to offer courses for judges on these

matters. If funds were available, many more Judges would be able to attend such

courses, but restricted state finances have reduced judicial education in all

aeas to a bare minimum. As a non-profit educational institution, The National

Judicial College must seek funds either through grants or tuition to conduct its

prograas.

If the premise is correct that better trained judges will make better

decisions concerning guardianship issues, I would urge that consideration be

given to finding some source of funding to permit institutions like NJC provide

more training for more judges involved with these decisions.

I trust that the roundtable discussion vill be a great success and I look

forvard to hearing about future activities.

Yours tr u

Va Ro
Dean

VRP/km
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Comments to the Guardianship Roundtable Discussion
June 2, 1992
Joanne Lynn, M.D.

Many, perhaps most, adults will have a substantial period of being incompetentbefore the end of life. Very few will come under formal guardianship under currentpractices. Those who do will often be served poorly by the experience. Improving thatexperience is the focus of most guardianship reform and, indeed, of most of thisdiscussion. While I support guardianship reform, it will not be the focus of my comments.Instead, my focus lies in concern for the prudent development of a system to providedecision-making for adults who cannot be responsible for making their own choices.Guardianship is only a part --- a small part -- of such a system. And, who is subject toguardianship is profoundly affected by the workings of the rest of the system.

Unfortunately, there is a direct and perverse relationship between the degree towhich guardianship is protective of the ward's rights and welfare, on the one hand, andthe degree to which guardianship is costly, time-consuming, and inflexible on the other.Requiring comprehensive investigation and review and careful notice and appeal entailsdelay, costs, public scrutiny, and rigidity. However, encouraging more informalprocedures engenders both the appearance and the risk of practices that can profoundlydisadvantage the incapacitated person.

Thus, guardianship reform simply cannot proceed without examining theprevalence of incapacity, the rate of entry into guardianship proceedings, and thedeterminants of guardianship being utilized. Though data are imprecise, once oneexamines this arena, an almost incredible situation becomes apparent: Virtually none ofthe at-risk persons actually came into guardianshipl Most of us, under current practices,will enter a period of incapacity, often near the end of life, and will have our affairshandled and decisions made by an array of informal and unarticulated procedures, neversupervised by a court or even formalized in a written durable power of attorney. In a verypreliminary survey five years ago, we found that at least twenty thousand adults annuallyin Washington, D.C., are probably incompetent to make their own treatment choices andare in a hospital or nursing home, but only about one percent of this number werebrought to guardianship each year. In looking at what little data exists, this seems toapproximate the national rates: probably five percent of adults are actually incompetentin any year and almost none come to guardianship.

Thus, addressing these issues must start with the system for decision-making forincompetent adults. Focussing on guardianship reform is such a tiny tip of the icebergthat the endeavor is overwhelmed by the population that does not come to guardianship.

Serious reform requires these elements:

(1) Delineating those issues where little is at stake and informal procedures canbe made to be adequate;
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Joanne Lynn, M.D. -2- June 2,1992

(2) Defining the border zone of capacity so that incapacity can be decided
without court procedures, but with adequate care and due process;

(3) Protecting substantial assets of potentially incompetent adults;

(4) Protecting substantial personal or health status interests of potentially
incapacitated adults.

Doing this will require very real trade-offs among legitimate interests and rights.
It will require thinking systematically and evaluating policy is a comprehensive way. This
can be done only with better baseline data, evaluation of innovative programs, and
fostering of a genuine multi-disciplinary and public debate on the wisest course.

What could the Federal role be? First and foremost, Federal statutes and
regulations must immediately be more cognizant of the problem of incompetent adult
decision-making. Federal statutes often require the formal consent of a person
"authorized under state law." Examples include the statute governing consent to the
hospice benefit under Medicare, the one requiring consent for certain treatments
(psychoactive drugs and restraints) in long-term care facilities, and the regulations
effectuating the required notice under the Patient Self-Determination Act. Except in a
handful of states (with broad family consent statutes), no one is clearly "authorized to
consent" on behalf of a patient who is probably incompetent, except a guardian or a
proxy appointed by a durable power of attorney. Contrary to popular perception, the
loving spouse, in most states, has no clear authority -- only the inertia of practice. The
recent Federal statutes and regulations are being interpreted in many quarters to require
court adjudication of incompetence and designation of guardianship. In most cases, this
"fixes something that is not broken." It imposes costs, publicity, and paperwork burdens
without any discernable or expected improvement in the decision-making on behalf of
incompetent persons.

Secondly, the Federal government needs to engender national data --- not just on
guardianship numbers and abuses, but on the prevalence and characterization of adult
incapacity, the merits of alternative procedures, the evaluation of innovative programs,
and the preferences of the nation regarding the trade-offs at stake. The Administration
on Aging, the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, the National Institute on
Mental Health, the Social Security Administration, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and
the Department of Health and Human Services all have interest in these areas and should
engender the relevant research the American College of Physicians, the American Bar
Association, and the American Association of Retired Persons have been collaborating
in a long-term project to address these issues. Perhaps, that group could anchor an
ongoing review of the progress and priorities. Alternatively, a different permanent national
multidisciplinary group could serve this function, but it would have to be engendered
anew. PerhaDs. such a "center" or "clearinghouse" function could be contracted to a
concerned academic center (e.g., a Geriatric Research and Education Center or a
"Pepper" Center of Excellence, the VA's National Medical Ethics Center, or a permanent
social gerontology or mental disability center).
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AMSRICAN BAR ASSOCIATION Section of Real Property,
Probate and Trust Law

C0*S2ECT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~750 North take Shore Drive
-* ̂ Chicago, Illinois 60611

ARA/net ABA21 5
v0I<00~ (312) 988-55s9

Fax#(312) 988-6281

May 28, 1992

PA The Honorable David Pryor
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate

^ Washington, DC 20510-6400

Dear Senator Pryor:

Thank you for your letter of May 19, 1992 inviting me
;z'_ to participate in the roundtable discussion of the Senate
Dd - XI Special Committee on Aging and the various issues involving

c" guardianship. As a former Chair of the Real Property,
, Probate & Trust Law Section of the American Bar

-wi. Association, I have been interested in this issue for many
years. Shortly after the release of the Associated Press

crew articles I gave the keynote speech at the Wingspread
Z. Conference on Guardianship. For your information I am

,- ~oo enclosing a copy of that speech.

th-^ In my view, significant strides have been made since
5_ athe Wingspread Conference in reforming and improving the
Ax-" guardianship system in most of our states. For reasons

which I am prepared to discuss on Tuesday, I do not believe
that this is an area requiring federal intervention at this
time.

I look forward to seing you on Tuesday.

Respydtfully,

WEr / X

John J. Lombard, Jr.-'

JJL,Jr: pat

0H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~PoOo CyG 22
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GUARDIANSHIP CONFERENCE
WINGSPREAD, WI

Introductory Remarks of
JOHN J. LOMBARD, JR.

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

We all realize that we live in a less than perfect

world. The events of just these last few weeks, like most

other weeks in history, make that all too evident.

So, too, in the area of legal incompetence and the

guardianship system we know that we have less than a perfect

system. Our own studies, the studies of the academic

community and more recently the Associated Press study have

dramatically demonstrated that the system is in need of

improvement. In part, because of this need for improvement,

wherever possible the objective of many planners has been to

keep the disabled person out of the system entirely.

At the same time, in my opinion, we must recognize the

need for the system itself and further recognize that,

despite the misuse of the system by a few unscrupulous

persons, including in some cases, greedy relatives, there are

thousands of guardians who are discharging their

responsibilities faithfully and in the best interests of

their wards. The fact that a relative who may inherit on the

death of the incompetent is named as guardian for an

incompetent should not be presumptively suspect. Serving as

a guardian for an incompetent is no easy task and often

close relatives are the only persons willing to serve.

Without them the system would not function.

Disability is a fact of life. Our aging population,

impairment at birth and disability of younger persons through

accidents, will result in the need to call upon the judicial

system for the appointment of a guardian. We must,

therefore, be careful in our deliberations that, while the

protection of individual liberties is important, so also is

the need to protect and provide appropriate care to a person

who is no longer able, for whatever reason, to care for

himself or herself.

Actuaries have told us that one in two of us in this

room is likely to be disabled in our lifetime requiring some

form of care and protection. Ironically, the younger you are

the higher the liklihood. Fortunately, we now have the

ability to plan for our own possible disability through the

use of the durable power of attorney, which in most instances
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will avoid the necessity of a formally appointed guardian.

Yet how many of us have done so? [A show of hands, please]

The ABA Commissions on the Elderly and Mentally Disabled

have recently completed a project to encourage the use of

life services planning. The prize winning Helen Hayes video

and supporting speakers' material are deserving of widespread

dissemination. Other organizations, such as the National

Association of Retired Persons, are also stressing the need

to plan for possible disability.

The preparation of durable powers of attorney should be

part of every estate plan if the person has an agent who is

willing to act on their behalf. Hopefully our friends from

the press will encourage the use of durable powers in the

same manner as Ann Landers has promoted the use of living

wills.

Unfortunately, we know that, even with the advent of the

durable power as a means of planning for disability, human

nature is such that many people will still require a formally

appointed guardian. Therefore, while encouraging the use of

alternative means of care for the disabled, we must also

devote our attention to the improvement that the system

requires.

I have lived with the system a long time, as a

practicing attorney, a police officer, a guardian, a trustee

for the disabled children of now deceased clients, and as an

estate planner for parents with handicapped children. I have

also lived with the system for over forty years as the son of

a father who, unfortunately, is a manic depressive. A

brilliant businessman and a loving father, he nevertheless

suffers from what we now know is an incurable but sometimes

controllable illness.

One of the most difficult cases I have ever tried was a

commitment hearing for my own father where the court

required, at least initially, a full public hearing with my

mother as the principal witness, until it became apparent

that the need for immediate hospitalization was clear. I

know all too well how slow the system can be when the need

for immediate treatment is obvious. Fortunately I know how

to function within the system. Pity those people who do not.

We must be careful in the development of procedural

protections not to make access to the system more difficult

when the need is clear. I can recall vividly an experience

as a police officer where a patient recently released from a
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state institution was arrested for assault on a bus driver

and other passengers. He pleaded to be returned to the

state institution from which he had been released only days

before since, in his words, he was not ready to function

outside the confines of the hospital.

The courts have been criticized in the press for holding

hearings that are no more than perfunctory. In many

instances of permanent coma, or profound retardation, the

outcome of the proceeding is a foregone conclusion. Clearly,

as in all cases, the medical evidence should be presented by

qualified testimony. Beyond that, what should be required

before the court acts? I would hope that we will discuss and

reach a conclusion on how adversarily we should require the

clear case to be.

The deinstitutionalization of our mental hospitals over

the past twenty years has, for the most part, been a positive

development. We have learned that, with appropriate support,

many handicapped persons can live and function in the

community. Unfortunately, in many instances the community

support programs have not been developed as quickly as

persons have been released from these institutions. In our

cities, this has, in part, contributed to people living on

the streets. This has become an acute problem in northern

cities in the winter when petitions for emergency medical

guardianship increase dramatically.

In Philadelphia, our firm, in conjunction with the

Probate Section of the Philadelphia Bar Association, is

working with Judge Edmund Pawelec, the Administrative Judge

of the Orphans Court, to develop a program which will provide

persons willing to act as guardians ad litem in these medical

emergency cases. Oftentimes in these cases a hospital is

requesting permission to amputate because of severe

frostbite. By having a program with trained volunteers, the

judicial system will be able to respond more quickly when the

court is faced with a medical emergency petition of this

type, where time is of the essence.

I am told that the Probate Court in Denver has been

successfully using volunteer professionals, such as nurses

and social workers, to interview the proposed incompetent and

prepare a report to the court, which provides the court with

an independent evaluation of the need for a guardian and the

condition of the alleged incompetent.

I believe that the improvements we seek will require

more volunteer programs on the part of the organized bar and
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other social agencies in the community. This represents

another area where this Conference can be helpful in

identifying programs that have succeeded in other

communities, which are deserving of wide support in our

effort to improve the system as a whole.

TURNING NOW TO THE SYSTEM ITSELF. HOW CAN WE IMPROVE IT?

I. First, no person should be committed or declared

incompetent unless there is "clear and convincing" evidence

of the need for immediate care or asset management. The

courts should insist that the medical evidence be submitted

if at all possible by the direct testimony of qualified

physicians who have conducted a comprehensive examination of

the alleged incompetent. Age or eccentricities alone should

never be a basis for a finding of incompetency. To the

extent statutory definitions would permit such a finding,

they must be changed to provide a more suitable definition,

such as that contained in the proposed Model Statute:

""Disabled persons" means adults whose ability to

receive and evaluate information effectively and/or

to communicate decisions is impaired to such an

extent that they lack the capacity to manage their

financial resources and/or to meet essential

requirements for their physical health or safety

even with court-ordered assistance or the

appointment of a limited personal guardian or

limited conservator."

In this way, only the person who truly needs the assistance

of the system will be embraced by its protection.

II. The presence of the proposed incompetent in the court

room should be required unless there is clear and convincing

testim3ny by the medical professionals that his/her presence

would be detrimental to their well being.- This is not to say

that the hearing should always be in open court, unless the

alleged incompetent insists on it. Nothing concerns me more

than the humiliation to the proposed incompetent when

incompetency cases are heard by courts mixed in with a long

list of other cases, with their parties and counsel in the

court room.

Wherever possible, in my view, the court should have a

separate list for incompetency proceedings. What I am

suggesting is a sensitive way of balancing the privacy issue

while assuring that the proceeding meets the necessary due
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process requirements. I don't expect that you will all agree

with me on this point but it's a point worth discussing.

III. The all or nothing approach to guardianship must be

regarded as an anachronism which is no longer deserving of

support. I have been amazed, as I'm sure you have, at the

improvement that often occurs when a disabled person responds

positively to increased personal responsibility. Therefore,

courts must be willing to customize the restrictions which

come with guardianship so that only those vital to the

protection of the ward are in fact imposed.

George Alexander suggested this in 1972 and it is only

now receiving the attention it deserves. Unfortunately, this

will require more judicial involvement in the process, but

there should be opportunity for limited guardianships.

IV. There must be increased accountability by the guardian.

In Pennsylvania, individual guardians are required to post

bond, usually well in excess of the value of the assets, so

that the ward or his heirs are protected against the possible

misappropriation of funds in situations such as those

described by the AP story. I would be interested in knowing

whether or not bonding is commonplace in other jurisdictions

as I believe the trend has been against their requirement.

It might also be interesting to know how many claims

have been paid by the bonding companies. I believe it is

very few. Perhaps a study of bonding requirements in all

jurisdictions and their cost should be considered to protect

against those few unscrupulous persons who would abuse the

system and steal from the person they have been approved to

protect.

More importantly, however, is what is the guardian doing

to assure appropriate care of the incompetent. A form of

annual or bi-annual report listing the current living

arrangements, medical condition, annual financial requirement

and current available assets should not be a too burdensome

requirement. The mere requirement of filing reports will be
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of no value unless it is also combined with a system of

review and monitoring to be certain that the information is

accurate and the guardian is actually meeting the needs of

his ward. Here we face a question of cost which may present

obstacles to the implementation of such a review system. The

overall question of cost in any program for improvement must

be recognized in our deliberations.

V. Petitions for the restoration of competency deserve

special attention and in appropriate cases should be

expedited by the court. If a person who has previously been

declared incompetent is now living independently outside of

either an institution or health care facility, should there

be a presumption that he is competent unless the guardian

submits the same type of clear and convincing evidence that

was submitted at the original hearing?

If there was one abuse that the AP study made clear, it

is the difficulty to be restored to competency when

reasonable grounds appear to be present that the basis for

the original appointment is no longer present. This is

clearly a problem deserving of our special attention.

VI. Additionally, we must expect more from the guardians who

are appointed. Greater inquiry should be addressed to their

qualifications at the outset of the proceeding. The first

volunteer in a family may not be the most suited. An

affidavit on their business experience should be required at

a minimum. Have they declared bankruptcy? Are they

delinquent in their debts? These are just a few facts which

a court should know in advance of appointment.

At the same time, the courts must develop programs which

will acquaint the newly appointed guardians with the

responsibility they are expected to assume and what they can

do independently and what will require further court

approval. The video tape programs in Dade and Broward

Counties, Florida, are examples of what can be done in this

regard and may represent models which should be recommended

in all jurisdictions. This might be the type of program

which could attract foundation support if a video of

universal application could be developed.
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I have an inherent faith in human nature. I believe

most people will do the right thing if they only know what is

expected of them. There is no question that, in many

jurisdictions, there is inadequate training of newly

appointed guardians. Despite this lack of training, I still

believe that most guardians do what is in the best interest

of their wards. However, we should place a high priority on

the qualification and training issue in our deliberations.

Finally, we must recognize that alternatives exist and

have been expanded with the use of such relatively new

devices as the durable power of attorney. Many persons who

are otherwise disabled function outside the system through

some form of alternate system like family trusts. Shouldn't

these alternate systems be encouraged so long as they provide

the necessary protection the individual needs, particularly

if it is the result of advanced planning by the individual

himself?

Should the system seek to catch those who haven't

requested its assistance because an alternate system is a bit

unorthodox? I don't happen to think so provided it is

meeting the needs of the person being served. How do you

feel?

No system we devise will be perfect. We know we do not

live in a perfect world. Unfortunately, the disabled will

continue to need a guardianship system. That being the case,

our objective must be to have the best system available which

recognizes the protection they need while at the same time

assuring the dignity they deserve.
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'tate of Connecticut

OFFlCE OF THE 1SE SEEICEOO RIOCO
June 27, 1989 wsTFOROCOOmCTCCT CEIIO.232

Honorable Ellen A. Peters, Chief Justice
Supreme Court, State of Connecticut
Supreme Court Building
231 Capitol Avenue
Drawer N, Station A
Hartford, CT 06106

Dear Chief Justice Peters:

Please find enclosed our recommendation with respect to the basic design of a
model task force to study conservatorship protection and associated due
process considerations. This basic design could easily be refined or
enhanced in each state, as necessary, to reflect its own structural situation.
For example: we have called this a "Conservatorship Study Task Force." In
many states, the proper appellation would be "Guardianship Study Task
Force."

The remainder of this letter is by way of commentary, either editorial or to
elaborate on various elements of the model attached.

1. The task force make-up we suggest should be able successfully to conduct
and document the results of a full spectrum -study of conservatorship. It
occurs to us that official sponsorship or leadership by the judicial branch in
a study of conservatorship of a full spectrum scope might appear to extend
judicial branch Interest beyond the traditional horizons of that magistracy.
Yet, given the projections for the aging of the nation, the subject assumes
importance of a magnitude that might justify judicial branch interest.
Furthermore, given that an incapacitated person under conservatorship
becomes a ward of the court, the ultimate responsibility for seeing to the
ward's protective needs being met is the court's and would seem to require an
awareness of extralegal aspects of conservatorship that might pose impedi-
ments to providing the protection the court is responsible for providing. An
interest in a broad scope. study might therefore be justified even by
traditional views of the judiciary's area of responsibility.

2. Regarding blue ribbon status for the task force, we would note by way of
passing observation that such stature impressed on a committee or task force
often limits its freedom to find, even though such might indeed be the case,
that there is nothing, or nothing much, wrong with the process being
studied. The perception becomes, even among its members, that blue ribbon
committees do not review processes that are functioning properly, or essen-
tially so, and therefore wrongs must be there that must be found. The
study starts with a bias in derogation of the scientific method of study.
Nevertheless, on balance, blue ribbon status would be desirable.

3. The needs study survey, we would expect, would answer such
questions as:

-Who are the people who need conservators?
-In respect of what functions are they disabled?
-Do their disabilities, once matured, thereafter remain essentially static
or stable, or do they change; and if they change, is it in predictable
respects or random and varying respects?

-What are common characteristics, if any, other than the fact of being
incapacitated, of the ward population, or of any significant classes of
that population that can be identified, e.g., their age, ethnic,
socio-cultural, educational and financial backgrounds, their health and
their retained capacities and their marital and family situation?

-What do wards need by way of protective services?

Too, the needs study, done in each state and preferably asking the same
questions in each state, will enable comparative analysis of eath state's ward
population and needs and assessment of the feasibility and wisdom of
establishing national standards for conservatorship.

4. The legal study should, among other specifics, cover due process notice
requirements, appointment and role of counsel, standard of proof, effect of
finding of incapacity, .definition of incapacity, reviews, hearing procedures
and format, temporary and emergency orders and continuing court oversight.
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5. The resources study, as well as producing an inventory of available
resources, might also consider new methods of accommodating protective needs
and compare the merits of various sources of protection presently available.
For example, in respect of housing protective needs, the subcommittee might
consider the possibility of private for-profit "mom and pop" owned and
operated small scale congregate living arrangements, boarding homes if you
will, rationally regulated for the health and safety of wards, and hopefully
thereby, for their peace and contentment as much as, in context, there can
be such. Such facilities used to be widely available in cities and generally
provided quite decent living arrangements in a kindly and understanding
social environment. As to why such arrangements disappeared, I am not
certain. Whether or not encouraging their reappearance would be productive
might be studied. Also in the resource study, attention might be directed to
the seeming differences in protective care arrangements between commercial
ventures and non-profit religious, fraternal and ethnic arrangements, the
latter three seeming more credibly to be characterized as gentie, kind and
solicitous. Perhaps this perception of difference is a flawed perception --
perhaps- not. It should be looked at for information as to how to render
necessary imposed protection less onerous to wards and coincidentally, less
worrisome to their families.

6. The task force in each state might commence with development of a
comprehensive questionnaire that might be sent to all agencies and organiza-
tions having to do with conservatorships. Identification of such agencies and
organizations would have to be done in the local context and would presuma-
bly be within the knowledge and experience of the task force member, and
their staff. The purpose of such a questionnaire would be to develop empiri-
cal data, statistical and otherwise, from which the nature and parameters of
the conservatorship universe and its strengths and problems, state by state,
would be disclosed and could be understood and appreciated. For example,
as noted above in describing the functions of the needs study subcommittee,
data could be collected as to all or a statistically significant sample of wards
in the state as to marital status, family (children or other relatives), age,
education, financial resources, health status, ethnic and racial background,
socio/cultural background, and so on, and as to reasons for conservatorship -
and relationship of appointed conservator to the ward (e.g., relative, friend,
state or municipal official, attorney, bank, private agency). The data can
then be reviewed to determine correlation between the need for conservator-
ship and the various characteristics, both separately and in various combina-
tions, of a ward's background and develop "typical" ward profiles. Identifi-
cation of likely future respondent groups may be enabled thereby, permitting
advance planning for meeting their future protective needs.

7. Data development methodology employed, whether questionnaires or
questions asked at interviews, or questions to which answers are extracted
from research into statutes or court or other records reviewed, should be the
same for the study in each state in order to allow for credible comparative
analysis and report of results, and in order to enable computer assistance in
analysis, including seeking correlation of various data elements and disclosure
of patterns. Design of the questionnaire will be critical to the success of the
project. We expect there probably exists a theory and technology of
questionnaire development which when applied produces data that can more
readily be processed and analyzed. We, however, are not familiar with such
theory and technology, and maybe, but only maybe, expert review of any
questionnaire developed might be considered before its use. On the other
hand, a questionnaire developed by the task force employing the familiarity of
its members with the subject might, substantively at least if not from the
computer processing perspective, be confidently adopted without prior expert
review. Indeed, perhaps the task force might include a computer processing
person from one of the governmental agency members on the task force as a
member. Questionnaire development will likely be a time-consuming task and
is one which will have to be addressed first in the project. A model
questionnaire for all states to use would, in addition to enabling uniform and
correlated analysis, be of considerable assistance to each state's task force.

At your call, we would be pleased to try to develop a possible model question-
naire for your committee's consideration and presentation through your
conference to the states. We presently have some good background material
to assist you or us in the preparation of such a questionnaire.

8. We might note that if a study of uniform scope and development of like
data is to occur in each state, then a national co-ordinating committee will
likely have to be included in the project to guide the state task forces along
similar or compatible study routes. The national co-ordinating committee
might mirror, in its makeup, the disciplines represented on the model task
force, by drawing from various state task forces, members of different
disciplines from each to constitute a broad spectrum national co-ordinating
committee. Ideally, from the political perspective, one representative from
each state's task force would sit on the national co-ordinating committee.
This would, however, make an unwieldy committee. Whether or not any
regional coalitions of state governments exist from which to draw one
representative per region and enable a smaller co-ordinating committee, I do
not know.

It may indeed be that if sponsorship of the project were by the Conference of
Chief Justices, co-ordination might be by a subcommittee of the Conference,
and accomplished by working through the states' Chief Justices.
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The object of national co-ordination would only be to assure a study method-
ology that would enable analysis of state needs, laws, and resources, as they
correlate to various fundamental characteristics of the state, and comparative
analysis between states in absolute terms. Each state could be expected toeffect any changes in its conservatorship process that the study in the state
disclosed as being needed. The object of this study would not be to
establish or measure a state's system against any national or majority guide-
lines. That would be another issue if serious need for such were disclosed.
The national co-ordinating committee would presumably also see to a national
analysis of the collective task forces results being done, the documentation of
the national analysis being prepared for present or later use, or for the
academic record, as indicated, and the central archival preservation of the
collective and correlated results.

After you have had an opportunity to review this material, I would be pleased
to discuss it further with you.

Sincerely,

Ralph D. Lukens
Probate Court Administrator

RDL:nm
Enclosure

A TASK FORCE TO STUDY CONSERVATORSHIP

I. MEMBERSHIP

A. State Executive Authorities:

1. Welfare Commissioner
2. Mental Health Commissioner

3. Mental Retardation Commissioner

4. Aging Commissioner

5. Protection and Advocacy Commissioner

or their high-level designees.

B. Judicial and Legal Authorities:

1. Chief Justice

2. Probate or Surrogate Court Administrator or Chief Judge
3. Attorney General

4. Chair of the appropriate section of the State Bar
Association

or their high-level designees.

C. Professional Representatives:

1. Private non-profit social service agency
2. Private for profit social service agency
3. Convalescent home and nursing home social service

personnel

4. Hospital association social service personnel
5. A physician specializing in Gerontology
[Representation in category C should be both from commercial
and from non-profit religious, fraternal and ethnic homes.]

D. Senior Citizen Lay Representatives

1. AARP

2. Gray Panthers

3. Senior Citizen Groups

4. Veteran's Association
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II. ORGANIZATION

A. A chair designated by the task force sponsor

B. A steering committee, consisting of the chair and a

representative from each of the four divisions of representation

on the task force, i.e., State Executive Authorities, Judicial

and Legal Authorities, Professional representatives, and Senior

Citizens Lay Representatives

C. Needs study subcommittee

D. Legal study subcommittee

E. Resources study subcommittee, to study:

1. private sector resources

2. public sector resources

3. fraternal, religious, ethnic societies resources

III. CHARGE

A. Philosophical Study -- society and government's duty to

protect the incapacitated; the incapacitated's right to expect

and receive protection from society and government. This

study should also examine the extent to which a person's right

to be free of unwelcomed government intervention should be

honored. In doing so, ascertain prevailing public perceptions

as to conservatorship and the public's position on the key

philosophical questions.

B. Operational Study.

1. A needs study, from a demographic perspective, to

determine protection needed both as to present population

under conservatorship and projected population. This

study would develop data as to who needs conservators,

the nature of their disabilities, and what protective

services are needed. The needs study would also seek to

determine if there were characteristics especially relevant

to only particular classes of the population of persons

under conservatorship to enable classification of such

population into categories by such characteristics. This

- 2 -

58-577 - 92 - 5
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would permit identification of areas of greater or lesser

need and enable more rational resource allocation and

development. It would also identify future classes at risk
and allow early thinking both as to ways to abate that
risk and ways to accommodate such of it as cannot be

abated.

Data developed in this study might also enable deter-
mination of whether conservatorship is being overused, or
perhaps underused, albeit in both cases with good

intentions.

2. A legal study, to include a comprehensive review of the

enacted and administrative substantive and procedural law
of the state relating to conservatorships, and its appli-

cation and implementation in practice. This would include
an assessment as to compliance of the law, both as it is

stated and as it is applied and implemented, to constit-

utionally applicable due process requirements, and a
report of findings of non-compliance with recommendations

of specific changes to effect compliance.

3. A resources study to produce an inventory of both public

and private resources for furnishing necessary protection
to persons under conservatorship. Public sector

resources should include resources available from federal,

state and municipal government, and private sector
resources, those from religious and fraternal organizations

and ethnic societies, and private profit and non-profit
agencies. Also studied, for its impact on planning for
future development and expansion of agency-provided

resources, should be the extent of the person's own
resources brought to the conservatorship -- both financial

resources and resources represented by family and other
personal relationships available to serve the ward.

- 3 -
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT

SUPREME COURT

CHANSER Of

ELLEN A. PETERS DRAWER N. STATION A

C.ICF JUSTICE February 3, 1989 HARTFORD, CT 06106

RFXW1ED

Hon. Ralph D. Lukens iEB 6 8
Probate Court Administrator
186 Newington Road
West Hartford, CT 06110

Dear Judge Lukens:

At a recent meeting of the Conference of Chief Justices, I
was appointed to chair a committee to consider proposed
national standards for guardianships and conservatorships. I
urgently solicit your advice and comments.

Two questions occur to me:

(1) Is the subject one that is better addressed locally
or nationally?

(2) Are the proposed standards, in whole or in part,
appropriate for local adoption even if Congressional
intervention is undesirable?

I understand that the impetus for Congressional action
comes from testimony that elderly citizens have been victimized
by improper competency proceedings that deprive them of control
over their property. You probably are fully aware of the
complaints that have been voiced. I assume that the underlying
issues resemble the ongoing debate within the juvenile justice
system, i.e. the conflict between benign informality and
minimal due process.

My committee will not meet until August, but I would like
to send out an informed agenda well before that time. When can
you enlighten me about how to proceed?

Sincerely yours,

Ellen A. Peters
Chief Justice

EAP:ld
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OFFIC OF THE l8 e. ICONRA
PROBATE COURT ADMINISTRATOR March 9, 1989 WEST _ARTFORO. CO..ECTICUT 06-102320

Hon. Ellen A. Peters, Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Connecticut
Drawer N, Station A
Hartford, CT 06106

RE: Proposed National Standards for Guardianships and Conservatorships

Dear Chief Justice Peters:

This is our reply to your letter of February 3, 1989. It has been set out in
three separate sections. First we attempt to answer your specific questions
and make recommendations. Second we have given you our summary compar-
ison of the present Connecticut law with the National Standards, along with
our opinion as to the merits of each. Third we have included a copy of the
final report of the Task Force on the Appointment of Conservators together
with a list of the persons who made up this Task Force and a list of the
persons to whom copies were sent. -

After you have had an opportunity to evaluate this material, we would be
pleased to meet with you to answer any additional questions you may have
and to expand or explain the material enclosed with this letter. Protecting
the elderly is of vital importance in our society today. It is also one of the
most important areas with which we deal in the probate courts. We should
certainly consider any constructive modifications in our methods of carrying
out our duties.

I hope that we have been of assistance to you and can be of further assis-
tance in the future.

Sincerely,

Ralph D. Lukens
Probate Court Administrator

RDL: nm
Enclosure
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SECTION I

REPLY TO QUESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

You might find the following helpful in developing an agenda for your August

committee meeting:

1. Replying to your question (1): We suggest that guardianship and

conservatorship are subjects that are both more appropriately and better

addressed on a state level than on a national level. It is the state's

responsibility to care for its incapacitated citizens. Federal law on the

subject would of necessity, given its wide area of application, be unable

to be finely tuned to accommodate the diversities of the various states in

respect of their state court systems, cultural and social characteristics,

incapacitated populations, extent of resources available to deliver

necessary protections, and so on. A nationwide system would not be

characterized by flexibility, and would be- unable to quickly respond to

changing needs in any given state.

2. Replying to question (2): The preposed federal standards, while

they would in large measure be appropriate in any state, and are in

large measure in effect in Connecticut, would also, in significant

respects, be inappropriate in Connecticut. For example, jury trial

cannot be provided under present Connecticut law. Conservatorships

are within the jurisdiction of the Connecticut Probate Courts. The

probate courts are statutory courts of limited jurisdiction, and are not

empowered to empanel juries. Based on recent past experience, Connec-

ticut can expect to hear something on the order of 1,700 to 1,900

conservatorships and 400 to 500 guardianships of the mentally retarded

per year. To comply with a jury trial requirement, our statutes would

have to be changed to include these cases among the classes of cases

eligible for jury trials. This would have complex ramifications in our

system. It is important to note we have no indication whatever that the

lack of a jury trial has caused concern to any citizen of this state

involved in conservatorship proceedings. If there are problems in other

states, it would only serve to support our feeling that each state has

different problems.

It is also important to note as inappropriate that the proposed

federal standards give final authority to an evaluation team to decide

whether or not one is incapacitated, and requires dismissal of the matter

before the court if it decides he is not. Such a procedure denies

independent judicial evaluation, makes the court a "rubber stamp", the

appointment of counsel unnecessary and indeed itself appears to deny

due process protections.

Other examples of inappropriate standards are discussed in

Section 11.
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3. As for recommendations:

a) We recommend a careful survey of all state laws to see if the

laws satisfy due process requirements. We are concerned that the

premises offered in the proposed standards as necessitating the

proposals may be more of anecdotal derivation than the result of

formal study methodology. There is, of course, existing remedy

wherever a state's law as written does not accord due process --

the U.S. Attorney may act against the state under existing law.

To be sure, this is an extraordinary remedy to be avoided if

compliance can be brought about less confrontationally.

b) We recommend a task force study in each state on implementation

of the state laws on the subject -- a study perhaps along the lines

of that recently completed in Connecticut by a task force organized

by the Probate Administrator's office. That task force report

constitutes Section Itt of this report.

To the extent that the law of a state is proper, but its implemen-

tation violates due process, both civil and criminal actions would be

available under present federal and, likely, state law in that state,

to address the resulting violation of civil rights.

We would like to mention, in passing, our feeling of concern that efforts to

enhance the protection afforded to incapacitated persons are going in the

wrong direction with national standards. The overatructuring of protection

that is proposed tends to institutionalize and depersonalize the entire process.

Section 11

BY WAY OF BACKGROUND AND DETAILED DISCUSSION:

The following discussion, unless otherwise indicated, is with reference

specificaily to conservatorhips. Connecticut law with respect to guardianship

of the person of a mentally retarded adult individual is separate law with

separate standards and we comment on it later in this report. Conservatorship

is, however, the route to protection of the estate of such an individual.

Overall, Connecticut law affords effective due process protections in

establishment and continuing judicial maintenance of conservatorships. Indeed,

our law presently provides, conceptually in virtually the same terma as the

House proposals, for:

(1) the right to effective meaningful notice,

(2) personal service of notice on respondent (alleged incapacitated

individual), and, seriatim, on spouse, children, parents, or other

kin of respondent;
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(3) contents of the notice in terms of informative value, i.e. time and

place of hearing, and explanation of the legal effects of conser-

vatorship;

(4) prohIbition of waiver of notice;

(5) right to convenient forum;

(6) right to be present at the hearing;

(7) provision for relocation of hearing when necessary to facilitate

attendance by a physically incapacitated respondent; and

(8) right to counsel -- court-provided counsel if respondent is unable to

request or obtain counsel for any'reason, and public funds payment

of counsel if respondent is unable to pay.

It also provides for annual reports to the court by conservators of the person,

mandated periodic accounting to the court by conservators of estate, annual

notice by the court to respondents and their attorneys of their right to a

rehearing, mandated rehearing every five years, and the right to a request

for restoration at any time.

Some of the details of the above provisions differ in H.R. 5266 and H.R.

5275 from the corresponding provisions of Connecticut law. For example, in

H.R. 5266 the minimum notice period of 30 working days in Sec. 3(a)(1), and

the requirement in Sec. 3(d)(2) that counsel be provided not less than 20

working days before the hearing, are longer periods than our law provides.

Frankly, we think the lengthy advance notice period required unduly delays

adjudication of the issue and, if the respondent is incapacitated, leaves the

respondent too long unprotected. We- have never experienced any difficulties

with our notice period. On that rare occasion when more time is needed, a

request for continuance is quite in order.

Connecticut's explanation on its notice form of the legal effects of

conservatorship is not quite so finely broken down in respect of specific "can

do's" and "cannot do's' as in H.R. 5266 Sec. 3(a)(2)(C). We are not per-

suaded, however, that such detailed specificity is necessary to due process,

and we are concerned that it ties the hands of court and conservator in

addressing legitimate needs of the ward that become evident after the conser-

vatorship becomes operative, but that could not reasonably have been

anticipated during the proceedings and therefore were not included in the list

of specific effects.

As for areas in which present Connecticut law does not square with the

federal proposals:

1) Present Connecticut law does not provide for an independent profes-

sional evaluation team in conservatorship cases as in Sec. 3(e) of H.R.

5266, and we question the necessity for such a team. Under the federal

proposal, evaluation by the team will only be available on request of the

respondent or his counsel. Counsel in Connecticut may always secure an

evaluation by practitioners of counsel's choice and present the findings
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as evidence for the court's consideration. Our law already provides in

General Statutes S45-70d that the medical report or testimony "contain

specific information regarding the disability and the extent of its

incapacitating effect". That is essentially what an evaluation team's

report would cover. As for furnishing the court with views froma

practitioners in other disciplines, e.g., social workers, psychologists,

co-ordinating assessment and monitoring agencies, and the like, i45-70d

already provides for the court to consider such input as is available.

Indeed, one would think the court might request either or both sides to

present such views, if the court felt it would be helpful in a given case.

Of serious concern is the provision in Sec. 3(e)(6) that

assigns to the evaluation team, the determination that the court should

be making -- i.e., the sufficiency and the credibility of all of the

evidence on the issue, inciuding the team's evaluation, and the ultimate

disposition of the application for conservatorship. Giving the dispositive

decision to the evaluation team is to deny the respondent the protection

of the judicial art. It does a further disservice to society and to

governance in general to reduce the judicial role and involvement in the

protection of the citizenry.

Indeed, by way of parenthetical commnent, too much and too

detailed instructive legislation as to how to practice the judicial art and

how to document that practice trivializes the judicial rele in any area of

the law.

2) Present Connecticut law, which commits jurisdiction of conservator-

ship proceedings to the probate court, does not enable jury trial on

request, as called for by H.R. 5266. Probate courts may not empanel

juries. I do not know that Connecticut law would allow a jury trial on

this issue in Superior Court. General Statutes 152-215 does not seem to

allow it, if it gets to Superior Court by appeal from probate court; and

present law does not, except perhaps by extraordinary process of some

sort, get the matter into superior court except by appeal.

A change in Connecticut law could provide for jury trial in superior

court and for an automatic transfer of contested conservatorship proceed-

ings to Superior Court upon timely request of the respondent before the

first hearing on the merits of the matter for jury trial there -- a

provision along the lines of that which now permits transfer of contested

termination of parental rights matters [General Statutes 145-61c(f)],

albeit without being eligible for jury trial.

It should be noted that we have absolutely no evidence whatsoever

that the lack of a jury trial has ever caused a judicial problem in the

State of Connecticut. It does not seem that jury trial is a needed

protection.
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3) Also, Connecticut law does not provide, as such, for limited conser-

vatorships -- i.e., conservatorships in which the conservator's authority

is tailored and limited to only those areas of function in which the ward

has incapacitating deficits, e.g., the inability to secure a suitable place

to live. Limitations on the scope of the conservatorship are permitted in

temporary conservatorships under General Statutes 145-72(a), but tempo-

rary conservatorships are generally to address an emergency situation,

and in any case are of limited duration, up to a maximum of thirty days

-- contemplating, usually, the concurrent processing of a so-called

regular or non-emergency application. Also able, in a sense, to be

considered as limited conservatorship, albeit not as finely limited as

could be had under H.R. 5266, are the Connecticut law's provision for

separate conservatorships for person and estate, permitting the conser-

vatorship of either alone, or both concurrently. It is possible that a

limited conservatorship should be given some consideration in Connecticut

to see if it is workable. We have not, however, experienced such a

need.

4) H.R. 5266 requires conservators to receive training, initially and

ongoing. It does not say whose role it is to provide that training.

H.R. 5275 has a similar provision in Sec. 2(h) which provides for

"...court-supervised training, based upon standards developed by the

governor of the state or his designee ...". Connecticut conservatorship

laws do not presently provide for such training. In the case of public

agencies acting as conservators, training programs are likely already

required, if not explicitly then implicitly, by the law and regulations

establishing the agencies and authorizing their functioning as conser-

vators. Provision and supervision of these programs would be by the

agencies. Private agencies, too, likely have training provisions for the

personnel through whom they will act as conservators, as a necessary

part of their being in business, whether they be profit or non-profit

agencies. Most conservators however, are private individuals -- spouses,

children, siblings, parents or perhaps other relatives of the ward, or

sometimes a friend. Any stringent requirements for formalized academic

type or "technical school type" training before one can qualify to serve

as conservator might well result in elimination as conservators of those

persons closest to the respondent and/or the inability to get volunteer

conservators. Clearly, such requirements might also foreclose avail-

ability of service by individual professional persons, e.g., attorneys in

the community, who might otherwise be willing to devote reasonably

needed, albeit not optimum, time to serving as conservator on a

pro bono or disproportionately modest fee basis.
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Understanding the needs and sensitivities of the ward are most

important to affording quality and compassionate protection to the ward,

and, doubtless, formal training in this area cannot help but enhance a

caretaker's performance of his duties. A measure of this understanding

and sensitivity can be present naturally, without formalized training, in

one who is willing to serve but is unable to devote the additional time

required to formally train for the role. Requiring formal training can

exacerbate the shortage of conservator candidates.

It would seem that it could be left to the court to determine the

qualifications of the proposed conservator in the context of each

particular case, and that the standard for selection of a conservator

could be that provided in present Connecticut law. Present Connecticut

law provides for the court to appoint a "nominee" offered by a respon-

dent who has sufficient capacity to form an Intelligent preference;

otherwise "any qualified person', authorized public official or a private

profit or non-profit corporation except a hospital or nursing home. In

both instances, the court is required by the statute to be guided in

making its appointment "by the best interests of the respondent"

[General Statutes 145-70d(d)J.

By way of other comment or question:

I am not comfortable regarding the credibility of the premises underlying

H.R. 5266, set forth as findings in Sec. 2. We do not know where the data

came from, nor how scholarly the process of analysis and crafting of the

findings was. Frankly, I do not believe there are 33 states in which advanced

age alone is sufficient to impose conservatorship. Indeed, we would venture

the doubt that there is even one state in which the legislature's intent is that

advanced age, alone and as such, is sufficient ground for imposing conservator-

ship. Adjudicated incapacity, caused by advanced age or otherwise, yes --

but age per se, we doubt it. Other of the findings, too, leave us uncertain

regarding the credibility of their professed import as being unquestionable

evidence of violation of constitutional right.

We suggest a survey of all state laws on conservatorship or guardianship

of adult persons be undertaken via a questionnaire carefully drawn to address

the essential elements of due process, such as notice, right to counsel, a

public hearing, and right to call and cross-examine witnesses. Still other

elements of the practice in each state, which may not be essential to due

process but may nevertheless be of interest as enhancing the protection of

persons for whom conservatorship is sought, may be the subject of inquiry on

the questionnaire. The questionnaire can be directed to the Chief Justice or

to the Attorney General of each state. Survey results can be collated and we

can see whether there are any constitutional problems in design of the law on
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the subject, or whether problems, if any, are in improper enforcement or

application of properly designed law. Much of what may appear to be denial of

due process, in practice, may be instead a manifestation of lack of resources

to deliver the conservatorship services properly adjudicated to be needed.

Query, for example, how does one decline to appoint an untrained but willing

proposed conservator when there is a shortage of persons willing to serve as

conservators in the first place?

As suggested in Section I, to evaluate the precise nature and extent of

implementation problems in the conservatorship field, whether in available

resources, training, or whatever other aspects, we recommend the undertaking

of a task force study in each state, along the lines of the recently completed

Connecticut study. A copy of the Connecticut study report is enclosed as

Section 111.

Collation and interpretation of the data thus developed in each state can

be done, as to the data from the law questionnaire, by a national judicial

agency, perhaps the Center for State Courts, or by a governmental agency

such as the U.S. Attorney's office -- perhaps the Civil Rights Division, since

the essential questions and the concerns of the Congress are due process

concerns. As to the data developed from the task force implementation study

in each state, collation and interpretation may be by the United States Health

and Human Services Department.

Time should be taken to do a credible study. If there are due process

violations, the Justice Department can act now, without new federal legislation,

against any state whose laws or practices reflect calculated denial of due

process. We suggest, however, that if a careful survey and analysis of state

laws were done, we would not find denial of due process in the law as written.

We might find civil rights violations in the law as being incorrectly applied --

and that is another story.

Generally, conservatorship law should be constitutionally acceptable local

law. The only national test of the propriety of these laws should be consti-

tutionality. State standards, state by state, will accommodate local needs and

situations. When there are so-called uniform laws enacted, states frequentiy

modify them to accommodate their own needs, resources, and local charac-

teristics.

We believe the concerns regarding this legislation expressed in Attorney

James R. Wade's December 30, 1988 letter to President Edward B. McConnell of

the National Center for State Courts, are well founded. Concerning the

October 30, 1988 Resolution of the American Bar Association Real Property,

Probate and Trust Law Section, and our interpretation of what it says, we

concur (1) that a full adversary model is not a necessary or a preferable

model for determining, at the threshhold, the existence and degree of

incapacity (Resolution 1); (2) that state action rather than federal legislation

is the preferable way to improve the guardianship system (Resolution 2); (3)
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that there should be concern, albeit in the context of and tempered by the

importance of necessary guardianship reform, for cost ramifications of changes,

including where those costs fael (Resolution 3); and (4) that flexible

approaches are preferable in dealing with incapacitated persons, permitting

recognition and accomodation of relevant differences in the manifestations of

incapacity and the protective needs of the mentally ill, the developmentally

disabled, and the elderly (Resolution 4).

Many of the proposed federal standards are already in force in Connec-

ticut. Details differ some, and where they differ, we believe our standards

proper and appropriate, and some of the proposed federal standards inappro

priate.

By way of summary of the proposed standards which do not square with

present Connecticut law, such as the right in conservatorship cases to

evaluation by an Independent professional guardianship evaluation team; right

to a jury proceeding; limitation of conservatorship to specifically detailed and

delineated matter within established areas of incapacity; prior and ongoing

training as a requirement for appointment and continued service as conservator;

prohibition on appointment of convicted felons; and the requirement for the

court to at least annually "conduct investigations" of the conservatorships in

the court [H.R. 5266 Sec. 6(c)(4)]; our experience has shown that such

features are not necessary In the law to accord due process or to provide

proper protective conservatorship care.

The requirement of H.R. 5266 for counsel and transcripts to be

furnished to indigent appellants for their appeals are inappropriate under the

present Connecticut system since appeal in Connecticut is by trial de novo in

Superior Court, and the Superior Court would address the question of

providing counsel.

The provisions of H.R. 5266 for filing report of the ward's absence from

the jurisdiction and for transfer of supervision of the conservatorship to a

court of another state in which the ward takes up residence of 6 months or

more during any 12 month period may be troublesome or unworkable; although

some sort of notification to a social services agency in the other state might be

established to bring the presence of the incapable to the attention of state

authorities there for their decision on seeking oversight. The authority of a

Connecticut conservator as to determining the place of. abode of his ward, is

limited to a place of abode in Connecticut. If the conservator seeks to move

his ward out of Connecticut, he should seek permission of the court, and the

court can then lay down conditions for establishing supervision elsewhere

before it grants permission.

Regarding emergency conservatorships, which can be established ex

parte and quickly, H.R. 5266 permits the same only for purposes of providing

emergency medical treatment or shelter for the individual. and permits a

duration of only 72 hours with one 72 hour renewal available. An emergency
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of longer than 144 hours duration cannot then be accommodated, inasmuch as

regular conservatorship, so-called, cannot be put into effect before at least 30

working days of notice of hearing is given. Furthermore, emergency conserve-

torship is not available to address financial emergencies -- for example, to

prevent a respondent from being defrauded or from irrationally disposing of

his money or other property, or otherwise to act on behalf of the ward in a

business emergency. Present Connecticut law allows up to 30 days of

temporary conservatorship in emergencies, in respect either of the ward's

person or the ward's estate, or both, as the case may be.

Regarding distinctions between protective appointments for mentally

retarded adult individuals, and incapable persons who are not mentally

retarded:

Protection of incapable non-retarded adults is provided through conser-

vatorships, either of the person of the incapable or of the incapable's estate,

or both if both are needed. General Statutes Ch. 779.

Protection of incapable mentally retarded adults, as to protection of the

person of the incapable, may be provided either through conservatorship of

the person under Ch 779, or through guardianship of the person under General

Statutes Ch. 799. Ch 779 is specifically dedicated to protection of the person

of an adult who is incapable by reason of mental retardation.

Protection of the estate of a mentally retarded adult is effected through

conservatorship, just as is the estate of an adult who is incapable otherwise

than by reason of mental retardation.

In respect of guardianship of the person of a mentally retarded adult,

our Ch. 799 laws are essentially in compliance with H.R. 5266 and H.R. 5275

in like manner as are our conservatorship laws. Beyond that, the guardian-

ship law also provides for an evaluation team approach by mandating

assessment by an assessment team established by the Department of Mental

Retardation. Unlike the proposed standards, this assessment team evaluation

is a part of the evidence considered by the court, but is not the sole deter-

minative factor.

Limited guardianship too is specifically provided for in Connecticut. The

notice to the mentally retarded respondent of proceedings for appointment of a

guardian expresses the legal effect of the guardianship with specificity in

respect of the availability of limited guardianship and also details the various

limitations.

Additionally, in Connecticut, court review of the guardianship through

rehearing of the matter is mandated at least every three years.
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SECTION III

REPORT OF TASK FORCE TO DEVELOP RESOURCES

FOR APPOINTMENT OF CONSERVATORS

This section consists of a copy of the report of the Task Force to

Develop Resources for Appointment of Conservators, organized by the Probate

Administrator's Office in March, 1988, to assess current and project future

need for conservators, to explore issues of concern, and to formulate specific

recommendations which might be implemented. The study was completed and

the report issued in December, 1988.

Copies of this report were sent to Governor William A. O'Neill; State

Senators Anthony V. Avallone and Kenneth L. Przybysz, respectively Co-Chair

of the Judiciary and of the Human Services Committees; State Representatives

Joseph D. Courtney and Richard D.. Tulizano, respectively Co-Chair of the

Human Services and of the Judiciary Committees; Anthony V. Milano, Secretary,

Office of Policy and Management; and Commissioners Lorraine Aronson, Depart-

ment of Income Maintenance, Elliot Ginsberg, Department of Human Resources,

and Mary Ellen Klinck, Department on Aging.
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0
STATC or CONNECTICUT

SUPREME COURT

(iLIAR A. PETERS DRAWER 51. STATIOR A
Calms..R .. HRTFORD. TT RoleR.

TO: Justice Robert L. Clifford, NJ
Chief Justice Thomas F. Fay, RI
Chief Justice Sonny Hornby, AL

FROM: Chief Justice Ellen A. Peters 94
RE: Committee to Study Proposed National Standards for

Conservatorships and Guardianships

DATE: April 28, 1989

As we begin to plan for the Annual CCJ meeting in Lake
Tahoe, Nevada, I thought it might be useful to sketch out some
preliminary ideas about the forthcoming agenda of this
committee. You will recall that we were appointed in order to
allow the conference to make a principled response to the
proposals for reform of guardianships and conservatorships
contained in proposed federal legislation (e.g. NR 5266 and
S.2765) on that subject.

There are two independent issues that this committee
might address:

(1) To what extent is there solid, rather than anecdotal,
evidence to support the need for uniform federal standards that
would, inter alia,

(a) impose nationwide due process standards derived
from a full adversarial model rather than more flexible
standards arguably more responsive to the particular needs of
the potential ward;

(b) impose procedural conditions such as mandatory
access to a jury trial;

(c) impose formal notice requirements for initial
guardianship proceedings and for subsequent reappraisals of a
ward's condition;

(d) impose a professional evaluation team that might
limit independent judicial evaluation of a ward's needs:

(e) impose formal training requirements upon private
conservators without regard to the nature of the personal
relationship between the conservator and the ward.

(2) To what extent should the Conference of Chief
Justices undertake a program to establish minimum standards for
adoption in the various states?

(a) should we ourselves undertake a critical study of
the substantive proposals contained in the federal statute or
should we solicit expert advice (e.g. through a presentation at
a future CCJ meeting) to ascertain what appropriate state
standards might encompass?

(b) should we ask the National Center to ascertain
the extent to which state practices now conform to the
practices proposed in the federal statute?

(c) should we adopt a resolution recommending the
creation of local task forces to study ways and means of
assuring that local guardianship and conservatorship
proceedings fully protect the rights of their wards?
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Background

Approximately one year ago .the Office of. Probate Administration-?

=conducted. a. survey> of, th~probate,-courts which addressed the human

services matters that came before the courts. The survey identified

conservatorship as the area of greatest concern to the courts. The

primary reason listed was the difficulty experienced in locating a qualified

person or agency to be appointed as conservator of estate or conservator

of person for an individual found to be incapable. This difficulty arises

when the incapable has modest assets available. Only in instances when

the person has ample assets to pay for conservatorship services is it easy

to locate qualified appointees. Persons who need a conservator do not

always have family or other closely tied individuals available and willing to

serve. This is particularly true for those groups for whom we might

expect the greatest need, such as the frail elderly and persons impaired

by long term substance abuse or mental illness.

Over one third of the courts responding indicated they had had

difficulty locating a qualified party. Barriers identified as contributing

factors were:

1) Time involved for little or no compensation. 2) Lack of resources to

support the appointee, 3) Fear of responsibility and liability and 4W) Si'-'

BureaucratiL-practices and-lack' of'training. C

ttris
4

concernsridentified in the survey of the courts included the

Fieng:~

1) The State's Conservator program within the Department on Aging had

essentially reached its limit. The program initiated in 1984 was intended

to fill the need described above. However, the statute provided for the

Commissioner to accept appointments "within available appropriations".

When the caseloads of the conservator designees reached what the depart-

ment deemed to be a maximum number, the Commissioner was forced to

close intake and to accept only temporary appointments of an urgent

nature. This occurred on a number of occasions.

2) Caseloads were felt to be too high for this type of intensive service.

Some courts expressed concern that despite the best efforts of the conser-

vator designees, wards were not being provided the desired level of

service under non-urgent situations.

C3) Reports required to be filed with the courts were falling behind,

despite the good intentions and efforts of the conservator designees.

-4) Individuals in need of a conservator do not always meet the eligibility

criteria for the state's program. That is, they are either under age (60)

or over asset ($1500 in liquid assets excluding a burial fund).
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;aForeollfof:.these-reasons the Office of Probate Administration decided

in March of 1988 to create asTaskForce, to study the issues and make some

recommendations. Tbehpurpose of the Task Forcezwa, sr_!to- assess- current

and project future need for conserval ors, u-of coocern,

and to formulate specific recommendations which might be implemented.

It vwasula coordindtririnteragency effort which brought together

representatives from State agencies, the probate courts, the CT Bar

Association, nursing home administrators, the CT Hospital Association, the

CT Coalition on Aging, the CT Assoc. of local Administrators of General

Assistance and others identified as having an interest in the issues.

(Please refer to attachment A for full list of membership.)

ORGANIZATION OF TASK FORCE

The'-Task loiceendeavored -to evaluate iwhat 'we have and what

alternatives there might be. ToTaccomplishlhis three subcommittees were

-formed. The Task Force had information on a successfully operated

municipal conservator program in the town of Manchester. Therefore, one

committee was established to look at: What are the desirable qualities of a

local program? How receptive are local government agencies? What would

training and funding needs be?

Another subcommittee was organized to look at private sector involve-

ment. Specifically, what roles can the private sector play? How might

interest be generated and developed in an integrated and coordinated

manner? Clearly issues of legal liability and Insurance are viewed as

prohibitive factors by private agencies. Could recommendations be

developed which might overcome these prohibitive factors?

Finally, a subcommittee was formed to take a look at enhancement of

state agency programs. Are there benefits to keeping existing programs?

What are issues which need to be addressed? What staffing would be

adequate, based on acceptable practice (both casework, and supervisory).

Can service provision be improved?

Data Collection

To ascertain current and project future need, the Task Force con-

ducted a number of surveys and interviews and reviewed surveys done

earlier by the Office of Probate Administration.

Surveys of the probate courts were conducted in September of 1987

and January of 1988. The first survey examined the human services areas

in which the courts act. It identified the lack of qualified persons

or agencies to serve as conservators as the greatest need facing the

courts, and identified additional concerns regarding the ability of the

state's conservatorship program to meet growing needs (See Attachment

B). The second survey was conducted at the request of the Office of

Legislative Research. It provided some first encounter data with respect

to where petitions for the state's conservator programs are initiated and
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the age and residence of conserved individuals at the time of petitioning

(See Attachment C).

Members of the Task Force conducted interviews with representatives

from state agencies which might have a direct or peripheral interest in

current programs. Agencies interviewed included: the Dept. of Income

Maintenance, Dept. of Health Services, Office of Protection and Advocacy,

Dept. of Mental Health, Department of Veteran's Affairs, and Office of the

Attorney General. The result of these interviews are included in the

section of the report dealing with recommendations of the Subcommittee on

Enhancement of State Programs. In addition, agencies serving populations

which might include individuals who are mentally or physically incapaci-

tated were asked to complete a survey regarding current need and

projections regarding future need (Please see Appendix D).

Representatives from state agencies which have a conservator

program were interviewed by members of the Task Force concerning the

programs which they administer. These included the Qepartment on Aging,

Department of Human Resources and Department of Administrative Services.

(The results of these interviews are included in the section of the report

dealing with enhancement of the state conservator programs.)

Members of the Municipal Model Subcommittee conducted interviews of

local agencies (social service, elderly services, and welfare) in a sample of

municipalities. The results of these interviews are included in the section

of the report dealing with recommendations of that subcommittee.

Surveys were conducted of the largest group of petitioners for

conservatorship as identified by the survey of the probate courts. These

included acute and chronic care hospitals and medical facilities in the state

(other than children's facilities), licensed nursing and convalescent homes

and homes for the aged, and state psychiatric hospitals.

The surveys solicited data regarding current need for qualified

appointees to serve as conservator of estate and conservator of person,

and projections regarding need in one year and in five years. Officials at

these facilities were asked to state an opinion as to whether availability of

alternatives to conservatorship would significantly reduce the number of

conservatorship appointments. They were also asked if they have seen

abuses when alternatives to conservatorships lacking court supervision

were used. (See Attachment D.)

In addition to the above, data was compiled regarding location and

bed capacity of all hospitals and health care facilities by town and probate

district. Data was also compiled by town on per capita income figures and

projections of population increase. (Please refer to Attachments F through

M).
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Alternatives to Conservatorship

Trusts, powers of attorney, living wills, joint bank accounts and

financial management services are alternatives which, if used properly,

may be utilized to avoid appointment of a conservator. Alternatives should

be carefully designed to avoid conflicts with Medicaid requirements.

Although there are advantages to each, if carefully designed, there are

also disadvantages. The major disadvantage is the lack of court super-

vision. Of hospitals and health care facilities which were surveyed, a fair

number indicated that abuses were seen where alternatives such as those

listed above were used. (See Attachment C). Most often these abuses

involved mismanagement or misappropriation of the incapable's monetary

resources. Frequently it involved avoidance or delay of decisions and

actions related to treatment or placement.

In addition to the alternatives referred to above, voluntary conser-

vatorship and predesignation of a conservator prior to a determination of

incapacity are alternatives which may be utilized. These alternatives allow

for an individual to be involved in the selection of a substitute decision

maker. This form of conservatorship is preferable to involuntary conser-

vatorship in which proceedings are initiated after the individual has

become incapable.

Over fifty per cent of officials responding to the surveys of hospital

and health care facilities indicated they felt increased availability of

alternatives would reduce the need for conservatorship appointments. It is

the sense of task force members that there is a need to provide increased

information to the public regarding alternatives. In addition, educational

materials which include samples of alternative documents should be made

available. Vehicles for providing this information could include the senior

center network and municipal agents.

However, it must also be mentioned that many of the officials who

predicted a reduction in need also felt that reduction would be relatively

small because persons who need state conservators are not likely to avail

themselves of alternatives. Also, several officials commented that many

hospitals and nursing homes prefer appointment of conservators,

particularly when they anticipate the need for granting of medical consent

to treatment.

Interpretation of Data:

Officials at accute and chronic care hospitals are predicting a

dramatic increase in need for conservatorship over the next five years,

particularly in the area of conservator of person. Officials at State

psychiatric facilities are also predicting an increase in need. There is

growing concern that authoritative substitute decisions be sought for
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medical treatment and procedures when patients-are incapable of granting

informed consent. This concern is heightened when decisions focus on

removal from life support systems and other decisions that come at the end

of the dying process.

Officials in nursing and convalescent homes are also predicting a

dramatic increase in need over the next five years, particularly with

regard to conservator of estate. Frequently applications for appointment

of a conservator are received when an incapable person's resources are

spent down to the asset limitation which enables the individual to be

eligible for medicaid payments. Several facilities surveyed reported that

this is the time at which difficulties and abuses often occur. Relatives

ay endeavor to conserve funds for survivors. They mey postpone appli-

cation because of lack of information and understanding concerning eligi-

uility for medicaid payments and because of the complicated application

process. In addition, the Nursing Home Reform Provisions of the Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act, P.L. 100-203, Title IV, Subtitle C, enacted in

December of. 1987, provide that if a resident is not adjudged incompetent

any "legal surrogate" may exercise patient's rights. Where families have

not executed a power of attorney, nursing homes may imply the need to

petition for appointment of a conservator. Such an interpretation by

health core facilities may impact on the demand for conservator appointees.

The survey referred to in Attachment C demonstrated the fact that

half the total number of appointments of state conservators were made in a

dozen towns. Of these, the majority were made in large city courts

where per capita income is lowest, there is the largest concentration of

hospitals and health care facilities, and a larger population exists of those

most likely to need a substitute decision maker, such as individuals

incapacitated due to mental illness and long term substance abuse. When

thinking of approaches to increase the numbers of resources for appoint-

ments, we must take these factors into consideration.

Proposed Oreanixation

A rapid increase in the need for appointment of conservators has

been predicted by recognized experts in the field (One such expert is

Professor Winsor C. Schmidt who has written extensively on the topic of

conservatorship). This increase is largely predicated on an anticipated

explosion in the elderly population and on trends in the fields of medicine

and mental health. It has been confirmed by the results of the surveys

completed by the task force. As the increase is predicted to be large, we

must begin now to look at possible means of meeting that need while

controlling cost. The Task Force feels that the proposed scheme of reorgan-

ization represents the most cost effective use of resources and the best

means of controlling sky rocketing costs while meeting the needs of

Connecticut's citizens.
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Building upon the experience of other states and looking at what

appears most practical for the State of Connecticut at this time, the Task

Force recommends development and delivery ot an array of services at the

state, local and private sector levels. This array of services should be

encouraged and developed through a systematic approach to a comprehensive

long range plan.

It is vital that the state play a leadership role in development and

implementation of a comprehensive long range plan. The state must assume

responsibility for encouraging creation and implementation of conservator-

ship programs and developing educational tools at the local community level

and within the private sector. However, the development of programs

should be a shared responsibility, shared by state and local government

and private institutions and organizations.

To encourage and integrate development of programs, one state

agency should be given responsibility for channeling state and federal

funding into appropriate programs by providing grants to assist local

government and private sector institutions and organizations in establishing

programs. The same state agency should be given responsibility for

ongoing coordination and evaluation of programs which are developed.

As conservators often face weighty decisions, it is essential that

conservator appointees be qualified. The state agency which has respon-

sibility for coordination and evaluation of programs should be given

responsibility for establishing qualifications and standards of conduct. The

agency should also have responsibility for providing training in an inte-

grated systematic manner. Training and support should be tied in with

development of supportive services which are community based. Family

members should be encouraged to accept appointment as conservators when

practical. To foster this, better training and support for family members

should be included in any plan for training.

The legislature should provide a mandate to the state agency

which has been given resronsibility for development of programs to create

an "Office of Conservatorship Programs". The office should be funded,

and would have responsibility for overseeing grants for start up of local

programs, development of standards for programs, and assistance with

training needs. It would also be responsible for community outreach, to

provide information to communities regarding development of programs, and

to encourage involvement of agencies and organizations from the private

sector. Development of local programs will necessarily be on a gradually

implemented basis.
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Underlying Philosophy
The members of the Task Force feel strongly that certain principles

should be embodied in any programs which are developed or enhanced in
accordance with recommendations made by the Task Force. These principles
are as follows: Each individual case deserves individual quality attention.
The focus of the conservator should be on the whole person, not just on
any single aspect of a person's functioning or needs. A primary
responsibility of a conservator is to preserve or enhance individual
autonomy and minimize unnecessary institutional care. Any system of
conservatorship should be adopted to best serve the needs of the incapable
individual. Finally, services should be provided in a responsible and timely
fashion.

Enhancement of Existing State Programs
At this time, cities such as Hartford, New Haven, Bridgeport and

Waterbury, which have the greatest need for expanded resources for
conservatorship appointments, have budgets which are already strained.
Other population centers will no doubt experience similar difficulties.
Therefore, it is likely that the state will need to continue to play a
significant role in conservatorship in such areas. In view of the fact that
the state is likely to play a continuing role in provision of conservator
services, at least for the near future, it is extremely important that we
take a careful look at how they are currently provided and where there
may be a need for improvement.

Surveys and interviews of state agencies provided information about
the conservatorship programs as they currently exist within the Department
on Aging, the Department of Human Resources and Department of Adminis-
trative Services (16 cases). The purpose of these surveys was to gather
information which could be used as the basis for deriving recommendations
for enhancement of existing programs with the goal of optimal service

v"ery to incapable individuals determined to be in need of court
mited substitute decision makers. Information gathered from these

surveys is the basis for the following recommendations:

The Task Force recommends the commissioner of the designated
state agency for a conservatorship program develop a plan to limit case-
loads, and develop standards to insure the intensive supervision of
persons conserved by the agency. Conservator designees should be provided
the benefit of direct supervision which is accessible. Adequate provision
should be made for coverage of caseloads in case of temporary unavall-
ability of the conservator designee due to illness or absence.
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The commissioner should promulgate standardized forms for record

keeping and a system of quality assurance to ensure that individual

records are adequately maintained. Records should include documentation

of all contacts, including face to face contacts. Regulations adopted by

the agency should specify a minimum requirement for frequency of face to

face contacts for individuals maintained in the community and for

individuals placed in institutional settings, recognizing that individuals who

remain in community settings would require more intensive supervision.

The commissioner should promulgate standardized forms for develop-

ment of a "conservatorship plan" for each conserved Individual which

would outline individual needs and specify needed services. The agency's

policy should require an internal review of the "conservatorship plan"

which would include review of the continued need for conservatorship and

specified services on at least a yearly basis.

When the Dept. on Aging's conservator program came into effect in

1984, the enabling legislation established an asset limitation of $1500 in

liquid assets as part of the eligibility criteria. This asset limitation was

tied to DIM regulations regarding eligibility for Title XIX. However, new

regulations which came into effect in October of 1988 allow for the

following: a prepaid irrevocable burial contract of up to $3600, a $1600

personal account and a life insurance policy with cash value totaling no

more than $1500.

In view of the language contained in Public Act 88-206, many

individuals eligible for Title XIX remain ineligible for the appointment of a

state conservator. Therefore, the Task Force recommends the General

Assembly raise the asset limitation for the state's conservator programs to

bring eligibility criteria into compliance with the DIM regulations.

When the conservator program was first implemented the Connecticut

General Assembly appropriated enabling funding to the Department on

Aging for the purpose of creating a program as defined by the statute.

In fiscal year 1987-88 the Department on Aging's approved budget for

conservator of person and conservator of estate included the following

appropriations: personnel: $155,183.00 and estimated additional costs for

items for office supplies, vehicle leasing, telephone, etc., in the amount of

$28,851.00, totaling $185,134.00.

Public Act 88-206 transferred a major portion of the program, the

responsibility for conservator of person, to the Department of Human

Resources, with no additional funding, no additional personnel. The

program was added to the already busy Adult Services Program. The

Task Force strongly recommends the legislature appropriate sufficient

funds to the Department of Human Resources At a minimum, this appro-
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priation should be sufficient to staff and administer the program. The
Task Force also recommends that additional funding be appropriated to
staff a position of "Office of Conservatorship Programs"-, if the
recommendations contained herein are accepted.

Separation of the state's conservator program into two separate
programs housed within the Department on Aging and the Department of
Human Resources creates inherent problems. Although the two depart-
ments are pledged to work closely in a spirit of cooperation, the concern
is that the definition of roles and responsibilities becomes less clear and
may impact negatively on provision of services to the whole client.

The Task Force has concerns about the division of person and estate
due to the distance this puts between identification of needed services and
placement and payment for such. This may result in delays in provision
of services, duplication of effort, and increased administrative costs.

Another concern is the staffing of the Department on Aging's conser-
vator program. On several occasions the Commissioner has found it
necessary to close intake and to accept only temporary appointments of an
urgent nature when caseloads reached what was deemed to be a maximum
level. If staffing for the program remains unchanged, there is concern

that extended illness or absence of one staff person could lead to
temporary shut down of the program again.

The Task Force acknowledges the fact that representatives of Aging
and Human Resources have worked diligently and responsibly to ensure
coordination of effort. However, for the reasons enumerated above, there
remains concern that division of conservatorship of person and conservator-
ship of estate into two separate programs located in two state agencies may
lead to delays in provision of needed services and delays in placements.
Therefore, it is recommended that in long range planning, consideration

should be given to locating both programs within one state agency.

Development of Municdual Conservator Programs

There are many benefits to the development of local conservator

programs. For example, many incapable individuals do not qualify for the
state conservator program because they do not meet age or income require-

ments.

These individuals may not have family members who are willing or
able to serve as conservators. Local programs can establish their own
eligibility criteria to allow for service to individuals who now fan through
the cracks. In addition, incapable individuals may have problems which
require the appointment of a town conservator with social work or other
special skills.

Other benefits for wards are: 1) town conservators are able to
develop expertise in dealing with problems due to familiarity with local
resources; and 2) conservators are accessible should a ward develop

problems which need immediate attention.
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Through the efforts of town conservators, wards may be maintained

in the community, thus avoiding or postponing institutionalization. If and

when it becomes necessary for a ward to enter a nursing home, a town

conservator could provide continuity in the relationship and continue to act

as a substitute decision-maker, especially for medical treatment.

Some financial incentives are available to cities and towns in the

state for establishment of local conservator programs. The Town of

Manchester, for example, receives federal block grant funds from the
Department of Human Resources for counseling services and for protective

services. The town uses the grant to fund a conservator program within

its Department of Social Services.

Other financial benefits are realized when an individual can be
maintained in a less restrictive and presumably less expensive environment

through the efforts of a trained conservator. Similarly, money can be
saved by the early appointment of a town conservator to facilitate transfer

of an individual from a hospital to a nursing or convalescent home. The
conservator can apply for benefits or manage the resources of the ward.

Fees allowed under state law can be collected for the local program from

estates of individuals who have sufficient income. In addition, close

supervision of certain individuals can lower costly use of such services as
ambulance and Emergency rooma.

One issue of great importance to conservators of the person is
potential exposure to lawsuits for alleged negligent performance of duties.
Liability insurance, however, is costly. The Town of Manchester has

resolved this issue by appointing the Dir. of Social Services. The town's
liability coverage extends to this position and the position is bonded in the

manner in which other town officials are bonded. It is worth noting that
in the seven years of Manchester's program there have been no complaints

filed, nor have there been any lawsuits or threats of lawsuits in
connection with the conservatorship program.

To encourage towns, or groups of smaller towns, to establish
local programs, the Task Force recommends the General Assembly create

and fund an "Office of Conservator Programs" within the Department of

Human Resources. The "Office" would request proposals for grants from

the towns and would have authority to approve the grants. Standards for

local programs would be set through the joint efforts of the "Office" and
local communities. While ongoing programs would require little outside

supervision, the "Office" would assist with statewide training programs for
town conservators and would be available for consultation.

Since there are local communities which are unable or choose not to

establish local programs, the State must maintain a strong statewide conser-

vatorship program.
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Encouraeement of Private Sector Involvement

A number of agencies and organizations within the private sector
have expressed interest in developing conservatorship services. One
agency spent two years exploring the feasibility of developing a program
only to conclude that the agency could not afford to provide
conservatorship services.

Private non-profit agencies interested in offering conservatorship

services face several major barriers to program development. These
obstacles include securing funds, hiring and retaining staff, obtaining
insurance coverage and dealing with legal implications. Insurance coverage
and legal issues are typically the most difficult areas to resolve.

Specifically, agencies have major concerns regarding the risk of
malpractice claims such as irresponsibility, mismanagement and not acting
in the best interest of a ward. Adequate insurance coverage is therefore
critical to protect assets should a liability claim arise. A 1987 survey of
non-profit organizations throughout the United States offering conser-
vatorship services indicated that most programs already had very adequate
liability insurance prior to starting a' conservatorship program and did not
face the problem of initially securing coverage. For such agencies, policy
renewal was often difficult and extremely expensive. A standard insurance
package for a conservatorship program should include: comprehensive
professional and general liability, Directors and Officers Liability,
Improper Administration/Errors and Omissions, Employee Dishonesty, and
Probate Bonds (when acting as conservator of the estate).

In the Connecticut area, many insurance carriers are not interested
in offering the needed insurance, at any price. Within the industry, a
conservatorship program is viewed as a high risk operation with long term
exposure. Most insurance companies will not consider insuring these
programs. Agencies must look to excess line markets, such as Lloyds of
London, instead. In most cases, excess lines will consider providing
coverage to individuals, with extensive experience acting as conservators
rather than to an agency. Carriers also prefer to issue bonds to indi-
viduals rather than to an agency. If available, annual premiums can
average $15,000 - $30.000. This is cost prohibitive for many non-profit
agencies.

In terms of legal protection, the state of Connecticut enacted a Tort
Reform Statute on October 1, 1986 (Public Act 86-338 110) which offers
directors, officers, and trustees of non-profit organizations, (who are not
financially compensated) immunity from civil liability for any act or
omission resulting in damage or injury, provided the person was acting in
good faith, and within the scope of official duties. However, this statute
does not provide insulation from law suit. In practice, a Board of
Directors would still be liable and would need Directors and Officers
liability insurance coverage.
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Recommendations

Funds should be set aside by the agency which has been given

responsibility for development of municipal programs, to encourage develop-

ment of programs within the private sector.

In view of prohibitive insurance costs and legal risks, it appears

that the state must offer incentives to encourage private agencies to

become involved in conservatorship programs. The following incentives

should be considered:

1. The Task Force favors adoption of language similar to that in

C.G.S. 45-335 to provide immunity to court appointed conservators

in certain circumstances. Conservators of the person should be

immune from civil liability except in cases of gross negligence.

However, conservators of the estate should be held to an ordinary

negligence standard (due to the many publicized incidents of fund

mismanagement). Conservators of the estate should be afforded the

traditional forms of protection, including surety bonds. The cost of

the bond should be provided as part of the cost of the program.

2. The state should offer assistance with insurance protection. The

state should consider extending its liability coverage to include

private agencies with which the state may subcontract. Another

alternative would be for the state to make funding available for

insurance protection.

3. Separate from the insurance and immunity issues, other enhance-

ments may be used to attract private agencies to assume conservator-

ship roles;

State and local governments might explore use of organizations

such as AARP and RSVP to locate persons willing to act as

appointees or volunteers (visitors). A successful model for this

is the VIE (Volunteers Intervening for Equity) Program in

Omaha, Nebraska. VIE utilizes volunteers to act as conservators.

To deal with the liability concern, volunteers have been able to

pisce a rider on existing insurance policies. VIE accepts only

voluntary conservatorships (person agrees to having a conser-

vator). The volunteers adhere to strict procedures and are

monitored carefully. It must be noted that this level of

volunteer commitment would be difficult to find and retain.

4. The state must also be willing to explore creative funding options

(e.g. federal programs and private foundations), including grants

which may be available from other sources. The State should

consider channeling funds to private agencies to establish programs.

Funding is critical since a conservatorship program should ideally

assure continuity of services on a lifetime basis. Agencies must

have stable sources of income, especially if they are offering
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services to the indigent. The best model would be a combination of
private endowments, client fees, state grants/contracts and private
philanthropy.

In summary, the ability of government agencies to contract with private
agencies and to extend liability coverage would be the most feasible means
of attracting more involvement from the private sector. If this option were
combined with changes in immunity standards and greater availability of
alternate sources (use of volunteers, etc.), private agencies would be
more willing to msnage the risk factors inherent in a conservatorship

program and to offer the needed services.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The probate courts of Connecticut have become increasingly aware of
a dilemma facing the state's health care institutions, ie. the lack of
adequate resources of qualified persons to serve as conservators for
incapable individuals who cannot afford to pay fees customarily charged.
Increasingly, petitions are being filed in which the petitioner is unable to
identify a proposed designee to serve as conservator. Although the
majority of these petitions fall within the eligibility criteria for the state's
conservator programs, there are a significant number in which the respon-
dent does not meet the criteria for the state's programs.

The need for additional resources exists now and will increase
dramatically over the next five years and into the forseemble future. Data
collected by the Task Force support this prediction. Increased availability
of alternatives to conservatorship will not significantly reduce the need for
conservatorships.

To address the predicted increase in need, the state must begin now
to look at the most cost effective utilization of resources and the most
practical means of providing the best services to Connecticut's citizens. To
satisfy the anticipated increase in need an array of services should be
encouraged. Development of expanded resources for conservator services
should be a shared responsibility, shared by state and local government
and organizations and agencies within the private sector. The state should
provide a leadership role in developing expanded resources with an eye
toward the most cost effective use of resources.

As conservators often face weighty decisions, it is vitally important
that conservator appointees be qualified. The state should also play a role
in establishing qualifications and standards of conduct and ethical behavior
for conservators of person and estate, and in coordinating training for
appointees.

A primary responsibility of a conservator is to preserve or enhance
individual autonomy and minimize unnecessary institutional care. Each
individual deserves individual quality attention from his/her conservator.
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The matter of providing adequate numbers of qualified individuals to serve

as conservators is an important one which deserves careful consideration by

elected officials of the executive and legislative branches of government.

Therefore, members of the Task Force on Appointment of

Conservators ask for consideration of the following recommendations:

1. To encourage and integrate development of programs, one state

agency should be given responsibility for:

a. Exploring expanded resources. Due to the potential benefits,

priority should be given to establishing local programs.

b. Establishing qualifications and coordinating training for

appointees.

c. Channelling of funding (including grants) into local

programs, established by local government and private agencies.

d. Providing better training and support to family members to

encourage participation where appropriate.

2. An 'Office of Conservator Programs" should be established within

the state agency given the responsibilities enumerated in

recommendation 11. This "Office" should be staffed with a

funded position. Responsibilities would include:

a. Research and planning

b. Encouraging development and implementation of conservatorship

services at the local community level within municipal government

agencies and within the private sector.

c. Provide standards for programs.

d. On-going coordination and evaluation of programs which are

developed.

3. Adequate insurance coverage is critical to encouraging partici-

pation within the private sector. The Task Force recommends:

a. Adoption of language similar to that found in C0G.S. 545-335

to provide court appointed conservators of the person immunity

from civil liability.

b. The state should offer assistance with insurance protection.

The state should consider extending its liability coverage to

include private agencies with which the state may subcontract.

c. The state should explore use of organizations such as R.S.V.P.,

A.A.R.P. to act as appointees or volunteers.

4. To encourage the best provision of services within state agencies

in which conservator programs are located, the Task Force

recommends that such agencies:

a. Develop standards to ensure intensive supervision of

conserved persons.

b. Develop standardized forms for record keeping and a system

of quality assurance to ensure that individual records are

adequately maintained.
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c. Require documentation of all face to face contacts and adopt

regulations which specify a minimum frequency of face to face

contacts, recognizing that individuals who remain in the

community would require more intensive supervision.

d. Require a 'conservatorship plan" be developed and recorded

for each conserved individual.

e. Develop a plan to limit caseloads while ensuring adequate

staffing to cover caseloads.

5. Eligibility criteria for the state's conservator programs should be

brought into compliance with D.I.M. regulations.

6. Further, it is recommended that adequate funding be provided to

the Dept. of Human Resources to staff and administer the

conservator of person program which was located within the

department as a consequence of Public Act 88-206.

7. The Task Force acknowledges the fact that representatives of the

Department on Aging and the Department of Human Resources have

worked diligently and responsibly to ensure coordination of effort on

behalf of conserved persons. However, there remains concern that

division of conservatorship of estate and conservatorship of person

into two separate programs located in two state agencies may lead to

delays in provision of services and delays in placements. The Task

Force recommends these concerns be further examined in any compre-

hensive long range planning.

Appendix

Develooment of a Long-Rane Plan for Conservator

Services at the Local Level in Connecticut

In considering how to plan and develop locally administered conser-

vator programs in Connecticut, the assumption has been made that there

will be three major factors influencing the need for these services, i.e:

1. Per capita income.

2. Population size.

3. Location of concentrations of people who may require conservator

services. (e.g. hospitals and nursing homes.) Mandates for nursing homes.

Statewide data was collected from the Comprehensive Planning Division

of the Connecticut Office of Policy and Management and from the Connecticut

Department of Health Services. The income, population, and health care

institution data was organized by individual municipality for the purpose of

developing a priority ranking of municipalities for the development of

conservator programs.

It is recognized that such a priority ranking of need will not be used

as a statistical "strait-jacket" absolutely necessitating that the development

of local programs follow this pattern. Rather, it is suggested that this

ranking be used as a general guideline which will identify the probable
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areas of greater and lesser need for conservator services. Interest of local

public officials in developing programs, and a variety of local political

factors, will undoubtedly have an influence on the "acceptability" or

"non-acceptability" of local conservator programs.

Furthermore, experience with the locally administered conservator

programs over a period of years will indicate more precisely which one of

the factors indicated above will be more determinative of future conservator

service need. It seems probable that certain types of health care

institutions will, in the long run, produce more patients with need for

conservator services than others.

The absence of a centralized universal coding and information system

make it extremely difficult at this stage to obtain objective data. There-

fore, the ranking method employed has taken all categories of hospitals and

nursing homes serving adult patients into consideration. In planning for

conservator services in municipalities it would be extremely valuable to have

a universally recognized coding system for the collection of "First

Encounter" data. Such a coding system would indicate the actual physical

location of the client for whom conservator services are being requested.

Categories of hospitals and nursing homes would be identified by code

numbers. By another code number, an individual would be identified as

residing at home. It would also be valuable to know how the referral was

made. For example, was the need for conservator services identified

through the municipal Department of Public Assistance or Department of

Social Welfare?

We have information which leads us to believe a number of towns may

be interested in developing programs. However, the ability to test the

waters requires staff with expertise in community program development and

the ability to commit a major portion of time to this task.
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ATTACHMENT A

TASK FORCE ON APPOINTMENT OF CONSERVATORS

Participants in Task Force Meetings
-Did not actively participate - received information only

Alan Birsioghan, Esq.
CO-Chair
(Representing Elderly Law Section

Ca Bar Association)
P.O. Bol 2480
Waterbury, CT 06722

Hon. Clenn E. Knierin
Probate Court Adinistrator
186 Ne-iogton Road
West Hartford, Ca 06110

Mrs. Leslie BRrkhart, Prog. Dir.
Dept. of Human Resources
1049 Asylum Ave.
Hartford, Cr 06105

Mr. Los Goldblatt
Dept on Aing
175 Main St.
Hartford,. C 06106

Miss Maddle Parmer, Proga. Dit.
Dept on Aing
1049 Asylum Ave.
Hartford, Ca 06105

Mrs. Mary Ellen Smith
(Rep'g. Ct. Assoc. of Mental
Health and Aging)

Geriatrics & Special Services
Norwich Hospital P.O. Boa 508
Norwich, Ct. 06360

Mr. Charles Hallgren
(Rep'g. ar. Assoc. of
Health Care Facilities)

c/o Bloonfield Convalescent Nome
355 Park Ave.
Eloonfield, Ca. 06002

David Mc.uillan, Acting Commandant
(Rep'g. Dept. of Veteran's Affairs)
Veteran's Hospital
287 West STreet
Rocky Rill, CT. 06067

Mrs. Beverly Lyons
(Rep'g. Ca Assoc of Local
Administrators of General Assist.)

c/O Plainyille Dept. Social Services
P.O. BEn 250
Plsnville, Ca. 06062

Mrs. P. J. Asello
(Rep!g cr. Htsp. Assoc.)
c/n Social Services Dept
Windhan Hospital
112 Mansfield Ave.
Willmantic aT. 06226

Geraldine Roberts, Esq.
Dept of Mental Health
90 Washington St.
Hartford, Cr 06106

Richard J. Lynch
Assistant Attorney General
Mac Kens Hall
110 Sherman St.
Hartford, Ca. 06106

Mrs. Maureen Heingartner
Co-Chair
Probate Adinistration
186 Newington Road
West Hartford, Ct. 06110

Joan Lebovito, District Counsel
U.S. Veteran's Adninintration
450 Main Street, Rn. 308
Hartford, Ca 06103

Hon. Ralph D. Lskeas
Meriden Probate District
City Hall -8Ron 113
Meriden, Ca 06450-5605

Mr. Stephen Root
(Rep'g Ct. Coalition on Aging)
23 Colonial Drive
Windsor, cr. 06095

Lawrence Berliner, REsq.
Office of Protection & Adveccy
60B Weston Street
Hartford, Ca 06120

Mr. Vincent Capuano
Dept Income Maintenance
110 Bartholnv Ave
Hartford, Ca. 06106

Mrs. Anne Danaher, Dir. Operations
Jewish Fsaily Services
740 Main St.
West RHrtford, CT. 06117

Miss Gayle Kataja
Ca. Co-ounity Care, Inc.
719 Middle Street
Bristol, Ca. 06010

Mrs. Abbie T. Wotkyns
BDreau of Collection Services
Dept of Adninistrative Services
363 Russell Rd.
Nevington, ca. 06111

Hon. Merlin E. Fisk
Newtmwn Probate District
45 Main Street
Newtovn, Ca 06470-2111

Karen Sears, Esq.
aT Legal Services
P.O. Box 1208
New London, cr. 06320

Shelly A. Marcus, Dep. Coms'r.
Dept. Mental Retardation
90 Pitkin Street
East Hartford, CT.

58-577 - 92 - 6
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ATTACHMENT B

SURVEY RESULTS - CONSERVATOR
(with 61 courts reporting)

Part I

1. Answers to the question, Have you had difficulty locating a
qualified person or agency to be appointed as conservator of the
estate or conservator of the person who has been found incapablel"
were as follcws:

3q% answered yes
60o answered no
6% reported no experience

2. Of those answering yes, barriers identified as soat significantly
contributing were: (in order of most frequently identified)

(1) Time involved for no coepensation (19 courts)
(2) Lack of resources to support the appointee (16 courts)
(3) Fear of legal responsibility and liability (13 courts)
(4) Reaureaucratie practices and lack of training (2 courts)

3. when an appointeee is not named, most often the courts go to a list
of attorneys. Other sources listed included:

Courts' approved list
Bank
Town conservator
Municipal agent
Minister
A mutually agreed upon party

4. Courts have appointed agencies as conservator as foflows:

Department on Aging - 22
Department of Human Resources - 18
Connectinut Coinunity Care, Inc. - 2
Municipal Social Service Dept. - 7

Of the courts responding, 21% indicated they feel their local
Department of "unas (or Social) Services might be receptive to
establishing a conservator prograa.

5. Or the courts which have appointed any of the agencies in question
C, specific problens regarding their meeting their duties and
responsibilities were enumerated an follows:

A. Department of Human Resources - (1) Did not visit incapable
often enough nor take care of personal needs. (2) Appointee
wa some distance from incapable, was not too available.
(3) Agreed to appointment as co-conservator, but after
appointment refused to serve unless sole conservator.

B. Department on Aging - (1) Caseloads are too high. D. not
provide desired level Of service. (2) Reports are not filed on
a regular basis. (3) Las in filing annual report on condition
or the ward. (4) Have refused appointment.

Part II - Investigutions

1. In answer to the question, "0D you feel you receive sufficient
inforuation to evaluate the need for conservatorst:

82% answered yes
18% answered no

2. Responses to the question, "DB you feel you receive a 'suomary of
the physical and social function Sevel or ability of the
respondent..' -nder CGS 45-lOd(a)?" were:

67% answered yes
24% answered no
9% anawered N/A or did not answer

a. Of the courts which reported they receive a an-ary (above)

50% reported receipt of a su ry 100% of the time
17% reported receipt of a nuomary 90-99% of the tine
10% receipt 70-75% of the time
5% receipt 50-60% of the tine
2% receipt 40% of the tiae
5% receipt 5% of the tine
11% did not answer the question
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b. To the question. "Should suhb inroroation be mandatory?":

70% answered yes
16% answered no
13% answered N/A or did not answer.

3. Do reports received from agencies appointed as conservator of the

person contains sufficient information to determine the condition of
the respondent?

90-100% 75-90% 50-75%

Department on Aging 10 courts 3 2
Deportment of Hsman Resources U courts 4 -

Coonn. Cass. Care, Inc. 1 court 1 -

Looni Sociai Service - 1 -

9. The question, -What information should be included in the annual

reports that you do not presently receive?" elicited the following
ccsnents;

A statement regarding frequency of visits to the respondent and
date of last visit prior to completing the report.

b. Information regarding social level or functioning (or
addressing daily living skills) as well as physical level or
functioning.

c. A list of medications, their purpose and side effects. if any.

d. Dctorts report regarding any changes in the respondent (mental

and physical).

e. The condition of life of the respondent.

f. Voluntary reports should be more specific.

Part III - Monitoring

1. Does the Deportment on Aging, when appointed conservator of the

estate, file the inventory within two months? (Estimate perventage
or cases filed on time).

N/A or nO
90-100% 75-90% 50-75% Under 50% Answer

5 4 4 3 45

2. Are the agencies appointed as conservator of the person reporting
annually to the court coneerning the condition of the ward?

(Estimate percentage of cases on which reports are received on

H/A or no
90-100% 75-90% 50-75% Under 50% Answer

Dept. on Aging 10 1 6 4 Remainder

Dept. H an Res. 7 I. 2 2

CCC, Inc. 1 1 - 1
Town Social Svc. 2 1 - 1

Other Appointees 4 2 2 1

Part IV - Additional Co-ents. Criticias. Suggestions Obtained
from Questionnaire. and Interviews or Courts

1. Consermtor are the area of greatest huoan service need for the
probate courts. The elderly population is increasing, and the need

for qualified appointees is a necessity as in the need for somc type
of guaranteed arrangement.

2. The inner city courts are the courts in which the need appears
greatest and the potential for future increase in need appears

greatest. tany of those needing appointment are those who are the
most difficult with which to deal. Frequently, they are alcoholics,
mentally ill, or homeless persons.

3. The elderly population is also increasing. The need for qualified

appointees is a necessity as is the need for some type of a
guaranteed arrangoment.

4. Although mast courts acknowledged that the Deportment on Aging is

doing an adequate Job, they also expressed the opinion that the
Deportment on Aging has reached its limit under current starfing,
and cannot meet the needs of Onoe of those for whon court seeks
appointment. Frequently, potential respondents do not meet the
Department on Aging criteria for eligibility.
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5. Several courts reported having difficulty getting attorneys to
accept appointnent because they are not paid (or paid enough) for
their tine and effort.

6. One court suggested a way be foond of paying people at least a
ulira~um fee.

7. One court suggested the creation of a eboard of Conservators.

8. One court stated it would like some means of assuring that the
attorney for the respondent or conservator of the person had
contacted the respondent regaroing the annual report, and that the
respondent ban received the notice of the right to request
reinstatenent.

9. A court suggested that courts should be given the authority to order
a physical examination (and other examinations an deemed necessary)
in order to determine the respondent a level of finctioning, if the
proposed incapable refuses examination.

10. Courts abould be given more discretion in setting of bonds.

11. Courts could benefit from a better system of rollow-up on annual
reports. It would be helpful if the computer could generate a list
monthly.

12. There should be, in writing, concrete guidelines for conservators,
in addition to the booklet provided by probate administration which
providea general information. (The West Hartford court has
developed a handout sheet of written guidelines, court empectations,
and a -fact sheet" for identifying information for the court's use.)

ATTACHMENT C

SURVEY OF COURTS DEGARDING APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONER OF
STATE DEPARTMENT ON AGING AS CONSERVATOR:

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SURVEY CONDUCTED FEBRUARY 1988

A computer print-out generated at Probate Admnistration identified twenty-nine
courts as having appointm ents of the Commissioner of the Department on Aging as
conservator of the person, estate or both for the period from January 1, 1987
through Dececber 31, 1987. Thin included appointments Made within the calendar
year 1987 and appointments =ade prior to 1987 for which the Department on Aging
remained as conservator in 1987.

Surveys were sent to the twenty-nine courts with a copy of the computer print-
out for each individual court. Names of persons for whom it appeared the
Commissioner of the Department on Aging may have been appointed were
highlighted. Courts were asked to check each highlighted file and to check
internal controls for any appropriate file which May not have been reflected
in the print-out. They were asked to co=plete the survey for all appropriate
files. Twenty-aix courts completed and returned the survey.

In addition, surveys were sent to all courts of probate which had no appoint-
ments of the Department on Aging as determined by the print-out. They were
asked to check their internal controls and to complete the survey for any
appointments identified within the calendar year 1987. As a result, additional
data wan received from three courts.

The attached report includes data from twenty-nine of thirty-two courts
identified as having appointenots ofthe Departoent on Aging as conservator
during the survey period. The survey responses reported 128 appointm nts plus
11 appointoenta as temporary conservator (oot included in attached
statistics). Discrepancies in numbers may be accounted for by the fact that
some courts did not complet that portion of the survey.

SURVEY RESULTS:

The applicants for con ervatorship were as followo:

Nursing and convalescent homes 41
Hospitals 38
Department of Human Resources (P.S.E.) 23
Self (voluntary applioatiun) 7
Uther: 7

Relative 2
Spouse I
Friend 2
City Welfare 1
CCI 3
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Care at Home 1
Doctor 2
Judge 1
Conservator appointed

by court 3
Department of

Ino-e Maintenance 1

Residence of respondent as listed at time of application:

Nursing or convalescent home 47
Hoopital:

General 26
State 7

Own hone/aparteent, alone 41
Down home/apartment with spouse or other 4
Street person 1
Housing Elderly (formerly in car) 1

age Of respondent at tine of application

Age 85 years and over 25
Age 80 to 85 25
kge 75 to 8o 19
Age 70 to 75 17
Age 65 to 70 18
Age 60 to 65 15
Age unknown 2

When S.D.A. was appointed as conservator of the person:

57 cases were reported as having a conservator or the person open for at
least one year. 36 reports on the condition of the ward were reported as
received.

When S.D.A. was appointed as conservator of the estate:

12 courts reported they require filing of a periodic accounting on the
estate annually. The remainder require it every 3 years.

Estimates of the percentage of tine in which accounts are filed within the
required tine-frune are as follows: (28 responding courts)

Under 50% 4courts
50-75% 8 courts
75-90% 3 courts
50-100% 5 courts

Not applicable (no accounting has yet been due, or SDA not appointed
as conservator of estate) - 9 courts

Cases in which S.D.A. has been appointed conservator of the estate and DHR han
accepted appointment as conservator of the person for the sane respondent:

18 cases were reported in the survey. All indicated this was of benefit
to the ward.

Number times Commissioner Klinck petitioned to withdraw and requested court
appoint a successor conservator:

No courts reported Conissioner Klinck being replaced by a successor.

No courts reported refusal to allow Commissioner Klinck (or her designee)
to withdraw as conservator.

Restoration to capanity:

Within the calendar year 1987, in cases where S.D.A. was appointed
conservator, 5 wards were restored to Capacity.

Appointeent of legal counsel to represent respondent at tine of application:

Courts reported appointing counsel in 117 of the 128 cases reported.

None of the respondents were reported ao having their own legal counsel.

Reasons given for not appointing:

Voluntary conservatorship (7 cases reported). Case appeared clear-
out.
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Prepared 04-Jan-89 ATTACHMENT D

CONSERVATORSHIP SURVEY

NO.FACILITIES RPTG

Current-Consv Estate
1989 - Consv Estate
5 Yrs-Consv Estate

Totals/Avg Change

Current-Consv Person
1989 -Consv Person
5 Yrs-Consv Person

Totals/Avg Change

Health Care Percent
Facilities Change*

54

387
533 37.7
878 126.9

1798 82.3

608
701 15.3

1092 79.6

2401 47.5

Hospitals Percent
Change*

23

515
529 2.6

1734 236.7

2778 119.7

525
561 6.9

1886 259.2

2972 133.0

OTHER MISC INFORMATION

% OF
TOTAL

% OF
TOTAL

Would increased
Alternatives-Reduce
Consv Appts (Y)

Where Altntives used-
Seen abuses? (Y)

30 55.6

20 37.0

14 60.9

9 39.1

Psych Percent
Facilities Change*

State Percent
Agencies Change-

NO.FACILITIES RPTG 2

Current-Consv Estate 95
1989 - Consv Estate 102 6.9
5 Yrs-Consv Estate 235 147.4

Totals/Avg Change 432 77.1

Current-Consv Person 10
1989 -Consv Person 15 50.0
5 Yrs-Consv Person 100 900.0

Totals/Avg Change 125 475.0

140
95 -47 .4

257 83.6

492 18.1

170
97 -42.9

327 92.4

594 24.7

OTHER MISC INFORMATION

% OF
TOTAL

% OF
TOTAL

Would increased
Alternatives-Reduce
Consv Appts (Y)

Where Altntives used-
Seen abuses? (Y)

1 50.0 3 100.0

2 100.0 3 100.0

-From Current
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ATTACM= E

Pertinent Comments Received in Survey of

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities:

Feel soee difficulties will arise after October 1, 1988 because the
Cosmission on Aging ill appoint the conservator of the estate and
the Department of tbnon Services will appoint the conservator of
the person. We will then have to deal with two individuals rather
than one.

ibQQ^\ C 91X4 JA - I
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The scope of the problem may be difficult to define in part because of
the understanding of the caregiving community (both family and
pro essional) of the assessment of need for, the criteria for
appointment of, alternatives to and scope of authority of a conservator
of estate and/or person. Further, as the number of people with
I'conservators increase, it is Of concern that those appointed have
adequate information about the need for and availability of various
options for care in the comm.unity. 'The caregiving ability o f the systemcan be heightened by cooperative effort.

aM 74n~~_____ aspla*,Q
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1) Question V. & VI

t Patients have a right to a ess restrictive environment as soon asthyno longer need inpatient services. Discharg plans for our geriatric
patients often include thie need for Medicaids funding for convalescent home
Placement. Difficultes. have occurred in. -establishing eligibility and

fiin of foms for Medicaid funding which result in unneeded days in
the hospital.
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A) Trusts - The Department of Income Maintenance wants these disolvedand used to pay existing medical bills. Many ire irrevocable.One patient waited over six months for DIM to accept simply theincome from such a trust.

B) Powers of Attorney - Our POAs are usually relatives especiallyspouses, who either try to 'save' the assets from going 'to theState' or (in the case of spouses especially wives) postponeapplication for funding because it means loss o the patients
income- -

C) Joint Bank Accounts - For spouses in this age group. seeinglifetime savings depleted is understandably traumatic. Thistrauma sometimes results in stonewalling DIM's request for splittingassets.

D) Private Individuals or Agencies - Experience is limited to threepatients who had case managers. These estates were handled well.Restriction here seems to be degree of patients cooperation withthis arrangement.

E) Conservators of Estate - Relatives who are appointed may presentthe same difficulties as above but on the whole act responsibly.Experience shows many attornies appointed don't view these clientswith any priority and delays of several months can occur. Experiencewith Commissioner on Aging was positive.

F) Medical Permission - Phone calls to area hospitals has revealedhesitation un their part to accent POA -i- - - ^-- -------

Ous ; 5 )sta-t 
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I believe that our present system of coosereatorship is borden-soee an4. loghty especially in light of ealth Care Needs an4
fieasciol implications relating to necessary length of staysecosdary to the court process.

Once appointed theru the prebate proces, Lawyers have sensedserious delays in discharge planning free acute ctre facilitiesas they often do not fallny thru promptly with esessary in- -forcatios to facilitate a discharge plan. This often resultsin extensive and unnecesary stays in the hospital with greatcost to the patient. hospital and state welfare systems.

If this process could be facilitated by other mans it would bebeneficial to the patient. the health care institution, famliesand others involved. However. caution meet be given-to implementsome safeguards with regard to insuring that en incompetent personsneeds are met. Therefore. I believe that decisions and actionsof substitute decisions maker maest be monitored to insure that

raoily members frequently make s itable errangecents to handle money,but overlook health and personal cnre issues. The relativo eor friends who remain do not want the responsibility or liabilityof making medical decisions--such as DO NOT RESUSITATE Orders.
More publicity and public education is needed to inform peopleof the choices available and the reasons ihy the options
ore needed.

Attorneys acting as trust officers not responsive.
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POPULTOR GRONW n CONNECTICUT

1980-2000

The foll.ing infoatin. h.. b.en tken frs a rpot entitled "R-ised Age
and Sen Distributions of Population proJections. for Co....cticut M..inipulities
and Regio.. to the Tear 2000 published in De...ber 1984 by the Conprhe...iv-
Planioq Division of the Conneotiout Of floe of Policy aed Mnagecet. This rePrt
contains revisions to the age and sea distribution. proulgated in Jun 1983.
Tb.se population projections with age and se distributions er forwaded fo use
in PI-o and activities involving all state and statewide pogran.

In "developingtthe origina.l proJections two isp-rtat ansoptio.. having a possible
indirt re. in. to th for tr

1. Mortality, and therfor srviva wilecin cntant at rates for
1980 for each nunicipality ovrthe20~yearperio2d.

2. Certain predeteru of id census tPrctis conta nein instituti ona Ipapitie s
within Yeaicipalitieu thromghout th e tate will aintai eeively
constant unique age and See distributions of th population over th.
twenty yaro projection period.

Toa developingteorgnlpoetostwimotnasupin vngaosbe

The tataol pplti of the stat will irseae oeth t ty ye peid
with a lo and steedy groth of about 2.29 evey fiv Years. The net growth
of 8M tatewide will not be evely distribted cr .tthestan t. It ill
tend to b c coetrted in the sububs of or mor cit ad regiolly
2i thCer Ho.tonic valley and Midtte Plrac nnain Regioins.t

The Ho u.atoic valley Region includes Bethel. Bridgeter rtookfiaelda Dnnbv y,
sew Pairfield, New Milford. Neutows Redding. Ridgefield and Sh.rna. The
Midcttn Planning Rgion includes Cdsrbw , Drha. Eat p uddlt Eat H-Pth.e

twddnt Middlefierd. p iddleton ad Portlad.

Tature Population

The cotbined opuhots agd 20-64 years may be toerd the -twen pop etiod
afd brdly described en nte nplyed o isuippting pospultin. This is Ithe
ilgest population age g p in the tats. l nn bering 2.171, peo is
1980. This agegloup will how, only alight proportion al inreas.es ove b the
ewtire poj eti peiord, fruwn, 58.2 of the population is 1980 to
61.59 in the year 2000. Thinc in-r gsrowlth r n- Easts opprosimtatly 270.000

Eldrly PoPulation

Overal the b edely popuation, aged 65 years c ad ler. catinure to show
te. not pro...-ed propwrtisnal growth over the twty ye prjection peiod.
Pre 364.864 persons is 1980.ror 11.79 of the p opulatiso. thin grup gro
st.edily to 516.002 r 15.3% of the pophlatise in the year 2000. as iscr,
of 151.138 persns



ATTACHMENT F-I

POPULATION TRENDS AND PER CAPITA INCOME ESTIMATES

BY PROBATE DISTRICT AND MUNICIPALITY IN CONNECTICUT

Rank by (c)

population d

1986 DNS(a) 2000lOPM (b) Size of 1985 BOCd Rank by
1986 DES~a) 2000 OPH~b) Municipality Est. Per Per Capita

Probate Estimated Population For Year Capita Inc. Income of

Districts Municipalities Population Prolections 2000 Incomn Municipality

Hartford
County

Avon Avon
Berlin Berlin

New Britain

Bristol Bristol
Burlington Burlington

Canton Canton
East Granby East Granby

East Hartford East Hartford

East Windsor East Windsor

South Windsor

Enfield Enfield
Farmington Farmington

Glastonbury Glastonbury
Granby Granby
Hartford Hartford
Hartland Hartland
Manchester Manchester

Marlborough Marlborough
Newington Newington

Rocky Hill
Wetherafield

Plainville Plainville

Simsbury Simsbury
Southington Southington

Suffield Suffield
West Hartford West Hartford

Bloomfield

Windsor Windsor
Windsor Locks Windsor Locks

12,940 14,201
15,900 15,840
74.240 70.809
90,140 86,649
60,250 61,470

6,430 6,542

7,960 8,647
4,330 4,868

52,180 57,063

9,270 9,680
20,850 20,578

30,120 30,258
44,290 50,198
18,430 17,611
27,210 31,831
8,920 9,757

135,080 143,385

1,540 1,669
51,100 52,763
5,150 6,870

29,350 32,142
15,550 21,555
27,410 27.010
72,310 80,707
17,450 17,500
23,030 26,159
38,590 41,577
10,520 9,862

61,180 60,079
20,140 22,110
81,320 82,189
27,040 29,701
12,330 12,321

72

69
7

10
114

99
127

13
93
51

20
61
31
92
2

162
15

110
29
48
35

63
37
24
90
11
46

32
81

$22,841
$13,928
$10,945

$12, 361
$14,070
$15,631
515,205
$12,544
$12,464
15,299

$12,094
$18, 717
$18,999
$17,010
$ 8,677
$13,945
$13,664
$14,487
$14,490
$15,254
$15,612

$12,176
$19,044
$13,083

$16,059
$19,864
$15,615

$14,159
$12, 720

8
74

150

115
69
45
51

110
112

48

123
19
17
30

169
73
83
62
61
50
47

120
16

101
40
15
46

68
106

I-J



ATTACHMENT F-2

Rank by
Population (d) (a)
Pa)tine of 1985 BOC Rank by

1986 DNS 2000 OPM Municipality Eat. Per Per Capita

Probate Estinated Population For Year Capita Inc. Income of
Districtn Municipalities Population Proiections 2000 Income Municipality

New Haven
County

Bethany Bethany 4,550 4,901 126 $15,176 53
Branford Branford 25,720 24,940 39 $15,723 43
Cheshire Cheshire 24,560 26,789 36 815,183 52

Prospect 7.300 6,630 112 $12,030 125

31,860 33,419
Derby Derby 12,350 13,110 77 $12,311 116

Ansonia 19,030 19,220 55 $10,981 149
Seymour 13,870 17.637 60 $12,379 114

45,250 49,967
East Haven East Haven 25,570 25,730 38 $11,217 143

Guilford Guilford 19,190 20,726 49 $16,426 35
Namden Hamden 51,590 51,975 18 913,720 82

Madison Madison 15,080 17,029 66 $17,229 28 0

Meriden Meriden 59,160 58,870 12 S11,952 126
Milford Milford 51,980 52,648 16 $13,534 87

Naugatuck Naugatuck 29,070 29,639 33 $11,418 140
Beacon Falls 4,370 4,398 130 $11,489 138

33,440 34,037
New Haven New Haven 126,490 131,100 3 $ 9,378 165

North Branford North Branford 12,600 12,699 80 $13,035 102
North Haven North Haven 22,360 23,268 42 $14,970 58
orange orange 13,440 14,042 74 $17,862 25

Oxford oxford 7,410 8,537 102 $13,621 85
Southbury Southbury 14,690 17,263 64 $16,214 38
Wallingford Wallingford 39,660 41,767 23 $13,013 103
Waterbury Waterbury 106,160 105,410 4 010,187 157

Middlebury 6,250 6,380 115 816,419 36
Wolcott 13,840 13,990 75 $11,211 144

126,250 125,780
West Haven West Haven 54,050 55,330 14 S11,556 133

Woodbridge Woodbridge 8,170 8,112 103 $25,606 7

11/88



ATTACHMENT F-3

Rank by (c)
Population (d) Ce)
()puize of 1985 BOC Rank by

1986 DHS(a) 2000 OPM(b) Municipality Eat. Par Per Capita
Probate Estimated Population For Year Capita Inc. Income of

Districta Municipalities Population Proiections 2000 Income Municioality

New London
County

Bozrah Bozrah 2,270 2,098 154 $11,671 130

Colchester Colchester 8,880 9,508 96 512,298 117

East Lyme East Lyme 14,830 15,303 70 814,651 60

Griswold Griswold 9,630 9,971 89 9 9,890 161

Groton Groton 43,280 42,769 22 511,343 141

Lebanon Lebanon 5,280 5,458 121 511,522 136

Ledyard Ledyard 14,700 17,058 65 513,397 93
Lymoe Lyme 1,910 2,318 150 921,052 13

Montville Montville 17,000 19,170 56 911,316 142

New London New London 28,720 28,575 34 510,629 155

Waterford 18,700 18,200 59 $14,005 72

47,420 46,775

North Stonington North Stonington 4,370 4,020 134 512,810 105

Norwich Norwich 38,480 40,948 25 510,870 151

Franklin 1,740 1,680 161 $12,425 113

Lisbon 3,500 3,830 137 910,809 152

Preston 4,830 5,279 124 $10,773 153

Sprague 3,070 2,863 147 $11,514 137

Voluntown 1,760 1,940 158 911,576 132

53,380 56,540
Old Lyme Old Lyme 6,430 8,061 104 918,951 18

Salem Salen 2,800 3,238 143 913,338 94

Stonington Stonington 17,610 18,360 58 S13,910 77

11/88



ATTACHMENT F-4

Rank by

Population (d) Ce)
ab size of 1985 BOC Rank by

1986 DES(a) 2000 OPM(b) Municipality Eat. Per Per Capita

Probate Estimated Population For Year Capita Inc. Income of

Districts Municipalities Population Projections 2000 Income Municimality

Fairfield
County

Bethel Bethel 17,250 20,042 53 $14,459 63

Bridgeport Bridgeport 143,500 143,769 1 $ 9,427 163

Brookfield Brookfield 14,330 16,970 67 $17,038 29

Danbury Danbury 67,230 67,569 6 $13,337 95

Darien Darien 19,000 19,844 54 $33,448 2

Fairfield Fairfield 55,720 51,850 19 $18,107 23

Greenwich Greenwich 60,370 61,784 9 $29,764 S

New Canaan New Canaan 18,580 20,554 52 $36,250 1

New Fairfield New Fairfield 12,170 14,051 73 $1S,718 44

Newtown Newtown 20,370 24,613 40 $15,963 41

Norwalk Norwalk 80,000 80,251 6 $15,907 42 0
Wilton 16,950 19.052 57 $27,925 6

96,950 99,303

Redding Redding 7,820 9,517 95 $22,607 9

Ridgefield Ridgefield 21,710 23,119 45 $21,539 11

Shelton Shelton 34,720 36,296 26 $13,833 79

Sherman Sherman 2,520 3,081 145 $18,181 21

Stamford Stamford 107,560 104,307 5 $18,246 20

Stratford Stratford 50,860 52,383 17 $13,784 81

Trumbull Trumbull 33,830 34,530 27 $16,647 33

Easton 6,290 7,407 106 S21,633 10

Monroe 16,280 17,607 62 $15,023 56

56,400 59,544

Westport Westport 26,570 24,573 41 $30,072 4

Weston 8,940 9,983 88 832,007 3

35,510 34,556

11/88



ATTACHMENT F-5

Rank by c)

Population (d) Ce)
PSioe of 1985 BOC Rank by

1986 DSH(a) 2000 OPM(b) Municipality Est. Per Per Capita

Probate Estimated Population For Year Capita Inc. Income of

Districts MuniciPalitiea opulation Proiections 2000 Income Municipality

Windham

County

Aahford Ashford 3,400 3,819 138 $11,892 127

Brooklyn Brooklyn 6,280 7,087 109 $11,877 128

Canterbury Canterbury 3,790 4,429 129 $11,002 147

Chaplin Chaplin 1,880 2,010 150 $ 9,961 159

Eastford Eastford 1,040 1,269 166 $11,823 129

Hampton Hampton 1,450 1,921 159 912,511 111

Killingly Killingly 15,200 16,699 68 $ 9,944 160

Plainfield Plainfield 13,170 14,646 71 $ 9,422 164

Pomfret Pomfret 2,920 3,532 140 $11,173 146

Putnam Putnam 8,900 8,628 100 $ 9,185 167

Sterling Sterling 1,920 2,099 153 $ 8,710 168

Thompson Thompson 8,450 8,889 98 $10,726 154

Windham Windham 21,340 23,137 43 $ 9,714 162 _

Tolland
Countv

Andover Andover 2,400 2,742 148 $13,444 91

Bolton 4,260 4,443 128 $16,221 37

Columbia 3.750 3,971 135 $13,600 86

10,410 11,156.

Coventry Coventry 9,240 10,406 86 $12,345 119

Ellington Ellington 10,830 11,712 83 $13,275 96

Vernon 29,390 32.530 28 $12,714 107

40,220 44,242

Hebron Hebron 6,520 7,399 107 $13,916 76

Mansfield Mansfield 20,810 21,622 47 $ 9,297 166

Somers Somers 9,270 9,028 97 $13,212 97

Stafford Stafford 10,210 10,172 87 $11,174 145

Union 550 850 169 $12,124 122

10,760 11,022

Tolland Tolland 10,670 13,189 76 $13,454 90

Willington 5S000 5,540 120 $11,461 139

15,670 
18,729



ATTACHMENT F-6

Rank byic)
Population (d) (a)

(a) (hi ~~Size of 1985 BOC Rank by
186 DNS(&) 2000 OPM Municipality Eat. Per Per Capita

Probate Estinated Population For Year Capita Inc. Income of
Districts Municipalities Population Prolections 2000 Income Municiality

Litchfield
County

Barkhamsted Barkhamteed 3,030 3,489 141 $13,163 98
Canaan Canaan 1,030 1,047 168 $12,658 109

North Canaan 3,320 3.243 142 $10,113 158
4,350 4,290

Cornwall Cornwall 1,370 1,331 164 $18,146 22
Narwinton Harwinton 5,130 5,920 119 $13,111 100
Kent Kent 2,700 2,960 146 $16,559 34
Litchfield Litchfield 8,080 8,041 105 $15,167 54

Morris 1,960 1,998 156 $15,010 57
Warren 1.110 1,121 167 $16,831 32

11,150 11,160
New Hartford New Hartford 5,210 8,352 123 $14,057 71
New Milford New Milford 21,200 23,121 44 $13,515 88

Bridgewater 1.560 1.811 160 $21,071 12
22,760 24,932

Norfolk Norfolk 2,210 2,231 151 $16,206 39
Plymouth Plymouth 11,160 11,732 82 S11,538 134
Roxbury Roxbury 1,680 1,970 157 $20,042 14
Salisbury Salisbury 4,040 4,039 133 $16,937 31
Sharon Sharon 2,750 2,721 149 $14,251 65
Thomaston Thomaston 6,460 6,777 111 $12,085 124
Torrington Torrington 32,260 31,991 30 $11,646 131

Goshen 2.080 2,209 152 $15,263 49
34,340 34,200

Washington Washington 3,870 3,862 136 $17,339 27
Watertown Watertown 20,060 20,689 50 S12,279 118
Winchester Winchester 11,060 11,169 84 $10,982 148

Colebrook 12290 12349 163 $13,873 78
12 350 12,818

Woodbury Woodbury 7,490 7,261 108 $17,982 24
Bethlehem 2,780 3.120 144 $13,923 75

10,270 10,381
11/88



ATTACHMENT F-7

1986 DHS (a

Probate Estimated
Districts Municipalities Population

aiddlesex
County

Rank byic)
Population
Size of

2000 OPM ) Municipality
Population - For Year
Proiections 2000

Clinton
Deep River
Eost Haddam
East Hampton
Essex
Haddam
Killingworth
Middletown

Old Saybrook
Portland

Saybrook
Westbrook

Clinton
Deep River
East Haddam
East Hampton
Essex
Haddan
Eillingworth
Middletown
Cromwell

Durham
middlefield

Old Seybrook
Portland
Chester
We tbrook

12,200
4,180
6,270
9,350
5,410
6,740
4,350

41, 220
11, 390

5,530
3 ,900

62,040
9,880
8,610
3 ,220
5,470

12,741
4,299
6,617

10,572
5,429
8,578
5,178

44,539
12,772
6,292
4,321

67,924
9,762
9,540
3 ,799
6,000

79
132
113

85

122
101
125

21
78

116
131

91
94

139
118

1985 sOC d)
Est. Per

Capita Inc.
Income

912,826
$14,223
$12,157
$12,664
017,593
$14,065
$14,717
911,530
$14,208
$14,410
913,116

s15 ,099
913,437
$13,785
$13,482

Rank'by(e)
Per Capita
Income of

Municipality

104
66

121
108

26
70
59

135
67
64
99

55
92
80
89

(a) These 1986 estimate figures were derived by the Connecticut Department of Health Services. They were based

on records of births and deaths and resulting population changes during the 1985 calendar year.

(b) These 2000 population projection figures were developed by the Connecticut Census Data Center of the Office

of Policy and Management.
(c) This ranking of population is by decreasing size (from 1 to 169).

(d) These 1985 per capita income figures were developed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

(e) This ranking of per capita income is by decreasing size (from 1 to 169).

11/88
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ATTACHMENT F-8

Most Elderly Population

In making the projection of Deceober 1984 representing a revision of the 1983
projection, a revised methodology was employed taking into consideration
increased probabilities for survival. These probabilities were concentrated
in the tails of the population age distributions, and thus they shifted the
gain in life expectancy towards the nost elderly, or 85+, cohorts. Therefore,
the greatest change in the revisions in the proportional sixe of the 85+
cohort now almost doubles between the years 1980 and 2000 from 35,729 to
60,291 persons. This represents an increase from 1.1% to 1.8% of the total
population.

Comment

Although increasing age is not by any means the only factor influencing the
growing number of persons who may become incompetent and need the services
of a conservator, the greatest number of petitions for such services may be
expected to come from the elderly population. Throughout the state, this
population group continues to show the most pronounced proportional growth,
but there are significant wariations in the municipalities that may have an
influence on the number of requests for conservator appointments made to
district courts.

ATTACHMENT G

NUMBER OF PROBATE DISTRICTS
AND MUNICIPALITIES IN CONNECTICUT

NuMber of
Municipalities

Per District

2

4

6

Number of
Probate

Districts

107
17
6
1
0
1

132

I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

3(
4C
5S
6C
7C
SC
90

100
110
120
130
140

NUMBER OF PROBATE DISTRICTS IN
POPULATION RANGES IN CONNECTICUT

Number of
Population Probate

Ranges Districts

0-1,000 0
1,000-2,000 8
2,000-3,000 7
3,000-4,000 5
4,000-5,000 7
5,000-6,000 7
6,000-7,000 7
7,000-8,000 3
8,000-9,000 6
9,000-10,000 5

0,000-11,000 4
1,000-12,000 2
2,000-13,000 6
3,000-14,000 2
4,000-lS,000 4
5,000-16,000 3
6,000-17,000 0
7,000-18,000 4
8,000-19,000 2
),000-20,000 2

2
O,000-30,000 12
7,000-40,000 8
),000-50,000 5
),000-60,000 10
O,000-70,000 4
1,000-80,000 1
1,000-90,000 1
',000-100,000 2
',00-110,000 1
,000-120,000 0
,000-130,000 2
,000-140,000 1
,000-150,000 1

55

9

48
132
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ATTACHMENT H

NURSING HOKE LICSNSURE CATEGORIES

The state of Connecticut Public Health Code Section 19-13-dl(b) defines

three distinct nursing home licensure categories as follows:

- CHRONIC AND CONVALESCENT NURSING HOME

A long-term institution having facilities and all necessary personnel

to provide skilled nursing care under medical supervision and direction

to carry out simple, non-surgical treatment and dietary procedures for

chronic disease or convalescent stages or acute diseases or injuries.

- REST HOMES WITH NURSING SUPERVISION

An institution having facilities and all necessary personnel to provide,

in addition to personal care required in a home for the aged, nursing

supervision under medical direction twenty-four hours per day.

- HOME FOR THE AGED

An institution having facilities and all necessary personnel to furnish

food, shelter and laundry for two or more persons unrelated to the

proprietor and in addition providing services of a personal nature

which do not. require the training or skills of a licensed nurse.

Additional services of a personal nature may include assistance with

bathing, help with dressing, preparation of special diets and

supervision over medications which are self-administered.



ATTACHMENT I-I
MUNICIPALITIES RANKED IN ORDER OP PER CAPITA INCOME WITH CORRESPONDING POPULATION SIZE

RANK AND NUMBERS OF ACUTE CARE AND LONG-TERN CARE HOSPITAL AND NUNSIRG HONE BEDS IN CONNECTICUT

1. 2.

Municipality

Hartford
Sterling
Putnam
Mansfield
New Haven
Plainfield
Bridgeport
Windham
Griswold
Killingly
Chaplin
North Canaan
Waterbury
Scotland
New London
Thompson
Preston
Lisbon
Norwich
New Britain
Ansonia
Winchester
Canterbury
Posf ret
Stafford
Wolcott
East Haven
Montville
Groton
Naugatuck
Willington
Beacon Falls
Sprague

Per Capita(a)
Incone

Rank

169
168
167
166
165
164
163
162
161
160
159
158
157
156
155
154
153
152
151
150

149
148
147
146
145
144
143
142
141
140
139
138
137

Population h)
Sine
Rank

168
17
70

123
167

99
169
127

91
102

15
28

166
S

136
72
46
33

145
163
115

86
41
30
83
95

132
114

88
137

50
40
23

3.

NO. of
short-ters

Hospital
Beds

2,105

158

1,357

1,206
175

No. of ( )
Long-teLri

Hospital

Reds

830

4- 5.

No. ofd)

Chronic &
Convalescent

Nursing
None Beds

1,162

60

929
112
982

60
90

270

6.

No. ,of(d)
Rest Hone

With Nursing
Supervision

Beds

65

59

255
60

236

NO

P.

7 .

60
105

852

383

1,159

245

267

. of Total
Come Priority
or the Scorn
Aged (Columns
Beds 1-7 )

215 4,714
lBS
514
349

137 3,115
435

128 2,884
524
332

10 542
174

12 198
115 2,716

161
72 991
24 250

199
185

100 1,843
95 1,795

264
382
188

16 192
299

20 378
72 407
34 290
90 698

277
60 369

178
160

b-a-.1
as

260
432

73

693
200

464
515

is

30
240

30

71

60
30

179

120

59
30

11981



..- -.. 4. 5. 6.

Per Capita(a) populnen(b) NO. of (C) ( No. of Crn Wt f(a) (6) No. fCC) ofCB)~~ho N. ofPer Capita ~~~~~~~N..o. Chroj &i B est BosePer Capita Popolatioc Short-tero Long-toe- C-oalesceot With NursiogIncome Size Hospital Hospital Nursing SupervisionRank Rank Beds Beds Bose Beds Beds

ATTACHMENT 1-2

No. of Total
Bose Priority

Por the Score
Aged (Columns
Beds 17)

Municiality

Lebanon
Middletown
Plymouth
West Haven
Volunto.-
Torrington
Boarah
Eastford
Brooklyn
Ashford
Merideo
Prospect
Thomaston
Enfield
union
East Haddac
Plainville
Coventry
Watertown
Colchester
Derby
Bristol
Seymour
Pracklin
East Windsor
Hampton
Mast Hartford
Canaan
East Hampton
Vernon
Windsor Locks
North Stoningtoo
Clinton
Wallingford
North Braoford
Southington
Harvinton

136
135
134
133
132
131
130
129
128
127
126
125
124
123
122
121
120
119
118
117
116
115
114
113
112
111
110
109
108
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100

49
149

88

156
12

140
16

4
61
32

158

58
59

160
110

1
57

107

84
120

74
93

160
110

9
77
11

157

2
85

142
89
36
91

147
90

146
51

380

1,372

188

658 373
30

317

390

255

199

150

34

23

185
1,984

252
2,200

144
999

25 171

322

30

465
180

312

53
120

96
120
121
412

105 10
30

254 211

133
334
189

1,536
363

261
250

120

630
120

60
120

48

SIB

158

42

13
60

120
120

59

150

11

40
264

30

183
10 637

123
244
407
203

44 378
431
711

40 1,036
224
122
459
122
897
231

41 294
369
254
141
235

86 1.820
192

18 551
151

702

98



Par Capita(a) Population.b) Short-term No. of(C) No. of(d)

Per caita(O) ti.(b) ~ f O f Cchronicp Popu~~~a~ion Short-tern Long-ter Convalescent

-HR~i2~ Incolne Size Hospital Hospital NursingMunicipalit _ Rank Rank Beds Beds Hone Heds
Middlefield 99 39Barkhamsted 93 29
saners 97 73 60Sllington 96 87 102Danbury 95 162 450 508Salem 94 27Ledyard 93 105Portland 92 76 1 105 89Andover 91 22
Tolland 90 94Westbrook 89 52He. Milford 89 126 85 159Milford 87 154 149 382Columbia 86 35Oxford as 68Woodstock 84 53Manchester 83 155 303 916Harden 82 152 

659Stratford 91 153 
190Chester s0 31 

60Shelton 79 144 
418Colebrook 78 7Stonington 77 112Hebron 76 63 
110Bethiehem 75 26Berlin 74 101 

60Hartland 73 8Waterford 72 111 
360New Hartford 71 47Haddam 70 69Burlington 69 56Windsor 68 138 
450Cromwell 67 92 
120Deep River 66 38 

30Sharon 65 21 92Durham 64 54Bethel 63 117

6.

No. of(d)
Rest Hone

With Nursing
Supervision

_eds

7 ATTACHMENT 1-3

No. of Total
Hone Priority

For the Score
Aged (Columns
Bods 1-7)

138
127
230
285

65 1.462
121
198

SO 412

182

44

251
30
60
60

150

18
69
20

113
184
159
571

792
121
153

00137
91 1 ,699
69 992

474
44 275
50 841

8525 324
139
101

42 277
81

543
118

29 168
125
826

51 510
31 165

178
191
180

170
180

73



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Cc) N~~o. f~d)
Per a) ( Nb) No. of No. of n °

Per Capita Population Short-tern Long-tero Convalescent
Income size Hospital Hospital Nursing

Municipalitv Rank Rank Beds Beds Hone Beds

ATTACHMENT I-4

6. 7.

No. of No. of Total
Rest Hone Hoae Priority

With Nursing For the Score
Supervision Aged (Columns

Beds Beds 1-7)

Marlborough
Newington
East Lyme
Killingworth
North Haven
Morris
Monroe
Old Saybrook
Litchfield
Bethany
Cheshire
East Granby
Rocky Hill
Goshen
South Windsor
Wethersfield
Blooafield
Canton
New Fairfield
Branford
Norwalk
Newtown
Suffield
Norfolk
Southbury
Bolton
Middlebury

Guilford
Kent
Trumbull
Warren
Salisbury
Granby
Brookfield
Madison
Washington

61
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53

52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28

27

60
141
100

45
128

14
108

79
65
44

134
43

122
18

119
135
124

71
97

131
164
130

80
19

106

42
55

121
24

143
3

37
78

103
104

34

120
161186 228 180

60

ISO.
25

350

360

120
190
390

120

60

70

30350

427
120
390
156

60
173

120

120

242
957
160
104
366

71
164
344

93 237
97

77 683
94

912
67

287
31 453

733
116
141
294

29 1,172
1,070

120
18 76
48 454

79
149

20 326
24 82
21 511

35
25 153

108
10 142

177
17 78

743

142

58
150

201

30

41 72

30

45



ATTACHMENT I-5

1.

Municipality

Erasex
Orange
Woodbury
Fairfield
Cornw.al
Sherman
Stanford
Frn.ington
Old Lyme
Glastonbury
Siesbury
West Hartford
Rombury
Lyne
Bridgevater
Ridgefield
Easton
Redding
Avon
Woodbridge
Wilton
Greenwich
Westport
Weston
Darien
New Canaan

Per Capita a)
Income

Rank

26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

S
4
3
2
1

2 .

Population( b)
size

Rank

48
96

62
151

6
25

165
109

66
139
133
159

13
20
10

.125
64
75
98
67

113
161
129

82
116
118

3.

No. of(o)

Short-ters
Hospital

Beds

4.

No. of.
Long-term

Hospital
Heds

S.

No. of(d)
Chronic a

Convalescent
Nursing

Hone Beds

6 .
No. of(d)

Rest Hone
With Nursing

Supervision
Be~ds

7.

No. of
Hone

For the
Aged
Beds

Total
Priority

Score
(Colunns

1-7)

49 i
87

120591

565
232

475
190

186
118
603

40
60

37
130

100 223

208
15 101

885
28

46
66 1,331

610
84

22 364
25 329
212 1,119

27
33
22

6 142
74
84

282

74
239
857
331

85
238
263

296

78

176

60
.335

90

90
67

60
60
30

30
77

'(a) municipalities have been ranked by increasing per capita income (from 169 to 1).(b) Municipalities have been ranked by decreasing population size (from 169 to 1).Cc) The data in these colonns were obtained from 'The Connecticut Health Data Booklet' published in 1987by the Connecticut Department of Health Services, and The American Hospital Association Guide to theHealth Care Field'.
Cd) The data in these colunns were obtained frm 'Nursing Hone Facilities Licensed by the State ofConnecticut 1988-1989' published by the Connecticut Department of Health Services.
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ATTACHMENT K-I

HOSPITALS. INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY ILL. AND INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN CONNECTICUT

Geriatric and
General Medical and Chronic Disease Rehabilitation Children's Psychiatric Alcohol & Drug Institutions for

Probate Towns and Surgical Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Abuse Hospitals Mentally Retard.
District Cities (Name £ lBeds) (Name & IBeds) (Name # Bheds) (Naee £ IBeds) (Name & #Beds) (Name E IBeds) (Nans £ Beds)

Hartford
County

Berlin New Britain New Britain General New Britain Men.
Hospital - 432 Hospital - 200

Bristol Bristol Bristol Hosp. - 250

Farmington Fareingtos John Dempsey
Hospital - 232

Hartford Hartford Hartford Hospital - Hebrew Home & Institute of Rlue Hills
1,025 Hospital - 45 Living - 417 Hospital - 368

Mount Sinai - 379

St. Francis - 701

Manchester Manchester Manchester Memorial
Hospital - 303

Neuingtun Newington V.A. Medical Newington Chil. Cedarerest Reg.
Center - 186 Hospital - 98 Hospital - 130

Rocky Hill Veterans Hose &
Hospital - 350

Southington Southington Bradley Memorial
Hospital - 98

11/88



ATTACHMENT K-2
HOSPITALS,- IRSTITf7flouS FOR THE MENTALLY ILL. AND INSTITOTIORS FOR THRE MEHYALL.Y RETARDED IN COHHRCnICU

Geriatric and
General Medical and Chronic Diseals Rehahilitatin Children's Psychiatric Alcohol & Drug Institutions fEr

TOwns and Surgical Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Abuse Hospitals Mentally Retard.
Cities (Mane & fed) HBe&Red s). A~ (NHan & funds) (~Mane& ees (ManeI ees (Mn ed) (aneaees

Probate

District

NHe. Haven
County

Derby Derby Griffin Hospital - 261

Meriden Meriden W.W. II - Memorial
Hospital - 92

Meriden-wallingford
Hospital - 230

Milford Milford Milford Hospital - 149

New Haven New Haven Hospital of St.
Raphael - 482

Yale-NHw Haven
Hospital - 875

Yale University Health
Services Ctr. - 38

Southbury Southbury

Altobello Chil.
& Youth Cntr. - 57

Conn. Mental
Health Center - 45

Yale Psychiatric
Institute - 60

Wallingford Wallingford

Waterbury Waterbury

West Haven West Haven

Archbold Hospital, Masonic
Choate Rosemary Hospital - 581
Hall - 15

St. Mary's Hosp.-347

Waterbury Hosp.- 505

V.A. Medical Center -
1 ,372

Southbury Train-ing School - 1,107
Gaylord
Hospital - 121
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ATTACHMENT K-3

HOSPITALS, INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY ILL. AND INSTITUTIONS FOR THR MENTALLY RETARDED IN CONNECTICUT

Geriatric and

General Medical and Chronic Disease Rehabilitation Children's Psychiatric Alcohol £ Drug Institutions for

Probate Touns and Surgical Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Abuse Hospitals Mentally Retard.

District Cities (Namee & eds) (NMae a SBeds) (Nace & #Beds. (Nane & SBeds) (Name £ #Beds) (Naie & SBeds) (Nane & SBeds)

Litchfield
County

New Milford New Milford New Milford Hosp. - 85

Sharon Sharon Sharon Hospital - 92

Torrington Torrington Charlotte Hungerford
Hospital - 188

Winsted Winsted wiested Memorial
Hospital - 73

Middlese.
County

Middletown MiddletowO

00

Middlesex Memorial
Hospital - 380

Riverview HOSp. Cone. Valley

for Children Hospital - 658

(psychiatric)- 64

Elacrest Psych.
Institute - 105

Portland

New London
County

Groton Groton

New London New London

Naval Hospital - 81

Lawrence £ Meomorial
Hospitals - 350

U.S. Coast Guard

Academy Hosp. - 33

William W. Backus Uncas on Thames
Hospital - 260 Hospital - 44

Norwich Norwich Norwich Hosp. - 649

Il Ican



HOSPITALS. INSTTUIONS FOR THE MENTALLY IL AND INSTITOTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN CONNECTICUT

Geriatric and
General Medical and dhronic Disease Rehabilitation Children s Psychiatric Alcohol & Drug Institutions for

Probate Towns and Surgical Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Abuse Hospitals Mentally Retard.
District Cities (Name £ #Beds) (Name £ *Beds( (Name & #Bed.) (Name & #Beds) (Name & RBeds) (Name & Weds) (Name & SLds)

Tolland
County

Ellington Rockuille Rockville General
Hospital - 102

Mansfield Mansfield Natchaug Mansfield Traininc

Hospital - 60 School - 576

Somers Soners Conn Dlent of

Corrections
Hospital - 60

Stafford Stafford Johnson Memorial
Springs Hospital - 71

Windham
County

Putnar

Windham

Putnam

Willimantic

Day-Kimball
Hospital - lSB

Windham Co-unity
Hospital - 175
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ATTACHMENT K-5

HOSPITALS, INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY ILL. AND INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN CONNECTICUT

Geriatric and

General Medical and Chronic Disease Rehabilitation Children's Psychiatric Alcohol £ Drug Institutions for

Towns and Surgical Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Hospitals Abuse Hospitals Mentally Retard.

Cities (Name & IBeds) (Name E& Beds) (Name & #Beds) (Name & SBeds) (Name & Beds) (Nate £ IBeds) (Nane E SBeds)Probate
District

Fairfield
County

Bridgeport Bridgeport Bridgeport
Hospital - 614

Park City

Hospital - 201

St. Vincents Med.

Center - 391

Danbury Danbury Danbury Hosp. - 450

Greenwich Greenwich Greenwich
Hospital - 296

New Canaan New Canaan

00

Silver Hill
Foundation
Hospital - 77

Fairfield Hills

Hospital - 743
Newtown Newton Housatonic

Adolescent

Hospital - 35
(psychiatric)

Norwalk Norwalk Norwalk Hosp. - 427

Stanford Stamford St. Joseph Hosp. - 260

Stamford Hosp. - 305

-Trumbull Trumbull

Westport Westport

St. Joseph's

Manor - 41

Hall-Brooke
Hospital - 78

., -0
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ATTACHMENT L

For Each Probate District and for
Each Msicicality in the State
of Coonecticot, Obtain Information On:

Elderly popslation sian cod populatios
trends (subtract from total population)

Total numbere
tero And long
that ay bn i

-oalnube
Per capita incose and trends

of beds in short-
-term hospitals

of beds in each type
le that may be in area:
coovalescent nursing

th nursing supervision
aged.

of naming ho
Chronic And a
hones.
Rent ho.es ci
hones foa the

Ideotify probable leveIn of need for
conservator services in probate districts
and in unnicipalities in C-nnectiost and
rank i. order:

Highest Level 75th-HO0th Percentile
Upper Medias Level SOth-74tb Percentile
Lover Mediss Level 25th-49th Percentile.
Lowest Level lst-24th Percentile

If ponnible., relate these levein of 'tink' to the aetnal eaperience of conservator
seed in each probate dintrict and eunicipality by obtaising first encounter data
fro those Agencies (both public and private And At both the esoicipal And the
statewide levels) which have been offering coservator services.

surveys of hospitals Asd nursing hooss are likely to also provide information, bht
will be of limited .se if they are based on conjectore hod spec.latios only.

Probate coort records indicating the sasbes of Appeals for the services of A
conservator of the estate mid for conservator of the persne over specified 1-year
periods wo-ld give on no idea about trends in the seed for each type of co.nervator.
It woold be ideal to have this for three 1-year periods Asd to be Able to identify
the location mid reason for each first en-on-ter.

ATTACHMENT L-l

FACTORS : VEND VND b PVDrrat=.un:i ANrbUrNNti Em OR cUNSEATvR SERvICESs.

GREATEST

NEED FOR
CONSERVATOR
SERVICES

LEAST

Small Slderly Popolation
Sine - High Per Capita
Incase - Abseace of Hlealtb
Care Institotions

Lerge Elderly Popslstien
Sine - Low Per Capita
Income - Large Nmaber of
Leeg-feon Hospital And
NHrsiag Hone Bods
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ATTACHMENT M

Analysis of Data

There are 169 municipalities in Connecticut. It was decided to

develop a priority ranking system by:

(a) assigning the value of 169 to the municipality having the lowest per

capita income and the value of 1 to the municipality having the

highest per capital income, all others being ranked in between;

(b) assigning the value of 169 to the municipality having the largest

population and the value of 1 to the municipality having the smallest

population, all others being ranked in between;

(c) for each municipality adding together the total number of hospital and

nursing home beds, including all categories; and

(d) adding together the income, population and hospital-nursing home

figures for each municipality to reach a total priority score.

The total priority scores were then arranged in order of priority.

In studying the recorded figures, it should be noted that many

Connecticut nursing homes contain both chronic and convalescent beds and

rest homes with nursing supervision beds. In such cases the two figures

for a nursing home were separated and added to the appropriate columns (6

and 7).

58-577 - 92 - 7
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ATTACHMENT M-l

MUNICIPALLY BASED CONSERVATOR PROGRAMS DEVELOPMENT
PRIORITY RANKING DERIVED FROM TOTAL PRIORITY SCORE

Priority MuniciPality Score Priority Municipality Score

1 Hartford 4,714 51 East Haven 407*2 New Haven 3,115 52 Plainville 4073 Bridgeport 2,884 53 Winchester 3824 Waterbury 2,716 54 Watertown 3785 West Haven 2,200 55 Wolcott 3786 Middletown 1,984 56 Vernon 3697 Norwich 1,843 57 Willington 3698 Wallingford 1,820 58 North Haven 3669 New Britain 1,795 59 Glastonbury 36410 Manchester 1,699 60 Prospect 36311 Southbury 1,561 61 Old Saybrook 34412 Meriden 1,536 62 Brooklyn 33413 Danbury 1,462 63 Griswold 33214 Stamford 1,331 64 Westport 33115 Norwalk 1,172 65 Simsbury 32916 West Hartford 1,119 66 Guilford 32617 Newtown 1,070 67 Stonington 32418 Bristol 1,036 68 Stafford 29919 Torrington 999 69 Branford 29420 Hamden 992 70 East Hampton 29421 New London 991 71 Montville 29022 Newington 957 72 South Windsor 28723 Mansfield 925 73 Ellington 28524 Rocky Hill 912 74 Avon 28225 East Hartford 897 75 Berlin 27726 Fairfield 885 76 Naugatuck 27727 Greenwich 857 77 Chester 27528 Shelton 841 78 Ansonia 26429 Windsor 826 79 New Canaan 26330 Milford 792 80 Windsor Locks 25431 Bloomfield 733 81 Plymouth 25232 Derby 711 82 Thompson 25033 Groton 698 83 East Haddam 24434 Cheshire 683 84 Marlborough 24235 Enfield 637 85 Wilton 23936 Farmington 610 86 Darien 23837 New Milford 571 87 Litchfield 23738 Southington 551 88 Clinton 23539 Waterford 543 89 Canaan 23140 Killingly 542 90 Somers 23041 Windham 524 91 Seymour 22442 Putnam 514 92 Essex 22343 Trumbull 511 93 Grange 20844 Cromwell 510 94 Coventry 20345 Stratford 474 95 Preston 19946 East Windsor 459 96 Ledyard 19847 Wethersfield 453 97 North Canaan 19848 Plainfield 435 98 North Branford 19249 Colchester 431 99 Pomfret 19250 Portland 412 100 Durham 191
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A'

.Priority Municipality Score

101 Ashford 189
102 Canterbury 188
103 Lebanon 185
104 Lisbon 185
105 Sterling 185
106 Tolland 184
107 Thomaston 183
108 Bethel 180
109 Beacon Falls 178
110 Sharon 178
111 Madison 177
112 Chaplin 174
113 Bozrah 171
114 Naddam 168
115 Deep River 165
116 Monroe 164
117 Scotland 161
118 East Lyme 160
119 Sprague 160
120 Westbrook 159
121 oxford 153
122 Salisbury 153
123 Harwinton 151
124 Middlebury 149
125 voluntown 144
126 Brookfield 142
127 Ridgefield 142
128 New Fairfield 141
129 North Stonington 141
130 Hebron 139
131 Middlefield 138
132 Woodstock 131
133 Eastford 133
134 Barkhamsted 127
135 Burlington 125
136 Union 123
137 Franklin 122
138 Hampton 122
139 Columbia 121
140 Salem 121
141 Suffield 12(
142 New Hartford llE
143 Canton ll1
144 Andover 113
145 Granby 101
146 Killingworth 10,
147 Bethlehem 10]
148 Woodbury 102
149 Bethany 9,
150 East Granby 9'

rl

I
I
I
I
F

I

L
L

5
3
3
4
L
L
7
4

'ACHMENT M-2

Priority Municipality Score

151 Colebrook 85
152 Weston 85
153 Old Lyme 84
154 Redding 84
155 Kent 82
156 Hartland 81
157 Bolton 79
158 Washington 78
159 Norfolk 76
160 Easton 74
161 Woodbridge 74
162 Morris 71
163 Goshen 67
164 Sherman 46
165 Warren 35
166 Lyme 33
167 Cornwall 28
168 Roxbury 27
169 Bridgewater 22

11/88
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REMARKS BY THE HON. ELLEN A. PETERS
PROBATE COURT ASSEMBLY

APRIL 17, 1991

Judge Lukens, Judge Lyddy, Judge Powers, Judge Kierman, ladies
and gentlemen:

It gives me great pleasure, for my seventh time as chiefjustice, to welcome you to the Supreme Court today for your annualmeeting. I especially want to greet the 32 new probate judges forwhom this is the first probate assembly. I am confident that eachof you will find yourself enriched by the special educationalprograms that Judge Lukens and his staff are providing. If I mayoffer brief advice about the profession of judging, it is: We cannever afford to stop learning

Offering educational programs for new probate judges continues
the long tradition of administrative excellence that Connecticut'sprobate system enjoys. This excellence is also manifested in yourlegislative vigilance, in your diligent pursuit of legislationsubmitted to the General Assembly by the Office of the ProbateCourt Administrator.

Among the pending legislative initiatives in which the ProbateAdministrator has had a hand is a proposed statute that, ifenacted, would improve the procedure and shorten the frequency ofperiodic reviews of conservatorships and guardianships for thementally retarded. Another proposed act would further clarifyright-to-die issues addressed in our Supreme Court's decision inMcConnell v. Beverly Enterprises - Connecticut, and the UnitedStates Supreme Court's decision in Cruzan v. Director. MissouriDepartment of Health. Building on his participation in a national
seminar of the Conference of Chief Justices, to which I will returnshortly, Judge Lukens is helping the State Justice Institute todefine the proper sphere of the state role for conservatorships forthe elderly and the infirm.

Each of these initiatives - education, legislation,consultation - together with your perseverance in the pursuit oftechnological efficiency, of social services improvements and oflegal research and other administrative initiatives - bears witnessto the proud record of achievement that enhances Connecticut'sreputation as a problem solver in probate administration. Whatevermay be the case in other jurisdictions, Connecticut's probatesystem manifests a reflective but proactive approach to thedaunting issues that confront probate courts today.

I was forcefully reminded of how intractable these issues canbe when, as a member of the national Conference of Chief Justices,I was appointed to head a committee to study proposed federalstandards for guardianship and conservatorship matters. The taskof my committee is twofold: to make recommendations to theConference about the desirability of having state rather thannational hegemony over guardianships and conservatorships, and tomake recommendations, if the state course is the preferred route,for guaranteeing that state systems are prepared to address thesematters seriously and in depth.

As is often the case, my responsibilities to the Conference
rapidly became intertwined with my local responsibilities foroversight of our own probate rules and regulations for guardiansand conservatorships. I turned for advice on where we stood inConnecticut to Judge Lukens, and was delighted to learn from himthat the practices that Connecticut already has in place put you asprobate judges in the forefront of the national movement to addressthe problems and protect the rights of those requiring -surrogate
decision making. As chief justice, I proudly applaud yourforesight and initiative in making Connecticut a model ofeffective, compassionate, constructive probate administration.Your experience should prove an important resource for courts inother states.

It is not surprising that national attention has come to focuson procedures for constitutionally appropriate and personallysensitive guardianship procedures. We are all aware of: the agingof our population; the effect of this sociological phenomenon onprobate dockets; and the growing national clamor for greaterrecognition of the rights of the elderly. Of course, nothing ismore effective for getting these concerns on the agenda of statejudicial groups than the likelihood that, if we do not put ourhouse into order, the Congress will act.
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Consider the following as an overview:

* Currently, approximately 3.9 million people in the United
States have developmental disabilities.

* Approximately 130,000 patients reside in state mental
hospitals and another 344,000 are admitted to those
hospitals in any one year.

* Some 25 to 40 percent of the so-called -street population"
in our nation is probably suffering from chronic mental
illness.

- * Of the approximately 1.5 million individuals who carry the
AIDS virus, a sizable percentage are likely in time to
experience sufficient mental impairment to require access
to appropriately defined surrogate decision making.

Aggravating this bleak picture of acute mental problems is the
inescapable fact that all of our population is aging. The good
news is that dramatic improvements in medicine, health care and
nutrition, permit us collectively to live longer. The bad news is
that age itself, without more, often requires care: many of our
friends and neighbors, themselves in their 60s, now find themselves
charged with looking after their parents in their 80s.

These demographic changes have particular significance for the
post-World War II "baby boom" generation, which someone has aptly
described as "a watermelon passing through a snake." The influx of
this generation swamped our grammar school classrooms in the 60s,
arrived in great numbers on college campuses in the '70s and
strained the availability of affordable housing in the 80s. We can
now anticipate that the aging of this population bulge will have
profound implications for our programs and policies for the
elderly, for our social security system and for our health care
industry. For you in the probate court, equally grave consequences
loom as your system's capacity to appoint and monitor well-trained
and caring conservators and guardians will be put to the test.

We may already be seeing the first waves of the coming storm.
Last year, applications for the appointments of conservators rose
sharply throughout your dockets. Those for temporary conservators
increased 47 percent over the previous year. Applications for
involuntary appointment of conservators of the person increased
31.7 percent. Those for voluntary appointment of the conservator
of an estate increased 18.8 percent. Applications for a five-year
hearing review jumped 276 percent.

These numbers-have only one way to go: they will get worse!
The United States Senate Special Committee on Aging estimates that
by the year 2035, our country will include nearly 71 million
elderly persons - approximately 1/4 of the total population We
must undertake now the reforms that will enable probate systems
throughout this land to meet the increased demands for probate
services.

In recent years, some reports have raised fears that certain
states or local jurisdiction .re already failing in their
constitutional responsibility full t protect thejrights of the
elderly and the incapacitated. While the origintfor some of these
fears may be more anecdotal than statistical, we cannot ignore the
possibility that they may have some basis in fact.

We need, therefore, to take a critical look at prevailing
practices to be sure that individual rights are procedurally and
substantively protected. We need to search for ways and means to
assure the availability of sufficient numbers of well-trained and
caring guardians and conservators. We need to provide clear
guidelines about what constitutes incapacity in order to enable
courts and guardians to discharge their responsibilities. We need
to develop and to strengthen alternatives that minimize intrusion
into personal autonomy whenever possible. There are many questions
and few answers.
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How best, in a free society, to manage the transfer of the
decision-making responsibility from a person declared to be
incapable of handling his or her own affairs to another person, is
a matter of utmost seriousness, for the individual and the judicial
system. The urgency of our aging population is what has put these
questions on the potential agenda of the Congress and the present
agenda of the Conference of Chief Justices. I consider the
possibility of national intervention a second-best solution.
National standards inevitably override local diversity in court
systems, in the size of the incapacitated population and in the
resources available to deliver required services. National
regulation is, however, well-nigh inevitable unless responsible
state and local mechanisms are rapidly, visibly, put into place.

As I said earlier, I believe that well-established probate
practices in Connecticutrand the improvements that are now on the
drawing board, can serve as a model for effective state management
of this urgent social concern. Our law in Connecticut already
providees 'as does the proposed federal legislation, fpr the right
to effective meaningful notice, the right to counsell,^the right to
be present at the hearing at an appropriate site. Our law also
insists that those appointed as conservators report and account
periodically to the probate court, and that those who have become
wards of the court be periodically reevaluated, optionally after
one year, mandatorily after five, to determine their continuing
need for surrogate decision-making.

These safeguards guarantee that our elderly and incapacitated
citizens do not get lost in the shuffle either in the processing of
an initial application for conservatorship or thereafter, once
guardianship has been granted. They are at the very heart of
Connecticut's effective system of full protection for the rights of
the elderly and the incapacitated.

To help me to discharge my national responsibilities for these
urgent matters, Judge Lukens and Judge Francis X. Hennessy, our
deputy chief court administrator, have been a reassuring source of
invaluable information and wise counsel. They joined me in Arizona
earlier this year to present an informative conference on these
very questions for the midyear meeting of the states' chief
justices.

Our presentation reminded the assembled jurists of their role
as a guiding force in assuring that the probate structure
throughout the United States will be ready and able to meet the
demands that accompany the aging of our population. As we make
progress on this daunting agenda nationally, you can take pride in
your yeoman's work in preparing the way. Future generations look
to us to work together to safeguard their rights and liberties in
an ever more just and caring society.

Thank you for your patient attention.
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p. _ Wright State
I University U

School of Medicine
Department of Community Health
P.0. Box 927

Dayton. Ohio 45401-0927
513 873-3392 or 873-3313
FAX 513 879-2675

Office of Geriatric Medicine

and Gerontology

June 3, 1992

Anna Kindermann, Counsel
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6400

Dear Anna:

Thanks for the opportunity to participate in the interesting discussion

on guardianship yesterday.

You suggested that we each submit items for possible inclusion in the

formal record. Accordingly, I enclose a few things that I have written on

this subject that might be appropriate for this purpose. Please let me know

how I may contribute further to your important work in this field.

Sincerely,

Marshall B. Kapp, J.D., M.P.H.
Professor, Community Health
Director, Office of Geriatric Medicine

and Gerontology

MBK: 10667S

Enclosures
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Hastings Center Report July/August 1989

"Empowerment" of the elderly
has become a popular gerontological
buzz-phrase of the 1980s.1 it refers
to the movement among advocates
for older individuals to encourage
activism among the capable elderly
regarding their own rights and
interests whenever possible, within a
society in which rights are respected
and acted upon only if one claims
those rights personally or through a
proxy.' There is widespread philo-
sophical agreement among profes-
sionals concerned with the well-being
of the elderly that political, legal,
social, economic, and health-related
services that support the capacity of
older persons to speak for them.
selves-that is, that empower older
persons-gready enhance the auton-
omy, independence, and dignity of
the older self-advocate.

Additionally, recent research
underscores the relationship between
a sense of control over one's deci-
sions and life goals and positive
outcomes in aging.' Many interpret
such data to show that the extent to
which individuals are encouraged to
take more control over their lives and
health may be a major determinant
of satisfaction and well-being (that is,
quality of life) in their later years.

The chief legal mechanism of
empowerment in the health area is
the doctrine of informed consent, the
requirement that medical interven-
tions be administered to a patient
only if preceded by the voluntary,
adequately informed agreement of a
capable patient or that patient's
legally authorized substitute decision-
maker. The depth of commitment to
the notion of empowerment of the
elderly in health care is manifested
in the growing use of legal planning
devices, such as the living will and
the durable power of attorney, on a
prospective basis to effectuate
informed consent later in life.'
Through these legal mechanisms as
well as other means, professional
advocates, family members, friends,
physicians, and other health care
providers all play an important role
in helping the elderly to make and
exercise their own life choices.

Mishap R Kapp - professor i the
School of Medaicne, Wright State Umnrer-
sif, Dayton, Oho.

Medical
Empowerment

of the
Elderly

by Marshall B. Kapp

Empowering the eldedy to
make their own decisions
regarding medical care is a
noble social, political, and ethi-
cal cause; but society must
guard against excesses that
might ironically, deny the
elderly their autonomy by
forcing it upon them.

sion, as well as the range of reason-
able alternatives among which to
choose. As our early experience with
"Medigap" insurance policies
teaches, the older person's right to
choose should not be confused with
the "right to be ripped off." Thus,
insistence on adequate information
is essential to meaningful (as opposed
to apparent) empowerment.

Second, decision-making power
must be accepted voluntarily (if at all)
by the older person. We rightly start
with a legal and ethical presumption
that most elderly people wish to make
their own decisions regarding health
care. However, this presumption is
rebuttable, not conclusive. There are
a significant number of adults,
including but by no means limited
to a substantial percentage of the
elderly, who would not voluntarily
accept responsibility for making some
or all of their own difficult decisions.'

This paradox-older individuals
who would rather not make their own
decisions-compels us to confront a
fundamental policy issue of whether
we should permit capable, informed
older adults voluntarily to waive
empowerment if they so wish, or
instead force empowerment on them.
Put more starkly, should we recognize
a right of the elderly to be dependent
on others? This dilemma invokes
basic philosophical premises about
the nature of personal choice and
responsibility, and their interaction
and tension. In the context of elderly
empowerment, is the relationship of
rights and duties one of polarity or
correlativity?

Forced Emrnpowerment

There are several plausible argu-
ments for forcing capable, informed
older individuals to be empowered,
that is, to advocate for themselves and
participate maximally in their own
significant decisions. Some would
argue that there is a fundamental duty
incumbent on all of us to be auton-
omous, to accept personal responsi-
bility as masters of our own ship. This
view sees that decisions concerning
one's own health are of such a deeply
personal character that they cannot
ethically be delegated to anyone else.
The decision-and its consequen-
ces-belong to the patient alone. Jay

Limits of Empowerment

The enthusiasm for empowerment
must be tempered with caution
however. There are important limits
and nuances to this concept that must
be thoroughly considered

First power over one's life entails
more than mere control over panic-
ular choices. In a real sense, it is
knowledge that creates power. Hence,
the older individual's purported right
to make choices about matters affect-
ing him or her acquires meaning only
if those choices are accompanied by
adequate information, both about the
personal rights involved and the
factual ramifications of one's ded-

Reproduced by permissiom from the H-IaI.,s Ceu,,,,er Repln 5
tD The Hastings Cenler, 255 Elm RNad, Briarclilf Man.,r. NY 10706
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Katz has claimed, for example, that
as a matter of universal ethical and
social policy, he would never permit
any capable patient to abdicate or
waive his or her right to make final
medical decisions.'

Moreover, under this philosophical
view, older persons who are capabk
of being empowered to fend for
themselves in medical decisionmak-
ing have a duty to assume responsi-
bility for decisionmaking as a matter
of justice. Otherwise they will unne-
cessarily consume increasingly scarce
resources that should instead be
directed toward the growing number
of involuntarily dependent elders
who have no choice but to rely on
others for basic advocacy and proxy
decision-making services. The estab-
lishment, administration, and moni-
toring of a proxy decision-making
apparatus requires substantial finan-
cial costs.

Further, Katz and others have
suggested that forcing consumers of
medical services, including the able
elderly, to accept decision-making
power is the only effective way to
safeguard against health care profes-
sionals acting paternalistically and
condescendingly toward the consu-
mer.' This position suggests a skep-
tical, even cynical, perspective toward
the helping professions, particularly
toward physicians, but one that is not
convincingly disproved by historical
analyses of communication within
the professional-patient relationship
and failures in implementing the
spirit of the doctrine of informed
consent.

Forgoing Empowerment

Nevertheless, persuasive argu-
ments can be asserted in favor of
allowing capable, informed older
persons the choice to forgo, to a
greater or lesser extent, personal
empowerment and thereby waive or
abdicate responsibility for some of the
decisions they are ethically and
legally entitled to make. On this
position, choosing dependence on
others rather than independence
would be a respected alternative for
the capable elder.

It can, first of all, be argued that
honoring the older person's auton-
omy logically encompasses that

person's right to delegate to others
his or her decision-making dutiesjust
as much as does honoring his or her
right to consent to or refuse offered
medical services. There is no logical
mistake in permitting a capable
person knowingly and voluntarily to
transfer some decision-making power
to another of his or her choosing.
As Arthur Dyck reminds us, autonomy
is not synonymous with self-
determination; rather, autonomy is
the capacity for self-determination, a
capacity that the individual may or
may not choose to exercise.' Both
ethically and legally, society clearly
permits informed individuals volun-
tarily to choose not to exercise their
fundamental rights in other areas of
life. For instance, few of us would
object to an older person turning over
to an attorney substantial power
relating to management of his or her
financial affairs. Since the attorney
stands in a fiduciary relationship with
the client, he or she is ethically and
legally obligated to act in the client's
best interests. Similarly, the fiduciary
nature of the physician-patient rela-
tionship mandates a commitment to
the patient's best interests; hence,
appointing a physician as an agent
for choosing the appropriate course
of medical care to follow is neither
unwise nor an unwarranted burden
upon the physician.'

Perils of Independence

Nevertheless, placing too much
reliance on empowerment of the
elderly can lead, if we are not careful,
to the implicit condoning of neglect
of the elderly if they do not exercise
their power sufficiently. Individual-
ism and independence, if too rugged,
may turn into health care nihilism.
When our expectations about respon-
sibility are shifted too radically from
institutions and agencies to the older
individual, we run the risk of letting
those institutions and agencies escape
their proper duties too easily. We may
provide them with too ready a
defense, in the face of neglect, harm,
and deterioration of older patients,
that the power belonged to the older
person (that is, the victim), and that
the institution or agency was merely
carrying out the elder's explicit or
implied orders.i" To blend autonomy

6

with beneficence effectively, empow-
erment ideally should entail a nego-
tiated sharing, as opposed to a
sequential transfer of authority."

For instance, an older hospital
patient may insist on being dis-
charged to a home environment
where he or she lives alone and
refuses assistance from home care
staff, The hospital and its staff who
facilitate the discharge without giving
sufficient attention to alternatives
may be compromising their commit-
ment to beneficence under the guise
of respecting autonomy. The insttu-
ton and its staff should instead make
every reasonable effort to negotiate
terms of home care that are palatable
to the patient but that provide at least
minimally adequate assistance and
assurance of protection. The proper
degree of cajoling, persuasion and-
if necessary-legal intervention will
vary from case to case.

Lasdy, it frequently is difficult to
ascertain and interpret older individ-
uals' actual preferences regarding
specific questions about their medical
care or other services, Many may wish
to receive certain services, or conversely
may desire to reject those services, but
are too embarrassed or afraid to
announce their preferences. Even after
barriers to effective communication
and informed consent have been
vigorously addressed, some persons still
simply would rather be led by others
than assert themselves. This phenom-
enon should not surprise us, consid-
ering how many young and middle-
aged persons in our society in effect
elect to forfeit their own empowerment
in important matters in favor of
passively relying on the presumed
expertise, experience, charisma, or
caring of professionals, family
members, or friends.

We cannot reasonably expect people
who have a long-standing personal
history of attempting to "escape from
freedom"" suddenly to embrace an
ethic of individual empowerment upon
reaching a certain chronological age.
If anything, the physical and social
infirmities of age tend to compel
movement in the opposite direction.
Several recently completed empirical
studies regarding the process of
geriatric decisionmaking as well as a
body of published research concern-
ing do-not-resuscitate decision-
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making, strongly suggest that many
elders both want and expect others,
such as their physicians, family
members, and friends, to take primary
responsibility for making medical
decisions. Frequently these surrogate
decisionmakers are provided with
little or no direction by the older
person to aid them in fulfilling this
responsibility."

Of course, the empirical fact that
some elderly persons refuse their own
empowerment does not definitively
settle the normative question of
whether such dependency is accept-
able, let alone desirable. Still, such
data are a meaningful pan of health
policy formulation and cannot be
merely dismissed; instead, the rele-
vance of moral principles for the
question of empowerment of the
elderly must be tested against this
empirical basis. Ethical questions are
not resolved by popular plebiscite, but
actual opinions and actions are
relevant factors in the health policy-
making calculus.

Resolving the Tension

How, then, may we begin to resolve
the tension created between the
emphasis on empowerment of the
elderly and the persisting desire by
certain capable, informed older
adults voluntarily to delegate their
decision-making rights and responsi-
bilities? No solutions are hazarded
here, but a few guidelines may prove
helpful.

The common law regarding the
doctrine of patient waiver as an
exception to the ordinary medical
informed consent requirement is
generally sensible and instructive.
Such allowances recognize that
society has a duty to strive for and
facilitate empowerment of the elderly
without forcing it on unwilling
persons. Physicians and others in
positions of authority ought to pre-
sume that most older persons would
desire to make, or at least extensively
participate in, medical and other
decisions having an impact on their
own lives, reserving reliance on a
waiver of decision-making rights to
a special, extraordinary occurrence.

By the same token, physicians
should also recognize that exceptions
to this presumption are displayed in

the lives of a sizable number of older
patients. Some capable elderly indi-
viduals will voluntarily and authen-
tically choose, based on adequate
information, to refrain from exercis-
ing their decision-making rights and
responsibilities and to delegate those
rights and responsibilities to the
physician, family, or friends. Respect
for persons necessarily entails respect
for such conscious decisions not to
decide personally.

The key ethical and legal concern
lies in achieving the delicate balance
of recognizing and respecting the
older person's right to transfer
empowerment but not doing so too
quickly or facilely. Physicians and
other health care professionals
should ensure that any purported
delegation of decision-making
authority by an older patient is indeed
intentional and voluntary, made in
the context of adequate information
conveyed (or at least a bona fide
attempt to convey) to the patient
about the decision itself, its likely
ramifications, and the patient's right
to make that decision." Before
accepting and acting on the older
patient's transfer of decision-making
power, the physician or other profes-
sional should insist that the patient's
wishes be indicated expressly and
unambiguously. As an element of risk
management, all professional-patient
interactions concerning empower-
ment or its delegation should be
thoroughly documented in the
patient's medical record. In these
circumstances, the physician or other
health care professional ought to
openly acknowledge reliance on the
waiver exception, rather than hol-
lowly pretend to follow the standard
informed consent ritual."

Empowerment of the elderly in
medical decisionmaking is a noble
social, political, and ethical cause.
Like other noble causes, however,
excesses and intolerances can occur
unless we are on guard against them.
It would be ironic indeed if we were
to deny the elderly their autonomy
by forcing it upon them. Yet another
exquisite challenge for health profes-
sionals lies in recognizing and
respecting the older patient's right to
forgo and thereby delegate choice, as
well as the right to choose his or her
own medical destiny.

7
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Shared decision making about placement and medical interventions can be empowering to

the older person involved, relieve burdens on the older person and family members, and

facilitate better surrogate decision making later. Potential dangers of the shared process

include coercion, conflicts of interest, and disagreements between family members. New legal

concepts, similar to those governing property, could help our legal system better

accommodate the realities of shared decision making.
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Health Care Decision Making by the Elderly:
I Get by with a Little Help from My Family1

Marshall B. Kapp, JD, MPH2

The concept of informed consent is a bedrock
ethical and legal doctrine within the American health
care system (President's Commission, 1982). In order
for consent to, or refusal of, a medical intervention
to be considered ethically and legally valid, three
elements must be present: voluntariness, mental
capacity, and adequate information (Rozovsky,
1990). There is a parallel between the right to control
medical decisions and the right to control informa-
tion about those decisions; the person who is
deemed to have the ethical and legal authority to act
as decision maker concerning specific medical inter-
ventions is also deemed to be the appropriate recipi-
ent of facts and recommendations concerning treat-
ment and to be the one who is authorized to claim or

waive confidentiality rights regarding the release of

patient-specific information to third parties.
Where elderly patients are involved, the element

of decision making that has received the lion's share
of attention in the ethical and legal literature is men-
tal capacity (although voluntariness, especially in in-
stitutional environments, and information disclosure
certainly are pertinent). Where the older person is

decisionally incapacitated, either in law (de jure) or
in fact (de facto), a great deal of energy has been

devoted to the topic of surrogate decision making on
the patient's behalf (Hastings Center, 1987), includ-
ing significant research on patient expectations and

desires (High, 1988). Legal doctrines and mecha-
nisms of surrogate decision making have been devel-
oped to implement the ethical principles of auton-
omy and beneficence; these include advance
planning devices, principally living wills (Martyn &
Jacobs, 1984) and durable powers of attorney (Kapp,
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1990), family consent statutes (Fentiman, 1989), sub-
stituted judgment (Superintendent of Belchertown
State School v. Saikewicz, 1977), and the best inter-
ests standard (In re Conroy, 1985).

We need to devote much more attention, though,
both theoretical and practical, to the ethical and legal
issues that are implicated not when decisional power
transfers from the mentally incapacitated patient to a
proxy, but rather when mentally capable older per-
sons work together with their families (taking the
term in a very broad sense) (Brown, 1990) at shared
health care decision making. Decisional capacity re-
fers to a minimal level of current functional ability
and many older persons who meet the minimal crite-
ria, and therefore are not candidates for surrogate
decision makers, nonetheless want and can benefit
from some family assistance in making difficult
health care choices.

Indeed, a substantial body of empirical data (Pratt
et al., 1989) clearly establishes that, in the real world,
older mentally capable patients do not behave as
lone, isolated, atomistic agents (Collopy, 1988), but
rather rely heavily on family members, particularly
daughters and daughters-in-law, for assistance in
medical decision making. The process of health care
decision making for many older people is an
excellent paradigm om the interdependence between
generations.

As we think about this paradigm and its application
to the health care decision-making process, we ought

to consider that the autonomy model of a lone indi-
vidual defending his or her choices against adversa-
rial intervenors armed with high technology medical
weapons stems chiefly from experience in acute care
settings from which the patient can walk or be car-
ried away. Different models of autonomy that are
more balanced and empirically predicated, such as
the concept of 'negotiated consent' (Moody, 1988),
have begun to emerge recently from long-term care
experience (Hofland, 1988; Hofland, 1990). These
newer models for accommodating to indetermi-
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nately ongoing situations (Agree et al., 1989) may
contribute to our understanding of shared decision
making regardless of specific care environment.

This article briefly explores some of the most sali-
ent ethical and legal considerations in shared health
care decision making involving older persons. The
subject matter is defined to include acute and long-
term medical interventions - that is, interventions
ordinarily carried out by health care professionals
and regulated and reimbursed as health services -
as well as placement decisions where those deci-
sions are related to health care facilities and the
patient's health care needs.

Ethical Considerations in Shared Decision Making
Persons live their lives embedded within various

relationships, among which the family for most peo-
ple is paramount. Since these relationships tend to
grow stronger over time, they take on added signifi-
cance for most older persons. Many have argued that
these relationships have an empowering quality
(Clark, 1987), contributing to the older person's po-
tential for positive, affirmative autonomy to think
and act, as opposed to the simple, negative auton-
omy to be left alone (Collopy, 1988). Thomasma
(1984) refers to this as the freedom to do something,
rather than the freedom from something. Power in
the medical decision-making realm is not a zero-sum
game, in which there is a finite amount that has to be
divided among the participants and one party's gain
or domination is another party's corresponding loss
or disenfranchisement. Instead, sharing power mul-
tiplies it through a collaborative, supportive exercise
in which the participants and their sense of control
grow individually and collectively.

Proponents of "communal" or "care-centered"
moral reasoning (Bellah et al., 1985) posit that moral
identity is expressed by how one lives within a com-
plex, interdependent web of relationships rather
than by individuation or pretending to wall oneself
off from the rest of the world. Communal moral
reasoning entails a continuous dialogue with others
whose views and interests are a dialectical part of
one's own values. An individual formulates values, at
least in part, through the experience of being a
member of a distinct family, since families are a basic
social unit. Values are honed by trying ideas out on
family members and getting their feedback as part of
what is essentially a moral conversation (Jecker,
1990).

Another point in support of shared decision mak-
ing for older patients is the growing amount of em-
pirical data suggesting that many patients of ad-
vanced years possess less desire for information
about, and control over, health care decision making
than do their younger counterparts (Smith et al.,
1988). Many older persons welcome the opportunity
to share what they perceive as the burden, not just
the right, of health care decision making. Contrary to
the pure autonomy model that Americans cherish in
theory, some persons do not want to be empowered

exclusively. The desire of many older persons to
enhance their autonomy by sharing it should be
respected; we shouldn't attempt to force exclusive
autonomy on the reluctant. By encouraging and facil-
itating assisted or shared consent, we may help to
delay or prevent total delegation of consent, in
which the older patient abandons further personal
autonomy by giving away complete decision-making
authority to someone else.

Another legitimate reason why an older individual
may share authority with family members is to mini-
mize family burden. By sharing decisions, the indi-
vidual may attempt to reduce feelings of tension or
guilt that otherwise might bother a family that felt it
must override the patient's wishes.

Even where the older person is decisionally capa-
ble, he or she may still have serious communication
problems with the health care providers for a variety
of reasons ranging from linguistic or ethnic differ-
ences to sensory impairments. In such circum-
stances, the involvement of adult children in the
provider/patient/family triad can facilitate the neces-
sary communication or translation of information
between provider and patient, and thereby enhance
the patient's autonomy.

When unassisted independence is no longer a
feasible alternative for an older person, interdepen-
dence between generations helps to stave off a stark
choice between total dependency, with its emascula-
tion of all power, on the one hand, and an unsup-
ported, meaningless, nihilistic facade of autonomy
on the other. Partial control through a fluid relation-
ship between dependency and interdependency is
preferable to no control for the older patient
(Thomasma, 1984).

Another argument in support of shared decision
making is that, since the quality of the patient/family
interaction is likely to strongly influence, if not deter-
mine, the outcome of various health care interven-
tions, getting the family involved as thoroughly and
early as possible in the patient's care is therapeutic.
Hence, this form of helping the patient is consistent
with the ethical principle of beneficence.

Furthermore, family members bear potential bur-
dens - emotional, financial, and sometimes even
physical - as a result of health care decisions affect-
ing the patient, such as those relating to institutional
discharge or avoidance and the initiation or continu-
ation of home care. Fairness to family members thus
at risk of incurring adverse consequences strongly
suggests their right to participation in the decision-
making process.

The process of sharing power through frank and
concrete discussions between the older patient and
family, taking place while the patient is still deci-
sionally capable, should lead to better, more accu-
rate proxy decision making later on when it becomes
necessary due to the patient's mental deterioration.
Shared decision making in a timely manner affords
an opportunity for ongoing dialogue that informs
future surrogates more fully about the patient's val-
ues and preferences regarding future decision mak-
ing. Thus, sharing authority today is one way for a
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person to help fulfill the moral responsibility to plan
for tomorrow.

Ethical Caveats
While the ethical foundations for the concept of

shared health care decision making by older persons
and their families are strong, several caveats or ques-
tions must be considered in the course of applying
the concept in practice. First, older persons need to
be protected against family coercion (i.e., infringe-
ment of voluntariness) masquerading in the guise of
shared decision making, even if the decisions in
effect being coerced are intended, paternalistically,
to serve the patient's best interests. Because many
older persons are less interested in personal involve-
ment in information receipt and control over health
care decision making, they are particularly vulnera-
ble to being ignored, bypassed, or pressured into
involvement that is merely pro forma. Health care
providers must be sensitive to the possibility of un-
due influence and work to assure that the older
patient enjoys as much personal involvement in mak-
ing decisions as he or she wants and is functionally
capable of handling.

Second, older patients also must be protected
against families effectively coercing decisions, again
in the guise of shared decision making, that serve the
interests of the family better than those of the pa-
tient. A potential conflict of interest between patient
and family must always be considered and providers
must remain alert to it. Nonetheless, a rebuttable
presumption in favor of families supporting rather
than overpowering a capable patient's decision mak-
ing seems appropriate and preferable to an alterna-
tive of presumed distrust of families and routine
outside intervention.

In a recent article, Hardwig (1990) raises interesting
questions about the proper place of families in
health care decision making. Does the health care
provider have a duty, or indeed even the right, to
involve the family when the outcome of a decision
for their older relative may affect other family mem-
bers (which is very often)? As noted earlier, place-
ment and treatment decisions concerning the older
patient may impose substantial emotional, financial,
and even physical burdens on family members, and
those possible costs entitle family members to be
involved in decision making. The provider thus is
ethically compelled to facilitate such family participa-
tion. However, in the face of patient resistance to
family involvement, the provider's primary loyalty
must rest with the patient; the provider should offer
to assist with, but not forcibly intrude upon, appar-
ent breakdowns in family dynamics.

The substantive interests of the family in the out-
come of a decision should be accounted for in the
decision-making process, ordinarily even to the
point of influencing the result. In extreme cases,
though, the provider has an obligation to intervene
to protect the patient from the family, where the
interests of the latter appear to predominate dispro-
portionately over those of the former.

At some point in certain individual cases, the pre-
sumption that families act in the best interests of
their loved ones is rebutted, and - at least at the
threshhold stage - that judgment is one for the
health care provider most intimately connected to
the patient and family to make. For example, the
family that insists on continued aggressive, burden-
some medical intervention solely to continue collect-
ing government benefit checks is acting in a morally
suspect way. On the other hand, the family that
refuses consent for routine, clearly beneficial care in
order to save money and conserve their future estate
is not acting in the patient's best interests. Where an
ethically troublesome conflict of interest has come to
the surface, the provider's professional integrity
compels allegiance to the patient's autonomous
choices, even in the face of family displeasure. If that
displeasure is severe and unmalleable to the pro-
vider's best interpersonal efforts at communication
and negotiation, formal legal protection for the pa-
tient may need to be invoked as a last resort.

Additionally, families do not always speak with one
voice when expressing preferences about medical
decisions pertaining to their older relatives. While
the emphasis here has been on intergenerational
sharing of decision making among an older patient
and hisor herchildren, it must be acknowledged that
spouses, siblings, and unrelated lovers and friends
may also be included in the patient's definition of
family. Various family members may disagree,
among themselves as well as with the patient, about
what choices are in the patient's best interests. Such
disagreements, in the rare instances where they are
intractable to informal communication and compro-
mise, may present ethical conundrums so difficult
for the provider that resort to the legal system is
implicated. For instance, a guardianship petition may
need to be initiated to clarify the formal decisional
authority of a family member whom the provider
believes is demanding futile, burdensome care for a
patient or whom, conversely, is denying permission
for care that the provider feels is so ordinary as to be
morally obligatory.

Legal Considerations
The question of remedies for troublesome dilem-

mas in patient/family health care decision making
brings us to a discussion of pertinent legal consider-
ations. There are several problems associated with
expecting law and the legal system to be really useful
in dealing with the ethical issues implicated by the
concept of shared health care decision making be-
tween older persons and their families.

Chief among the law's shortcomings in this regard
is its bluntness as an instrument that tends to dissect
the world in terms of adversarial disputes with zero-
sum, either/or, winner/loser resolutions. This prop-
erty of the legal system is the very reason that parties
bring their problems to the courts - not because
litigants want wisdom, but because they desire defin-
itive answers to their disagreements. Health care
providers caring for older patients have a legitimate
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thirst for reasonable legal certainty concerning ques-
tions such as who has the legal authority to make
valid health care decisions permitting specific inter-
ventions and assuming foreseeable risks, to receive
medical information about the patient, to claim or
waive the right of confidentiality regarding the pa-
tient's medical information, and to commit himself
or herself to responsibility for paying the bill for
services provided. The legal risks entailed in treating
older patients in the absence of total clarity on these
points about decisional authority are probably
greatly exaggerated, since treatment occurs regularly
within legal "gray zones," but a desire for some
certainty of rights and obligations on the part of
health professionals is understandable.

These legal issues and the legal system that we
have to address them do not lend themselves easily
to the psychosocial, interpersonal dynamics of
shared decision making between older patients and
their families, with its many delicate nuances and
subtleties. As Joel Handler has noted perceptively
(1989), the law generally deals poorly with continuing
relationships or processes; it ordinarily gets involved
either in discrete, contained transactions between
parties to a relationship or in repairing the damage
when a relationship has broken down. While the law
pretends there is a neat, precise distinction between
self and others, Jecker (1990) instead finds in the real
world a pattern of intimate moral relationships that
enables autonomy to flourish.

The American legal system needs to accommodate
better the reality of shared decision making by devel-
oping for medical decision-making purposes some
workable analogue to joint banking accounts, joint
tenancy, tenancy in common, and other legal de-
vices (Strauss, Wolf, & Shilling, 1990) that have been
in use for hundreds of years in matters pertaining to
real and personal property. Perhaps some kind of
"joint medical consent account" could be estab-
lished between patient, designated family member,
and health care provider. Under this arrangement,
the participants could agree in advance that future
health care decisions affecting the patient may be
made in a binding manner, while the patient retains
mental capacity, only upon joint consent of the pa-
tient and the designated family member. Conversely,
future decisions could be made upon the permission
of either the patient or the designated family mem-
ber. Our treatment of individual rights lags concep-
tually and operationally far behind our treatment of
property rights in this regard.

Additionally, the expectations and guidelines for
each patient/family/professional relationship should
be discussed explicitly, defined clearly, and docu-
mented in the patient's record by the health care
professional at the outset of the relationship, in
terms of authority for decision making and informa-
tion sharing. Patient preferences concerning family
involvement should not be taken for granted, in one
direction or the other. The patient and family should
be consulted about their assumptions and desires.
Health care providers must resist the tendency to
defer too readily to the family's expressed wishes
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because of an overblown, free-floating apprehen-
sion about the family as a potential plaintiff who will
be around to initiate any future legal action against
the provider.

This clarifying discussion can be analogous to, or a
part of the same process as; the discussion that
should be occurring between patient, family, and
provider about advance health care planning to pre-
pare for the patient's eventual incapacity and the
need for a surrogate decision maker (Schneiderman
& Arras, 1985). As with advance planning, provider
dialogue with the patient and family about shared
decision making should not be a single event, but
instead should be an ongoing, dynamic process,
especially as the patient becomes more dependent
but not yet decisionally incapacitated. As in other
areas, the health care provider's best legal-risk man-
agement strategy is thorough discussion with all ap-
propriate players and timely, complete, accurate
documentation of both the process and outcome of
the discussion.

Conclusion
Ideally, and most of the time in practice, older

individuals are not islands when it comes to making
important health care decisions. The majority of
older persons get by in this context not solely by
themselves, but with a little help from their families.
Nothing in this analysis should be read to undercut
the primacy of individual autonomy; instead, the
considerations enumerated are intended to help fa-
cilitate and effectuate the older patient's self-
determination by supporting and buttressing it. Ethi-
cal principles that strongly support a process of
shared or assisted decision making for older patients
have not been artfully articulated, and certain ethical
caveats await deeper exploration. New legal con-
cepts need to be developed to accommodate the
nuances and subtleties implicated when decisional
autonomy concerning personal matters is shared
rather than exercised exclusively or delegated com-
pletely to an agent.
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SUMMARY. This article critically reviews and analyzes recent

contributions to the medical and legal literature dealing with the

subject of defining and assessing decisionmaking capacity in older
patients/clients. The themes and issues set forth in this burgeoning
literature are described and guidelines are commented upon in terms

of their usefulness to practitioners and the ethical and social policy
implications they raise.

INTRODUCTION

Before a proxy decisionmaker in the form of a guardian or con-

servator may be appointed by a court to act on behalf of an individ-

ual, the court must make a determination that the individual in ques-

tion (the ward) presently lacks the mental capacity to make

decisions on his' own behalf. There is widespread acceptance of the

concept that, because of primary mental illness or physical maladies

with medical or psychological consequences, some people are not

able to understand and appreciate the quality of their decisions and

to engage in an autonomous, authentic decisionmaking process

(Tremblay, 1987). However, the attempt to achieve a precise, eas-

ily measurable and applied legal definition of decisional incapacity
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was likened over a decade ago to a "search for the Holy Grail"
(Roth, Meisel & Lidz, 1977). Little has happened in the realm of
statutory or case law development in the recent past to change that
assessment. Although standards differ slightly among the jurisdic-
tions, legislatures and courts continue to define decisional capacity,
if at all, only broadly and vaguely. To the consternation of health
care, human service, and legal professionals who work with older
persons of questionable capacity, the mechanical "competency me-
ter" to which an individual might be connected and a numerical
"readout" produced has not yet been invented.

Nonetheless, voluminous literature in the health, human service,
and (to a much lesser extent) in legal journals has arisen in the
subject area of defining and assessing decisional capacity, particu-
larly for the elderly for whom memory, intelligence, and problem-
solving ability may be compromised. Especially in the absence of
precise guidelines provided by legal authorities, this literature is
significant, for it informs actions by those professionals whose
judgments about patient' decisional capacity (as will be discussed
further below) generally de facto determine whether the individ-
ual's spoken choice will be followed or formal or informal proxy
decisionmaking will occur. This article identifies some common
threads or issues discussed in a few recent selections from this bur-
geoning literature.

COMMON THEMES

Criteria or Tests of Capacity

There is widespread acceptance by now of the concept that deci-
sional capacity is a matter of the patient's functional ability to make
decisions, rather than one that is automatically determined by
agreement or disagreement with an outcome (that is, whether or not
the decision itself is one that a 'reasonable' person would have
reached) or the patient's status or membership in a particular 'vul-
nerable' class based on age or medical diagnosis. "[he most impor-
tant task for the legal standard of competency is to distinguish effec-
tively between foolish, socially deviant, risky, or simply crazy'
choices made competently, and comparable choices made incompe-
tently. Although incompetent behavior may be restrained. identical
competent behavior may not" (Tremblay. 1987).

Under the heading of functional assessment for decisionmaking
purposes, four distinct but related standards are mentioned repeat-
edly (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1988: Stanlev. Stanlev. Guido & Gar-
vin. 1988). First. is the patient able to evidence and communicate a
choice, and one that is stable enough over time to permit its effectu-
ation?' Second. can the patient understand relevant information,
both in terms of specific facts and the patient's own role in the
decisionmaking process? This standard has the virtue of relatively
easy testability, but depends heavily on the patient's verbal (rather
than reasoning) skills. Third, what is the quality of the patient's
thinking process; can the patient manipulate information logically?

I The term "patient" is used in this article to describe the person whose
decisional capacirs is in doub:. although "client" or consumer" might also br
an appropriate description
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Is the patient able to weigh the decisional factors according to the
values that the patient himself has assigned those factors? Is the
outcome of the patient's decisionmaking exercise consistent with
his starting premises? Fourth, does the patient appreciate the nature
of his own situation (e.g., rather than denving a serious medical
problem or risk) and the consequences of the decision for himself?

In a pragmatic roadmap to capacity assessment in the context of
refusal of antipsychotic medications by a mentally disordered pa-
tient, one psychiatrist (Beck, 1987) has broken these criteria down
into two elements: (1) capacity to assimilate relevant facts and (2) ap-
preciation or rational understanding of the patient's situation as it
relates to the facts. Beck's clinical definition that combines these
two elements states that a mentally disordered person has capacity
to refuse treatment if he is aware of having a mental disorder, has
sufficient factual knowledge about medication and mental disorder,
and does not base refusal on delusional beliefs.

Broken down further, Beck's criterion of capacity for assimilat-
ing relevant facts requires that the patient be educated about, and
aware of, pertinent facts but not that the patient agree with the clini-
cian's interpretation of those facts. Put differently, the patient who
says in effect, "I know what you say, but I do not agree," pos-
sesses decisional capacity.

Beck reduces the rational understanding criterion to two parts.
Under the heading "Acknowledgement versus Denial of Illness,"
he states that a patient may deny his illness either correctly, because
in fact there is no illness, or incorrectly because the patient does not
understand his own situation. Only denial of a real illness signals
decisional incapacity; consequently, the clinician's first task in this
formulation is to verify the existence of an actual illness that the
patient is denying. Under the heading "Delusional Basis for Re-
fusal." Beck declares that delusions only produce decisional inca-
pacity if they relate to the treatment refusal. The clinician should
probe whether even the delusional patient's choice rests on some
other, realistic foundation.

The distinction between comprehension of facts, on one hand,
and the quality of reasoning using those facts, on the other, as scpa-
rate elements of decisional capacity is illustrated in recent research
by Stanley et al., (1988). In their study, this team compared the
capacity of patients with mild or moderate Alzheimer's disease to
that of older persons with major depression. to determine whether
these groups encounter special problems with the informed consent
process beyond those difficulties that have been identified previ-
ously in the general elderly population. Based on individual inter-
views with the subjects during which quantitative measurements
were assigned. these researchers found no differences with respect
to quality of reasoning between the cognitively impaired. the de-
pressed. and a control group. Even the cognitively impaired could
weigh risks and benefits. at leas: globally. However. this studv
found significant differences in the comprehension of consent inlor-
mation. w ith the AlzhcLimcrs patients experiencine the most diffi-
cuhl. Stanlev et al.. post: even greater problems for the more se-
verely cognitively impaired.

Psychiatrists Gutheil and Bursztajn (19S6W emphasize that dcci-
sional capacity depend, no: just on cognitive factors. but can alko
bh influenced by psychotic s:at!- and affective disordcr!. They suh-
mit that many physicians. attornevs. judges. and guardian' ad lircrn
are 'takcn in' by incapacitated individuals who successfull\ feicn
decisional abilitv through their talent for remembering and reciting
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information without understanding or appreciating its meaning for
them. Typical patient types in this category are the 'glib paranoid,'
the pessimistic and severely depressed patient, the denying manic
or hypomanic person. or the patient with anorexia nervosa.

Lawrence Hipshman ( 1987) proposes a new model for assessing
decisional capacity: the patient's ability to form a workable thera-
peutic alliance' with the clinician. Under what he calls the legal'
component of his model, he would inquire whether the patient is
able to consult effectively with the clinician regarding treatment (an
inquiry intentionally analogous to the Supreme Court's Dusky
I 1960) standard of abilitv to consult with and assist legal counsel as
the determinant of a criminal defendant's competency to stand
trial). Taken by itself. Lipshman's therapeutic alliance definition of
capacity seems to beg the question: it is precisely the issue of the
patient's ability to work 'effectively' with the clinician that is at
stake. However, Hipshman's so-called 'ethical' or autonomy com-
ponent defines 'effective' decisionmaking in a manner that makes
his model potentially quite useful: Does the patient, collaborating
with the clinician, have the capacity to express his own beliefs and
preferences and to make decisions consistent with those personal
values? In other words, are the patient's choices authentic for him?
Importantly, if the impediment to the formation of an effective ther-
apeutic alliance stems from some factor other than the patient's cog-
nitive or psychological deficits (such as a personality rift between
patient and clinician), decisional incapacity should not be inferred.

Limits of Standardized Tests

A number of standardized tests for measuring mental functioning
in the elderly have been developed (Grisso, 1986). Silver (1987)
and Baker (1989) are among recent authors who have reviewed
screening tests of cognitive ability frequently used with the elderly
in clinical practice. The former described the Alzheimer's Disease
Assessment Scale, Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale, and the Wes-
chler Memory Scale. Psychiatrist Baker compares the Folstein
Mini-Mental State Examination, Kahn Mental Status Question-
naire, Cognitive Capacity Screening Examination, Mattis Dementia
Rating Scale, and Kokmen Short Test of Mental Status. While Dr.

Baker cites standardization and quick administerability by nurses as
benefits of these tests, it is admitted that they are preliminary
screening instruments only (i.e., first steps), rather than the final
word on a patient's capacity, and that the choice of instrument
ought to vary depending on what aspect of the patient's mentation is
being measured: orientation, memory, cognitive processing, or neu-
rologic functioning.

Other current literature highlights the limitations of bedside men-
tal status examinations and standardized screening devices by them-
selves to assess decisional capacity (Farnsworth, 1989; Hipshman,
1987). Naugle and Kawczak (1989) note that one of the most com-
monly employed screening devices, the Mini-Mental State Exami-
nation, is intended for use for diagnostic-hence, treatment-pur-
poses. Even so restricted, problems with false positives and false
negatives in identifying cognitive impairment abound. Although
this instrument was in no way devised for use in assessing deci-
sional capacity, it is frequently misused by clinicians for that pur-
pose.
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On the other hand, physician Gerald Goodenough (1988) argues
the virtues, in terms of improved objectivity of physician evalua-
tions of mental capacity, of using a standardized functional testing
instrument and recording findings on a uniform form. He decries
the fact that, in assessing mental capacity in a guardianship context,
there are no objective criteria as there are for most other phenomena
(such as the existence of a physical disability in the Workers' Com-
pensation context) that the physician is asked to evaluate. He criti-
cizes most physician reports on decisional capacity as conclusory,
based on diagnosis (i.e.. the patient's status) rather than a determi-
nation of how, if at all, that diagnosis affects the patient's abilitr to
function. Among the problems Goodenough refers to in physician
evaluations are medical bias against the elderly and toward the fain-
ily seeking control. a failure to realize that capacity may be a tran-
sient state. undue influence of communication problems in the older
patient. and a general misunderstanding of the reason for a capacity
evaluation.

While favoring the spread of standard functional testing instru-
mcnts and recording forms to improve obJectivity. Goodenough ex-
presses pessimism that the average practicing physician has the fi-
nancial or professional incentive to learn better techniques for such
medicolegal assessments. In addition, he ignores the probability
that widespread use of standard devices for assessing decisional ca-
paciry would encourage physician overreliance. resulting in a me-
chanical filling-in-the-blanks thinking process dc-emphasizing ap-
propriate protessional judgment and flexibility.

Decision-Specific Nature of Capacity:
Sliding Scale Standard

It is bv now uniformly accepted in the literature (even if not vet
universaily applied in medical or legal practice) that capacity to
make personal choices must be judged on a decision-specific, as
opposed to a global or all-or-nothing, basis. A patient's capacity
must be judged according to the particular decision with which that
patient is confronted, whether medical, legal (e.g., conducting a
certain business transaction) (Smith. 1988), or other in nature. A
patient may be generally capable of making most decisions but un-
able emotionally (Gutheil, Bursztajn. Kaplan- & Brodsky, 1987) to
weigh risks and benefits concerning a specific question, or not able
to comprehend information or engage in a rational thought process
on most matters but capable of focusing sufficiently on a specific
matter of importance to him (Farnsworth. 1989; Niahler & Perry,
1988). In a similar vein, there is broad consensus in the literature
that capacity may be partial or compromised rather than entirely
absent. Capacity thus may fall or fluctuate along points of a contin-
uum, instead of resting at either end (Kloezen, Fitten & Steinberg,
1988). Likewise, there is little dispute that decisional capacity re-
fers onlv to a minimal or baseline functional level, rather than an
ideal of perfect comprehension and rational thought (Appelbaum &
Grisso, 1988).

Since mental capacity is decision-specific and fluctuates along a
continuum, some have proposed that it be evaluated according to a
sliding scale, where less capacity is required for questions that are
simpler or carry less serious consequences than for more complex
or consequential decisions (Drane, 1984; Drane, 1985; President's
Commission, 1982). Although courts have not explicitly adopted
this concept, Appelbaum and Grisso (1988) surmise that judicial
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findings may be affected implicitly by the potential consequences of
the decision facing the patient at the time of inquiry.

Many commentators reject the notion of a sliding scale, arguing
that the assessor should not adjust the standard of capacity required
but instead ought to apply an unchanging standard of capacity to the
particular decision in question. Thus, the standard of capacity re-
mains constant but its application depends on the specific case -
both in terms of the unique patient and the unique choice encoun-
tered. For example, Kloezen et al., (1988) would replace a sliding
scale of decisional capacity approach with the use of a combination
of increasingly complex hypothetical clinical vignettes, where the
patient's answers are scored against 'normal' responses, and a uni-
form mental status examination. Mahler and Perry (1988) reject the
sliding scale idea in favor of a three-step process: (1) focusing on
the capacity to make specific decisions and placing the patient's
ability on a spectrum of impairment; (2) using the Hundert (198?)
method of identifying and weighing all conflicting values in the
case, while recognizing the law's presumption of patient autonomy;
and (3) working with the patient and staff to reach a mutual deci-
sion, while keeping open the possibility of judicial involvement.

Assisted Decisional Capacity:
Information, Treatment,
Manipulating the Environment

Consistent with the concept of decisional capacity being of a
choice-specific, spectrum nature rather than falling in an all-or-
nothing category, commentators universally endorse the notion of
'assisted capacity.' This doctrine holds that many older persons,
although perhaps not capable of making entirely autonomous, au-
thentic decisions completely on their own, are nonetheless able to
muster enough' powers of comprehension and rational thinking
when given the proper degree of assistance. encouragement. and
support by others. This assistance to render the older person suffi-
ciently able to function as decisionmaker mav take the form of pro-
viding adequate information. treating underlying medical problems.
and manipulating environmental factors.

Family physician Farnsworth (1989) underscores that what ap-
pears as incompetent treatment refusal by an elderly patient often is
a matter of the patient being inadequately informed about the na-
ture. rationale, and projected benefits of the proposed medical inter-
vention. Appelbaum and Grisso (11988) caution that the capacity
evaluator cannot assume that the patient has been informed ade-
quately. Farnsworth suggests that third partv mediation occasion-
ally may be worthwhile in this regard. A studv bv Beck of state
mental hospital inpatients and antipsychotic medications vBeck.
1988) concluded that apparent decisional incapacity can be cor-
rected for many patients by providing them with more pertinent
information li.e.. improving their factual knowledge), to go along
with their rational understanding. Continual education of the patcint
concerning benefits and risks of treatment, according to Beck. not
only improves decisional capacity, but makes rational consent and
compliance more likely.

Tymchuk et al., 1988) discovered that the manner in which in-
formation is presented to elderly persons substantially affects com-
prehension. In their study, consent information given to older nurs-
ing home patients (all of whom were pre-judged by facility staff to
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hbe mentally capable) in simplified and storybook formats was un-
derstood better than information presented in a standard format.
The study also found that older persons faced with important deci-
sions want, and are able to handle, substantial amounts of informa-
tion. Results provide some support for the hypothesis that a simpli-
fied or storybook presentation of information format improves
quality of reasoning as well as factual comprehension. Tymchuk et
al., recommend, in addition to simplification of the subject matter
for the patient, that the information so simplified ought to be pre-
sented in repeated immediate (massed practice) or repeated delayed
(distributed practice) fashion to reinforce the message.

Evaluation of decisional incapacity may also be confounded by
the presence of a treatable underlying medical pathology. The pri-
mary precept of Gutheil and Bursztajn's credo (1986) is to intervene
clinically first. Appelbaum and Grisso (1988) urge that the patient
be given a chance to exhibit his highest level of mental functioning
and that treating medically treatable conditions initially may often
improve that functional level and thereby enhance the patient's au-
tonomy. Mahler and Perry (1988) also stress the clinician's early
duty to recognize and minister to non-cognitive problems like inter-
personal patient/staff barriers, depression, delirium, or denial that
may interfere with the patient's capacity and undergird his treat-
ment refusal. For all of these authors, the clinician's duty to ex-
plore, rule out, or intervene regarding underlying medical problems
precedes any resort to the courts for the involuntary imposition of a
substitute decisionmaker. To illustrate the clinician's role in investi-
gating the possible physical bases for a patient's seemingly irratio-
nal decision, Kloezen et al, (1988) describe a case where, once the
patient's family convinced him to take his blood pressure medicine,
the patient's capacity improved markedly.

Besides admonishing clinicians to make certain that the patient
has been properly informed and that treatable physical conditions
have been addressed, the literature is also clear that clinicians
should account for environmental factors in assessing capacity and
should manipulate those factors where appropriate. Since capacity
often varies over time and according to physical surroundings
(Farnsworth, 1989), clinicians are advised to rely on multiple ex-
aminations conducted over a period of time and, ideally, in a vari-
ety of settings (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1988). An attempt to rehabili-
tate a seemingly cognitively compromised patient to make the best
use of his existing capacity (Kloezen et al., 1988) also entails taking
into account, and responding to through education of both patient
and evaluator, special ethnic, cultural, and educational factors man-
ifesting themselves as barriers to decisional capacity (Appelbaum &
Grisso, 1988).

The value of family, friends. and professional caregivers in as-
sisting the patient to deal more competently with difficult decisions
through general support and encouragement is a constant thread in
the literature. As Gutheil et al.. (1987) explain, a person who is
bolstered by supportive relationships (including the therapeutic alli-
ance with a medical professional) mav be better able to cope with
touph choices than one who feels all alone and consequently is

overwhelmed by anxiety. Evaluation of capacity is an ongoing pro-

cess influenced integrally by patient interactions with others
(Mahler & Perry, 1988).
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Capacity versus Competence:
Clinical Assessment versus Judicial
Intervention

The literature in both medicine and law today draws a sharp dis-
iinction between the concepts of decisional capacity. on one hand,
and competency, on the other. The former term relates to the opin-
ion of a clinical evaluator concerning an individual's functional
abilitv to make autonomous, authentic decisions about his own life.
The latter term refers to the judgment of a court of law about the
same issue, which generally is the prelude to appointment of a
proxy decisionmaker over the objection, or at least without the vol-
untary consent. of the person deemed to be incompetent. The clini-
cian only opines whether the patient 'appears' to have capacity to
make a particular decision within a specific social/medical context.
but does not possess the authority to ultimately decide if the patient
is legally competent (Mahler & Perry, 1988).

There is strong support for the "least restrictive alternative" po-
sition (Kloezen et al., 1988) that most cases involving decisionmak-
ing for persons of questionable functional status are better dealt
with through evaluation of capacity rather than competence. That
is, resort to the courts to resolve the issue, with the resultant crea-
tion of a guardianship or conservatorship, should be avoided wher-
ever possible (Annas & Densberger, 1984).

Commentators agree that it is the treating clinician's role in the
first instance to gather data and to decide whether the particular
circumstances trigger the need to seek (I) further clinical consulta-
tion regarding the patient's capacity and/or (2) a judicial adjudica-
tion of incompetence and formal appointment of a surrogate (Ap-
pelbaum & Grisso, 1988). There are no clear guidelines on this
largely ethical question of when the presumption of competence has
been sufficiently rebutted and the circumstances as a whole compel
resort to the courts (Hipshman, 1987).

One geriatrician (Stollerman, 1989) asserts that an appraisal of
mental capacity should occur at the outset of every encounter with
an older patient (or any age patient, for that matter), at least implic-
itly. Stollerman laments that usually such appraisal is completely
omitted from the medical record. His own appraisal guidelines are
described by the acronym ROAMS: Reaction, Orientation, Affect,
Memory, and Speech.

When the treating clinician is an attorney-that is, when the issue
of mental capacity arises in the context of a client of questionable
mental capacity relating to an attorney for the purpose of obtaining
legal services-that ,linician too must make an initial assessment of
the patient/client's ability to make autonomous, authentic deci-
sions, in this case regarding the exercise of legal (rather than medi-
cal) options. The American Bar Association's 1969 Model Code of
Professional Responsibility and 1983 Model Rules of Professional
Conduct fail to provide any guidance to the attorney for assessing a
person's functional capacity, beyond a permission (not a mandate)
to consult an unspecified 'diagnostician.'

Attorney Linda Smith (1988) suggests that consultation with
medical diagnosticians may be useful to the attorney in document-
ing the patient's capacity in case the issue is raised later and in
facilitating the attorney's attempt to assist (Smith calls it 'gradual
counseling') the somewhat compromised patient in a decisionmak-
ing process that obviates the need for court intervention. At the
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same time, she suggests caution because invoking a medical diag-
nostician may upset the patient!client and because many clinicians
return assessments concentrating on medical diagnosis rather than
functional evaluation and on global rather than decision-specific ca-
pacirs. For Smith. the attorney's key threshhold concern is deter-
mining when. based upon the attornev's own preliminary assess-
mon:. furth.- clinical or judicial involvement is unavoidablc, as
opposed to relying on 'gradual counseling' and collaboration with
informal proxx decisionmakers to achieve the patient client's best
interests or substituted judgment.

When cases are brought into the judicial arena, there is consensus
that judee' determinations of legal competence are vcr\ heavily
influcncLe b% cltnical optnions concerning capacit% (Mahlct &
Perr!. 19s);. to the point where courts in large measure have
'turlN' tnh problem of mental capacity to the clinicians (% herT the
matoritr\ of commentators argue that the issue properly belongs
(Htp'hmarn. 19F7 . Vital in this aspect of forensic medicinc - the
applicatior, of medical expertise and experience to help resolve
legal issues-are the clinician's notes in the patient's record
'Farnsworth. 08X9). Gutheil and Bursztajn (1986) counsel their
psychiatric colleagues to anticipate the possibility that a patient's
mental capacity may become an issue, and to document thoroughly
the clinical determinants ii.e.. the factsl supporting the clinician's
'.iew regarding capacity or incapaciry. Consultations concerning the
patient's capacity with family, treatment and forensic specialists,
and other professional staff who have contact * ith the patient also
should be documented in the patient's chart.

Leading forensic psychiatrists and psychologists emphasize the
value of clinician {especially psychiatrisr attorney collaboration on
difficult capacity assessment cases (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1988).
For Gutheil et ai.. 11987). the attorney as an advocate focusing on
short-term rinhis and the clinician as an expert investigator and ther-
.apist concentrating on long-term benefits make a powerful and con-
structive team. Moreover. the clinician has an essential role in edu-
cating institutional attorneys and the courts about clinical issues and
in employing attorneys in the presentation of clinically probative
evidence (Gutheil & Bursztajn, 1986).

CONCLUSION

A legally and clinically usable definition of decisional compe-
tence that is both sufficiently specific to avoid false positives and
broad enough to avoid false negatives is probably impossible: some
clinical and judicial leeway is both inevitable and desirable (Mahler
& Perry, 1988). Moreover, a determination of clinical capacity or
legal competence does answer the more important question of what
particular choice ought to be made by or for the patient. Nonethe-
less. the assessment of capacity is a vital threshhold issue for those
concerned about decisionmaking by and for older persons, the ex-
tent of individual autonomy versus protectionism. and the implica-
tions of substitute decisionmaker involvement. The type of medical
and legal literature reviewed in this article will continue to grow,
based on clinical experience, empirical investigation, and philo-
sophical and legal analysis, as commentators continue to identify
and flesh out the common threads discussed above.
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Advocacy for The Mentally Impaired
Elderly: A Case Study Analysis*
Jeanie Kayser-Jones**
Marshall B. Kapp***

The authors present a case study to illustrate how a mentally impaired
but socially intact nursing home resident, who had no one to act as an advo-
cate for her, was denied appropriate treatment for an acute illness which
ultimately resulted in her death. The case raises important questions about
advocacy for the mentally-impaired, acutely-il institutionalized patient.
This Article explores the role of the advocate, how advocates are selected,
what qualities and talents they should possess, and what responsibilities
should be assigned to them. The authors suggest that nursing home resi-
dents should be encouraged to engage in self-advocacy to the greatest extent
possible. The competent elderly should be urged to name their preferred
advocates. Individuals who serve in advocacy roles should be advised to
seek information regarding the patient's wishes from those who know the
patient well. Furthermore, there is a need for quality education and training
of those who serve in advocacy roles on behalf of nursing home residents,
and state laws need to specify the responsibilities of persons who serve as
advocates.

Advances in biomedical science during the past few decades have
increased the ability of physicians to treat illness and to prolong life. In
the past, patients who contracted an acute illness were treated as ag-
gressively as possible.' As biomedical science has advanced, however,
situations that were once a matter of fate have now become a matter of
human decision. It has become increasingly apparent that prolonging
life may have both positive and negative consequences for health care
providers, patients, their families and society. In response to unprece-
dented technological advances, health care professionals, philosophers,
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ethicists, lawyers and policy makers are endeavoring to develop policies
and guidelines to establish whether decisions to treat or not to treat
certain patients are legal, ethical, economically feasible and humane. 2

The use of life-sustaining technology, such as mechanical ventila-
tion, dialysis, nasogastric tube feedings, cardiopulmonary resuscitation
and the use of life-sustaining antibiotic therapy affects all age groups.
The elderly are most often the focus of discussions regarding life-sus-
taining technology. As people live longer, often to a very old age, they
acquire multiple chronic diseases that may afflict them for decades, re-
sulting in mental and physical disabilities that require ongoing long
term care. These disabilities are a burden for the chronically-ill individ-
ual, the individual's family and society.

In 1980 there were 25.9 million people over the age of sixty-five,
comprising 11.1%6 of the population. By the year 2000, there will be
36.3 million Americans over the age of sixty-five, comprising 13.2,% of
the population, and projections indicate that by the year 2040, 67.3
million persons, or 20.5%o of the population, will be over the age of
sixty-five.3 Furthermore, there has been a tremendous increase in
those who are seventy-five years of age or older. In 1975, 38%6 of the
elderly were seventy-five or older, and it is predicted that by the year
2000, 45%o of the elderly population will be over the age of seventy-
five.4 These statistics are significant because the incidence of two of the
most prevalent forms of dementia, Alzheimer's disease and multi-in-
farct dementia, increases with age. It has been estimated that between
10%o and 18%o of all persons sixty-five years of age and older suffer
from some form of dementia, and that between 15% and 20%6 of those
who are eighty years and older will be cognitively impaired. 5

Cognitive impairment often precipitates institutionalization. It has
been estimated that about 50%7 of nursing home residents have some
degree of mental impairment.6 When many of these patients become
ill, they are dependent upon others to make decisions regarding
treatment.

2 HASTINGS CENTER REP., GUIDELINES ON THE TERMINATION OF LIFE-SUSTAINING TREAT-

MENT AND THE CARE OF THE DYING (1987)[hereinafter GUIDELINES]; U.S. CONG., OFFICE OF

TECH. ASSESSMENT, LIFE-SUSTAINING TECHNOLOGIES AND THE ELDERLY 1JUly 1987) [hereinafter

LIFE-SUSTAINING TECHNOLOGIES]; PRESIDENT'S COMM'N FOR THE STUDY OF ETHICAL PROB. IN

MED. & BIOMED. BEHAVIORAL RES., DECIDING To FOREGO LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT (1983)

[hereinafter PRESIDENT'S COMM'N].

3 Rice & Feldman, Living Longer in the United States: Demographic Changes and Health Needs of
the Elderly, 61 MILBANK MEM. FUND Q. HEALTH & SOC'Y, 362 (1983).

4 NATIONAL INST. ON AGING, OUR FUTURE SELVES: A RESEARCH PLAN TOWARD UNDER-

STANDING AGING (1978).
5 See Jarvik, Diagnosis of Dementia in the Elderly: A 1980 Perspective, I ANNUAL REV. GERON-

TOLOGY & GERIATRICS 80 (1980).
6

C. JOHNSON & L. GRANT, THE NURSING HOME IN AMERICAN SOCIETY (1985).
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One way for patients to maintain some control over the decision-
making process, even after the onset of cognitive impairment, is for
them to state clearly in advance what they would want should they be-
come incapacitated. This process, called "advance directives," has
been discussed extensively in the medical, legal and ethical literature
and in recently published reports.7 An advance directive is a written
document from a mentally competent person regarding decisions
about future medical treatment in the event he or she should become
incapable of making decisions.

There are two types of advance directives: a treatment directive
and a proxy directive. In a treatment directive, such as a living will,
people can identify those treatments they wish to receive or forego
should they become irreversibly unconscious or severely impaired men-
tally, and critically ill. In preparing a proxy directive, people identify a
surrogate to make decisions on their behalf should they become incapa-
ble of doing so themselves.8 In some settings, such as skilled nursing
facilities, one seldom finds advance directives. The wishes of a mentally
impaired nursing home patient are rarely known; typically, physicians
rely upon the next of kin when a medical crisis occurs. Health care
professionals often assume, logically, that family members are the most
concerned about the patient and the most knowledgeable about the pa-
tient's values, wishes and preferences. In some instances, however, this
is not true.

I. THE RESEARCH STUDY

The case study presented here was part of a larger research project
that investigated the sociocultural factors and other circumstances most
likely to influence the evaluation and treatment of acute illness in nurs-
ing homes. The investigators gathered data over a period of eighteen
months in three nursing homes in a west coast urban area. They used
three research strategies to obtain data: participant observation, in-
depth interviews with nursing home residents, their families, nursing
staff and physicians (100 in each category), and event analysis. During
the course of one year, the investigators followed 215 residents who
developed acute illnesses, describing in detail the medical management
of each case. The findings disclosed that in most cases patients were
treated actively when an acute illness occurred. In some instances,
however, factors such as the patient's mental status, the cost of care, the
patient-doctor relationship, the presence or absence of families and the

7 SGe GUIDELINES, supra note 2, at 78-84; LIFE-SUSTAINING TECHNOLOGIES, supra note 2;

PRESIDENT'S COMMIsSION, supra note 2. at 136-53, 193, 309-87, 389-437.

8 For a full discussion of advance directives, see GUIDELINES, supra note 2, at 78-84.
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attitudes and beliefs of health care providers influenced the decision-
making process.

The purpose of this Article is to present a case study illustrating
how the interaction of these variables influenced the decisionmaking
process when a patient developed an acute infection, and to discuss the
issue of advocacy for mentally impaired, acutely-ill nursing home
residents.
The Case Study

Mrs. S was an eighty-five year old Caucasian woman who had been
in a nursing home for four years. She was a widow with one son who
lived in a nearby suburb. Mrs. S was admitted to the nursing home with
a diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease, arthritis and hypothyroidism. De-
spite the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease, she was active socially and
functionally independent. Mrs. S regularly participated in the social ac-
tivities in the nursing home; she enjoyed outings and had developed a
close friendship with a male patient with whom she had lunch daily.
Mrs. S was able to walk without help, needed minimal assistance with
personal grooming, was continent of bowel and bladder, could carry on
a conversation with others and was generally alert but confused at
times.

On Saturday, September 5, Mrs. S's condition suddenly changed.
She complained of a sore throat and demonstrated her discomfort by
placing her hand on the right side of her neck. It was difficult for her to
talk and swallow, and she could take only a small amount of food and
liquids. At 2:00 p.m., the nurse left a message at her personal physi-
cian's office notifying him that Mrs. S had a fever of 100 degrees Fahr-
enheit.9 The physician ordered that she be given two hundred fifty
milligrams of Erythromycin four times a day for six days. By 10:00
p.m., Saturday, Mrs. S was restless; her temperature was 103 degrees.
Her attending physician was not available. An on-call physician was
therefore notified of the rise in temperature. He ordered that she be
given ten grains of Tylenol orally every four hours. On Sunday, Sep-
tember 6, Mrs. S refused breakfast; she took only a few sips of juice,
saying she could not swallow because her throat hurt. She was unable
to swallow her medication, and her temperature was 102 degrees. At
12:00 p.m. on Monday, September 7, the nurses noted that Mrs. S was
short of breath. They tried to encourage her to drink, but again she
stated, "I just cannot swallow - my throat." At 1:30 p.m., they in-
formed the doctor of Mrs. S's declining condition. He advised the
nurses to encourage her to drink, and said he would be in to see her the
following day. Mrs. S refused food throughout the day. At 6:40 p.m.

9 For the sake of brevity, all temperatures referred to in this paper will be stated in de-
grees Fahrenheit. Due to the patient's condition, all temperatures were taken rectally.
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the nurses again called the doctor to notify him that Mrs. S had not
eaten, that she was restless, and that her chest was congested. At this
point, the physician left an order for Mrs. S to be transferred to an
acute care hospital. Five minutes later, however, the doctor called back
and cancelled the order for transfer, saying the family did not agree to
the move. At this time the doctor ordered that she be given four milli-
grams of morphine sulfate intramuscularly when necessary to ease her
pain. He also stated that the nurses were not to perform cardiopulmo-
nary resuscitation, that they were not to transfer Mrs. S to another facil-
ity, and that they were to continue administering Erythromycin in liquid
rather than tablet form.

On Tuesday, September 8, Mrs. S had a fever of 101 degrees, she
refused all meals and was taking fluids poorly. Her personal physician
saw her in the morning, and the family was again notified of her condi-
tion. On the following day, Mrs. S could take only a few sips of liquids
and purulent secretions were draining from her mouth. The nurses
again notified the doctor of her condition and asked if he had tried
calling the family regarding transfer of Mrs. S to an acute hospital. The
doctor reaffirmed the family's wishes, saying they did not want to do
anything "heroic" for Mrs. S. He left an order for the nurses to obtain
a culture of the secretions that were draining from her mouth on the
following morning. Mrs. S had a fever of 101.2 degrees. The nurses
attempted to call her son, but were unable to reach him, so they left a
message on his telephone answering machine.

On Thursday, September 10, the nurses requested a dental consul-
tation by the on-call dentist. He looked in her mouth and said, "It is
not a tooth, but this lady is very sick." Mrs. S could not swallow the
liquid Erythromycin. The nurses therefore called the physician to no-
tify him of the situation. The doctor cancelled the order for the liquid
Erythromycin and ordered 1,800,000 units of Penicillin G intramuscu-
larly every eight hours for four days. He also ordered the nurses to
place warm compresses to the right side of Mrs. S's face every eight
hours. Finally, he asked the nurses to call him on the following Monday
to inform him of her condition.

The research staff could not be in this particular nursing home
every day to collect data. Two research assistants were in each of the
three facilities three to four times a week. The project director and the
principal investigator, Dr. Kayser-Jones, rotated among the three facili-
ties. It was on the evening of Wednesday, September 9, that members
of the research staff first became aware of Mrs. S's condition. A re-
search assistant (R.A.) went to the nursing home and asked if there
were any patients who had been ill during the past few days. The social
worker at the nursing home told the R.A. about Mrs. S. The social
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worker was upset because the patient had not been transferred to an
acute hospital. When the R.A., a doctoral nursing student, saw Mrs. S,
she was in a septic condition. The R.A. asked the charge nurse why
they had neither started an intravenous solution in order to hydrate
Mrs. S nor administered antibiotics. The nurse replied that the family
did not want "heroic measures" taken; they merely wanted Mrs. S to be
kept comfortable.

The R.A. noted that Mrs. S was in a semi-comatose condition. She
called Dr. Kayser-Jones, who went to see Mrs. S the following morning.
Dr. Kayser-Jones was shocked when she saw her. Mrs. S did not re-
spond to verbal stimuli; the right side of her face was greatly swollen
and she appeared to be in pain. This situation presented an ethical
dilemma for Dr. Kayser-Jones, who is a health care professional as well
as a research scientist. As a general rule, the research scientist should
not intervene because this changes the "natural situation;" a posture to
be avoided.'° Yet, because of Dr. Kayser-Jones' clinical knowledge, she
felt that Mrs. S needed further treatment.

Although she felt some responsibility for the patient, Dr. Kayser-
Jones was also aware that if she became too involved and the nursing
home staff saw her intention as inappropriate or threatening, they
might ask her to leave the setting. This would have had grave conse-
quences on the research project.

Bearing this in mind, Dr. Kayser-Jones decided that because Mrs. S
was critically ill with an apparently treatable illness, she would attempt
to intervene. She approached the Director of Nursing Service and in-
quired about the management of Mrs. S's case. She pointed out that
Mrs. S was gravely ill. The Director replied that the family did not want
Mrs. S transferred to the acute hospital, and that, in fact, the family did
not want her to live. Dr. Kayser-Jones then asked, "When the family is
not an advocate for the patient, is there anything you can do?" The
Director, though somewhat annoyed by these questions, followed Dr.
Kayser-Jones' suggestion and agreed to call the Medical Director of the
nursing home. The Medical Director was reluctant to intervene. He

10 Research investigators who are also health care professionals may experience role con-
flict and ethical dilemmas for several reasons. First, the role of the investigator is complicated
because she brings to the research setting some degree of professional expertise and a set of
values and expectations of herself and of other health care providers. The investigator is
aware of the clinical problem, can evaluate the care, and has some knowledge of the conse-
quence of taking or not taking action in a given situation. Second, because the investigator is
identified as a health care professional as well as a research scientist, other health care work-
ers, patients, and their families may have certain expectations of her. Third, health care pro-
fessionals are bound by a professional code of ethics. These codes, although unique to each
profession, state the fiduciary principle that the professional must act to safeguard the patient
at all times.
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agreed, however, to call and discuss the case with the attending
physician.

On Friday, September 11, six days after the onset of the infection,
the staff nurse again called the attending physician and persuaded him
to let her start an intravenous solution of 1000 cc. of 5%o Dextrose in
water at 50 milliliters per hour. By this time, the patient's condition
was critical. About two hours after the intravenous solution was admin-
istered, she died.

Following the patient's death, the researchers interviewed the
nursing staff, the attending physician, and Mrs. S's son in an attempt to
obtain more information about the case and the decisionmaking pro-
cess. When interviewing the nursing staff, the researchers learned that
the staff's primary concern was the possibility of litigation. The nurs-
ing staff felt confident, however, that in this case they would not have to
worry about a lawsuit because Mrs. S's family did not care for her. The
attending physician stated that he thought the patient had parotitis, and
that initially he felt she should be transferred to an acute care hospital.
He spoke with the son, however, who said that his mother no longer
recognized him. Further, the son remarked that his mother was "just
sort of existing" and that there was "nothing to save." The doctor,
therefore, made no attempt to persuade the son to transfer Mrs. S to an
acute care hospital for treatment. The nurses reported that the son had
not visited his mother during the past two or three years, and he did
not visit during the acute illness episode.

When Dr. Kayser-Jones reached the son by telephone, he stated
that he was extremely busy and gave brief responses to questions. He
said that his mother had a total loss of memory, was not functioning
well, and that the family wanted her to be comfortable, but that they did
not want anything "elaborate" done. Further, the family did not want
Mrs. S to be transferred to an acute care hospital "unless it was abso-
lutely necessary."

In this case, neither the health care providers nor the family advo-
cated on behalf of this mentally impaired, but socially intact, elderly
woman. No one took the action necessary to save her life, and she died
of an apparently treatable infection. This case raises many important
questions about advocacy for those acutely ill institutionalized patients
who are mentally disabled and need someone to act on their behalf.

II. ADVOCACY - RAISING THE SUBJECT

Cases like that of Mrs. S have generated a great deal of interest
among health care practitioners and scholarly commentators concern-
ing the legal and ethical criteria and procedural requirements for pro-
tecting the rights of nursing home residents in the realm of medical
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treatment. " Some commentators have also considered the related
question of who should make treatment decisions on behalf of resi-
dents based on these substantive criteria and according to these
procedures. 12

Resident rights, whether in the area of medical decisionmaking or
elsewhere, do not simply "happen" automatically. We live in what has
been termed a "claim-based"' 3 society, in which individual rights usu-
ally must be asserted affirmatively before they are respected and acted
upon. The concepts of self-advocacy and individual empowerment' 4

are commendable as far as they go. Nonetheless, many nursing home
residents need the assistance of others as advocates on their behalf,
particularly those who are mentally or physically debilitated to the
point that they cannot carry out or enforce personal decisions.' 5

We have assumed that the individual or entity who is empowered
to make substitute decisions on behalf of a resident also functions in
the role of resident advocate, almost by definition. The purpose of this
discussion is to question this reflex assumption, and to suggest that the
separate duties of the substitute decisionmaker, who must balance the
resident's rights and preferences against other possibly legitimate com-
peting interests, and the advocate, who must be solely loyal to the resi-
dent's wishes, may form a tension that compels that separate
individuals or entities occupy these roles.

The nature of advocacy in the context of acute medical treatment
decisionmaking in a long term care institution raises a number of ques-
tions: (1) Who should advocate on behalf of the nursing home resident
who is incapable of unassisted self-advocacy and, specifically, should
the advocate be someone different than the substitute decisionmaker?
(2) How should the advocate be selected? (3) What special blend of
qualities or talents are desirable in the advocate? (4) What training or
experience should the ideal advocate possess? (5) What responsibili-

I I See generally Uhlmann, Clark, Pearlman, Downs, Addison & Haining, Medical Management
Decisions in Nursing Home Patients: Principles and Policy Recommendations, 106 ANNALS INTERNAL
MED. 879 (1987); Rango, The Nursing Home Resident with Dementia: Clinical Care, Ethics, and Policy
Implications, 102 ANNALS INTERNAL MED. 835 (1985); PRESIDENT'S COMM'N, supra note 2, at
108-11.

12 See, eg., Alessandroni, Who Decides for Patients Who Can't? 8 GENERATIONS 27 (1984).
13 Cohen, Nursing Homes and the Least-Restrictive Environment Doctrine, in LEGAL AND ETHICAL

ASPECTS OF HEALTH CARE FOR THE ELDERLY 173, 177-78 (M. Kapp, H. Pies & A. Doudera eds.
1986).

14 See, e.g., Clark, Individual Autonomy, Cooperative Empowerment, and Planning for Long-Term
Care, Decision Making, I J. AGING STUDIES 65 (1987); Clark, Autonomy, Personal Empowerment, and
Quality of Life in Long-Term Care, J. APPLIED GERONTOLOGY (In Press).

15 Hoyt & Davies, Meeting the Needfor Clear Guidelines: Protecting Vulnerable Adults fromn Im-
proper Limitation of Medical Treatment in Institutions, in 4 LAW & INEQUALITY 355 (1986);Jost, The
Problem of Consent for Placement Care and Treatment of the Incompetent Nursing Home Resident, 26 ST.
Louis U.LJ. 63 (1981).
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ties should be assigned to, and powers authorized for, the advocate?
(6) What compensation, if any, should be paid to the advocate, and by
whom? and (7) What standards of performance and means of account-
ability should be imposed on the advocate?

A. THE NEED TO INQUIRE

The notion that these questions are either academic or that they
have simple solutions should be dispelled. First, it has been argued
that much attention has already been focused on nursing home advo-
cacy. Examples include: 1) the establishment in some states of a pa-
tient advocate office by legislative action;' 6 2) the Older Americans Act
nursing home ombudsmen program;' 7 3) legal services programs for
the elderly funded under the Older Americans Act;'8 and 4) the Legal
Services Corporation.' 9 This attention, however, has primarily con-
cerned matters other than acute medical decisions. Advocacy involving
everyday living issues, such as public benefits, freedom to join and par-
ticipate in resident councils, the right not to be transferred or dis-
charged involuntarily, decent institutional conditions, access to visitors,
and the like, may entail quite different talents and responsibilities than
advocacy in the acute medical care arena. Similarly, advocacy efforts
targeted specifically at the mentally disabled2 0 are limited to what they
can teach us about acute medical decisionmaking.

Second, one might surmise that, with the legislative2 ' and judi-
cial22 trend toward the "substituted judgment"2 3 rather than the "best

'6Opperman, Michigan's Bill of Rights for Nursing Home Residents, 27 WAYNE L. REV. 1203
(1981).

1742 U.S.C. § 3030d (a)(10) (1987). For a general description of the nursing home
ombudsman program, see A. MONK, L. KAYE & H. LITWIN, RESOLVING GRIEVANCES IN THE
NURSING HOME: A STUDY OF THE OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM (1984). Cf Civil Rights of Institu-
tionalized Persons Act (CRIPA), 42 U.S.C. § 1997 (1982).

1842 U.S.C. § 3030d (a)(6) (1987).
19 See generally Nathanson, Legal Servicesfor the Elderly, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGING 381 (G.

Maddox ed. 1987).
20 For a discussion regarding advocacy efforts targeted at the mentally disabled, see gen-

erally S. HERR, RIGHTS AND ADVOCACY FOR RETARDED PEOPLE (1983); Luckasson & Ellis, Repre-
senting Institutionalized Mentally Retarded Persons, 7 MENTAL DISABILITY L. REP. 49 (1983);
Mickenberg, The Silent Clients: Legal and Ethical Considerations in Representing Severely and Pro-

foundly Retarded Individuals, 31 STAN. L. REV. 625 (1979); Wilson, Beyer & Yudowitz, Advocacy
for the Mentally Disabled, in NATIONAL INST. OF MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCACY:
AN EMERGING FORCE IN CONSUMERS RIGHTS (L. Koplow & H. Bloom eds. 1978); see also 42
U.S.C. §§ 6012 (protection and advocacy system for the developmentally disabled), 9501
(protection and advocacy system for mentally ill persons)(1982).

21 See, e.g., Steinbrook & Lo, Decision Makingfor Incompetent Patients by Designated Proxy: Cali-
fornua's New Law, 310 NEW ENG.J. MED. 1598 (1984)(discussing California's Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care Act, which explicitly requires the agent to decide as the principal
would have decided if capable).

22 See, e.g., Brophy v. New England Sinai Hosp., Inc., 398 Mass. 417, 497 N.E.2d 626
(1986).

58-577 - 92 - 8
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interests"2 4 standard for proxy decisionmaking, the proxy who is decid-
ing on the resident's behalf should naturally occupy the role of advo-
cate. This assumption is questionable on at least two grounds.
Substituted judgment does not help resolve what should be done when
the resident's earlier wishes are unknown. In such cases, the advocate,
whether he or she acknowledges it openly or not, has no alternative but
to choose a specific bias.2 5 Even where the resident's earlier prefer-
ences are known, proxy decisionmakers who choose to ignore those
wishes - out of love, greed, spite or guilt - are effectively unaccounta-
ble.2 6 In either circumstance, an advocate, who may or may not be
identical to the proxy decisionmaker, is called for.

Third, some may point to the growing acceptance of Institutional
Ethics Committees (IECs)27 in long term 28 as well as acute health care
facilities as creating a forum for discussing and resolving difficult treat-
ment dilemmas, and therefore obviating the need for resident advo-
cacy. Precisely the opposite is true; the proliferation of a new type of
forum creates, instead, one more place where, and one more audience
before whom, the resident's rights need to be asserted.

Thus, the questions posed above concerning advocacy for nursing
home residents are substantial and difficult. The most fundamental of
these questions, and the one from which answers to the other will pro-
ceed, is addressed next.

B. WHO SHOULD ADVOCATE?

There are several candidates for the role of the nursing home resi-

23 Under the "substituted judgment" standard, the proxy decisionmaker is expected to
"don the mental mantle" of the incompetent patient, to decide as the patient would have
decided if, for one magic moment, the incompetent person were suddenly competent again.
Superintendent ofBelchertown v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728, 752, 370 N.E.2d 417, 431 (1977).

24 Under the "best interests" standard, the proxy decisionmaker decides to pursue that
course that the proxy believes to serve and protect the best interests of the incompetent pa-
tient. See PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION, supra note 2, at 134. For a critique of the substituted
judgment/best interests distinction, see Guthiel & Appelbaum, SubstitutedJudgmrent: Best Inter-
ests in Disguise, 13 HASTING CENTER REP. 8 (1983).

25 Certainly, somejudicial precedent exists for the purported use of substituted judgment
even where the patient's own autonomous wishes are not - and could not - be known. For
example, the Massachusetts courts have set forth factors to be considered in making such
judgments. See Superintendent of Belchertown v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728, 735, 370 N.E.2d
417, 422 (1977); In re Hier 18 Mass. App. 200, 209, 464 N.E.2d 959, 964 (1984).

26 See, .g., Solnick, Proxy Consentfor Incompetent Non-Terminally III Adult Patients, 6J. LEGAL
MED. 1 (1985).

27 See generally B. HOSFORD, BIOETHICs COMMITTEES: THE HEALTH CARE PROVIDER'S
GUIDE (1986); INSTITUTIONAL ETHICS COMM. & HEALTH CARE DECISION MAKING (R. Cranford
& A. Doudera eds. 1984).

2
8 See Weisman, A Nursing Home's Experience with an Ethics Committee, 29 NURSING HOMES,

Sept.-Oct. 1980, at 2; see also M. KAPP, PREVENTING MALPRACTICE IN LONG-TERM CARE: STRAT-
EGIES FOR RISK MANAGEMENT 158-61 (1987).
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dent's advocate. Different candidates, or combinations of them, may be
more or less appropriate for different residents in different circum-
stances.2 9 We move first to identify the characteristics of the "ideal"
nursing home resident advocate for medical decisionmaking purposes,
so that we may then proceed to compare each option against that
standard.

The most cogent statement of the ideal qualities of a medical deci-
sionmaking advocate may be adapted from an article3 0 recently cited by
the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment in its comprehen-
sive report, Life-Sustaining Technologies and the Elderly."' This statement
originally referred to surrogate decisionmakers and to contexts other
than long term care for the elderly. It is also instructive when consider-
ing resident advocacy within such a setting. These ideal qualities were
identified as follows: (a) the advocate should have no conflict of inter-
est or should be able to overcome any conflict of interest; (b) the advo-
cate should have the capacity to participate in and contribute to the
decisionmaking process in an informed and conscientious manner, with
the assumption that adequate information is provided to the advocate;
and (c) the advocate should have the ability to act on behalf of the
resident's interests and preferences throughout the decisionmaking
process. 3 2

1. Naming a Decisionmaker Ahead of Time

The most obvious and least controversial potential advocate would
be a person explicitly named for that purpose ahead of time by the resi-
dent while still mentally competent. 3 3 Such a designation could occur
through an advance planning document like a durable power of attor-
ney for health care, which, as noted earlier, is frequently referred to as a
proxy directive.3 4 A living will, although usually conceived of as an in-
strument directing specific treatment or non-treatment, may also be

29 See, eg., Veatch, Limits of Guardian Treatment Refusal: A Reasonableness Standard, 9 AM. J.L.

& MED. 427 (1984)(discussing the proper role of health professionals, hospital ethics commit-

tees and courts in the decisionmaking process).

30 Capron, Authority of Others to Decide About Biomedical Interventions With Incompetents; in WHO

SPEAKS FOR THE CHILD? THE PROBLEMS OF PROXY CONSENT (W. Gaylin & R. Mackin eds.

1982).
SI LiFE-SUSTAINING TECHNOLOGIES, supra note 2, at 110.
32 Id at pp. 133-37 (citing Capron, Authority of Others to Decide About Biomedical Interventions

uwith Incompetents, in WHO SPEAKS FOR THE CHILD? THE PROBLEM OF PROXY CONSENT (W. Gaylin

& R. Macklin eds. 1982)).

33 For definitions of decisionmaking mental competence, see, e.g., Culver, The Clinical

Determination of Competence, in LEGAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS OF HEALTH CARE FOR THE ELDERLY

277 (M. Kapp, H. Pies & A. Doudera eds. 1986).

34 See, e.g.,F. COLLIN, J. LOMBARD & A. MOSES, DRAFTING THE DURABLE POwER OF ATTOR-

NEY: A SYSTEMS APPROACH (1984); Note, Appointing an Agent to Make Medical Treatment Choices,

84 COLUM. L. REV. 985 (1984).
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used as a proxy directive.3 5 Although durable powers of attorney and
living wills ordinarily designate persons to act as the substitute deci-
sionmaker, once the resident has become mentally incompetent, there
is no reason that they could not simultaneously be utilized to name the
resident's advocate. If these documents were specific enough, then the
advocate and the substitute decisionmaker might be the same person.
The central point is that the resident's autonomous wishes would rule
on this matter.

Most nursing home residents, however, have neither the foresight,
nor family support, nor professional guidance3 6 to plan ahead in this
fashion while they are still competent. Furthermore, an increasing
number of elderly people do not have family members or friends who
are willing and able to undertake the proxy or advocate roles." Addi-
tionally, a small but significant percentage of nursing home residents,
for example, those who are severely or profoundly mentally retarded,
have never possessed sufficient mental capacity to make and express
autonomous choices on matters of this importance. 3 8

2. Family

In the absence of an available advocate explicitly designated by the
resident while still competent, the next natural choice for the advocacy
role would be members of the resident's own family. While deference
to family wishes has been traditionally more a matter of medical custom
than clear legal authority, 3 9 the law has begun to recognize the family's
legitimate proxy decisionmaking power in both statutes and judicial de-
cisions.4 0 There is a natural tendency to assume that the family will
take on the advocacy role in like fashion.

There are some problems, however, with this assumption. As

35 For a listing of state statutes permitting living wills to be used as proxy directives, see
SOCIETY FOR THE RIGHT TO DIE, THE PHYSICIAN AND THE HOPELESSLY ILL PATIENT: LEGAL,
MEDICAL AND ETHICAL GUIDELINES 25 (1985).

36 For a discussion of the health care professional's role in helping patients to do advance
planning, see generally Schneiderman & Arras, Counseling Patients to Counsel Physicians on Future
Care in the Event of Paient Incompetence, 102 ANNALS INTERNAL MED. 693 (1985); Uhlmann,
Clark, Pearlman, Downs, Addison & Haining, supra note I1, at 882-84.

37 Cf Wingard, Jones & Kaplan, Institutional Care Utilization by the Elderly: A Critical Review,
27 GERONTOLOGIST 156, 161 (1987)(availability of caregivers reduces risk of
institutionalization).

8 See, e.g., Superintendent of Belchertown v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728, 370 N.E.2d 417
(1977); see also In re Storar, 52 N.Y.2d 363, 420 N.E.2d 54 (19 8

1)(involving decisionmaking fora profoundly retarded man in a non-nursing home environment); In re Hier, 18 Mass. App.
200, 464 N.E.2d 959 (1984)(nursing home resident with a long history of mental illness).39

See Areen, The Legal Status of Consent Obtainedfrom Families of Adult Patients to Withhold or
Withdraw Treatment, 258J. AM. MED. ASS'N 229 (1987).

40
Id.; Comment, The Role of the Family in Medical Decisionmakingfor Incompetent Adult Patients:

A Historical Perspective and Case Analysis, 48 UNIV. PrrT. L. REV. 539 (1987).
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noted above, an increasing percentage of nursing home residents lack
capable and available family members to act in this capacity. Even
where family members are present, however, their financial or emo-
tional interests may conflict - consciously or subconsciously - with
the preferences and best interests of the resident.4 ' In the case of Mrs.
S, for example, for some unknown reason, her son did not act in her
best interests. Potential conflicts of interest lead some to question the
propriety of designating the family as substitute decisionmaker for an
incapacitated resident.4 2 It is surely more of a concern in cases in
which the family is disposed to act against the best interests of the resi-
dent, as in the case of Mrs. S.

3. Ombudsman

Many will suggest that the nursing home ombudsman program cre-
ated in 1978 under the Older Americans Act4 3 is the appropriate appa-
ratus for fulfilling the advocacy role. Under this program, each state
Office on Aging is required, as a condition of receipt of federal aging
program funds, to administer a nursing home ombudsman program to
assist nursing home residents with disputes and daily problems encoun-
tered in living within a nursing home.4 4 Most states accomplish this
indirectly by funding a number of local ombudsman programs.

The ombudsman program has the appeal of relying on an already
established apparatus, avoiding the necessity of creating some new bu-
reaucracy. The NewJersey Supreme Court succumbed to this appeal in
In re Conroy,45 which involved the removal of artificial feeding tubes
from an elderly, mentally incompetent and physically debilitated nurs-
ing home resident. The court ordered that the state nursing home
ombudsman's office investigate, in advance, every proposed medical
treatment removal, including the removal of an artificial feeding tube,
from an elderly, mentally incompetent nursing home resident, to deter-
mine whether that resident was expected to die, with or without treat-
ment, within a year.4 6 Furthermore, the office was to begin each

41 For cases explicitly stating that families must act in good faith, see Barber v. Superior
Ct., 147 Cal. App. 3d 1006, 195 Cal. Rptr. 484 (1983); Foody v. Manchester Mem. Hosp., 40
Conn. Supp. 127, 482 A.2d 713 (1984);John F. Kennedy Mem. Hosp. v. Bludworth, 452 So.
2d 921 (Fla. 1984).

42 See Baron, The Casefor the Courts, 32J. AM. GERIATRICS Soc'Y 734 (1984); Marzen, Medi-
cal Decisionmakingfor the Incompetent Person: A Comprehensive Approach, I ISSUES L. & MED. 293
(1986).

43 42 U.S.C. § 300d (a)(10) (1987 & Supp. 1988).
44 See generally A. MONK, L. KAYE & H. LrrwN, RESOLVING GRIEVANCES IN THE NURSING

HOME: A STUDY OF THE OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM (1984).
4598 NJ. 321, 486 A.2d 1209 (1985).
46Id. at 382, 486 A.2d at 1242.
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investigation with an assumption of possible resident abuse.47

Although this same court loosened the rigorous role of the
ombudsman in a subsequent decision,48 the idea of assigning the
ombudsman the primary advocacy responsibility in cases requiring
acute medical decisionmaking remains troublesome. 49 It was an idea
adopted sua sponte by the court, without briefing by the parties,50 and
apparently without consultation - or at least public consultation -

with the ombudsman's office itself. This approach fails to grapple with
several limitations of the ombudsman to perform this function
optimally.

First, there may be deficiencies in experience and expertise. Most
local ombudsman programs operate with a small paid professional staff
and a large number of volunteers, often retirees from work back-
grounds far removed from long term health and human services. The
nursing home ombudsman program is intended chiefly to assist resi-
dents in resolving daily living problems, including disputes with the fa-
cility administration, and it is within this realm that these programs and
their staffs have developed their greatest experience and expertise.
The ombudsman programs were never intended to mediate, and there-
fore have developed little expertise in mediating questions involving
acute medical decisions for residents." Whether existing programs
and their staffs can make the transition effectively from one type of

47 For persuasive critiques of this aspect of the Conroy decision, see Annas, When Procedures

Limit Rights: From Quinlan to Conroy, 15 HAsTINGs CENTER REP. 24 (1985); Curran, Defining

Appropriate Medical Care: Providing Nutrients and Hydration for the Dying, 313 NEW ENG. J. MED.

940 (1985).
4 8

In re, Peter, 108 NJ. 365, 529, A.2d 419 (1987)(ombudsman no longer required to

refuse permission to discontinue a nursing home resident's artificial feeding just because the

resident was likely to survive for more than one year with such feeding). In this case, the New

Jersey nursing home ombudsman had investigated and found that all requirements set by the

court in Conroy for removal of nasogastric feeding tubes had been met, with the exception of

the provision that the individual is likely to die in one year. The ombudsman also found that

Mrs. Peter and her family would want the tubes removed, but since the one year provision was

not met, felt constrained to object to the guardian's request for removal. He stated:

These findings create a dilemma with which I have to struggle .... On the other

hand, my role as ombudsman requires me to advocate for and protect the patient's

rights and interests. I am convinced in this case that Hilda Peter would not have

wanted to continue life in this way, and were she competent, her right to chose would

be respected.
Sullivan, Ombudsman Bars Removal of a Feeding-Tube in Jersey, N.Y. Times, Mar. 7, 1986, at B2,

col. 1.

49 Broderick, One-Legged Ombudsman in a Mental Hospital: An Over-the-Shoulder Glance at an

Experimental Project, 22 CATH. U.L. REV. 517 (1973).

50 See Society for the Right to Die, Brief of Amicus curiae - Brophy v. New England Sinai

Hospital, Inc., 35J. AM. GERIATRICs Soc'Y 669 (1987).

51 See 42 U.S.C. § 3030d(a)(10)(stating the original purpose of the nursing home

ombudsman was to "receive, investigate, and act on complaints ... and to advocate for well

being of residents).]
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problem solving to the role of medical decisionmaking advocacy is
questionable. Of course, other potential judicially-assigned advocates
would face the same difficulty in adjusting to this role.

Second, assuming that existing ombudsman programs and staffs
are adequate for the task in terms of professional experience and ex-
pertise, there remains the question of adequate funding. A major addi-
tional responsibility of this magnitude will require an infusion of funds
to enable necessary expansion, training, and support services to take
place. Historical precedent amply demonstrates that assigning new and
ambitious responsibilities to public agencies in the absence of adequate
financial backing dooms those agencies to an unacceptable level of per-
formance.5 2 An additional complication is that the judiciary, which
might assign the ombudsmen's office the medical advocacy role,5 3 is
without power to authorize or appropriate funds to support that role.
Developments in analogous areas, such as litigation involving condi-
tions in mental health and retardation facilities demonstrate the diffi-
culty in coaxing funds from state legislatures to fulfill judicial mandates,
even those with constitutional basis.5 4 One possible way around this
separation of powers problem would be to have the legislature or exec-
utive branch, rather than the judiciary, assign the ombudsman an advo-
cacy role.

Finally, the orientation of the nursing home ombudsman program
must be defined much more precisely if we are to consider seriously
assigning it the role of advocacy for medical treatment decisions. Stud-
ies show that different programs currently function under quite distinct
philosophical and operational orientations, ranging from conciliatory
mediation to strident adversarialism. 5 5 The strong pro-resident bias
that is imperative for the medical decision advocate may or may not be
the most appropriate bias for a program charged with helping resi-
dents, facilities, and other agencies to mediate peacefully and resolve
potential disputes among them. In any event, the ombudsman pro-
gram should be clear both internally and publicly about its biases
before taking on responsibilities like medical decisionmaking
advocacy.5"

S2 Cf Brown, Public Hospitals on the Brink. Their Problems and Their Options, 7 J. HEALTH POL.,

POL'Y & L. 927 (1983).
5

See, e.g., In re Conroy, 98 NJ. 321, 486 A.2d 1209 (1985).

54 Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp. 373 (M.D. Ala. 1972).
55 Utwin, Kaye & Monk, Conflicting Orientations to Patient Advocacy in Long-Tens Care, 24

GERONTOLOGIST 275 (1984); Monk & Kaye, The Ombudsman Volunteer in the Nursing Home: Differ-

ential Role Perceptions ofPatients' Representativefor the Institutionalized Aged, 22 GERONTOLOGIST 194

(1982).
56 See Rengo, The Double-Edged Sword of Nursing Home Advocacy, in PUBLIC CONCERNS, COM-

MUNITY INmATIVES: THE SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF NURSING HOME COMMUNITY INFORMA-

TION PROGRAMS 18-20 (C. Ewig &J. Grigg eds. 1985)(discussing the three crucial duties of the
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4. Guardians Ad Litem

Should the courts appoint guardians ad litem5 7 to carry out theadvocacy function on behalf of nursing home residents who cannot
speak autonomously for themselves and about whom acute medical
treatment decisions must be made? This approach embodies what isperceived by some to be the virtue ofjudicial involvement in the selec-
tion of a relevant actor and continuing judicial oversight over the ac-
tor's performance.5 8

Extensive court involvement in these highly personal and emo-
tional decisions, with the concomitant financial expense, time commit-
ment, and physical and psychological strain, is precisely what manypractitioners and commentators would find objectionable about routine
reliance on formally appointed guardians ad litem.5 9 There is also thequestion of who would serve as guardians ad litem for medical deci-sionmaking purposes, and what combination of experience and exper-tise would be desirable for this new class of human service provider.
Should we give preference as guardians ad litem to persons who had aprevious relationship with the resident, such as family and friends, or
should preferences be given to strangers?6 0 Neither option is ideal. In
fact, many of the problems associated with finding an ideal guardian ad

nursing home ombudsman as investigation, mediation, and information gathering); see also
Brodenck, supra note 47, at 530-32.

57 BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY 635 (5th ed. 1979)(defines "guardian ad litem" as "a specialguardian appointed by the court to prosecute or defend, in behalf of an infant or incompe-tent, a suit to which he is a party, and such guardian is considered an officer of the court torepresent the interests of the infant or incompetent in the litigation"); Baron, Assuring 'De-tached but Passionate Investigaton and Decision'. The Role of Guardians Ad Litem in Saikewicz-Type
Cases, 4 Am.J.L. & Med. 111 (1978).

58 Cf Baron, supra note 4, at 736 (arguing in support of this view that: (1) judges mustmake and explain decisions based on principles; (2) judicial decisions are impartial; (3) theadversary quality of the proceedings assures that all sides are considered; and (4) the publicnature of the proceedings protects the patient); Solnick, Withdrawing and Withholding of Life-Support in Terminally Ill Patients, Part 11, 4 MED. & L. I (1985)(arguing that to protect the incom-petent patient's interest in the continuation of medically appropriate treatment and to protectthe patient's right to refuse or withdraw treatment, an adversary proceeding before a courtshould be required by statute in order to assure that all sides of the issue are argued fully).The same arguments made in favor of court appointment of the substitute decisionmakershould apply with full force to the selection of a guardian ad litem, who is an officer of the
court.

59 Cf. Mariner, Decision Making in the Care of Terminally Ill Incompetent Persons: Concerns Aboutthe Role of the Courts, 32 J. AM. GERIATrics Soc'v 739 (1984)(indicating dismay over judicialinvolvement in life-sustaining medical treatment decisions for incurably ill patients who can-not express their own preferences, and preferring that the role of the courts be restricted toreviewing the decisionmaking of others, such as family or medical professionals, in order forthere to be procedural fairness). Arguments against routine court appointment of proxy deci-sionmakers should apply with full force to routine appointment of resident advocates, whosevery effectiveness in advocacy depends on independence.
60 Cf. Veatch, supra note 29, at 442-49 (19 8 4 )(expressing a strong preference for the def-erence toward the decisions of "bonded guardians," such as those with whom the patient
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litem are common to all potential advocates and decisionmakers. A
previous relationship may not always have been a positive one - as in
the case of Mrs. S - and family and friends, who are usually heirs to an
older person's estate, may have a conflict of interest. On the other
hand, a stranger who is not or has not been emotionally involved with
an older person may make decisions that are not in his or her best in-
terests. In either case, ambitious training and supervision efforts would
undoubtedly be necessary.6 '

We must also ask what compensation, if any, would be paid to indi-
viduals or agencies that serve as medical treatment guardians ad litem,
how that compensation would be determined in particular cases, and
from what source of funds such compensation would be derived. Fur-
thermore, the issue of continuity in advocacy must be addressed. Will
the same guardian ad litem be appointed for each new set of medical
decisions for a specific resident? Will the advocate be appointed in-
stead as guardian without time limit, or will we simply dispense with
continuity and have a different guardian ad litem appointed for each
new set of decisions?

Finally, if we accept guardians ad litem as nursing home resident
advocates regarding acute medical decisionmaking, we will need to pro-
vide some clear guidance regarding their proper orientation to, and
conduct within, the advocacy role. Currently, guidance for guardians
ad litem is frequently absent or confused, with disparate legislatures
and courts sending mixed and garbled signals, leaving most on their
own to determine whether they should be advocating in a manner con-
sistent with the resident's best interests,6 2 substituted judgment,6 3 spo-
ken choice,64 or, instead, always in favor of maximal medical

previously enjoyed a positive relationship, in the area of acute medical decisionmaking for
incompetent patients).

61 Cf Iris, Guardianship and the Elderly: A Multiperspective View of the Decisionmaking Process,

GERONTOLOGIST (Special Supplement)(In Press); Morrissey, Guardians Ad Litem: An Educational
Program in Virginia, 22 GERONTOLOGIST 501 (1982). In addition, the Retirement Research
Foundation, through the second phase of its initiative in "Autonomy in Long Term Care,"
currently is funding a project at the University of New Mexico's Institute for Public Law, to
identify and train volunteers to act as guardians ad litem to fulfill the substitute medical deci-
sionmaking role on behalf of elderly hospital patients who have no family or friends to act in
the proxy capacity. See Retirement Res. Found., Personal Autonomy in Long Term Care Initi-
ative Newsletter Issue 1, at 3 (Nov. 1987).

62 On the guardian's role to advocate for the ward's best interests, see, Veatch, supra note
29, at 440-41; Tyson v. Richardson, 103 Wis. 397, 399, 79 N.W. 439, 441 (1899)(best inter-
ests of infant); Kingsbury v. Buckner, 134 U.S. 650, 678-81 (1890)(best interests of infant).

63 On the guardian's role to advocate consistently with the ward's substituted judgment,
see, Veatch, supra note 29, at 439-40. See generally Baron, supra note 42.

64 For development of the concept of "spoken choice," see Zuckerman, An Attorney's View,
11 GENERATIONS 60 (1987); Zuckerman, Conclusions and Guidelinesfor Practice, 11 GENERATIONS

67 (1987).
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intervention.6 5

5. Public Guardianship

A variation of this strategy might be public guardianship,6 6 the util-
ization of a governmental agency or private agency under contract to
the government to provide advocacy services to nursing home resi-
dents. A number of states have created public guardianship programs
in the past decade 67 to deal with the increasingly prevalent situation of
persons for whom decisions need to be made and for whom there is no
suitable family member or friend available to act as a private guardian.
This strategy offers the same advantages as the guardian ad litem ap-
proach, extending those advantages to residents who are without the
benefit of willing and able family members and friends.

Public guardianship has the same shortcomings as the guardian ad
litem approach, especially in the areas of financing and extensive court
involvement. An additional problem would be the creation and mainte-
nance of a permanent governmental bureaucracy to oversee the public
guardianship function. The track record of public guardianship pro-
grams is rather mixed thus far, with the most severe criticism directed
toward programs with excessive caseloads and inadequate budget
appropriations. 6 8

6. Resident Representative Programs

Individual nursing homes might attack the challenge of assuring
appropriate advocacy for residents by creating and maintaining internal
resident representative programs similar to those presently in place in
many acute care hospitals.6 9 Such programs offer the advantage of a
permanent institutional structure, financed through the long term care

65 Contra In reJobes, 210 NJ. Super. 543, 510 A.2d 133 (1986) (court refused to appoint a
"life advocate"); Matter of Spring, 380 Mass. 629, 405 N.E.2d 115 (1980)(probate court ap-
propriately decided that treatment should be withheld); Superintendent of Belchertown v.

Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 728, 370 N.E.2d 417 (1977)(court applied substituted judgment stan-
dard to determine that incompetent patient, if competent, would have elected not to accept

chemotherapy). For an analysis sympathetic to appointment of a mandatory pro-life guardian

ad litem, see Note, Can a 'Life Advocate' Impair the Constitutional Right to Reject Life-Prolonging
Medical Treatment?, 17 CUMBERLAND L. REV. 553 (1986-87).

66 See W. SCHMIDT, K. MILLER, W. BELL & E. NEW, PUBLIC GUARDIANSHIP AND THE ELD-

ERLY (1981); Schmidt, The Evolution of a Public Guardianship Program, 12J. PSYCHIATRY & L. 349
(1984).

67 See, e.g., Cal. Prob. Code §§ 2353-2357 (West 1979 & Supp. 1989); 111. Ann. Stat. c. 1 10
1/2,11 11-3. 11-5, 11-10.1, 11-13, 13-1 - 13-5(Smith-HurdSupp. 1988); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann.
tit. 18A, §§ 5-301 - 5-313 (West 1979 & Supp. 1988).

68 See Schmidt, supra note 66, at 355-59.
69 The National Society of Patient Representatives is an affiliate of the American Hospital

Association. Its regular publication is Patient Representative. See NATIONAL SoC'Y PATIENT REP-

RESENTATIVES, PATIENT REPRESENTATION IN CONTEMPORARY HEALTH CARE (1985)(National

Soc'y Patient Representatives is an affiliate of the American Hospital Association).
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institution and supported by its governance, administration and profes-

sional staff. In-house resident advocates would enjoy ready access to

residents and to practitioners and administrators within the nursing

home. The representative could become involved in advocating for a

resident on an ongoing basis, or at least very early in the medical deci-

sionmaking process.
Many of the arguable weaknesses of hospital patient representative

programs could encumber the acceptance and effectiveness of this ap-

proach in the nursing home setting. An obvious conflict of interest

would exist in cases in which the representative charged with advocat-

ing on behalf of the resident is a paid employee of, and thus subject to

hiring, promotion, and firing by the health care institution.7 0 Resolving

this issue would entail a delicate balancing of the representative's re-

sponsibilities and personal interests, and even where an acceptable ac-

commodation could be made, skepticism about the representative's

independence may persist.

Another potential problem with the internal resident representa-

tive approach revolves around the issue of expertise and experience.

Patient representative programs have existed in hospitals for a long

enough period of time that many people occupying that role have a

high degree of relevant experience and expertise.71 The pool of edu-

cated and knowledgeable representatives available for advocacy service

within nursing homes, however, is likely to take some time to grow.

Candidates for these positions will need to be trained not only in advo-

cacy skills, but in the unique characteristics and needs of residents who

reside and are treated within the long term care milieu.

Further, attention must be paid to assure that nursing homes do

not budget for institutional resident representative programs out of

funds that would otherwise be available for resident care. If resident

representative programs are desirable enhancements to resident dig-

nity and well-being, then the reasonable cost of such programs should

be calculated into reimbursement rates paid to nursing homes by Medi-

care,7 2 Medicaid, 7 3 and other third-party payers,7 4 as well as into rates

70 On the conflict of interest tension experienced by a hospital patient representative, see

S. TERKEL, WORKING 646-47, 650 (1974).

71 Sarah Lawrence College in Riverdale, New York offers a degree program in patient

advocacy.
72 Medicare Part A currently pays for skilled nursing facility care if it is needed on a daily

basis following a hospital stay of at least three days, up to one hundred lifetime days of care.

42 U.S.C. § 1395d (a)(2)(A) (1987). Waivers of the three-day hospitalization requirement are

permitted, id. at §§ 1395d (a)(2)(B) & (f). In 1985, Medicare paid for approximately two per-

cent of this nation's total nursing home bill. See Burda, The Nation Looksfor New Ways to Finance

Carefor the Aged, 61 Hosp., Sept. 20, 1987, at 48.
73 Medicaid, the federal and state combined health care financing program for the indi-

gent, pays for skilled nursing and intermediate care. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1396d (c), (d) & (f) (1987).
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paid privately by or on behalf of residents.75

Finally, this approach to the advocacy challenge may be seen as the
creation of a new profession, and hence a new interest group fighting
for recognition, benefits and territory. This would add a further ele-
ment of bureaucracy to an already overburdened - some would claim
unmanageable - health care delivery system. Holders of this perspec-
tive would submit that the very virtues of this idea, a permanent, insti-
tutional cadre of professionals trained for and dedicated to a specific
function, are also its most significant weakness.

7. Volunteers

Resident advocacy services could conceivably be provided by local
volunteers, both individuals and volunteers provided by organizations
such as churches, synagogues, or fraternal and service groups. There is
a large number of intelligent, articulate, and compassionate citizens in
this country, particularly the healthy elderly,7 6 who might be willing to
volunteer for service as nursing home resident advocates regarding
medical decisions. For some of the healthy elderly, however, this may
be a difficult and unpleasant task. Their involvement as advocates for
the sick elderly may force them to contemplate their future and make
them fearful of what may lie ahead for them. This approach, however,
offers the enticements of relatively low cost and a cadre of advocates
anxious to be trained, to empathize with their clients and to serve in
this fashion.

The volunteer approach is not without its drawbacks. Among
these are the questions of experience and expertise; at the least, exten-
sive training efforts would be essential.7 7 In addition, skeptics may har-
bor doubts concerning the motivations of individuals who are anxious
to volunteer themselves for a role that most people would find ex-
tremely demanding, difficult, and even traumatic. Perhaps volunteer-
ing to serve as a resident advocate should be grounds for immediate
disqualification for the role. Certainly, a careful external monitoring
system would need to operate to assure that volunteer advocates are

In 1984, Medicaid paid approximately forty-two percent of the nation's nursing home bill.
U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE: COVERAGE VARIES WIDELY IN A
DEVELOPING MARKET 10 (May 1987) [hereinafter U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE].

74 Private third-party insurance for long-term care is quite underdeveloped at present. It
comprised around only one percent of the total nursing home bill in 1984. U.S. GEN. AC-
COUNTING OFFICE, supra note 73, at 10. Regarding efforts to develop this potential source of
long-term care funding, see id.; Burda, supra note 72, at 54.

75 Private payments by residents or their families accounted for more than fifty percent of
total nursing home payments in 1984. U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 73, at 10.

76
See Zischka & Jones, Volunteer Community Representatives as Ombudsmen for the Elderly in

Long-Term Care Facilities, 24 GERONTOLOGIST 9 (1984).
77 See Veatch, supra note 29, at 44 1.
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not guided by motivations other than the sincere desire to protect the

rights and well-being of the vulnerable client, that extreme positions
are eschewed, and that the orientation of the advocate and the known

preferences and apparent best interests of the resident are in
harmony.7 8

8. Staff as Resident Advocates

Finally, we should not overlook or minimize the important natural
role of nurses - including the nurse aides who provide the bulk of

patient care social service professionals, and medical staff working in

nursing homes, in functioning as resident advocates. Most professional

staff who care for residents on a regular, long term, intimate basis

would, in fact, claim that in many instances, they are already function-

ing as the residents' chief ally, especially where there are no actively

involved family members present. In the absence of family, staff are

most likely to have important information regarding the patient's qual-

ity of life and wishes. This situation is highly desirable.7 9 Relying on

professional staff to act as the sole or primary resident advocate con-

cerning acute medical decisionmaking, however, raises some trouble-
some issues.

In some cases, the possibility exists of a serious conflict of interest

between the resident's known or reasonably surmised preferences con-

cerning a specific medical intervention, and the course of care that the

professional, in his or her independent judgment, feels to be in the

resident's best interests. In the case of Mrs. S, we can reasonably as-

sume that, had she been asked when the infection first began, Mrs. S

would have chosen to be treated more aggressively. Yet, due to her age

and mental impairment, her physician and family elected a more lim-

ited treatment, and eventually she died.
Potential conflicts of interest may also surface based on the sincere

religious or moral beliefs of members of the nursing, social service, or

medical staff or the institutional governing body or administration. For

example, there may be a written or unwritten policy against removing

artificial feeding tubes under any circumstances. 8 0 In addition, some

patients may be seen as a burden or as "undesirable" by caregivers. It

78 See Alessandroni, supra note 12, at 29.
7 9

Cf. Kapp, Promoting the Legal Rights of Older Adults: Role of the Primary Care Physician, 3J.

LEGAL MED. 367, 373-75 (1982)(discussing how physicians should cooperate with attorneys

representing older patients to promote the medicolegal well-being of those patients).

80 On the legal significance of explicit institutional policies and procedures concerning

such matters, see Matter of Rquena, 213 NJ. Super. 443, 517 A.2d 869 (1986). The New

Jersey court held that where there is conflict between a resident's known preference for dis-

continuation of medical treatment and a nursing home's unwritten, unofficial, unannounced

policy in favor of continuation of such treatment, the resident's wishes must prevail. The

court, however, that the result might be the same if the institutional policy has been officially
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could, therefore, be in the best interests of the staff not to treat such
patients when they become acutely ill.8" Finally, with the current em-
phasis within the health care system on cost containment, a conflict in
certain cases interposing the financial interests of the nursing home -
and, by extension, the professional staff who depend on that institution
for their livelihoods - against the preference or best interests of the
resident, is conceivable. 8 2 Each of these potential conflicts should give
us pause before placing too great a reliance on this approach to resi-
dent advocacy.

III. SOME DIRECTIONS TO PURSUE

Each of the alternatives discussed above offers distinct advantages,
as well as possible practical and philosophical drawbacks, that must be
examined when crafting the best response to the need for resident ad-
vocacy. Although this Article makes no express endorsement of any
particular advocacy alternative or combination of alternatives, we pres-
ent for the consideration of long term care providers, consumer advo-
cates, and policy makers several fundamental precepts that should
guide future efforts in this area.

First, able and even mentally impaired residents should be en-
couraged to engage in self-advocacy to the greatest possible extent.
Although most nursing home residents endure a variety of physical and
mental impairments, many remain capable, to differing degrees, of
making, expressing, and effectuating medical treatment choices. Prior
to the acute illness episode, Mrs. S had been interviewed, and despite a
diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease, her response to some questions were
clear and rational. When asked if she would want to be treated if she
should become ill and develop an acute infection such as pneumonia,
she responded, "Yes." Yet, when she became ill, her opinion was not
sought. The complexity of the medical choices may be relevant here.
When self-advocacy is supplemented, rather than supplanted, by the

adopted, put in writing, and made known to prospective residents and their families prior to
admission.

The Congressional Office of Technology Assessment has produced a document explicat-
ing the legal and ethical implications of health care institutional policies and procedures con-
cerning medical treatment issues. The coauthor of this article, Marshall B. Kapp, served as
Chair of the OTA Working Group on this project. See OFFICE OF TECH. ASSESSMENT, U.S.
CONG. INSTrrUTSONAL PROTOCOLS FOR DECISIONS ABOUT LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENTS (uly
1988).

81 See Brown & Thompson, Nontreatment of Fever in Extended Care Facilities, 300 NEW ENG. J.
MED. 1246, 1249 (1979)(nurses were less likely to report a fever if the patient required exten-
sive nursing care).

82 See, e.g. Johnson, Life, Death, and the Dollar Sign: Medical Ethics and Cost Containment, 252
J. AM. MED. Ass'N 223 (1984); see also Kapp, Hospital Reimbursement by Diagnosis Related Groups:
Legal and Ethical Implicationsfor Nursing Homes, 14 J. LONG-TERM CARE ADMIN. 20 (1986).
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assistance of facility staff, family, friends and the other types of advo-
cates discussed above, it can be a powerful force for resident dignity
and autonomy.

Second, when feasible, residents should be encouraged by their
families and by health care professionals serving them,8 3 while they are

still capable, to name their preferred advocates before the need for
acute medical decisionmaking arises. Legal instruments such as living
wills and durable powers of attorney are available for this purpose.84

Although these documents have been used mainly to name an individ-
ual's chosen proxy decisionmaker in the event of subsequent incapac-
ity, there is no logical or policy reason that they could not be used also

to name the desired advocate. The instrument would need to be

drafted carefully to clarify whether the advocacy role or the decision-
making role, or both, were being delegated.

Third, those who serve in advocacy roles should be encouraged to

seek information regarding the patient's wishes and quality of life from
those who know the patient well. In most cases this will be the family,

but in some cases it is the nursing staff, especially the nursing assistant
who provides the bulk of care to the resident on a day to day basis.8"

Fourth, there is an extensive need for quality education and train-

ing of those who will serve in advocacy roles on behalf of nursing home
residents regarding medical decisionmaking. As noted in the earlier

discussion of potential advocates, experience and expertise in carrying
out this complex and specialized role is not well developed. Families,

and those who support families such as clergy, counselors, health care
professionals and family attorneys can profit from informative and com-

passionate education to prepare them for their advocacy responsibili-
ties. Possible educators in this campaign could include the local

nursing home ombudsman program, the local bar,8 6 the local medical
society, community mental health centers, the local Area Agency on
Aging, professional nursing organizations and other social service
agencies.

Fifth, state laws, both in the form of statutes and court rules, re-

garding guardians ad litem urgently need to be revised to spell out

unambiguously the responsibilities and loyalties of persons who serve

in that capacity. Laws should further specify, more clearly than is cur-

83 See supra note 35.
84 See supra notes 33-34.
85 See Kayser-Jones, DistributiveJustice and the Treatment of Acute Illness in Nursing Homes, 23

SOC. SCI. & MED. 1279 (1986)(discussing the important role of the nursing assistant in the

decision-making process.
86 See, e.g., A.B.A. COMM. ON LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY & NATIONAL CmZENS'

COALmON FOR NURSING HOME REFORM, ENFORCING NURSING HOME RESIDENTS' RIGHrs: A

NEW ROLE FOR THE PRIVATE BAR (1982).
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rently the case, the standards for judicial appointment of the guardian
ad litem, the extent to which courts should defer to their decisions, and
the means of monitoring their performance. Educational efforts must
be directed toward those who serve as guardians ad litem and to trial
judges who appoint and monitor them.8 7

Finally, where any formal group undertakes the responsibility of
advocating on behalf of vulnerable nursing home residents in the
sphere of acute medical decisionmaking, adequate funding must be
present to enable that group to fulfill its role properly. The funding for
advocacy should not be deducted from other, ongoing programs cur-
rently providing services to the same population to be served by the
advocacy program. It would be a bitter irony indeed, but one that is
not at all unimaginable, for advocacy services to be financed out of nor-
mal resident care allocations. At the same time, pains should be taken
to guard against the creation of new bureaucracies where it is avoida-
ble. The present aging network is already too complicated and frag-
mented to accommodate easily an additional bureaucratic entry
fighting for professional territory, staff, and dollars.

IV. CONCLUSION

The case of Mrs. S raises a constellation of legal and ethical issues
concerning acute medical decisionmaking for nursing home residents
who are not able to speak for themselves. This Article has explored
one set of these issues, those concerning the identification and respon-
sibilities of advocates for the frail and vulnerable Mrs. Ss of our long
term care world.

Attorneys, the professionals functioning most traditionally in the
advocacy role, used to refer to their pleadings as "prayers." While
health care practitioners and scholarly commentators have devoted a
great deal of energy - albeit without achieving a definitive consensus
- to the question of who should make decisions and "play God" on
behalf of persons like Mrs. S, perhaps now we need to turn our atten-
tion to the issue of who should pray, or advocate, before those deci-
sionmaking "gods" on behalf of incapacitated nursing home residents,
what those prayers should consist of, how they ought to be formulated,
and how we can assure that the correct prayers are being uttered and
answered.

87 Cf A.B.A. COMM. ON LEGAL PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY, STATEMENT OF RECOMMENDED
JUDICIAL PRACTICES (E. Wood ed. 1986).
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When Doing Good Is Not So Good
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ABSTRACT. This essay examines the interplay between the ethical
principles of autonomy and beneficence in the context of deciding
whether to intervene in the life of an at-risk older adult by providing
health and human services over the older person's objection. The
need to distinguish between the rights and welfare of the older cli-
ent, on one hand, and the interests and drives of the professional
caregiver, on the other hand, is emphasized.

Questions regarding when and how to force medical and social
services on at-risk older adults are ethically difficult ones, precisely
because helping professionals care so deeply and sincerely about
such persons. Through their education and professional socializa-
tion, helping professionals are trained to identify important human
needs and to strive to fulfill them. For the helping professional, the
highest calling is to "do good," to help bring about the "best"
quality of life, both for individual clients and for the larger commu-
nity served.

These intentions and attitudes, focused on ideals of individual
and collective welfare and social responsibility, are noble, and
should be embraced and encouraged. They define the essence of the
helping professions.
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COMPETING ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

In practice, however, there are other forces that work toward
counterbalancing the helping professional's benevolently inspired
desire to respond affirmatively to all human needs. First, there is
the central ethical principle of individual autonomy. This is the no-
tion of self-determination, of freedom and liberty of choice con-
ceming the various aspects of one's life. Fundamental questions
concerning medical and social services clearly fall within this prin-
ciple. Autonomy applies with full force, if not even greater force, in
the case of older persons (Cole, 1983; May, 1982).

For proponents of autonomy, the greatest fear is that benevo-
lently inspired services will devolve into paternalistically and invol-
untarily imposed interventions in the lives of persons who would
rather choose to be left alone. As the essayist Lionel Trilling elo-
quently warned:

Some paradox in our nature leads us, once we have made our
fellow men or women the objects of our enlightened interest,
to go on to make them the objects of our pity, then of our
wisdom, and ultimately of our coercion. (Trilling, 1950)

A second ethical principle that may limit the helping profession-
al's natural instinct to help is that of distributive or social justice.
All who work in the human services field today are well aware of
the increasing scarcity of human and financial resources, both pub-
lic and private, available for addressing serious social needs. One
significant implication of resource scarcity is the ethical imperative
that, if we cannot provide every person with all of the human ser-
vices from which he or she could profit (that is, if we cannot in-
dulge the helping professional's desire to help everyone), at least
we must devise a system for allocating (or "rationing") our scarce
resources in as fair and equitable a manner as possible (Baily. 1984;
Daniels. 1985: Menzel, 1983). This is the moral dilemma of distrib-
utive justice.

Let us imagine two older individuals, both with identical mental
and physical capacities, personal resources, informal supports, and
medical and social service needs. Mr. A. needs. and enthusiasti-
cally accepts. a wide variery of medical and social services recom-
mended by helping professionals in his community. Mr. B., on the
other hand, even after being fully informed of the likely negative
implications of his choice, adamantly refuses to accept any offered
services.

The principle of beneficence (Gorovitz. 1982) would suggest
making no distinction between Mr. A. and Mr. B. Both gentlemen
have the same service needs, and doing good by fulfilling needs lies
at the heart of beneficence. However, this author would argue, the
principle of distributive justice dictates a different result. There
would be little controversy over providing optimal services to Mr.
A., an individual who both needs and wants those services. There
probably is disagreement, based on the ethical tension between be-
neficence and autonomy, over the appropriateness of forcing un-
wanted services on Mr. B. If resources are scarce and the principle
of distributive justice compels us to ration services between these
two persons, it is a more equitable distribution of those resources to
assign them to Mr. A., who wants and needs them, than to Mr. B.,
who needs but resists them.
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This is not to suggest that helping professionals should automati-
cally accept client refusal of services at face value, without suffi-
cient probing of whether a person's refusal is voluntary, authentic,
and unequivocal (Jackson and Youngner, 1979). This is not a plea
for therapeutic nihilism or neglect of the needy. We must not cava-
lierly abandon older at-risk persons to their freedom. If, however,
tragic choices (Calabresi and Bobbitt, 1978) concerning resource
allocation need to be made -and they are being made and will need
to be made with greater frequency in the future (Haber, 1986)-a
principle of priority based on a combination of need and clear, au-
thentic desire for services seems to be both a logical and an equita-
ble allocation criterion.

Thus, this author would provide services to the willing older indi-
vidual first. If sufficient resources are left, we must then confront
the issue of the ethical propriety of forcing those services on the at-
risk but protesting older person.

THREAT TO OTHERS

In some situations, the failure of an older individual with signifi-
cantly impaired physical or mental capacities to accept medical or
social services may pose a danger of harm to other people in the
community. For example, the woman whose twenty-six cats in a
small apartment pose a health hazard to the other apartment dwell-
ers, or the man whose unmonitored gas and electric appliances con-
stitute a fire hazard to his neighbors, would fall in this category.

In these sorts of circumstances, even John Stuart Mill (Mill,
1859), the father of the modem philosophical concept of autonomy,
would agree that ethical concern for the general public welfare and
safety would justify some intervention into the life of the older per-
son creating the public danger. This ethical concern is reflected in
the well-established legal doctrine of police power (Kapp, 1986),
the authority of society (i.e., the state), to act affirmatively to pro-
tect and promote the general health, safety, and welfare of the com-
munity.

Such state actions may be decisive but, to be both legal and ethi-
cal, also must be reasonable. Specifically, unwelcome interventions
based on a public safety rationale should be governed by the least
restrictive or least invasive alternative principle (Cohen, 1985a);
that is, services should be forced on the individual only to the extent
necessary to respond effectively to the severity and immediacy of
the potential harm to others that the individual presents. Interven-
tions going beyond the immediate public need would not be justi-
fied, at least on this basis.

In addition, we should only cite public safety as our grounds for
intervention when that in fact is our justification. and not as a pre-
tense. It would be unethical to purport to rely on the state's police
power when the helping professional's actual motivation is to bene-
fit or help not the potential victims of the recalcitrant older person,
but rather the older, protesting person himself.

THE PARENS PATRIAE RATIONALE

This does not mean. of course, that wishing to help the at-risk
older person is an illegitimate basis for imposing unwanted services
on that person. On the contrary, beneficence is a noble ethical prin-
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ciple. It has been translated into the legal doctrine of parcnspalnae'
(literally, 'father of the country"), which empowers the state to
intervene on behalf of citizens who cannot take care of themselves,
to protect people who cannot protect themselves (even if that may
mean protecting a person from himself). The key to the invocation
of parenspatriae authority of the state is the individual's incapacity
(in legal jargon, the "incompetence') to engage in a rational deci-
sionmaking process leading to the communication of authentic, vol.
untary, and hence autonomous, life decisions (Culver. 1985; Presi-
dent's Commission, 1982).

THE CONCEPT OF COMPETENCE

Both ethically and legally, every adult begins with the benefit of
a presumption of sufficient capacity to make autonomous personal
choices. The heavy burden of proof properly rests with whoever
seeks to challenge and rebut, or overcome, that presumption in or-
der to force some form of external intervention, such as protective
services, on an at-risk but resisting person. Decision-making capac-
ity is an extremely complex clinical, ethical, and legal concept, and
there is nothing approaching unanimity or precision regarding defi-
nitions or operational tests. Nonetheless, a few general guidelines
may be helpful (Culver, 1985; President's Commission, 1982;
Meisel, Roth, and Lidz, 1977; Roth, Meisel, and Lidz, 1977).

First, it is vital to remember that competence refers to a relative,
rather than an absolute, degree of ability. To say that a person is
incompetent and that we are justified in imposing unwanted ser-
vices implies that the individual is below some minimum level of
capacity and range of opportunity, and not simply that the person
has less capacity and opportunity than certain other people.

Helping professionals by their nature, quite understandably and
admirably, aspire to perfect every person, both medically and in
terms of social skills. Helping professionals want "the best" for
their clients. However, perfection is too high a standard to set for
the recognition of autonomy. Indeed, under that standard, none of
us would be allowed to make and carry out our own life choices.
Competency, upon which autonomy hinges, requires only a decent,
adequate level of functioning: it serves as a floor or ethical safety
net (to employ a much-maligned but descriptive figure of speech)
below which we should not permit at-risk persons to fall. An indi-
vidual is competent if she is able to decide not well, but well
enough.

A second point is that, as a practical matter an individual's capac-
ity often is questioned for the first time when that person refuses a
helping professional's recommendation, although in theory the
same considerations should also be raised where the individual ac-
cepts the professional's proposal. Put differently, if a person under-
stands and appreciates the information needed to give informed
consent for services, then that individual is competent both to give
informed consent and to refuse consent.

While there is no universally accepted definition of competence,
a variety of approaches to determining its presence or absence have
been suggested. The three main approaches that have been pro-
posed are outcome, status, and function (Annas and Densberger,
1984; Caplan, 1985).
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Under the outcome approach, decisions that are inconsistent with
the values of the helping professionals are conclusive of the per-
son's incapacity; thus, a "wrong" decision, by definition, is in-
competently made. Under the status test, an individual's capacity is
judged by his or her physical or mental status (e.g., age, place of
residence) or diagnosis (e.g., dementia or depression), without fur-
ther inquiry about how that status or diagnosis actually affects the
person. This is sometimes called the membership approach, since
the person's membership in a particular class of persons is deemed
controlling. The functional approach focuses on the individual's
personal ability to function in decision-making situations.

Although in everyday practice most older persons probably are
subjected to the outcome or status tests, almost all ethical commen-
tators, legislators, and judges who have thought about the issue
favor a functional orientation, emphasizing individual abilities or
dysfunctions (Dubler, 1985; Nolan, 1984). The most thoughtful
analyses urge that stress not be placed on the "objective" nature of
the person's clinical categorization or on the specific choice made
by the person, but rather on the capacity of the individual and the
subjective thought process followed in arriving at the "good" or
"bad" decision (President's Commission, 1982). The outcome and
status approaches tend to take insufficient account of the particular
values, goals, and perspectives of the person actually affected by a
decision. Thus. for instance, an elderly individual who chooses
short-term comfort over longer-term survival may not be acting ir-
rationally. even though the same decision made by a younger. oth-
erwise vibrant person would seem irrational in the helping profes-
sional's value scheme.

There certainly may be a connection between a person's clinical
diagnosis and that person's capacity to make specific decisions.
Factors such as dementia or depression may negativel affect the
individual's functional capacity: however, the helping professional
cannot go automatically from one finding to the other, assuming
that the status equals the functional impairment. Where a clinical
condition accounts for functional impairment rising to the level of
incompetence, it is still the functional impairment, not' the diagno-
sis, that necessitates a substitute decision maker (U.S. Congressio-
nal Office of Technology Assessment, 1987).

Under a functional inquiry, the fundamental questions suggested
are these:

1. Can the person make and communicate (by spoken words or
otherwise) choices concerning his or her life?

2. Can the person offer any reasons for the choices made?
3. Are the reasons underlying the choice "rational?" For in-

stance, the person who declines amputation of a gangrenous
leg because he does not wish to continue with only one leg is
acting more rationally than someone making the same decision
out of fear that with an amputation he will not be able to run
away from invading Martians fast enough.

4. Is the person able to understand the implications (i.e., the
likely risks and benefits) of the alternatives presented and the
choices that are made, and the fact that those implications ap-
ply to that person?

5. Does the person actually understand the implications of those
choices for him or her?
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Under the functional approach, capacity must be determined on a
decision-specific basis; that is, a person may be capable of ration-
ally making certain sorts of decisions but not others. The minimally
necessary degree of intellectual and emotional capacity may be vis-
ualized as falling somewhere on a sliding scale that depends on the
nature of the decision being faced (Drane, 1985). Thus, capacity
should not be treated as an all-or-nothing affair. Partial capacity is
not the same thing as incapacity; the individual may be capable
enough to make the decision in question.

Additionally, capacity may wax or wane for a particular individ-
ual, according to environmental factors such as time of day; day of
the week; physical location; acute, transient medical problems;
other persons involved in supporting or pressuring the individual's
decision; or medication reactions. Helping professionals are under
an obligation to manipulate, wherever possible, environmental bar-
riers to capacity in an attempt to maximize the decision-making
capacity of an individual. Thus, if a decision can be delayed until
the person is in a more lucid phase, or medications can be altered to
allow the person a more clear head to contemplate choices, this is
preferable to proceeding unnecessarily to force services on the per-
son on the basis of substituted decision-making. Also, many acute
physical and mental problems of the elderly impinging on decision-
making capacity can be successfully medically treated (Heikoff,
1986), and that course should be pursued vigorously before consid-
ering the person incapacitated.

Finally, many older people who are not totally independent are
capable of "assisted" decision making (Caplan, 1985) with a little
extra time and effort on the part of helping professionals. Wherever
feasible, supporting an older person's own decision making is pref-
erable to supplanting it; shared decision making is more desirable
than substituting a professional's decisions for those of the client.

PROXY DECISION MAKING

Inevitably, however, there will be some older individuals who,
even with the benefit of the most talented and sincere professional
support, are not capable of engaging in personal decision making
about their lives. In these cases, decisions regarding receipt of hu-
man services must be made by some other individual acting on be-
half of the incapacitated elder.

The standard of proxy decision making much in vogue today in
both ethical and legal circles is that of substituted judgment.' Under
this test, the proxy decision maker is obligated to make the same
decision that the incapacitated individual would make, if presently
able to make and express autonomous choices. The substituted
judgment standard works well in respecting autonomy in those situ-
ations where the incapacitated person, while earlier competent, left
clear written or oral evidence of his or her values, goals, and prefer-
ences that can be interpolated to the decision at hand. For individ-
uals who have not left such a clear record of autonomous values,
goals, and preferences (i.e., most of us), the substituted judgment
standard is considerably more artificial, although the courts recently
have engaged in intricate contortions in order to utilize it, especially
in cases involving limitation of medical treatment for dying persons
(Annas. 1984: Gutheil and Appelbaum, 1985).

The traditional standard of proxy decision making, and the one
that still makes the most sense where the evidence for substituted
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judgment is absent or inconclusive,' is that of best interests (Presi-
dent's Commission, 1983). Under this test, the proxy decision
maker is required to act as a fiduciary or trust agent and to make
choices that will promote the best interests of the incapacitated per-
son. as the proxy determines those best interests. In particular cir-
cumstances. the best interests standard may or may not yield the
same ultimate result as would the substituted judgment standard
(Gutheil and Appelbaum, 1983).

Judgments about what courses of action will serve a client's best
interests necessarily are determined by the subjective values, goals,
and preferences of the proxy decision maker. Can we formulate
criteria for applying the best interests standard in a manner that is
more objective, uniform, and respectful of the incapacitated indi-
vidual's autonomy? Probably not, but a few guidelines may be
worth considering.

First, despite the helping professional's natural instinct, both eth-
ics and law authorize unwanted intervention only to the extent nec-
essary to assure a decent, adequate life for the incapacitated person,
and not to the extent necessary to promote medical or social perfec-
tion. Services should be forced on someone over objection only to
the minimal, not optimal, extent consistent with the basic purposes
of the intervention. This is the least invasive or restrictive alterna-
tive principle (Cohen, 1985a). Even where some forced interven-
tion is appropriate, as much freedom as possible should be retained
by the individual. It is easy to forget how important personal control
over the seemingly small, mundane details of life can be, especially
for older persons for whom many life choices are severely con-
strained to begin with (Rodin, 1986).

Second, it is the client's best interests that must be foremost, and
not those of the helping professional involved. Forced interventions
should not be carried out merely because doing so will make the
helping professional feel better. This statement in no way alleges or
implies that helping professionals consciously place their own self-
interest ahead of their clients' interests; for the vast majority of
helping professionals, exactly the opposite is true. Nevertheless,
many helping professionals tend to make the well-meaning but seri-
ous error of equating feeling good with doing good. The former is
important, and most helping professionals well deserve to feel good
about their efforts. The latter, however, depends upon the autono-
mous values, goals, and preferences of the person on the receiving
end of the forced intervention. Sometimes doing good, in this cal-
culation, may make one feel not so good.

Third, helping professionals should judge what is in the client's
best interests not exclusively by the outcome of a particular deci-
sion, but also by the action or process leading up to that decision.
While the results or consequences of a choice should not be mini-
mized, how that choice was achieved (e.g., to what extent was the
older individual involved in the decision?) also can vitally affect the
older individual's perception and acceptance of that choice (Regan,
1985; Slivinske and Fitch, 1987). Achieving a good result through
questionable means is not always doing good.
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INFORMAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Each of these guidelines suggests the need for helping profes-
sionals to work closely with relevant informal support systems in
getting appropriate assistance to older persons who are at risk. Such
cooperation is highly laudatory. However, a few cautious consider-
ations should guide this collaboration.

First, coordinated persuasion by a combination of helping profes-
sionals and informal supports must not become a form of "ganging
up" on or manipulation of the older person. The ethical imperative
is to work with, not on, the at-risk individual, to enhance rather
than evade that individual's autonomy.

Second, abuses-of one's body, emotions, or sense of auton-
omy - make take place formally as well as informally. There should
be a starting presumption in favor of services forced, if necessary
and appropriate, on an older individual by an informal coalition of
helping professionals and informal supports (Kapp, 1983; Schmidt,
1986): that presumption, though, may be overcome and replaced by
more formal decision making and service delivery mechanisms
where the well-being of the at-risk elder dictates.

Third. it is the job of the involved helping professionals to assure
that the informal supports are guided in their decision making and
implementation concerning services for an at-risk elder not primar-
ily by motivations of guilt, or even love, but rather by respect for
the older individual and his or her own values, goals, and prefer-
ences (Cohen, 1985b). To parallel a point made earlier, informal
supports should make and carry out decisions in the best interests of
the incapacitated elder, not in their own best interests. Feeling good
does not necessarily equal doing good (where good is evaluated by
respect for the autonomy of others), and doing good (from the older
person's vantage point) may not always feel so good for the infor-
mal supports who are driven by guilt or love.

CONCLU,'SION

In conclusion, helping professionals have a tremendous, positive
amount to offer to at-risk older individuals. Helping professionals
should know their many strengths and when and how to use them.

But helping professionals must be aware of their limits too. There
are substantial limitations in terms of available resources, both fi-
nancial and human. There are legitimate, albeit frequently frustrat-
ing, limits imposed by the autonomous choices of would-be clients.
There are also limitations imposed by the nature of the work done
by helping professionals, by the "pragmatics of life." Even if a
helping professional could govern the client, it is quite a different,
and more formidable, task to govern the world.

There is a story told about a little boy who was late returning
home from playing with his friend one day, and his mother was
rather worried. When he finally arrived, she asked him what he had
been doing. "I passed another little boy who had just had an acci-
dent and broken his tricycle," he explained, "and he was crying
very hard, so I stopped so I could help him."

"That was nice of you to do," said his mother with some puzzle-
ment, "but how could you help? You don't know anything about
fixing tricycles."
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' "I know that," the boy replied. "I didn't help him fix his tricy-
cle. I helped him to cry."

Helping professionals can help older people who are at-risk to
laugh, to smile, and sometimes to cry. Each of these are important
and, if done well and consistently with respect for the dignity and
autonomy of the older individual, should be satisfying both profes-
sionally and personally.

NOTES

1. Beverly 's Case, 4 Co. Rep. 123b, 16 Eng. Rul. Cas. 702 (1603); Hawaii v.
Standard Oil Co. of California, 405 U.S. 251, 257 (1972).

2. Inre Conroy, 98 N.J. 321, 486 A.2d 1209 (1985); Brophyv. New England
Sinai Hospital, Inc.. 398 Mass. 417, 497 N.E.2d 626 (1986).

3. In rc Conroy, 98 N.J. 321, 486 A.2d 1209 (1985); In re Storar, 52 N.Y.2d
363, 420 N.E.2d 64 (1981).
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GEORGE J. ALEXANDER
PROFESSOR OF LAW
DIRECTOR
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January 1, 1980

Senate Special Committee on Aging
SBD 31
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400
Attn: Anna Kinderman, Esq.

Dear Committee:

I deeply regret that I am unable to attend your meeting on June 2nd. As you meet,
I will be in the air on my way to Athens. Your concern for the conservatorship/guardianship
process is vital to an enormous group of your constituents and I hope to be asked to
participate in your inquiry at a later stage.

As I was invited to contribute a written statement, I do so hereby. Df the three
issues you are presently considering, I would like to address only the third.

Guardianship (which, with your permission, I will use for the process of that name,
conservatorship and the variety of other procedures that accomplish the transfer of legal
authority from a ward to others) have been a matter of academic concern to me for about
thirty years. In the early years, when I studied the process in Upstate New York (the
results are published in Alexander & Lewin, The Aged and the Need for Surrogate
Management, Syracuse University Press 1972) 1 focused on the then undocumented abuses
of guardianship. In California, I carried a reform bill on the subject to the legislature and
saw it passed. The reform accomplished several seemingly major changes. The standard
for guardianship (here called conservatorship) was made functional rather than medical,
prospective wards were to be produced at their hearings and a new office of Court
Investigator was established to insure that judges would be informed about the prospective
ward by someone less biased than the petitioner for conservatorship.

After a few years it became clear to me that the reform had not accomplished what
many of us hoped it would. At that point I wrote an article in the Stanford Law Review
proposing what was to become the durable power of attorney solution to the problem of
guardianship. With your permission, I append that article which I hope is still relevant to
your consideration of durable powers.

I have watched the progress of the durable power alternative and of the important
federal concern that education concerning such documents be made available. As you can
tell from these brief comments, I still think that such documents are crucial in the effort to
reestablishing the rights of elders to autonomy and control of their lives.

I have been published a number of times in my discussion of legal implications and
problems of durable powers. Recently I have published a book entitled Writing a Living Will
Using a Durable Power of Attorney (Praeger Press 1988). Perhaps, when I am invited to
share my thoughts with you at a later time, I can summarize some of my published
thoughts.

With your permission. I would like to append only one other of my articles which
was recently published. The article, from the Hastings Law Journal, summarizes my
thoughts about next steps in advance directives.

Thank you for this opportunity to cast an absentee opinion in your inquiry. I look
forward to meeting with your committee in a future session and commend you on your
recognition of the importance of this problem.

SincerelY

C orge J. Alexander

GJA:pco
enclosures
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Time for a New Law on Health Care
Advance Directives

by
GEORGE J. ALEXAkDER*

During the last decade, states have enacted three different kinds
of documents to deal with health care of incompetent patients. The
legislation's main impetus and central focus have been to provide a
procedure to approve life support termination in appropriate cases,
although it also addresses other health care concerns. The earliest of
the statutes was a natural death act, which authorizes a directive, pop-
ularly called a living will, to physicians. The second was a general
durable power of attorney, sometimes in the form of a specially crafted
health care durable power of attorney, which essentially empowers an
appointed agent to make appropriate decisions for an incompetent
patient. The agent is bound by directions contained in the appointing
power. Finally, some states have enacted family consent laws em-
powering others, typically family, to decide health care matters absent
a directive or power of attorney to guide them. At the end of 1990,
Congress gave these laws new importance by mandating their obser-
vance.

The statutes differ;' provisions of one form conflict with pro-
visions of another form.2 Most contradictions raise problems, some
nettlesome, others destructive of important interests. After more than
a decade of experience with such forms, it is time to review the present
state of the laws and to coordinate and debug them. In the author's
view, a single statute incorporating the best of each of the three types
of law is now in order. This Article suggests guidelines for that effort.

* Professor of Law, Santa Clara University; A.B., J.D. University of Pennsylvania;

LL.M., J.S.D. Yale. Professor Alexander has been active in organizations concerned with

elder law, having chaired the National Senior Citizens Law Center, the A.B.A. and California
Committees on Legal Problems of the Elderly, and vice-chaired the A.B.A. Commission on
Legal Problems of the Elderly. He has written two books and numerous articles in the field.

The author thanks his research assistants, Kathleen Roberts and Stephen K. Meyer, for their
tireless research in support of this Article.

1. See Beschle, Autonomous Decisionmaking and Social Choice: Examining the "Right
to Die, " 77 Ky. L.J. 319, 335 (1989).

2. See generally Waters, Florida Durable Power of Attorney Law: The Need for Reform,
17 FLA. ST. U.L. Rav. 519 (1990) (arguing that Florida's durable power of attorney law is
not in harmony with the 1989 guardianship reforms).

[755]
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The Article builds on the assumption that the state primarily is
interested in assisting patients to control their own medical destinies.
Regrettably, it is not clear that all present law is so premised, but there
are powerful reasons it should be. Paternalism often has been re-
pudiated domestically, but is now on the defensive throughout much
of the world.

Human autonomy is expressing itself as a paramount concern even
in places that would have seemed unlikely spawning grounds just a
few years ago.3 Whatever else can be concluded about this develop-
ment, it should be recognized that the desire for self-expression is a
universal trait of overwhelming significance. National paternalism
stands repudiated despite the substantial efforts of many governments
to meet the needs of their constituents. The democracy wave has sub-
stituted its amalgam of wills for national planning.

Within the United States one hardly need compose a brief for self-
governance. This country began as a noble experiment in universal
suffrage over two hundred years ago. Despite an unswerving devotion
to democratic principles, however, the country has had to awaken it-
self to the limits of popular participation. For almost a century, blacks
were disenfranchised; 4 for a longer period, the same was true of
women.5 It is not always self-evident that pockets of powerlessness
remain.

Among those presently disenfranchised are those said to be in-
competent. Chief in that group are the frail elderly. Of course, because
the elderly are our parents and friends we have not devised a system
demonstrably uncaring. We simply have substituted the voices of the
elderly with that of court appointed agents-normally called guard-
ians, conservators, or a variety of less common names ("conserva-
tors")-allowing the conservators to plan the welfare of their wards.
Some conservators are deeply sensitive and compassionate. They usu-
ally are shocked when accused of working against the interests of their
wards. Self-determination, however, is no less desired locally than it
is nationally. Conservatorship has failed repeatedly. It is in a constant
state of "reform," but reform does not alter its fatal flaw:6 conser-
vatorship deprives the elderly of their cherished freedom to decide.

3. See, e.g., Raufman, Tunnel at End of the Light for Eastern Europe; Upheaval in
Eastern Europe One Year Later, Boston Globe, Oct. 21, 1990, National/Foreign, at l;
Reunification of Germany, L.A. Times, Oct. 17, 1990, at B6, col. 2.

4. See U.S. CONST. amend. XV (enacted in 1870, disallowing the denial of the right to
vote based on racial grounds).

5. See U.S. CONST. amend. XIX (enacted in 1920, disallowing the denial of the right to
vote based on gender).

6. Alexander, Avoiding Guardianship, 1. ELDER ABUSE -(1990) (forthcoming).
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Conservatorship has failed not only theoretically7 but practically
as well. Indeed, the abuses of the sixties appear to be the abuses of
the nipeties.8 In the late seventies the author suggested adopting ad-
vance directives as an alternative to depriving people of their deci-
sionmaking authority in the face of their declining capacities. 9 An
advance directive enables a competent person to govern what happens
after incompetency.

The idea of the advance directive was to create a document that
would adopt the free form of contracts and express the will of its maker
in 1he maker's terms.' 0 What has emerged is far more complicated.
Government again has asserted itself in the conditions that attach to
the documents.

The rationale for advance directives is, of course, their enhance-
ment of autonomy: they enable persons to protect their futures by
foreclosing the plans of others to determine their destinies." In that
respect, they fundamentally differ from conservatorships. Both con-
servatorship and advance directives attempt to deal with problems aris-
ing in a future in which the person is unable to make competent
decisions. Conservatorship imposes societal solutions and a court ap-
pointed enforcer.' 2 Advance directives, however, provide either an agent
to enforce a patient's stated desires or instruct physicians how their
patient wants to be treated.

To some extent, forms of directives are a product of their history.
The earliest type of law enacted to authorize directives, the natural
death act, was popularly named a living will. The author has referred
to durable powers of attorney for health care, the next set of direc-
tives, as second generation living wills. The new proposal embodied

7. As I have written about the abuses of conservatorships for a quarter of a century, I

shall not repeat the discussion other than to refer the reader to a sampling of prior comments:

G. ALEXANDER, WRITING A LIVING WnEL: USING A DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY (1988)
[hereinafter WRTINo A LIVING WILL]; G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWnN, THE AGED AND TH NEED

FOR SURROGATE MANAGEMENT (1972) (hereinafter SURROGATE MANAGEMENT]; Alexander, Death

by Directive, 28 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 67 (1988) [hereinafter Death by Directive]; Alexander,

Premature Probate: A Different Perspective on Guardianship for the Elderly, 31 STAN. L.
REV. 1003 (1979) [hereinafter Premature Probate].

8. Compare SURROGATE MANAGEMENT, supra note 7, at 9 (hypothesizing that "surrogate

management . . . is conducted in the specific interest of some person other than the incom-

petent" with Friedman & Savage, Taking Care: The Law of Conservatorship in California,
61 S. CAL. L. REV. 273, 285 (1988) (noting that conservatorships sometimes are sought to

protect the interests of the conservator rather than the ward).

9. See Premature Probate, supra note 7, at 1031.
10. Id. at 1018.
11. See id. at 1006.
12. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE § 1800.3 (West Supp. 1991) (authorizes court to appoint

a conservator of the person or estate of an adult).
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in this Article is for a third generation living will incorporating the
first directive and its improvements.

Each of the three types of documents has an important function,
and the three varieties can coexist fairly well despite their independent
enactments and lack of extensive cross-referencing. Combining their
provisions into a single law would clarify the alternative methods of
health care decision making for incompetent persons.

Following the prominent plight of Karen Quinlan,'3 California led
the country in passing a law designed to allow patients in terminal
stages of disease to give directives to physicians to inform them of the
patients' desires concerning life support.14 Currently, natural death
acts modelled on that law exist in forty-two other states."5 California

13. See In re Quinlan, 70 N.J. 10, 355 A.2d 647, cert. denied, 429 U.S. 922 (1976) (with
concurrence of guardian and family, no criminal or civil liability may attach for discontinuation
of life support of patient in persistent vegetative state upon medical determination of no
reasonable possibility of recovery and after consultation with hospital ethics committee or
similar body).

14. See CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE §§ 7185-7195 (West Supp. 1990).
15. See Alabama Natural Death Act, ALA. CODE §§ 22-8A-1 to -10 (1981); Alaska Rights

of the Terminally Ill, ALAsKA STAT. §§ 18.12.010-.100 (1990); Arizona Medical Treatment
Decision Act, AmIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 36-3201 to -10 (1986 & Supp. 1989); Arkansas Rights
of the Terminally III or Permanently Unconscious, ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 20-17-201 to -202
(1987 & Supp. 1989); Colorado Medical Treatment Decision Act, COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 15-18-
101 to -113 (1989 & Supp. 1990); Connecticut Removal of Life Support Systems, CONN. GEN.
STAT. ANN. §§ 19a-570 to -575 (West Supp. 1990); Delaware Patient's Right to Terminate
Treatment, DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 16, §§ 2501-2509 (1983); District of Columbia Natural Death
Act of 1981, D.C. CODE ANN. §§ 6-2421 to -2430 (1989); Florida Right to Decline Life-
Prolonging Procedures, FLA. STAT. ANN. §§ 765.01-.15 (West 1986); Georgia Living Wills Act,
GA. CODE ANN. §§ 884101 to -4112 (Harrison 1986 & Supp. 1989); Hawaii Medical Treatment
Decisions Act, HAW. REV. STAT. §§ 327D-1 to -27 (Supp. 1989); Idaho Natural Death Act,
IDAHO CODE §§ 39-4501 to -4509 (1985 & Supp. 1990); Illinois Living Will Act, ILL. REV.
STAT. ch. 110 1/2, paras. 701-710 (1988); Indiana Living Wills and Life-Prolonging Procedures
Act, IND. CODE ANN. §§ 16-8-11-1 to -22 (Burns 1990); Iowa Life-Sustaining Procedures Act,
IOWA CODE ANN. §§ 144A.I-.11 (West 1989); Kansas Natural Death Act, KAN. STAT. ANN.

§§ 65-28,101-,109 (1985); Louisiana Declaration Concerning Life-Sustaining Procedures, LA.
REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 40:1299:58.1-.10 (West Supp. 1990); Maine Living Wills, ME. REV. STAT.
ANN. tit. 22, §§ 2921-2931 (Supp. 1989); Maryland Life-Sustaining Procedures, MD. HEALTH-
GEN. CODE ANN. §§ 5-601 to -614 (1990); Minnesota Adult Health Care Decisions, MINN.
STAT. ANN. §§ 145B.01-.17 (West Supp. 1990); Mississippi Withdrawal of Life-Saving Me-
chanisms, MIss. CODE ANN. §§ 41-41-101 to -121 (Supp. 1990); Missouri Declarations, Life-
Support, Mo. ANN. STAT. §§ 459.010-.055 (Vernon Supp. 1990); Montana Living Will Act,
MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 50-9-101 to -206 (1989); Nevada Withholding or Withdrawal of Life-
Sustaining Procedures, NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 449.540-.690 (Michie 1986 & Supp. 1989);
New Hampshire Terminal Care Document, N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 137-H:l to :16 (Supp.
1989); New Mexico Right to Die Act, N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 24-7-1 to -11 (1986); North
Carolina Right to Natural Death; Brain Death, N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 90-320 to -323 (1989);
North Dakota Uniform Rights of Terminally III Act, N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 23-06.4-01 to -14
(Supp. 1989); Oklahoma Natural Death Act, OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, §§ 3101-3111 (West
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also was the leader in enacting second generation living wills, durable
powers of attorney for health care.' 6 Thirty-two states have adopted
second generation living wills'7 and further adoptions are almost cer-

tain. In addition, general durable power of attorney laws were pressed
into similar service in several states by amendments expressly providing
that the laws govern health care decisions as well.'" Finally, a third
round of laws' 9 recently has been passed appointing members of the

Supp. 1990); Oregon Directive to Physician, Ox. REv. STAT. §§ 127.605-.650 (Supp. 1990);

South Carolina Death with Dignity Act, S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 44-77-10 to -160 (Law. Co-op.

Supp. 1989); South Dakota Health Care Consent Procedures, S.D. CODnqED LAWS ANN. §§

34-12C-1 to -8 (Supp. 1990); Tennessee Right to a Natural Death Act (Living Wills), TENN.

CODE ANN. §§ 32-11-101 to -110 (Supp. 1990); Texas Natural Death Act, TEx. HEALTH &

SAFETY CODE ANN. §§ 672.001-.021 (Vernon Supp. 1990); Utah Personal Choice and Living

Will Act, UTAH CODE ANN. §§ 75-2-1101 to -1118 (Supp. 1989); Vermont Terminal Care

Document, VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 18, §§ 5251-5262 (1987); Natural Death Act of Virginia, VA.

CODE ANN. §§ 54.1-2981 to -2992 (1988 & Supp. 1990); Washington Natural Death Act, WASH.

REV. CODE ANN. §§ 70.122.010-.905 (Supp. 1990); West Virginia Natural Death Act, W. VA.

CODE §§ 16-30-1 to -10 (1985); Wisconsin Natural Death Act, Wis. STAT. ANN. §§ 154.01-.15

(West 1989); Wyoming Living Will Act, Wyo. STAT. 5§ 35-22-101 to -109 (1988).

16. See CAL. Crv. CODE § 2400 (West Supp. 1989).

17. See ARK. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-202 (1989); CAL. Crv. CODE § 2431 (West Supp. 1990);

DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 16, § 2502 (1983); D.C. CODE ANN. § 21-2201 (1989); 1990 Fla. Laws

223; GA. CODE ANN. § 31-36-1 (Harrison 1990); IDAHO CODE § 39-4505 (1990); ILL. ANN.

STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 802-1 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1990); IND. CODE ANN. § 16.8-12-5 (Burns

1990); IoWA CODE ANN. § 144A.7(1)(a) (West 1989); 1989 Kan. Sess. Laws 181; 1990 Ky.

Acts 123; LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 40:1299.58.1 (West Supp. 1990); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit.

18-A, § 5-501 (Supp. 1990); MD. EST. & TRusTs CODE ANN. § 13-601 (1981); MINN. STAT.

ANN. § 145(B).01 (West Supp. 1990); MIss. CODE ANN. § 41-41-151 (Supp. 1990); NEV. REV.

STAT. ANN. § 449.810 (Michie Supp. 1989); 1990 N.Y. Laws 752; OHio REV. CODE ANN. §
1337.12 (Baldwin Supp. 1989); OR. REV. STAT. § 127.510 (Supp. 1990); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 23-

4.10-1 (1989); S.D. CoDIFIED LAWS ANN. § 59-7-2.5 (Supp. 1990); TENN. CODE ANN. § 34-6-

202 (Supp. 1990); TEx. REv. Crv. STAT. ANN. art. 4590h-1 (Vernon Supp. 1990); UTAH CODE

ANN. §§ 75-2-1105 to -1106 (Supp. 1989); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 14, § 3453 (1989); VA. CODE

ANN. § 54.1-2986(2) (1988); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 11.94.046 (Supp. 1990); W. VA. CODE

§ 16-30A-3 (Supp. 1990); 1989 Wis. Laws 200; Wyo. STAT. § 35-22-102 (1988).

These laws differ from state to state in several significant respects, some of which are
addressed below.

18. See LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 40:1299.58.1 (West Supp. 1990); ME. REV. STAT. ANN.

tit. 18-A, § 5-501 (Supp. 1990); WASH.. REV. CODE ANN. § 11.94.046 (Supp. 1990).

19. See CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. I 19a-571 (West Supp. 1990); D.C. CODE ANN. § 21-

2210 (1989); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 744.304 (West 1986 & Supp. 1990); IDAHO CODE § 39-4303

(1985); IND. CODE ANN. § 16-8-3-3 (Burns 1990); IOWA CODE ANN. § 255.11 (West 1985);

MD. HEALTH-GEN. CODE ANN. § 20-107 (1990); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 24-7-8.1 (1986); N.Y.

PuB. HEALTH LAW § 2972 (McKinney 1989); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 90-322 (1985); S.C. CODE

ANN. § 44-77-10 to -80 (Law. Co-op. 1990); S.D. CODnMaD LAWS ANN. § 34-12C-3 (Supp.

1990); TEx. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 672.009 (Vernon Supp. 1990); UTAH CODE ANN.

§ 75-2-1107 (Supp. 1990); VA. CODE ANN. § 54.1-2986 (1988); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §
7.70.065 (Supp. 1990); W. VA. CODE § 16-5c-5a (Supp. 1990).

These family consent laws allow the appointment of specified family members as health

care surrogates without court intervention.

58-577 - 92 - 9
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family as health surrogates in the absence of a prior writing by an
incompetent patient2

Of course, advance directives are not necessary for everyone. To
the extent that one trusts the conservatorship process, there is little
cause to make a directive, aside from avoiding the expense of ob-
taining the conservatorship appointment. Thus, a directive requiring
acts that would not be expected from a conservator should be treated
as a probable rejection of the conservatorship remedy. For example,
directions to buy speculative stocks, to sell personal jewelry absent
financial pressure to do so, to administer experimental drugs or per-
form experimental surgery, and certainly to remove life support would
seem to indicate a knowing choice of outcomes that could not be ex-
pected from state administration.

A patient may create an advance directive merely to inform phy-
sicians of the patient's wishes, but that effort is hardly worthwhile if
the desired treatment is ordinary care. To the extent a patient makes
a choice among acceptable alternatives, the patient appears also to
make a decision not to allow others to make that choice. Even if a
patient makes a directive out of concern that the state would not deal
with her medical needs by appointing a conservator, such a directive
probably would be limited to facilitating the appointment of either a
conservator or an agent. She thereby could not account for other pro-
visions. Thus, having made a directive, especially a detailed one, a
person should be assumed to have chosen self-direction over pater-
nalistic care. As a corollary, the state should not impose a conservator
in the alleged best interests of the ward since the ward has indicated
that she considers the directive to be a superior method of guiding
care. 2'

Probate is an apt analogy here.22 Probate law provides for two
forms of distribution upon death. If a person cares to have control
over how the estate is distributed, she writes a will. There are nu-
merous limits on what can be directed, 23 but in the main, property
passes as the testator wished. If there is no valid will, the state provides

20. The list of cases is growing in which courts attempt to achieve a result appropriate
for a particular patient without the benefit of an advance directive. For a discussion of these
cases, see Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 86-92.

21. This analysis depends on whether the maker understands the consequences of her acts
and knows about available alternatives. If this is an incorrect assumption about a substantial
number of present directives, it certainly would become a more correct assumption under the
author's proposed new law.

22. See Premature Probate, supra note 7, at 1018.
23. For example, a testator may not intentionally omit a surviving spouse from her will

or bequeath the family house to the detriment of her surviving spouse and children. J. RITCIE,
N. ALFoRD & R. EFFLAND, DECEDENTS' ESTATES AND TRUSTS 146, 152, 182 (7th ed. 1989).
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for distribution by intestacy.24 The state's purpose is to get property

into the right hands and to settle the estate by using the state's con-

ception of what most people would (or should) want. If one likes the

state's distribution scheme there is little reason to expend the time and

money to make a will.

Most states appear to have modelled advance directives in this

manner. Several expressly have indicated that the purpose of the di-

rective is to avoid conservatorship or have provided ways to avoid the

interference of a conservator if one is appointedI Others have adopted

the contrary position and have subordinated an agent appointed by

a directive to a conservator. Subordination, of course, invalidates the

choice not to accept statutory solutions because the conservator likely

will be bound to the state's general principles governing conserva-

torship rather than to the terms of the advance directive. At a min-

imum, the maker is deprived of the choice of administrator and,

consequently, the guarantee of her chosen outcomes.

Subordination should run in the opposite direction. If a person

appoints an agent under an advance directive, a court should appoint

a conservator, if at all, only for matters not governed by the directive.

Since conservatorship is established for those who cannot properly

arrange for their needs, making an advance directive that appoints a

person to satisfy needs arguably obviates the need for an additional

appointment.2 7

Of course, conservatorship can be viewed and actually can func-

tion as a means of checking abuses by durable power agents or phy-

sicians. As a solution to the problem of abuse, however, conservatorship

is grossly overbroad. Other ways exist to chasten errant delegatees.

Statutes generally provide for court review of the handling of an ad-

vance directive on a petition supported by evidence of abuse. 2 Fi-

nancial agents routinely are required to give accountings as conservators

presently are required to do.2 9 The directive itself might require the

agent to be accountable to a named person or group on penalty of

losing the agency in favor of an alternate agent. If a maker is par-

ticularly concerned about interference with her wishes, however, there

24. Id. at 85.
25. See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 31-36-6(c) (Harrison 1990).
26. See, e.g., CoLo. REV. STAT. § 15-18-112 (1989); MwNN. STAT. ANN. § 145B.03 subdiv.

3 (West Supp. 1990).
27. Cf. In re Estate of Brooks, 32 Ill. 2d 361, 374, 205 N.E.2d 435, 443 (1965) (holding

that it is unconstitutional to appoint a conservator without notifying a patient to obtain
consent to a blood transfusion if such transfusions are against the patient's religion).

28. See, e.g., CAL. CIv. CODE §§ 2431-2444 (West Supp. 1991).
29. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE § 2620 (West Supp. 1991).
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should be a method (though not an easy one) for making an advance
directive unchallengeable. For example, one might borrow from the
California Durable Power of Attorney law30 the provision rendering
difficult a challenge to the directive if an attorney has attested that
she has fully informed the maker of the meaning of its provisions.3 '
Also, the state should allow the potential ward to nominate a con-
servator if one is to be appointed.3 2 One can anticipate and block some
overreaching by disqualifying people such as health care providers and
nursing home operators from accepting agency in an advance direc-
tive.33 Naturally, any such disqualification deprives the maker of some
degree of free choice, but the disqualification can be justified by the
anticipated conflict of interest that otherwise might result.

Although most of the present legislative restrictions to autono-
mous choice are contained in natural death acts, there are similar com-
plications in the durable powers of attorney statutes as well.34 The
principal focus of many of these restrictions has been on what is pop-
ularly called the right to die.3 5 As impediments to autonomous choice,
these restrictions must be reexamined.

To be sure, each state has an interest in the life and welfare of
its citizens. The state's interest in a patient's life, according to the
United States Supreme Court, is compelling.3 6 Since many issues con-
cerning the health care of incompetent patients, especially life support
termination, are complex and difficult, it is understandable that var-
ious states arrive at different compromises among competing inter-
ests.37 The clashing viewpoints on life support termination make it
unlikely that there will be universal agreement.s The fact that most

30. CAL. CIv. CODE §§ 2400-2423 (West Supp. 1991).
31. See id. § 2421.
32. See, e.g., MLNN. STAT. ANN. § 145B.03 subdiv. 3 (West 1989).
33. See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 31-36-5(b) (Harrison 1990). "
34. See, e.g., CAL. CIv. CODE § 2435 (West Supp. 1991) (A durable power of attorney

may not authorize the attorney-in-fact to consent to commitment of the principal to a mental
health facility, or to consent to shock therapy, psychosurgery, sterilization, or abortion on
behalf of the principal.).

35. For example, some states restrict the removal of hydration and nutrition or require
that patients be terminally ill before a directive's provisions apply. See generally Mayo,
Constitutionalizing the "Right to Die," 49 MD. L. REV. 103 (1990) (arguing that the consti-
tutional right of privacy does not extend to decisions made on behalf of permanently
unconscious patients to have life-sustaining treatment discontinued and that continued state
supervision is appropriate).

36. See generally Cruzan v. Director, Mo. Dep't of Health, 110 S. Ct. 2841 (1990)
(upholding a state's right to require clear and convincing evidence of a patient's wish in
proceedings in which a guardian seeks to discontinue nutrition and hydration of a person
diagnosed to be in a persistent vegetative state).

37. See Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 77-79.
38. See Note, I Have a Conscience, Too: The Plight of Medical Personnel Confronting
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(perhaps all) states agree that a terminal patient who desires treatment
stopped and has clearly and competently so indicated has a right to
refuse further medical aid39 provides support for at least a provision
of this type in a new law. Claims of a state interest in life or preventing
suicide seem fairly feeble in this context.40

There are, of course, other concerns about authorizing patient
autonomy respecting the right to die. Aside from the strong moral and
religious opposition,4 ' such permission might lead to disguised murder.
More commonly, it surely would create psychological pressure on the
patient to stop the expense, both financial and emotional, that critical
care usually represents. Still, with medical science increasingly capable
of keeping patients alive artificially, the incidence of the need to make
life termination decisions increases.42 Presently, seventy percent of the
deaths occurring at a hospital result from the termination of treat-
ment.43

The disabled may warrant special concern. Representatives of the
disabled have led the opposition to any easing of the life support re-
moval bans (let alone promoting euthanasia) on the ground that de-
valuing life will result in their charges' harm.44 At the least, treatment
will be less heroic; perhaps there will be stronger pressure to accept
the desirability of ending the lives of the disabled. The specter of the
Nazis' elimination of those they called unworthy of life springs to
mind.45 It may be true of the elderly, in general, that to ease an end
to life is to jeopardize life. No easy answer exists to such problems
except alertness to their possibility. Ultimately, the danger of their
eventuation must be weighed against the pain of keeping those alive
who have decided rationally, without outside pressure, that death with
dignity is preferred. To the author, the latter seems the more difficult
choice to make.

the Right to Die, 65 NoTRE DAUE L. REv. 699, 710 (1990) (authored by Irene Prior Loftus)
(discussing Gray v. Romeo, 697 F. Supp. 580 (D.R.I. 1988), wherein the individual patient's
self-determination interest was held to outweigh the state's interest in preserving life, preventing
suicide, protecting innocent third parties, and maintaining the integrity of medical ethics); see
also Beschle, supra note 1, at 333 (noting that theoretically diverse approaches of Massachusetts
and New York courts on treatment termination both essentially require the court to determine
the choice an incompetent would make were she competent).

39. See Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 86; Cruzan, 10 S. Ct. at 2851.
40. See Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 79, 97.
41. See Cruzan. 110 S. Ct. at 2853.
42. See Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 69, 97.
43. Dying: Fear of Being Suspended in a Vegetative State Has Triggered an Unprecedented

Demand for Living Wills Since High Court Ruling, L.A. Times, July 17, 1990, at El, col. 4.
44. See Peters, The State's Interest in the Preservation of Life: From Quinlan to Cruzan,

50 O1mO ST. L.J. 891, 938-45 (1989).
45. K. BINDINo & A. HocnE, DtE FREIOGAE DER-VERNICHTUNo LEa3ENSUNWERTEN LEBENs

(Leipzig' 1920).
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An additional countervailing interest is sometimes urged on behalf
of dependent children.46 The loss of support gets little consideration
in most life support termination cases because the former supporter
generally cannot assist the dependent child either financially or psy-
chologically because of imminent death. A notable exception is that
a majority of states bar the termination of the life supporting care of
a pregnant woman.47 A few limit such negation of the woman's choice
to pregnancies involving viable fetuses or fetuses that could develop
to viability." The latter seem in line with the present constitutional
resolution of the abortion question.49 The majority of states, which
negate an advance directive that would lead to the maker's death, seem
dubious. So long as women remain free to choose to have an abortion
in the first trimester for any reason or none at all, imposing a higher
standard of review on terminal patients appears to violate constitu-
tional privacy doctrine as it now stands.

Can it be true that a state has a sufficient interest in a pregnancy
(even one likely doomed by the ill health of the mother) to force a
prospective mother to carry a child whom she probably will not have

46. See Application of President and Directors of Georgetown College, Inc., 331 F.2d
1000 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 978 (1964) (sustaining a hospital's administration of
emergency blood transfusion to a patient whose religious convictions prohibited such measures
and whose husband refused to authorize transfusion on similar grounds, when the hospital
was exposed to potential civil and criminal liability for failing to take appropriate action,
when the patient was the mother of a seven-month old child whose "abandonment" it was in
the state's interest to prevent, and when the patient's voluntary presence in the hospital gave
rise to the inference that she wanted her life preserved though she could not "consent" to the
means of doing it).

47. See Aaiz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 36-3205 (1986); CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 7188
(West Supp. 1990); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 19a-574 (West Supp. 1990); DEL. CODE ANN.
tit. 16, § 2503 (1983); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 765.08 (West 1986); GA. CODE ANN. § 88-44103
(Harrison Supp. 1989); HAW. REV. STAT. § 327D-6 (Supp. 1989); IDAHO CODE § 39-4504
(Supp. 1990); IND. CODE ANN. § 16-8-11-11 (Burns 1990); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 65-28,103 (1985);
MD. HEALTH-GEN. CODE ANN. § 5-605 (1990); Miss. CODE ANN. § 41-41-107 (Supp. 1990);
Mo. ANN. STAT. § 459.025 (Vernon Supp. 1990); NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 449.610 (Michie
1986); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 137-H:14 (Supp. 1989); N.D. CENT. CODE § 23-06.4-03 (Supp.
1989); OmXA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, § 3103 (West Supp. 1990); S.C. CODE ANN. § 44-77-70 (Law.
Co-op. Supp. 1989); TEx. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 672.019 (Vernon 1990); UTAH
CODE ANN. § 75-2-1109 (1990); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 70.122.030 (Supp. 1990); Wis.
STAT. ANN. § 1514.03 (West 1989).

48. See ALAsKA STAT. § 18.12.040 (1986); ARK. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-206 (Supp. 1989);
COLO. REV. STAT. § 15-18-104 (1989); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 703 (Smith-Hurd
Supp. 1990); IOWA CODE ANN. § 144A.6 (West 1989); MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-9-202 (1989);
UNIF. RiOHTs OF TERMINALLY ILL ACT § 6, 9B U.L.A. 75 (Supp. 1990).

49. See Webster v. Reproductive Health Servs., 109 S. Ct. 3040 (1989) (upholding state
statute requiring physicians to perform fetal viability tests on women believed to be at least
twenty weeks pregnant); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (subsequent to viability, state may
regulate and even proscribe abortion except when necessary to preserve the life or health of
the mother).
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a chance to nourish? Can the state constitutionally choose between
the two lives and cause the woman's death by procedures designed to
save the child?

Under Roe v. Wade, the state must consider not only the mother's
physical burden of the period of gestation but also the mother's in-
terest in the life she may bring into the world.50 Until a state can es-
tablish a right to interfere in a healthy person's decision not to give
birth, the state should not be allowed to require a woman to give birth

to a child doomed to be motherless. At the moment, the law seems
to bar a state from merely inquiring about the reason for a woman's
decision if she is a competent adult.

Many courts, however, have long recognized an additional in-
terest in the medical profession that impinges on the rights of pa-
tients.5 ' If physicians, in general, or the specific treating physician object

to a call to cease treatment, that objection often is entitled to some
weight. A majority of states have addressed the possible conflict be-

tween the treating physician and the patient by providing in their phy-

sician directive laws for the transfer of a patient by a doctor offended
by the patient's wishes.52 In many states, however, this conflict remains
unresolved by statute. Although physicians ordinarily are involved in

treatment and, thus, in treatment cessation, their most pressing in-

terests should be satisfied if they are not required to participate in

treatment cessation to which they are opposed. A fair balance between

50. See Roe, 410 U.S. at 153.
51. See, e.g., Gray v. Romeo, 697 F. Supp. 580, 589-91 (D.R.I. 1988) (The integrity of

medical ethics is subordinate to the wishes of the patient. If prompt transfer of the patient to

a facility that would respect the patient's wishes is impractical, the objecting hospital must

terminate nutrition and hydration.); Brophy v. New England Sinai Hosp., 398 Mass. 417, 497

N.E.2d 626 (1986) (Hospital should not be compelled to withhold food and water contrary to

generally established and accepted medical principles to comply with guardian's wishes. Hospital

must assist guardian in transferring ward to suitable facility where guardian's wishes may be

effected.).
52. See ALA. CODE § 22-8A-8 (1990); ALASKA STAT. § 18.12.050 (1986); AmIZ. REV. STAT.

ANN. § 36-3204 (1986); ARK. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-207 (Supp. 1989); CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY

CODE § 7191 (West Supp. 1990); COLO. REV. STAT. § 15-18-113 (1989); D.C. CODE ANN. § 6-

2427 (1989); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 765.09 (West 1986); GA. CODE ANN. § 88-4108 (Harrison

1986); HAW. REV. STAT. § 327D-11 (1985); IDAHO CODE § 39-4508 (Supp. 1990); ILL. ANN.

STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 703 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1990); IOWA CODE ANN. § 144A.8 (West

1989); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 65-28,107 (1985); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 22, § 2926 (Supp.

1989); MD. HEALTH-GEN. CODE ANN. § 5-604 (1990); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 145B.06 (West

Supp. 1990); MISS. CODE ANN. § 41-41-115 (Supp. 1990); Mo. ANN. STAT. § 459.030 (Vernon

Supp. 1990); MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-9-203 (1989); N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 137-H:6 (Supp.

1989); N.D. CENT. CODE § 23-06.4-08 (Supp. 1989); TENN. CODE ANN. § 32-11-108 (Supp.

1990); UTAH CODE ANN. § 75-2-1112 (1990); VA. CODE ANN. § 54.1-2987 (1988); WASH. REV.

CODE ANN. § 70.122.060 (Supp. 1990); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 154.07 (West 1989); Wyo. STAT.

$ 35-22-104 (1988).
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the pain of a dying patient and a physician's moral code would seem
to justify depriving an offended physician of a more decisive role. A
new act should explicitly adopt the transfer requirements already in
use in a number of states.

Present natural death acts were not written to be all-inclusive.
They typically recite that they do not affect other rights.53 The natural
death acts were born of a problem newly realized and are riddled with
restrictions presumably attributable to excessive caution and lack of
experience.-' As a result, express provisions were made for the pos-
sibility of less restrictive treatment at common law. In contrast to the
natural death acts, durable powers actually were borrowed from estate
practice, a field in which they were not a novelty. In asset manage-
ment, durable powers generally carry few restrictions; 55 thus, although
only the basic durable power law has been adopted, few legislative
restrictions attach to health care provisions. In the laws specifically
passed to deal with health care, some of the excessive caution of nat-
ural death acts was carried forward.- As a general matter, however,
these laws are still much less restrictive than natural death acts.57

It is a current curiosity that the strictures of natural death acts
can be avoided by not making a directive at all58 or by creating a du-
rable power. Since the passage of the early natural death acts, there
has been extensive examination of treatment termination issues. Ap-
pellate courts have written thoughtful opinions on the subject to guide
lower courts.5 9 Currently, there are enough carefully reasoned opinions
that each state should be capable of writing a clearer, more compre-
hensive statute.

Natural death acts focus on instructions to physicians. A new law
should have provisions with the same focus. These provisions specif-
ically might contain whatever restrictions the state wishes to impose
on self-determination of death, permitting options and dropping the
present statement that these options are not in derogation of other
rights. Presumably, by drawing on a number of court decisions re-
solving such issues, these restrictions could be significantly less on-
erous than those in present natural death acts. At least the statutes

53. See, e.g., TENN. CODE ANN. § 32-11-1 10 (Supp. 1990); W. VA. CODE § 16-30-9 (1985).
54. See, e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 765.08 (West 1986) (prohibiting the discontinuation of

medical treatment if the patient is pregnant).
55. WRrrnNG A LiviNo WELL, supra note 7, at 50.
56. See, e.g., CAL. Crv. CODE § 2436.5 (West Supp. 1991) (requiring renewal of durable

power for health care every seven years).
57. See supra note 17.
58. In re Estate of Greenspan, 137 111. 2d 1, 25-28, 558 N.E.2d 1194, 1202-03 (1990).
59. Many of the cases are reviewed in Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 78-92.
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should be sufficiently flexible to encourage rather than deter the cre-
ation of directives.

With respect to a wish to have life support terminated, present
natural death act statutes (and even durable power for health care
laws) tend to be quite limited. For example, although statutes generally
allow the removal of respirators and ventilators and the request for
do-not-resuscitate orders by advance directive, most stop short of au-
thorizing means of effecting what is popularly known as death with
dignity.60 No statute authorizes lethal injection, for example, even un-
der circumstances in which a patient may die by withholding medical
aid. Many physician directive statutes forbid the termination of hy-
dration and nutrition even when food and liquids are administered by
intubation.6 ' These statutes intentionally discriminate between persons
who have a mortal dependency on medical treatment and those who
will survive if normal needs for food and shelter are provided. Al-
though courts generally have placed tubal nutrition and hydration in
the medical treatment category,6 physician directive statutes often ap-
pear to prohibit any form of terminating the supply of food and liq-
uids.6 3

It is curious that physician directive statutes that were spawned
by the plight of Karen Quinlan would not have helped resolve her case.
She, as many after her, was in a coma and might have survived for
an indefinite period so long as food and fluids were continued.64 As
it turned out, she did not, but many patients in persistent vegetative
states may live for decades in that condition, given shelter, food, and

60. See, e.g., CAL. Civ. CODE § 2443 (West Supp. 1991) (prohibiting provisions for mercy

killing or suicide).
61. ALA. CODE § 22-8A-3 (1990); ALASKA STAT. § 18.12.040 (1990); Axuz. REV. STAT.

ANN. § 36-3201 (1986); ARI. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-206 (Supp. 1989); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN.

§ 19a-570 (West Supp. 1990); D.C. CODE ANN. § 6-2421 (1989); FIA. STAT. ANN. § 765.03
(West 1986); GA. CODE ANN. § 844102 (Harrison 1986); HAW. REV. STAT. § 327D-4 (Supp.

1989); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 703 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1990); IND. CODE ANN. §

16-8-11-4 (Burns 1990); IOWA CODE ANN. § 144A.2 (West 1989); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 65-28,102

(1985); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 22, § 2922 (Supp. 1989); MD. HEALTH-GEN. CODE ANN. §

5-602 (1990); Mo. ANN. STAT. § 459.010 (Vernon Supp. 1990); MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-9-202

(1989); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 137-H:2 (Supp. 1989); N.D. CENT. CODE § 23-06.4-02 (Supp.

1989); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, § 3102 (West Supp. 1990); OR. REV. STAT. § 127.605 (Supp.

1990); S.C. CODE ANN. § 44-77-20 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1989); TENN. CODE ANN. § 32-11-103

(Supp. 1990); UTAH CODE ANN. § 75-2-1103 (1990); Wis. STAT. ANN. § 154.01 (West 1989);

WYO. STAT. § 35-22-101 (1988).

62. See Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 82.
63. See, e.g., N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 137-H:2 (Supp. 1989) (life sustaining procedures

that may be terminated "shall not include the administration of medication, sustenance, or

the performance of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide comfort or eliminate

pain").

64. Friedrich, A Limited Right to Die, TimE, Jul. 9, 1990, at 59.
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liquids.65 A few states expressly permit the inclusion of a provision
to terminate food and liquids along with other directives but do not
prohibit such acts without this provision." Some of these states limit
removal authority to documents that expressly so direct.67

The result, in any event, is curious. Depending upon the form of
statute and the type of patient need, some may have their suffering
ended by using a directive while others may not. If nothing short of
ending feeding and the supply of liquids will result in death, even pa-
tients in states permitting directives to include hydration and nutrition
removal will probably at best die slowly by dehydration. Physicians
are directed to make the patients as comfortable as possible during
that time.6" Nonetheless, the procedure appears cruel, which suggests
it eventually may be replaced with a more palatable alternative. Active
euthanasia is, of course, still extremely controversial. 69

Even one of the least controversial forms of treatment for ter-
minal patients, do-not-resuscitate orders, may raise difficult problems.
For a variety of reasons, a number of terminally ill people prefer to
die outside of hospitals. They may wish to refuse treatment should
they have heart failure or otherwise be stricken while at home or in
a public place.70 In such circumstances, do-not-resuscitate orders may
be demanded in advance directives. These orders should not be dif-
ficult to implement in a hospital. In public, on the other hand, they
become very hard to enforce. Emergency medical personnel under-
standably are trained indiscriminately to resuscitate and transport the
victim to a medical facility. Even if other problems concerning the
appropriateness of refusal of life support are solved, it may be un-
reasonable for a person who lives in our society to expect not to be
treated if stricken ill in a public place. The core of the problem is not

65. Id.
66. See IDAHO CODE § 39-4504 (Supp. 1990); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 145B.03 (West Supp.

1990).

67. See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 15-18-104 (1989 & Supp. 1990).
68. See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 22-8A-4 (1990); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 703 (Smith-

Hurd Supp. 1990); ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 22, § 2925 (Supp. 1989).
69. But see Bouvia v. Superior Ct., 179 Cal. App. 3d 1127, 1147, 225 Cal. Rptr. 297,

307 (1986) (Compton, J., concurring). Compton stated,
The right to die is an integral part of our right to control our own destinies so long
as the rights of others are not affected. That right should, in my opinion, include
the ability to enlist assistance from others, including the medical profession, in
making death as painless and quick as possible.

Id.
70. See, e.g., New York's Do-Not-Resuscitate Law, N.Y. PUB. HEALTH LAW §§ 2960,

2978 (McKinney Supp. 1990).
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legal but practical. Emergency forces have enough to do without be-
coming concerned with the state of advance directives when they arrive
at the scene. Yet important reasons may justify allowing terminal pa-
tients who can do so to leave hospitals if they wish. For example,
discharging these patients may free needed space, be less expensive,
and allow more contact with loved ones. It seems more civilized to
allow terminal patients a final surrounding of choice rather than the
forced interior of an institution.

One might devise a way to wear identification indicating the wish
not to be resuscitated, but that probably would be ineffective. Emer-
gency personnel might well wonder whether the decision was made
legally and correctly and even who attached the identification. Emer-
gency personnel might want medical input. A registration system with
a central emergency center might handle the problem. Once an ap-
propriate do-not-resuscitate order is issued, the patient would receive
an identification with an index number to be carried on the person
of the patient. The identification could be discovered (ideally by the
person calling for emergency aid) and a radio check on its validity and
the identifying characteristics of the person who made the advance
directive could be obtained from the registry. The check potentially
could be completed before arrival at the scene. At worst, it could be
initiated immediately on contact by emergency personnel. A registra-
tion system should be legislatively authorized.7'

Even under the circumstances most favorable to following an ad-
vance directive, it does not seem likely that a state legislature would
enact a statute that allows lethal injection. Assisting suicide generally
is a criminal act despite the direction of the person who dies.72 In most
of the civilized world, assisted dying is prohibited.73

The Netherlands is a notable exception:74 euthanasia is well es-
tablished, but at least at the moment, there appears to be no provision
for assisting foreigners wishing to die. Perhaps that will change. Per-
haps other countries will adopt the position of the Netherlands. Pos-
sibly some states will enact an assisted suicide law. Recently, such an
initiative was proposed in California, but did not make the ballot.7"

71. Santa Cruz County, California, has a system for processing advance directives. The
911 emergency operator checks a file for registered physician directives before dispatching
emergency aid.

72. See Peters, supra note 44, at 963.
73. See generally Death by Directive, supra note 7.
74. 60 Minutes: The Last Right? (CBS television broadcast, Jan. 5, 1986); Washington

State Confronts Euthanasia, Wash. Post, Feb. 6, 1991, at A7, col. 2.
75. Proposed "Humane and Dignified Death Act," November 1988.
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Public opinion polls seem to favor a similar type of provision for the
terminally ill.76

If a terminally ill person could travel to a place in which active
assistance in dying was provided, would advance directives be allowed
to authorize transportation of the maker for that purpose? This prob-
lem might be anticipated in drafting current documents.

Of course, treatment cessation is not the only issue of concern.
While directives to physicians are limited to life support instructions,
durable powers of attorney also can direct the many medical (and fi-
nancial) issues that can be anticipated to arise on incapacity. An im-
proved advance directive law should allow the maker this option as
well. After all, incompetents may well require a variety of treatments,
and there is no reason to require the appointment of either an agent
or conservator to insure that physicians serve the patient as the patient
wishes. To ensure that the broader potential does not delay addressing
issues relating to dying, the law should allow codicils to expand the
original directive like will codicils.77

At the same time, teeth should be put into directives to physicians.
So long as the medical community ignored advance directives, the di-
rectives could be seen as either useless or only marginally effective.78

Such a perception was likely to become self-fulfilling. Life support is
almost invariably supplied in hospitals. Increasingly, the primary site
of death is hospitals.79 Physicians appear generally to believe that treat-
ment decisions are theirs to make; some even believe that they have
interests which must be balanced against the wishes of their patients.
Some courts agree.80

Undoubtedly, the recent congressional passage of provisions con-
cerning advance directives will address these problems. The Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 199081 requires Medicare providers to
take an active role in informing patients about their right to participate
in and direct health care decisions and requires providers to encourage
and honor advance health care directives. It further mandates that
each provider maintain written policiesl ensuring that patients are given
written notice of their rights to control medical treatment under state

76. Right to Die: The Publics View, N.Y. Times, June 26, 1990, at A18, col. 2 (81% of
persons polled would allow a feeding tube to be removed from a comatose individual with no
brain activity upon the request of family).

77. See J. RrrcHla, N. ALroRD & R. ErFLvnD, supra note 23, at 7.
78. See Mayo, supra note 35, at 146.
79. Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 69.
80. Note, supra note 38, at 707 n.53.
81. Pub. L. No. 101-508, 104 Stat. 1388 (1990).
82. Id. § 4206(f)(1).
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law, including the right to make an advance directive,83 and that pa-
tients' medical records are marked to indicate whether advance di-
rectives exist.A4 To ensure that decisions are made freely, the act
prohibits conditioning medical care (or otherwise discriminating) on
whether such a directive has been executed.8" Finally, the Act provides
that the provider must ensure compliance with both common law and
statutory state law respecting advance directives 6 and educate the staff
and the community about advance directives.87 When the law becomes
effective in 1992, its impact on issues discussed in this Article should
be substantial.

States may want further to support patient control. To that end
the proposed law might criminalize the refusal to follow a proper di-
rective and make refusal actionable by private injunctive proceedings.
Awarding attorney fees to the winning party may be justifiable and
would dissuade harassing law suits against physicians while enabling
agents without ample resources to pursue actions. Whether these ad-
ditional enforcement measures are required might be best assessed af-
ter the federal law has had a chance to alter present practices. The
routine inquiry about directives by hospitals and others should reduce
the apprehension that patients presently exhibit.

One of the most promising aspects of the congressional provision
is its requirement that medical staffs be educated about advance di-
rectives. If physicians become better informed, they may become ef-
fective promoters of such documents. At the moment, physicians are
not well informed. One study found that eighty-five percent of Cal-
ifornia physicians surveyed either knew nothing or little about advance
directives.88 It is appropriate to urge a patient to consider making an
advance directive incident to a routine hospital admissions.89 The rou-
tine exercise of the request will lessen its threatening nature.

Of course, the necessity for a directive stems from the incapacity
of the principal. Some states prohibit anyone from exercising health
care powers while the maker is competent.90 All states allow a com-

83. Id. § 4206(f)(l)(a)(i).
84. Id. § 4206(f)(1)(B).
85. Id. § 4206(f)(1)(C).
86. Id. § 4206(f)(1)(D).
87. Id. § 4206(f)(1)(E).
88. Zinberg, Decisions for the Dying: An Empirical Study of Physician's Responses to

Advance Directives, 13 VT. L. REV. 445, 472 (1989).
89. Lowry, Led by Court, Hospitals Take New Interest in Living Wills, N.Y. Times, July

23, 1990, at Al, col. 1.
90. See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 2434 (West Supp. 1990); IDAHo CODE § 39-4505 (Supp.

1990); W. VA. CODE § 13-30A-3 (Supp. 1990).
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petent maker to revoke the instrument. A greater problem exists with
respect to a maker who, though now legally incompetent, wishes to
change a directive.

Some statutes at least allow the revocation of authority to remove
life support if the patient can communicate, irrespective of whether
he or she is then thought to be competent.9 ' At a minimum, a new
statute should have such a provision. Decisions about competency are
controversial. They should not be allowed to interfere with an an-
nounced decision not to die. After all, had the patient not given au-
thority for a contrary position, life would have been maintained as
a routine application of state law.

The result of revoking the authority to remove life support, how-
ever, is permanent. If an incompetent patient revokes, the presumption
of competence cannot be used to revive the document or make a new
one. There is, in other words, relatively easy revocation but not easy
reinstatement. Although that rule is symmetrical, it is not sensible. The
states presume competency revocation, defying the customary treat-
ment of incompetency for strong policy reasons. The reasons for al-
lowing patient self-determination are also strong. There are alternatives
to voiding the document because of a change of mind. For example,
the document might be considered suspended by the change of mind
and the suspension dropped if the patient again sought its ends. The
absence of continued resistance might end the suspension. Family or
courts might be empowered to reinstate the document, even absent
competent consent, subject to the patient's refusal assuming that the
patient is in a condition to communicate refusal. Thus, the deliberate,
competently chosen outcome would prevail over the effects of hesi-
tation.

A related problem is whether states will require that advance di-
rectives be reexecuted periodically or whether they will allow older
documents to govern conduct at a significantly later time. Most states
allow directives, once valid, to remain in force indefinitely.92 Cali-
fornia, however, requires their reexecution periodically.93 Periodic

91. See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 18.12.020 (1986); D.C. CODE ANN. § 6-2424 (1989); HAW.
REV. STAT. § 327D-12 (Supp. 1989); OKLA. STAT. tit. 63, § 3104 (Supp. 1990).

92. See, e.g., Wis. STAT. ANN. § 154.05 (West 1989) (providing that a directive is valid
unless revoked or superceded by the express wish of a competent patient).

93. California requires physician directives to be reexecuted every five years. CAL. HEALTH
& SAFETY CODE § 7188 (West Supp. 1990) (California requires the reexecution of durable
powers for health care only every seven years. CAL. CIv. CODE § 2436.5 (West Supp. 1990)).
Wisconsin and Idaho had similar requirements for physician directives but dropped them.
IDAHO CODE § 39-4506 (1985) (current version at § 39.4507 (Supp. 1990)); Wis. STAT. ANN. §
1154.03 (West 1989).
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reexecution is necessary only if a person remains competent or regains
competency.

Most physician directive statutes also avoid the problem of out-
dated documents by requiring that the maker be in a terminal con-
dition at the time of executionY The original directive statute, enacted
in California, takes an extreme view by requiring diagnosis of the ter-
minal condition two weeks before the document becomes binding.95

Colorado requires one week.96 Studies indicate that these waiting pro-
visions effectively bar most people from executing the document9

Desires expressed earlier in life or while in better health may over-
exaggerate the limitations that age and infirmity actually impose.
Commonly, many persons happily accept living with physical limi-
tations they once would have thought unbearable. 98 Whether that sup-
ports dismissing an earlier writing is another matter. As the advance
directive represents a position once formally adopted, it likely rep-
resents a deliberate position worthy of implementation. After all, it
could have been revoked by the maker. Alternatively, an intermediate
position could be adopted that would give the advance directive di-
minished effect with the passage of time.99 Longevity of the document
alone does not justify completely disregarding the expressed views of
the maker.

The third generation advance directive should deal sensitively with
this complex issue. Perhaps the best direction lies in requiring the maker
to specify in the document any desired form of assistance in dying
beyond suspension of medical machinery such as removal of tubal
feeding or suspension of chemotherapy. It might be better to provide
a substitute for starvation and dehydration as the only acceptable means
of allowing a person not dependent on medical machinery to die. Once
we confront the fact that removal of food and water kills all pa-
tients,'°° a form of more direct and less gruesome help can be accepted
as an alternative. Careful screening would be required to ensure against
the previously mentioned improprieties.

94. Only Arkansas and Texas allow patients who are not in a terminal condition to

execute advance directives. ARK. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-202 (1987); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN.
art. 4590h-1 (Vernon Supp. 1991).

95. CAL. HEALTH & SAIEY CODE § 7188 (West Supp. 1990).
96. COLO. REV. STAT. § 15-18-104 (Supp. 1990).
97. Redleaf, The California Natural Death Act: An Empirical Study of Physicians'

Practices, 31 STAN. L. REV. 913, 928 (1979).
98. Peters, supra note 44, at 914.
99. Gelfand, Living Will Statutes: The First Decade, 1987 Wis. L. REV. 737, 768 n.125.

100. See Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 84.
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A further word on the implementation of directives to allow dying
is in order. Some consideration must be given to ensuring that a de-
cision to be allowed to die remains acceptable to the patient. Life sup-
port termination decisions may cause almost immediate death, as in
the case of turning off a ventilator for a dependent patient. On the
other hand, they may cause death more slowly, as in the case of the
removal of a feeding tube.'0 ' In the latter case, there appears to be
no good reason for postponing action once it is determined that the
decision was appropriately made and has not been repudiated. In the
former, it may be wise to provide for a short term postponement to
assure a cooling off period. During the cooling off period anyone who
has the right to object to the procedure, including, of course, the pa-
tient if she can communicate, can effect a change in the cessation of
treatment. Because many people who have made and confirmed a de-
cision to be allowed to die change their mind, the law should allow
a short time, after all other hurdles are crossed, for sober last minute
contemplation.

Whatever choices are made concerning the issues discussed, du-
rable powers of attorney for health care should provide the model for
providing instructions on health care. Comparable provisions should
deal with asset management. No directive can be as effective as an
agent charged with carrying out instructions. The concept is good and
needs little adjustment, but it does require the maker both to craft
a document and to find a trusted agent to make it work. Actually,
regression might be in order because durable power laws were less
complicated when they merely addressed asset management before the
new class of health care durable power laws were passed.

An additional problem of conflict of laws has not yet spawned
reported cases. In an increasingly mobile society, it is unrealistic to
expect that the drafter of advance directives necessarily will be in the
state in which the document was drawn or, for that matter, in her then
home state. A few statutes accommodate that problem by enforcing
a document that is valid in the state in which it was made. '02 Minnesota
accepts a directive that substantially complies with its own law.' 03 At
the opposite extreme lie California and Oregon, which prescribe a form
to be used or at least prescribe a number of necessary provisions that

101. See id. at 84.
102. ALAsKA STAT. § 18-12.090 (1986); ARK. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-212 (Supp. 1989); ME.

REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 22, § 2930 (Supp. 1989); MD. HEALTH-GEN. CODE ANN. § 5-612 (1990);
MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-9-111 (1989); OKLA. STAT. tit. 63, § 3103.1 (Supp. 1991); UNiF.
RIGHTS OF TERMINALLY ILL ACT § 13, 9B U.L.A. 80 (Supp. 1990).

103. MiNN. STAT. ANN. § 145B.15 (West Supp. 1990).
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might well be omitted in a draft prepared elsewhere.l 04Worse yet, the
requirements of those states differ from each other. The requirement
that specific provisions or forms be used does not foreclose a court
from accepting a conflicting document' made by persons not under the
state's jurisdiction at the time.' 0

The great majority of states do not prescribe the precise form or
mandate the inclusion of specific provisions. They allow different forms
and they do not resolve the conflicts of law question. Although their
laws probably raise fewer problems than the restrictive states' statutes,
they are not ideal either. The conflicts question is yet to be resolved,
and it still remains open to the courts to refuse to enforce an out of
state form.

No state appears to require its courts to allow the appointment
of an agent who, because she is located outside the state, may not be
easily amenable to the state's laws. Although a court seemingly could
condition enforcement of a directive on the agent's voluntary com-
pliance with state requirements, the uncertainties involved do not pro-
vide peace of mind for elders. The new law should contain a provision
validating a directive that complies with the requirements of the mak-
er's state of domicile when the directive was made. The state also could
impose other requirements from its own laws if the maker becomes
a domiciliary. Even then, the document should at least be accepted
in any legal proceeding as an indication of the maker's wishes.

Natural death laws do not require the appointment of agents.
That feature removes a nagging problem of durable powers of at-
torney. Many elders may have significant trouble finding a willing and
able agent who is likely to remain healthy and competent. Many elders
have no one. On the other hand, the presence of someone with legal
authority to enforce the patient's wishes increases the likelihood of
those wishes being effectuated. Although physicians must follow phy-
sician directives, patients by definition are incompetent to make-let
alone enforce-their directives when the time comes. Because patients
enforce their own mandates, many physicians likely control the med-
ical fate of their patients.'10 At least, elders may fear that their doc-
uments are ineffectual.

104. CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 7188 (West Supp. 1990); OR. REV. STAT. § 127.610

(Supp. 1990).
105. Some statutes now so provide. See, e.g., TEX. REV. Crv. STAT. ANN. art. 4590h-1,

sec. 13 (Vernon Supp. 1991).
106. See Fear of Being Suspended in a Vegetative State Has Triggered an Unprecedented

Demand for Living Wills Since High Court Ruling, L.A. Times, July 17, 1990, at El, col. 4.
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The third generation living will could resolve the problem by en-
larging the group of persons who are available for selection as at-
torney-in-fact. Since the primary reason for appointing an agent outside
of available family probably is the avoidance of family interference
with an elder's wishes, the agent need not be a close relative of the
elder. It suffices that the person is willing to follow the provisions of
the durable power and that she is competent to act. A corps of vol-
unteers willing to serve such a purpose might be relatively easy to de-
velop since there are already many models of community elder support.
It would seem a worthy project for one of the many community-minded
service organizations to adopt; perhaps funding for the organization
of such groups might be appropriate. The sponsoring group could
undertake training and supervision of volunteers. Laws should be
amended to allow such organizations to be named as either the prin-
cipal agent or as an alternate agent in an advance directive.'07

At present, advance directives end at death. It might be wise to
allow an agent-based directive to exist long enough for the agent to
have an autopsy conducted as a means of enforcing predeath medical
directives.I0t

One commentator has suggested that the doctrine of cypres might
be adapted to give effect to a maker's perspectives given changed cir-
cumstances.' 109 Thus, the intent of the maker might be effectuated by
substituting a feasible means of execution for one that has become
impossible.

The fact that only those with an advanced education are likely
to use physician directives and powers of attorney supports finding
an appropriate alternative. Physician directive and powers of attorney
put a high premium on expression skills and on experience with legal
documents." 0 Many people made wards under conservatorship laws

107. Health care durable power of attorney laws generally require that the health agent be
a named person. See, e.g., Oregon Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care, OR. REV.
STAT. §§ 127.505-.585 (1989).

108. See, e.g., GA. CODE ANN. § 31-36-7 (Harrison 1990) (agent may be empowered to
make an anatomical gift, authorize an autopsy, or direct the disposition of a principal's
remains); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 802-5 (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1990) (unless agency
states an earlier termination date, the agency continues until the death of the principal); KAN.
STAT. ANN. § 58-625 to -632 (Supp. 1989) (agent may make decisions about organ donation,
autopsy, and disposition of the body); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 145B.03 (West Supp. 1990) (since
"health care" needs to cease at death, presumption must be that agency also ceases); TENN.
CODE ANN. § 34-6-201 (Supp. 1990) (health care is limited to treatment decisions, thus creating
the presumption that the agency ends at death).

109. Gelfand, supra note 99, at 794 n.254.
110. Doing Justice to Life; For the Cruzans, Pain for Principle, a Triumph, N.Y. Times,

June 27, 1990, at A22, col. 1.
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likely do not possess either skill."' If the law is to apply to all classes,

the new law should provide alternative directions in the event that the

dying person has never provided written directions. Of course, every

effort should be made to facilitate the use of durable powers and di-

rectives, but not providing an adequate alternative is probably insen-

sitive to the differences among people.
A significant problem lies in the small number of directives that

presently are prepared. Death is an unpleasant subject that most peo-

ple avoid discussing or even considering. Although in a recent poll the

majority of those questioned approved of living wills, only fifteen per-

cent had made one."2 On the other hand, fifty-six percent had in-

formed family members of their wishes."3 The recently passed of federal

law can be expected to increase the number of directives drawn.

To some extent, it is inappropriate to require that people use these

documents rather than other alternatives when the intent is to promote

self-determination. More effort must be made, however, to lessen the

burden of making directives. State-approved forms, already available

in most states,"4 are useful especially if they do not limit the ability

of the maker to direct conduct in other terms. These forms provide

an inexpensive and uncomplicated means of preserving a person's
wishes.

Whether a thoughtful, literate person would adopt a form might

depend on the extent to which that person had specific concerns that

Ill. In the New York study of guardianship, a large number of wards were state charges

who, presumably, often would be undereducated. SuRRoGATE MANAGEMENT, supra note 7.

112. L.A. Times, July 17, 1990, at El, col. 4.

113. Developments in the Law-Medical Technology and the Law, 103 HARv. L. REV.

1519, 1647 n.35 (1990).
114. See ALA. CODE § 22-8A-4 (1990); ALAsKA STAT. § 18.12.010 (1986); ARuZ. REV. STAT.

ANN. § 36-3202 (1986); ARK. STAT. ANN. § 20-17-202 (Supp. 1989); CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY

CODE § 7188 (West Supp. 1990); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 15-18-104 (1989); CONN. GEN.

STAT. § 19a-575 (West Supp. 1990); D.C. CODE ANN. § 6-2422 (1989); FtA. STAT. ANN. §

765.05 (West 1986); GA. CODE ANN. § 31-32-3 (1986); HAW. REV. STAT. § 327D-4 (Supp.

1989); IDAHO CODE § 39-4504 (Supp. 1990); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 110 1/2, para. 703 (Smith-

Hurd Supp. 1990); IND. CODE ANN. § 16-8-11-12 (Burns 1990); IOWA CODE ANN. § 144A.3

(West 1989); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 65-28,103 (1985); LA. REv. STAT. ANN. § 40:1299:58.3 (West

Supp. 1990); ME. REv. STAT. ANN. tit. 22, § 2922 (Supp. 1989); MD. HEALTH-GEN. CODE

ANN. § 5-602 (1990); MINN STAT. ANN. § 145B.04 (West Supp. 1990); Miss. CODE ANN. §

41-41-107 (Supp. 1989); Mo. REV. STAT. § 459.015 (Supp. 1990); MONT. CODE ANN. § 50-9-

103 (1989); NEv. REv. STAT. ANN. § 449.610 (Michie 1986); N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 137H:3

(Supp. 1989); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 90-321 (1985); N.D. CENT. CODE § 23-06.4-03 (Supp. 1989);

OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, § 3103 (West Supp. 1990); OR. REv. STAT. § 127.610 (Supp. 1990);

S.C. CODE ANN. § 44-77-50 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1989); TENN. CODE ANN. § 32-11-105 (Supp.

1990); TEx. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 672.004 (Vernon Supp. 1990); UTAH CODE ANN.

§ 75-2-1104 (1990); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 18, § 52j3 (1987); VA. CODE ANN. § 54.1-2984 (1988);

WAsH. REv. CODE ANN. § 70.122.030 (Supp. 1990); Wyo. STAT. § 35-22-102 (1977); UNIF.

RioHTs OF THE TERImNALLY ILL ACT § 2, 9B U.L.A. 70 (Supp. 1990).
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would not be protected by the form. In that regard, it would be es-
pecially useful to have an authoritative interpretation of the form pro-
visions enacted along with them. While the interpretations would not
be as binding as the language of the form, they would provide a first
step in dealing with ambiguities. The issue is of sufficient importance
to make form drafting the subject of educational campaigns.

Finally, in the event that a person does not create a physician
directive or durable power appointment, a statute could take care of
problems without the necessity of court intervention. The new statute
might continue to name the persons who would be empowered to act
on behalf of the patient absent a directive and further be broadened
to express the totality of health care the state would allow them to
direct. Depending on the satisfaction with these provisions, a patient
would choose whether to make an alternative document and, if so,
what its provisions should be. Disagreement with the medical care pro-
visions provided in the new statute would trigger at least a physician
directive. If a patient does not trust one of those persons empowered
to act on her behalf, she could appoint an agent.

Improvements in medical technology have made advance direc-
tives far more important than they would have been at an earlier time."5

The authorizing laws have been passed quickly, but have not been
coordinated with other state laws. Substantial overlap exists, and yet
significant gaps exist as well. Cases relating to terminal care also have
flourished in the past decade. It is a good time to differentiate and
reorganize the laws that exist. A single package, especially one that
spells out the results of failing to make a directive, would make di-
rectives more useful and, consequently, more likely to be used.

115. Death by Directive, supra note 7, at 69.
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Premature Probate: A Different

Perspective on Guardianship for the

Elderly

George J. Alexander*

The management of an individual's property and health is, in
large part, left to that person's discretion. The law considers most
people competent to make the necessary decisions in these areas.
However, for those who lack that competence, largely the elderly,'
the law provides for the imposition of surrogate management in the
form of guardianship or its equivalent.2 Yet the substitution of a
guardian's judgment as to what is best for the ward's health or prop-
erty creates a grievious potential for abuse.

The guardian may make health treatment decisions for the ward
which are contrary to the ward's wishes. For example, the guardian
may hospitalize the ward for the ward's "protection." The hospital

* A.B. 1953,J.D. 1959, University of Pennsylvania; LL.M. 1964,J.S.D. 1969, Yale Law
School. Dean and Professor of Law, University of Santa Clara Law School. The author
wishes to acknowledge the contributions of his research assistants, Barbara J. Nelson and
Daniel M. Wall, and the aid of Lynne N. Henderson, and thanks them for their extraordinary
help and thoughtful criticism.

On April 23 and 24, 1979, the author chaired the Task Force on Protecting Human
Rights, at the National Conference on Mental Health and the Elderly held by the United
States House of Representatives Select Committee on Aging. The staff of the Select Commit-
tee circulated a prior draft of this article to the Task Force which then recommended that
"appropriate legislative bodies . . . provide for legislative implementation of the right of indi-
viduals to file binding statements, while competent, to govern disposition of their person and
property during incompetency." The proposal was unanimously accepted by the Conference.

1. One study showed that 80% of the persons placed under guardianship in the Los
Angeles County central district from July 1, 1973 to June 30, 1974 were over 65. See National
Senior Citizens Center, Empirical Study of Guardianship and Conservatorship Filings in Los
Angeles County (1977) (unpublished data on file with author) [hereinafter cited as Senior
Center Study]. This study, conducted by the National Senior Citizens Center, a federally
funded legal services center concerned with the legal problems of the elderly poor, included
examination of 1,010 cases filed under CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1460-1470 (West 1956)
(amended 1959, 1976, 1978), and id §§ 1701-2207 (West Supp. 1979) in the Los Angeles
County central district.

2. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1460-1463, 1701-2207 (West Supp. 1979).
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may use a form of treatment, such as electroconvulsive therapy,
which the ward may particularly fear. Or the guardian may invol-
untarily commit the ward to an institution if the guardian feels the
ward is suicidal or dangerous to others.

The guardian may also deny the ward the benefit of possessions
or savings, or require the ward to receive those benefits as a dole from
an appointed manager. The guardian may manage the property in a
way that channels funds away from individuals the ward would like
to benefit, and toward persons the guardian prefers. Alternatively,
the guardian may restrict the ward's expenses with an eye to enlarg-
ing the estate that will pass on death.

Since the law conceives of surrogate management as a benefit to
the ward, the law imposes such management in a nonadversary set-
ting. Consequently, claims to the ward's property are not openly
raised and adjudicated, but instead are subsumed in litigation on the
single issue of the ward's competence. 3 Moreover, although the im-
portance of benefit to the ward in the competency determination
causes that proceeding to become laden with a concern for due proc-
ess-on the assumption that such procedures will guarantee fair-
ness-that guarantee is uncertain, and shocking inequities often
come to light.

Although guardianship of property and health have much in
common, the two forms of surrogate management raise different
problems. In Part I of this article, I consider the problems attending
guardianship of property, and examine the approaches used to pro-
tect the ward's property interest. I conclude that the "living will"
suggested by probate law provides the best substitute for the present
model of guardianship. In Part II, I look at the problems raised by
the surrogate management of health needs-principally the excessive
use of involuntary commitment-and I conclude that a living will
also allows individuals to control their treatment in the event of incom-
petence.

3. See, eg., id §§ 1460-1461. "In most jurisdictions, the petition [for guardianship) may
be filed by either the disabled person or by one or more of his friends or relatives." Rohan,
Canngfor Persons Under a Disaohibit A Cnitque of the Role of the Conswzreor and the 'Subsitution of
Judgment Dodnrnc", 52 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 1, 6 (1977). Moreover, "[s]everal jurisdictions im-
pose the additional requirement that notice be furnished to the spouse, 'descendants, as-
cendants and next of kin'of the proposed conservatee," id., thus including in the proceedings
the vast majority of potential heirs.
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I. THE LIVING WILL AND SURROGATE MANAGEMENT OF

PROPERTY

The fall of a wealthy man demonstrates the scope of possible per-
sonal tragedy inherent in a guardianship proceeding.4 Ben Weingart
was ordered into conservatorship, the rough equivalent of guardian-
ship, in October 1974.5 At that time, he appeared to own property
valued at about one-half billion dollars. 6 The petition for surrogate
management alleged that he was likely to be imposed on by "artful
and designing" persons, naming the woman with whom he had lived
for 16 years.' The petitioners, who would become the managers of
Mr. Weingart's property, were personally indebted to him for sub-

4. Shakespeare often wrote about the tragedies of kings rather than of common folk.

"The pangs of despised love and the anguish of remorse, we say, are the same in a peasant

and a prince; but . .. the story of the prince, the triumvir, or the general, has a greatness and

dignity of its own . . . . [W]hen he falls suddenly from the height of earthly greatness to the

dust, his fall produces a sense of contrast, of the powerlessness of man, and of the omnipo-

tence-perhaps the caprice-of Fortune or Fate, which no tale of private life can possibly

rival." Bradley, The Substance of Shakespearean Tragedy, in APPROACHES TO SHAKESPEARE 1,

5-6 (N. Rabin ed. 1964).
But most guardianship proceedings do not concern the wealthy. See G. ALEXANDER &

T. LEWIN, THE AGED AND THE NEED FOR SURROGATE MANAGEMENT 71-72, 159 (1972)

(table 5). Information from Onondaga County, New York records revealed that the total

average estate involved in guardianship proceedings was approximately 824,000. Id. The

vast majority of petitions for guardianship, those concerning state hospital patients, involved

an average estate of approximately 519,000. Id. And guardianship proceedings sometimes

involve only the right to make decisions about publicly provided benefits. "[Tihe incompe-

tent poor have almost as many meaningful decisions to be made for them as have incompe-

tents with property." Zicklin & Libow, The Penultiiate Will, 47 N.Y. ST. B.J. 31, 32 (1975).

Studies in California and New York revealed that a state hospital was the petitioner for an

adjudication of incompetency in a vast majority of the cases examined. Set G. ALEXANDER &

T. LEWIN, supra, at 12; Senior Center Study, supra note 1. State hospitals institute such pro-

ceedings to secure reimbursement for the costs of care, maintenance, and medical treatment

of the patient. G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWIN, supra, at 67-69; see OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY

GENERAL, STATE OF NEW YORK, HANDBOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMMITTEES OF PA-

TIENTS OF STATE INSTITUTIONS (1968). Regardless of the theoretical solicitude of the law

toward small estates, those persons classed as relatively indigent are not accorded the same

procedural opportunities and safeguards as their more affluent counterparts. See Senior

Center Study, supra note 1.
5. In re Weingart, No. P-607498 (Super. Ct. Prob. Div. L.A. County, Cal. Oct. 29, 1974);

see Hamill, For the Ben Weingarts, There Oughtta Be a Law, L.A. Herald Examiner, Jan. 10,

1979, § A, at 3, col. 1; Hamill, The Cindrella' Who Loved Ben Weingart, id., Jan. 8, 1979, § A, at

3, col. 1; Hamill, Ben Weingart. Rags to Rixhes . . . Back to Rags, id., Jan. 5, 1979, § A, at 3, Col.

I; Hamill, Thq Spokefor His Money, Not Hahn, id., Jan. 3, 1979, § A, at 3, col. 1; Hamill, Tycoon's

Millions Began with 35' Loan, id., Dec. 31, 1978, § A, at 1, col. 1; Hamill, Her Fight Over a

Tycoons Millions, id., Dec. 29, 1978, § A, at 1, col. 1.
6. Hamill, Her Fight Over a Tycoon's Millions, supra note 5, at 3.

7. Mr. Weingart's generosity to his cohabitant, Laura Winston, precipitated the conser-

vatorship proceedings. Eight days prior to the institution of the proceedings, Ben Weingart

tried to increase the corpus of a trust he had set up for Laura Winston from 51 million to 52
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stantial amounts of money.8

The court declared a temporary conservatorship in October
1974,9 and permanent conservatorship that November.'0 Mr. Wein-
gart was present at neither proceeding." To excuse his absence, the
petitioners presented the court with a medical certificate stating that
Mr. Weingart had a moderately severe organic brain syndrome and
was, for that reason, not able to attend the hearing.'2 Once ap-
pointed, the managers stopped all payments to the woman who had
been living with Mr. Weingart and barred her from seeing him.'3

They also transferred substantial sums of money from their control as
conservators-subject to conservatorship accounting to the court-to
a trust of which they were'trustees.'4

The story of Ben Weingart abounds in procedural unfairness,
hidden conflicts of interests, and tragic disregard for the wishes of the
ward. Those who, unlike Mr. Weingart, escape surrogate manage-
ment, ultimately dispose of all of their property through probate.
Both surrogate management and probate principally affect the eld-
erly. Both processes often benefit spouses and children-surrogate
management by conserving property so that it might later pass to
these heirs through probate, and by sometimes increasing the al-
lowances given to them during the ward's life. But unlike probate,
surrogate management denies the ward the right to determine the
use of property, since it does not follow the ward's previously ex-
pressed intent. I argue in this part that even though guardianship
proceedings have been conducted with an increasing regard for pro-
cedural due process, they fail to protect the ward's property interests.
I suggest that better results are possible by substituting probate for
the present model of guardianship. Such a change would stress cer-
tainty of result, and shift the focus from what is "best" for the ward
to implementation of the ward's previously stated objectives as ex-
pressed in a "living will."

million. The petitioners for conservatorship alleged that Ms. Winston coerced Mr. Wein-
gart's attempt. Set Hamill, The 'Cindere-la' Who Loved Ben Waengart, supra note 5.

8. Hamill, Her Fight Oivr a Tycoon '. Mifilans s.upra note 5, at 3.
9. Id. at 1.
10. Id. at 1, 3.
11. Id. at 1.
12. Id.
13. Id. at 3.
14. Id.
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A. Inadequac of Present Guardiarnshzp Law

A court imposes guardianship" on individuals when it finds that
they are unable to care properly for themselves.'6 When a court
makes such a determination, it may then appoint a guardian to care
for the ward's health.' 7 The same guardian, or another court ap-
pointee, may assume management control of the ward's property."'
Both health and property guardianships label the ward as unable to
manage," and substitute a surrogate to act in the ward's best inter-
ests.' But because of broadly drawn standards of incompetence and
illusory procedural safeguards in guardianship statutes, courts fre-
quently find an individual incompetent and appoint a guardian
where the alleged incompetent is still capable of managing property.
And even where a ward is incompetent and does require a guardian,
present guardianship statutes do not ensure that the guardian will
manage the ward's property in accordance with the ward's wishes.
Nor do these statutes ensure that the court will recognize the conflict
of interests between the petitioners and the ward. In this section I
examine these inadequacies of guardianship statutes.

15. The history of guardianship is closely linked to the law of insanity. If insane, an
individual could be deprived of various rights, including those of property management,
through guardianship proceedings. See Horstman, Protective Servicesfor the Eldry. The Limits of
Parenw Patiae, 40 Mo. L. REV. 215, 218-19 (1975); Regan, Protective Servicerfor the Elderly:
Commitment, Guardianshi, and Alternatives, 13 WM. & MARY L. REV. 569, 570-73 (1972). A
later statutory distinction between old age and insanity showed that many legislatures be-
lieved that aging itself might bring about functional disabilities creating property manage-
ment problems. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE § 1435.2 (West 1956) (amended 1976) (word
incompetent defined to include "insanity as well as incompetency arising by reason of old age,
disease, weakness of mind, or other cause rendering a person unable, unassisted, properly to
manage and take care of himself or his property").

In some states, separate provisions exist for the management of the insane-or mentally
ill-and of those incompetent by reason of functional disability not traceable to mental ill-
ness. The older practice of treating the groups alike was known as guardianship. See, e.g., id.
§§ 1435.2, 1460-1462 (amended 1959, 1976, 1977, 1978). The newer process of conservator-
ship, used for the surrogate management of those incompetent by reason of functional disabil-
ity, is intended to recognize the difference between insanity and disfunction. See, e.g., id.
§§ 1701-2201 (West Supp. 1979). See generally G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWIN, spra note 4, at
81-124. Since the two terms have become confused, this article will refer to the two processes
as guardianship.

16. See CAL. PROB. CODE § 1435.2 (West Supp. 1979). While this standard may seem
overly vague, it is common in the statutes.

17. Id. § 1460 ("Any superior court to which application is made . . . may appoint a

guardian for the person and estate or person or estate of an incompetent person. . . ."). For
further discussion of the surrogate management of health needs, see notes 92-123 infia and
accompanying text.

18. CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1460, 1500 (West Supp. 1979).
19. See id. §§ 1435.2, 1460.
20. Id. §§ 1460, 1500.

58-577 - 92 - 10
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1. Adjudicatzng incompetency.

Broadly drawn standards of incompetence. The California Probate
Code under which In re Wemngart was tried,2 1 like the current probate
statutes of many other states, allowed surrogate managers to be ap-
pointed on the basis of broadly drawn standards of incompetence. 22

The standards used in these current statutes, like the standards in the
California statute prior to its amendment, presumably reflect a belief
that the guardianship process principally benefits the ward. The spe-

21. The California law of guardianship was revised after In re Weingar. While the old
law allowed a court to appoint a conservator based on broadly drawn standards of incompe-
tence, the new law focuses on the ward's ability to function. Compare CAL. PROB. CODE
§§ 1435.2, 1460 (West 1956) (amended 1976) (incompetency can arise "by reason of old age,
disease, weakness of mind, or other cause rendering a person unable, unassisted, properly to
manage and take care of himself or his property") with id. (West Supp. 1979) (person incom-
petent when "unable properly to provide for his own personal needs for physical health, food,
clothing or shelter, and . . . substantially unable to manage his own financial resources').
The new law also no longer allows a court to appoint a conservator for individuals unable to
resist "artful and designing" persons, but instead only directs that courts be concerned about
whether the ward is capable of resisting "undue influence." Compare Id §§ 1460, 1751 (West
1956 & Supp. 1975) (amended 1976) with Id. (West Supp. 1979). Moreover, while under the
old law courts often considered emotional or psychological instability as valid reasons for the
alleged incompetent's absence from the court proceeding, see notes 29-30 hrna and accompa-
nying text, the new law provides that these are not valid reasons in most instances, see CAL.
PROB. CODE § 1461 (West Supp. 1979) (absence permitted only if "attendance at the hearing
is likely to cause serious and immediate physiological damage"). If a potential ward's absence
is excused, the court must send an official to the potential ward to explain his or her rights.
Id. §§ 1461.1, .5; see id. § 1461 (official must explain to potentially incompetent person "that
he shall have the right to legal counsel of his own choosing, including the right to have legal
counsel appointed for him by the court if he is unable to retain one"). The new law strength-
ens the provision for representation by counsel, see id. § 1461.5, makes counsel more readily
available, see id. (court may appoint attorney if alleged incompetent does not have attorney),
and provides for automatic periodic review by court investigators, see id. § 1500.1 (I year after
inception of guardianship and bienially thereafter). These new provisions combine a concern
for due process in the determination of incompetence with a direction that the court hear the
potential ward.

Because of the breadth of discretion allowed by the statute, however, the statute is less
effective than it appears on its face. In a case tried by the author under the new law, the trial
judge, the Honorable Gerald E. Regan, refused to hear closing argument explaining the new
law or applying it to the facts. Disregarding a trial memorandum referring to the new provi-
sions, he found the ward to be susceptible to "artful and designing" persons. Told that this
standard was no longer used in the law, the judge instead considered the ward's ability to
rhanage property. Upon asking the conservator whether the ward met the statutory standard
of competence and getting a simple "no" in reply, the judge continued the conservatorship.
The same judge controlled the appointment of counsel for trial and for any possible appeal.
In re Blatteis, No. 58476 (Super. Ct. San Mateo County, Cal. Nov. 17, 1977); see Guardian-
ship of Boxley, 115 Cal. App. 2d 483, 486; .252 P.2d 348, 350 (2d Dist. 1953) (incompetent
may not contract for services of attorney when seeking to remove guardian).

22. See CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1435.2, 1460 (West 1956) (amended 1976); Regan, supra

note 15, at 603-05.
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cific standards are broad, e.g., "old age," and tend to encourage value
judgments rather than neutral factfinding. For instance, while there
is a good deal of controversy on the relevance of age to disfunction,23

the statutory language allows the trier of fact to stereotypically link

age and incompetence. 24 Similarly, although the elusive concept of
mental illness evokes prejudice among lay persons,25 the judge or jury
can use mental illness in its most prejudicial sense when it becomes a
reason for supposedly beneficial intervention through guardianship.

23. "[Old] people . . . cannot be judged to be incompetent. They know what they are

doing,. . and [want] to live the way they are living. Still, from our present sociological way

of thinking they need care; some of them their estates, most of them their persons."

McAvinchy, The Not-Quite-Incompetent Incompetent, 95 TRUSTS & EST. 872, 873 (1956).

24. See generallky T. SZASZ, LAW, LIBERTY, AND PSYCHIATRY (1963).

25. Though there might be some agreement on what constitutes old age, mental illness

is a more shifting concept. "Mental illness is [currently] defined so broadly that every human

being is at times mentally ill." Turner & Carr, Towards an Enlghtened Commitment Law, in

Hearings on Constitutional Rights ofth MenAe n all Bfor th Subcommit on Consiuional Rights of

the Senate Committee on the Judiciay, 91st Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. 392, 415 (1969-1970). The

edition of AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC Ass'N, DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF

MENTAL DISORDERS (2d ed. 1968) then in effect provided powerful examples of such inclu-
siveness:

"307.4 Adjustment reaction of late life. Example: Feelings of rejection associated with

forced retirement and manifested by social withdrawal.
"301.82 Inadequate personality. This behavior pattern is characterized by ineffectual

responses to emotional, social, intellectual and physical demands. While the patient seems

neither physically nor mentally deficient, he does manifest inadaptability, ineptness, poor

judgment, social instability, and lack of physical and emotional stamina.

"301.6 Asthenic personality. This behavior pattern is characterized by easy fatigabil-

ity, low energy level, lack of enthusiasm, marked incapacity for enjoyment, and oversensitiv-

ity to physical and emotional stress. This disorder must be differentiated from Neurasthenic
neurosis (q.v.).

"301.81 Passive-aggressive personality. This behavior pattern is characterized by both

passivity and aggressiveness. The aggressiveness may be expressed passively, for example by

obstructionism, pouting, procrastination, intentional inefficiency, or stubbornness. This be-

havior commonly reflects hostility which the individual feels he dare not express openly.

Often the behavior is one expression of the patient's resentment at failing to find gratification

in a relationship with an individual or institution upon which he is over-dependent."

Responding, perhaps, to criticism, the A.P.A. has eliminated all but the "passive-aggres-

sive" classification from the latest version of its Manual, see id. (3d ed. 1978), and labelled that

category as "controversial" and subject to future elimination, id. at K:27. However, the mu-

tability of these definitions underscores the elusiveness of the concept of mental illness. Id.

One commentator has noted the shifting definition of mental illness as illustrated by the

A.P.A.'s changing characterizations of homosexuality. Prior to 1973, he notes, the A.P.A.

"considered homosexuality per se a mental disorder. In that year, by a vote of its member-

ship, the Association decided that homosexuality was not a mental disorder. The nature of

homosexuality did not change, nor were there any startling breakthroughs in the scientific

understanding of homosexual behavior. . . . What changed were the values of a professional

group empowered to affix labels of deviancy." Morse, Crazy havr, Morals and San: An

Anaiosir of Mental Health Law, 51 S. CAL. L. REv. 527, 557 (1978).
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Illusoqyproceduralsafeguards. California law, like current statutes in
other jurisdictions, also provided Mr. Weingart with procedural safe-
guards. But, as for most alleged incompetents, these procedural safe-
guards were of no help to Mr. Weingart. For example, the law
specifically provided for his presence at the hearing,26 representation
by counsel to controvert the petition,2" and a judicial determination
of incompetence.2 8 But Mr. Weingart did not appear at either of his
two hearings and was not represented by counsel opposing the peti-
tion.2 9 His case was typical: According to a study-by the National
Senior Citizens Center, 93 percent of the respondents were not in
court when their cases were tried.3? Petitioners in each case presuma-
bly presented medical certificates similar to the one filed in In re
Weingart, stating that the respondent was unable to withstand the

rigors of a courtroom proceeding. In a sense, the medical certificate
predetermined a finding of incompetency. The doctor's signature on
a statement that the respondent's debility prevented an appearance
at the hearing provided the first evidence of incompetency for the
trial court. Also, like Mr. Weingart, 97 percent of those in the Na-
tional Senior Citizens Center's study were unrepresented at their
hearings. 31 It should not be surprising to find that potential wards
who were themselves shunted away from the competency hearing
would allow themselves to go unrepresented as well.

2. Ward's wishes and conflicts of interests.

Even where a court properly finds an individual incompetent,
guardianship statutes do not ensure that the guardian will follow the
ward's wishes or that the court will recognize the conflict of interests
between the petitioners and the ward. That the ward earned the
money and owns the property subject to the proceedings, and that
the ward may have definite and competent plans for its disposition,
are of no consequence if the court determines that the ward is pres-
entl' incompetent to manage property. While knowledge of what the

26. See CAL. PROB. CODE § 1461 (West 1956) (amended 1976) (alleged incompetent, "if
able to attend, must be produced at the hearing, and if not able to attend by reason of
physical inability, such inability must be evidenced by the affidavit of a duly licensed physi-
cian or surgeon").

27. Act of Sept. 17, 1973, ch. 546, 1973 Cal. Stat. 1066 (current version at CAL. PROB.
CODE § 1461.5 (West Supp. 1979)).

28. See CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1460, 1751 (West 1956 & Supp. 1975) (amended 1976).
29. Hamill, For thc Ben Wejngars, There Oughta Be a Law, supra note 5.
30. Senior Center Study, supra note 1.
31. Id.
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ward would have done.when competent may illuminate the question
of what is in the ward's best interest, the guardian and the supervis-
ing court have responsibility for determining how the money is to be
spent.3 2

Moreover, nothing in the typical guardianship proceeding recog-
nizes or addresses the potential conflict of interests between petition-
ers, who may be future beneficiaries of the estate and thus want the
estate preserved, and the potential ward, who may want to spend
money from the estate.33 Any one of a large number of persons may
bring a proceeding to examine the competence of a person alleged to
need a guardian.34 The petitioners are typically members of the fam-
ily, or near relatives, who are quite likely to benefit from a guardian-
ship which will preserve assets which can be distributed to them
when the ward dies.35 Several competing beneficiaries may join in
initiating proceedings, agreeing that the estate must be preserved un-
diminished, but expecting later to contest each other's claims.

In fact, the California Probate Code under which Mr. Weingart's
case was tried, like the current probate statutes of many other
states,36 actually encouraged the court to ignore this conflict of inter-
ests between the petitioners and the potential ward, since it allowed
the court to appoint a conservator for those persons who by reason of
old age or other condition were unable to resist "artful and design-
ing" persons.37 While a provision of this nature appears at first blush
to focus on the concern that a debilitated person may be victimized,
the other provisions concerning mismanagement of property would
probably suffice to handle that concern. Instead, the specific refer-
ence to "artful and designing" persons calls the court's attention to
the relationship between the potential ward and the potential ward's
present beneficiaries, and diverts the court's attention from the con-
flict between the potential ward's interests and the interests of the
petitioners.' Thus, the court in In re Weingart presumably focused its

32. See CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1500-1607, 1650-1669 (West 1956 & Supp. 1979).
33. See id.; Note, Tho Disguised Oppression of Inawuntagy Guardianship: Hanv the Elderly Free-

dom to Spend?, 73 YALE LJ. 676, 676-78 (1964).
34. See, eg., CAL. PROB. CODE § 1461 (West Supp. 1979); Rohan, supra note 3, at 6.
35. G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWIN, supra note 4, at 71-75.
36. See Alexander, Surrogate Management ofthe Propery of he Aged, 21 SYRAcusE L REV.

87, 129 (1969).
37. CAL. PROB. CODE §§ 1435.2,1460,1751 (West 1956 & Supp. 1975) (amended 1976).

38. As the author has pointed out elsewhere, the "artful and designing" person language

is a singularly instructive example of a statutory invitation to value judgment. Alexander, On

Being Imposed Upon By Ar6lu/ and Designing Prsos-The Ca/(f/ria Exp-enn with the Inwluntaqy

Pleaement of the Aged, 14 SAN DiECo L. REV. 1083,1089-90 (1977). The clear focus of the test
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attention on whether Mr. Weingart's younger roommate was "de-
signing," while newspaper reports on the proceedings focused on the
avarice of the petitioners.39 While both considerations bear on the
potential ward's need for a surrogate manager, the law appears to
exclude from the court's consideration those interests of petitioners
which might conflict with those of the potential ward.

Consequently, it appears that present guardianship law is inade-
quate, both because courts too readily find individuals incompetent,
and because there is no guarantee the ward's wishes will be followed
even if the ward actually is incompetent. In the next section I ex-
plore whether these deficiencies in present guardianship law can be
cured under the\ due process clause of the 14th amendment.

B. Lbmits of the Due Process Model

Considering the effect of guardianship on a ward, it seems sur-
prising that there is a dearth of cases holding its invocation unconsti-
tutional.' Two reasons may explain this void. First, the proceedings
have not been viewed as depriving the ward of property; quite to the

is on protecting the potential ward's heirs and keepers from the overreaching of third parties
and, like the pattern of statutory schemes in the guardianship area, on preserving the assets of
the alleged incompetent's estate. Moreover, actual depletion of the estate is not necessary; it
is sufficient that a threat of loss exists. Id. at 1089. Seeking to "protect" the alleged incompe-
tent from the influence of a perceived "artful and designing" person, a judge may place the
ward's estate in the hands of the petitioners, who may or may not protect the interests of the
ward. &e, e.g., Guardianship of Estate of Brown, 16 Cal. 3d 359, 546 P.2d 298, 128 Cal. Rptr.
10 (1976). In In re Cassidy's Guardianship, 95 Cal. App. 641, 273 P. 69 (Ist.Dist. 1928), the
court found that the ward's desire to invest in the building business on assurance of "big
money" available, in spite of inexperience in the building business, together with inability to
carry on a long conversation, formed adequate grounds to appoint a guardian. In IOn re O-
son's Guardianship, 236 Wis. 301, 295 N.W. 24 (1940), the trial court had appointed a guard-
ian for the alleged incompetent solely on the testimony of the petitioner, his niece, in the face
of contrary testimony by those who saw him most frequently. The trial court had stated, "If
[appointment of a guardian] isn't done now, won't it have to be done sometime in the near
future? Probably." Ad. at 303, 295 N.W. at 25. The court of appeals reversed, stating" 'Only
with great hesitation should courts, by the appointment of a guardian, interfere with the
discretion of elderly people, owing no legal duty of support to anyone, in devoting the prop-
erty accumulated by them to their comfort according to their own tastes.'" Id. at 304-05,
295 N.W. at 26 (quoting In re Guardianship of Warner, 232 Wis. 467, 473, 287 N.W. 803, 805
(1939), which quotes in part In re Guardianship of Welch, 108 Wis. 387, 390, 84 N.W. 550,
551 (1900)). The language of this court is the very point of this article. See In re Lyon, 52
A.D.2d 847, 382 N.Y.S.2d 833 (1976); In re Guardianship of Waite, 14 Cal. 2d 727, 731, 97
P.2d 238, 240 (1939).

39. See note 5 supra.
40. The related question of civil commitment has only recently emerged as one of con-

stitutional importance. See O'Connor v. Donaldson, 422 U.S. 563 (1975); Jackson v. Indiana,
406 U.S. 715 (1972); Developents n ihe Law-Civil Commitment of the Mentall 11, 87 HARV. L.
REV. 1190, 1271-1316 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Civil Commitment].
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contrary, they have been seen as preserving the property for the

ward.4 ' Second, legislation has been altered to provide the kinds of

protection in guardianship proceedings which courts often impose

when they reach constitutional issues affecting individual rights: no-

tice, hearing, and the right to counsel.42 In this section I explore the

constitutionality of surrogate management. Since surrogate manage-

ment can be seen as a deprivation of liberty or property, I consider its

constitutionality under both theories.

1. Surrogate management as a deprivation ofproperty.

The imposition of surrogate management is probably not an un-

constitutional deprivation of property under the due process clause of

the 14th amendment. In the recent past, the Supreme Court has

given little protection to property interests, in contrast to the consid-

erable protection it has afforded life and liberty interests. At least

since the late 1930s, the Court has accepted a generalized fairness

standard of protection for property interests, while insisting on indi-

vidualized fairness for life and liberty concerns,43 even though the

Constitution speaks equally of life, liberty, and property as protected

by due process.' Thus, the state may deprive a person of life and

liberty only after a sufficient-and sometimes quite elaborate-indi-

vidualized procedure,45 while courts normally validate states' legisla-

tive determinations as to the disposition of property, even though

they may cause individual hardship, if they are rational and basically

fair to the entire group governed.46 Consequently, if surrogate man-

41. The protection of assets is also stressed in state conservatorship laws. Rohan, supra

note 3, at 12.
42. Sac geera4'y G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWIN, supra note 4; Alexander, supra note 38.

Peter M. Horstman has argued that a full adversary hearing on the issue of incompetency

would provide the protection needed by those facing guardianship. Horstman, supra note 15,

at 231-78. While this protection would be an important step, it suffers from the continuing

possibility that the property owner's will may nonetheless be thwarted, since the ward is

stripped of control of his property once he is adjudged incompetent.

For further discussion of the due process model and its applicability to civil commitment

proceedings, see Task Panel, President's Comm'n on Mental Health, Mental Health and

Human Rights: Report of the Task Panel on Legal and Ethical Issues (Feb. 15, 1978), re-

printed in 20 ARIz. L. REV. 49 (1978); Civil Commitment, supra note 40, at 1271-1316.

43. L. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONsTITTmONAL LAW 413-70, 564-72 (1978).

44. U.S. CONST. amends. V, XIV.

45. See, e.g., In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967).

46. Justice Black accurately summarized this development in his opinion for the Court

in Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726 (1963): "Under the system of government created by our

Constitution, it is up to legislatures, not courts, to decide on the wisdom and utility of legisla-

tion. There was a time when the DMe Process Clause was used by this Court to strike down

laws which were thought unreasonable, that is, unwise or incompatible with some particular
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agement is characterized as a deprivation of property, courts will
probably hold that it is constitutionally permissible, even without the
same procedural safeguards provided in a criminal trial. The state
need merely adopt a general scheme of guardianship which ration-
ally balances competing economic considerations.

2. Surrogate management as a deprivation of 44lifelberty.

But even the life/liberty due process model, with its individual-
ized justice, cannot ensure fairness in guardianship proceedings, since
its standard is uncertain and totally dependent on procedural vindica-

economic or social philosophy. . . . The doctrine that prevailed in Lochner, Coppage [and]
Adkins . . . has long since been discarded. We have returned to the original constitutional
proposition that courts do not substitute their social and economic beliefs for the judgment of
legislative bodies, who are elected to pass laws." Id at 729-30.

To be sure, the Supreme Court once took a more protective view of property interests.
See, e~g., Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923); Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. I
(1915); Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905). Presently, however, the property interests
that are protected tend to be interests of the "new" rather than the "old" property, where the
focus is not so much on the thing owned as on the owner. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254
(1970); Reich, The New Property, 73 YALE L.J. 733 (1964). Thus, welfare entitlements may be
protected because of the desperate needs of the recipients. See Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. at
261-64. Debtors may be protected against seizure of their property by creditors, presumably
because debtors, also, are uniquely vulnerable as a group. See Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67
(1972). Accused violators of trade ethics are protected from the power of their accusers not
because their interests sound in property, but because they are relatively helpless. See Silver
v. New York Stock Exch., 373 U.S. 341 (1963).

It is difficult to state a litmus test to distinguish between property and life/liberty inter-
ests, since many economic relationships affect basic personal liberties, and liberty has an eco-
nomic component. Further, the present dichotomy may not properly represent the original
rationale behind the distinction. Chief Justice Stone's famous footnote in United States v.
Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144 (1938), introduced the dichotomy: "There may be nar-
rower scope for operation of the presumption of constitutionality when legislation appears on
its face to be within a specific prohibition of the Constitution, such as those of the first ten
amendments, which are deemed equally specific when held to be embraced within the Four-
teenth.. ..

"It is unnecessary to consider now whether legislation which restricts those political
processes which can ordinarily be expected to bring about repeal of undesirable legislation, is
to be subjected to more exacting judicial scrutiny under the general prohibitions of the Four-
teenth Amendment than are most other types of legislation.." Id at 152 n.4 (citations omit-
ted).

Stone's point was to distinguish between rights which legislatures would likely champion
because they affect a significant political constituency and rights which could only rarely
command a legislative majority. Economic concerns of the sort the Court had addressed in its
due process heyday were an illustration of the former. The then nascent individual rights of
minority groups and persons accused of crime seem to fit the latter. While the present-day
distinction between property interests and life/liberty interests, which gives greater protection
to life/liberty interests, is consistent with Justice Stone's dichotomy, it may misrepresent the
rationale behind the dichotomy. For a further discussion of the relationship between prop-
erty and liberty, see Reich, srupra, at 771-74.
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tion. As Justice Frankfurter pointed out in Joint Anti-Fasclst Refugee

Committee v. McGrath :7 "Fairness of procedure is 'due process in the

primary sense.' It is not a yardstick. It is a delicate process and ad-

justment inescapably involving the exercise of judgment . 48

Procedural due process is an attempt to individualize justice. It

accommodates the general interests of society to the individual needs

and limitations of the person affected, forbidding that which is un-

fair, indecent, or shocking to the conscience. Such notions seem to

work well in guaranteeing the fairness of the criminal justice system,

the principal field of the application of procedural due process. The

events relevant to the charged conduct have all taken place in the

past and will not change; no one is required to predict the future.

The standard of criminality is sharply drawn in most situations. The

questions of fact often are questions which average people can an-

swer routinely in their normal lives. The substantive issues are well

articulated and procedural protections ensure fairness. But similar

procedural protections cannot ensure fairness in guardianship pro-

ceedings. As In re Weingart poignantly demonstrates, such standards

leave untouched the fundamental unfairness inherent in guardian-

ship proceedings, the subordination of the ward's wishes to the judg-

ment of others.
Moreover, even if one could hope to approximate the ward's in-

tent through guardianship, the adjudication of incompetency simply

does not lend itself to precision through procedural protection. In

this section I discuss the two reasons why guardianship proceedings

do not lend themselves to procedural protection. First, the standards

used in guardianship proceedings, unlike those used in criminal tri-

als, cannot be defined. Second, the court in a guardianship proceed-

ing must predict the future, while the criminal justice system

examines events which have taken place in the past.

Problem of nebulous standards. The ambiguous standards of the sub-

stantive law in guardianship proceedings preclude effective applica-

tion of procedural due process analysis to guardianship proceedings.

In particular, the standard of what is an appropriate ability to man-

age property is unclear.4 9 Are persons who manage to meet the

47. 341 U.S. 123 (1951).
48. Id at 161, 163 (Frankfurter, J., concurring) (citation omitted). Justice Brandeis

noted in his dissent in Burdeau v. McDowell, 256 U.S. 465 (1921), that "in the development

of our liberty insistence upon procedural regularity has been a large factor." Id. at 477.

49. "The problem of determining the kind of performance which represents good or

poor management is . . . easy at the extremes; in the middle ground no amount of scientific
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challenges of daily life with assistance from friends and family in-
competent because they could not do it alone? Are they incompetent
when they make decisions preventing the dissipation of their prop-
erty but are noticeably less effective than those who managed it
before? Are they incompetent if their property management skills
are marginal, irrespective of their prior abilities? What does the
word "properly" mean in the statutes relating to property manage-
ment? Do persons whose survival is not in question manage "im-
properly" if they fail to live up to standards the trial court finds
appropriate? How does the court decide on an appropriate stan-
dard?

The statutory standards seem to allow definitions of functional
ability ranging from simple improvidence in occasional transac-
tions50 to incapacity to provide for food or medical care for extended
periods of time. Since one can almost always find property managers
who can improve on a particular owner's management, it is unclear
when it becomes appropriate to impose such a manager on an un-
willing recipient.5"

Problem of predttintg the future. Even if the underlying standards
could be clarified, due process procedural protection must still fail to
ensure fairness. Guardianship laws necessarily attempt to predictfA-
ture conduct, in contrast to those areas of law concerned with prior
events, where the due process approach has been successful. For ex-
ample, in the typical criminal trial the central question is whether
the defendant committed a specific criminal act. As difficult as it
may be to reconstruct the past, it is far easier than predicting the
future. While the law generally prohibits the state from setting stan-

evidence will be helpful. It is a question of what kinds of performance 'count' as good man-
agement or poor management, and this is a matter of personal taste since the rules of lan-
guage are flexible enough to allow eitherjudgment in the middle area." Leifer, The Compeencae
of the Pschiatrnst to Assist On the Determination of Incompetenc: A Skeptiral Inq'uicy Into the Courtroom
Finctions of Psychiatnrsts, 14 SYRACUSE L. REV. 564, 567 (1963).

50. See Note, supra note 33, at 682-83.
51. This inherent problem is further exacerbated by the needlessly ambiguous language

found in many of the present guardianship statutes. The "artful and designing" person stan-
dard is a prime example of such a statute. Because Mr. Weingart and Ms. Winston were not
married, she can be described as an "artful and designing" person. Viewed from that per-
spective, the question becomes less one of the sincerity of his intentions to support the rela-
tionship, and more one of his ability to resist it. What might in other circumstances be
described as Mr. Weingart's love, making him want to be near her and to provide for her,
becomes his inability to resist her and a statutory reason for guardianship. The needlessness
of the "artful and designing" person standard is illustrated by California's rejection of this
standard in 1976. See note.21 supra.
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dards of criminality that depend on the prediction of future behav-

ior,52 the focus in guardianship is necessarl prospective. The court is

instructed to discern how the potential ward would manage without

a guardian. Prior acts provide the basis for initiating proceedings

and assist in the prognostication, but the important question is how

the respondent will behave after the hearing.

Courts often rely on experts, at least in cases warranting the

expense, to help make predictions of future conduct. Physicians (es-

pecially psychiatrists) and psychologists often testify. The great

weight given to expert testimony introduced by a party when the

issues in question are relatively precise has been frequently criti-

cized.53 When, as in guardianship, the issues are hard to define, the

influence of experts is probably magnified. Moreover, it is unclear

that a scientific basis for prediction exists. Empirical studies demon-

strate substantial prediction failures.' For example, experts have

frequently overapplied diagnoses of irreversible chronic brain syn-

drome.55 A recent review of expert testimony about future danger-

ousness casts grave doubts on the predictive ability of these experts.56

There is no reason to believe that experts can better predict the abil-

ity to manage property in the future. 57

Certainly greater procedural protection may reduce the likeli-

hood of improper adjudication of incompetency. Yet even with the

greatest possible procedural protection, the adjudication of incompe-

tency may still be inaccurate. And, if inaccurate, great unfairness is

possible under guardianship, where the ward's wishes are so easily

lost in the fray. Since present guardianship law cannot be declared

52. "In both [criminal confinement and civil commitment] cases the state decides that

society at large will benefit from deprivation of the individual's liberty. But criminal impris-

onment normally is imposed only after a defendant has committed or attempted a dangerous

act. If a sociologist predicted that a person was eighty per cent likely to commit a felonious

act, no law would permit his confinement." Note, Civil Commitment of the Mentallj Ill: Theories

and Procedures, 79 HARV. L. REV. 1288, 1289-90 (1966).
53. Recent articles have pointed to the problems arising from the use of partisan ex-

perts, whose viewpoints are established in response to "pecuniary stimulus." See, eg., Moen-

ssens, The impartial' Medical E&pert: A New Look at an Old Issue, 25 MED. TRIAL TECH. Q. 63

(1978); Molinari, The Role of the Epert Witness, 9 FORUM 789 (1974). Often the finder of fact

may simply be determining which party has the better experts. Moenssens, supra, at 65-66;

Molinari, supra, at 791.
54. See Ennis & Litwak, P.Eychitlry and the Presunption of Expertie: FlipOping Cohns in the

Courtroom, 62 CALIF. L. REV. 693, 711-16 (1974); Morse, supra note 25, at 595-99.

55. See Alexander, supra note 38, at 1096; Regan, supra note 15, at 577-79, 590-91. See

also Horstman, supra note 15, at 275 & n.269.
56. Ennis & Litwak, supra note 54, at 711-16.
57. Morse, supra note 25, at 596.
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unconstitutional, and since its failings cannot be cured by a procedu-
ral approach, a more radical restructuring by the legislature is
needed. In the next section I examine probate law as a possible sub-
stitute for guardianship proceedings.

C. The Probate Model; Substitution of a Living Willfor Guardianship
Proceedings

Guardianship proceedings brought by members of the family
against an elderly parent or spouse often look superficially like pro-
bate proceedings. The judge very often is a probate judge, and the
participants in the proceedings tend to introduce evidence of a fail-
ure to properly provide for them as an indication of fiscal misman-
agement. But since the ward is still alive probate would be
premature. If the issue were posed as a question of traditional inheri-
tance, much of the controversy would be quickly resolved either by
the presence of a will or by intestate succession. In this section I con-
trast probate law with present guardianship law, and suggest how the
legislature could use probate law as the basis for authorizing creation
of a "living will"-a document which would allow individuals to di-
rect the management of their property in case of future incompe-
tence. If adjudicating incompetency must inevitably be inexact, we
can at least ensure that in all cases the wishes of the ward are para-
mount and explicit.

1. Formalities ofprobate as advancing the testator's intent.

Certainty of result is a significant, if not the primary, feature of
the law of inheritance. Consequently, fixed rules are commonplace
and tend to apply even in the face of countervailing considerations of
fairness. For example, in Estate of Moore,58 the California Court of
Appeals invalidated a will which had been signed at the beginning
rather than at the end, although the will complied with all other
statutory requirements. There was no question that the document
was the decedent's will, yet the court refused to allow it into probate.
The court recognized the probable specific unfairness to the dece-
dent's estate, but relied on a broader view of justice, noting that
when they are strictly construed, "statutes in the long run promote
justice-which is their sole object-by shutting out opportunities of
fraud. When they defeat one honest purpose they prevent unnum-
bered frauds, which in their absence would be feasible and measura-

58. 92 Cal. App. 2d 120, 206 P.2d 413 (3d Dist. 1949).
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bly safe."59 It is easy to find similar examples in the law of

formalities which when disobeyed apparently thwart a drafter's in-

tent in the interest of avoiding fraud.60
Although insistence on correct form appears at first to thwart the

accomplishmen t of a property owner's wishes, the purpose of that

insistence may actually be the opposite. By providing for a certain

result, such rules enable those willing to take the trouble to adopt the

proper form to be certain about the outcome of their actions. The

formality prevents competing claims of unfairness from becoming is-

sues. If form were not so important, courts would continuously be

confronted with the invitation to balance countervailing interests

against the precision of the property owner's statement of intent. But

instead a court can reject a document when improperly expressed-

however "unfair" that rejection may be-and accept a property own-

er's statement made in the proper form-however "unfair" its dispo-

sition of property may be. In that light, one can understand the

court's decision in Estate of Moore, even if the "unfairness" in that case

is extreme. Ironically, individual fairness is better effected by rules

leading to certain outcomes than by individual adjudication.

2. Applzcation ofprobate law to guardianship the living wi/I.

Probate may be an appropriate model for the disposition of prop-

erty belonging to allegedly incompetent individuals. Legislatures

have already committed similar issues involving events after death or

incapacity to will-like processes. For example, it is now possible, in

some states, to donate one's body, or parts of one's body, upon

death.61 Some jurisdictions also recognize written declarations di-

recting that life-sustaining techniques be abandoned when death is

inevitable.62 Further still from the point of death, some states allow

59. Id at 124, 206 P.2d at 415; accord, Estate of Seaman, 146 Cal. 455,462-63, 80 P. 700,

702-03 (1905).
60. The Statute of Frauds, which requires that a broad range of contracts be in writing,

is one such doctrine outside of probate law. See, eg., U.C.C. §§ 1-206, 2-201; RESTATEMENT

(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS §§ 178-224 (1973). Other examples include recording statutes, see,

ed., CAL. CIv. CODE §§ 1169-1218 (West 1954 & Supp. 1979), and the requirement that

deeds be delivered by the grantor to the grantee,.R. POWELL, THE LAW OF REAL PROPERTY

¶ 896 (rev. ed. 1979). Perhaps the most colorful example was the common law method of

conveyancing by feoffment with livery of seisin, whereby the parties to a transaction would

call together a jury of neighbors and in their presence exchange a twig or clod of dirt to

evidence the transfer of title. See 2 F. POLLOCK & F. MAITLAND, THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH

LAW 82-83 (2d ed. 1898).
61. The model statute is the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act. See, eg., CAL. HEALTH &

SAFETY CODE §§ 7150-7157 (West 1970 & Supp. 1979).

62. See, eg., id §§ 7185-7195 (West Supp. 1979) (California Natural Death Act).
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individuals to file a will-like document nominating a guardian,
should there ever be a need to appoint one.63 A similar device is the
power of attorney, which delegates authority for specified acts to
named persons;' the delegation survives later incompetency of the
maker in states which have authorized such instruments. All such
statutes leave discretion with the court to choose a guardian, but they
allow a person to take responsibility by proposing an arrangement
for a fiscal caretaker, should one be required in the future.65 If a
similar device existed by which those now alleged to be incompetent
could have recorded-their wishes concerning the disposition of their
property while they were competent, courts might be spared the type
of fraud which the court in Estate of Moore said it avoided,' but
which is certainly possible in today's guardianship proceedings.

Contrast between probate and guardianship . The contrast between pro-
bate and present guardianship law is great. First, the intent of a
ward is less likely to be followed than is the intent of a decedent. A
decedent's previously expressed wishes control the distribution of the
estate in probate, except to the extent that there are interests legally
enforceable by others against the estate.67 But while guardianship
also purports to effectuate the true wishes of the ward," the ward's
wishes are not necessarily heeded in practice.69 Second, probate and
guardianship also differ because death prevents decedents from en-
joying their property, while the law prevents wards from enjoying
theirs. Third, in a probate proceeding, those who contest the will do

63. See Regan, supra note 15, at 616.
64. UNIFORM PROBATE CODE § 5-501; Lombard, Miller, Gother & Houghton, Legal

Problem of the Agedand nf/m*-The Durable Power qfAttoney, 13 REAL PROP., PROB. & TR. J. 1,
2-11 (1978).

65. See, e.g., CAL. PROB. CODE § 1463 (West Supp. 1979).
66. See note 59 supra and accompanying text.
67. Both individuals and entities not named in a will can make claims against a dece-

dent's estate. Creditors' claims receive high priority in distribution and a wide range of pro-
cedural safeguards. See, e.g., UNIFORM PROBATE CODE §§ 3-605, -607, -801 to -816, -909,
-1004, 6-107. Government claims to estate and inheritance taxes are protected, see, e.g., I.R.C.
§ 2001; CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE §§ 13401, 13601 (West 1970), and the testator's family is
protected through such devices as homesteads, exemptions, and allowances, see, e.g., UNI-
FORM PROBATE CODE §§ 2-401 to -403.

68. For example, guardianship provisions protecting wards from "artful and designing"
persons ostensibly protect the ward's true wishes by eliminating undue influence. See notes
36-38 supra and accompanying text.

69. Under UNIFORM PROBATE CODE § 5-424, for example, the conservator is given
broad powers to manage the property, subject only to the rare need for court approval. There
is no check by the incompetent on the power of the conservator.
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so openly, as adversaries.70 In guardianship proceedings, however,

their interests may be hidden behind their roles as petitioners. Fi-

nally, third parties cannot generally question the propriety of the dis-

tribution of a decedent's estate unless they claim a statutory interest.

But in guardianship, "wasteful" earlier distributions can become a

principal reason for the declaration of incompetency and for thwart-

ing the ward's intent.

The main difference between probate law and guardianship law,

and the principal advantage of probate law, is that while guardian-

ship does not necessarily follow a ward's intent, probate courts sel-

dom interfere with a testator's wishes for property disposition. As we

have seen, a primary principle of probate law is to follow the testa-

tor's stated intention. Wills pass property from the estate to benefi-

ciaries selected by the decedent. Assuming competency to make a

will,"2 a testator is free to exercise sound judgment or whim. Except

in limited circumstances, 73 a court will not review the property dispo-

sition for fairness, or to substitute the court's judgment for that of the

testator.74 Third parties who believe that they should have been pre-

ferred to those named in the will are not allowed to contest the

court's distribution.7 5

Probate and the living will. The advantages and disadvantages of

allowing a probate-like prior determination to control the manage-

ment of property are similar to those of allowing wills to control the

70. Under most modem statutes, the administrator's role resembles that of the defend-

ant in a collection action. See, e.., UNIFORM PROBATE CODE §§ 3-801 to -816.

71. This is the basic rule of construction in interpreting wills. See UNIFORM PROBATE

CODE § 2-603.
72. See notes 88-90 infra and accompanying text.

73. For an explanation of those instances in which courts deviate from the terms of a

will, see note 67 supra and accompanying text.

74. Even in the absence of a written document, the law prefers not to give courts discre-

tion in the distribution of a decedent's property. Intestacy law provides mechanical formulae

for the apportionment of property where a decedent did not leave a will meeting statutory

criteria, and courts do not undertake to adjust these formulae in light of what might appear

to be fair under the circumstances. See, eg., UNIFORM PROBATE CODE §§ 2-101 to -113 (in-

testacy provisions). An intestacy statute is the legislature's determination of what is generally

fair. In order to reduce litigation and promote judicial economy, this standard is imposed

even in the cases where, because of unusual circumstances, inequities result.

75. But the right to pass property by will in a relatively unfettered manner is not unlim-

ited; the state regulates the process in several ways. For example, it provides that interests

may be claimed "against the will" because of a desire to protect certain types of people from

the testator's total discretion. See note 67 supra. Also, legal claims against the decedent may

generally be collected from the estate. Id Beyond such limits, however, the testator's choice

controls.
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distribution of property after death. There is, of course, the opportu-
nity for improvidence. Even so, one knows that the disposition was
determined by the person most able to understand appropriate uses
of the ward's wealth and the ward's possible needs for management
help-the ward's prior self. The ward's written directions would
bind the surrogate manager appointed by the living will, or if the
instrument were silent on a particular point, the surrogate would act
as he or she believed the incompetent would have intended. Incom-
petents would have had an opportunity to spell out such concerns in
whatever detail they deemed appropriate at an earlier point in life.

In common with a decedent, the incompetent may have legal ob-
ligations to others. Present probate laws may be useful in determin-
ing these obligations. For example, it is clear that creditors may
bring claims against a debtor's estate."6 Similarly, spouses have
claims to the estate, whether by way of community property or
through an elective share." The state exacts taxes, which may be
claims against the estate.78 Probate laws protect other interests by
giving homestead exemptions to surviving spouses or dependent chil-
dren,79 providing spouses and minor children with family al-
lowances," and granting property allowance exemptions generally,
which preserve property for spouses and children in preference to
other beneficiaries.'

If the law allowed individuals to prepare living wills directing the
course of their possible future guardianships, then statutes could al-
low overriding claims to be met as they presently are met by probate
law. For example, if a husband made no provision for his wife dur-
ing his guardianship, the state would direct that the guardian sup-
port her. In addition, the continuing needs of the ward might
necessitate claims by the ward on others; it might be desirable for a
statute to recognize a parent's claim for emergency medical funds
from children. In any event, the legislature has ample precedents
should it ever choose to recognize claims against living wills which
are not presently allowed against decedents' wills.

Further, the living will might significantly reduce adjudicated in-
competence. Statistics are difficult to find, but anecdotes indicate
that incompetency proceedings are sometimes improperly used to ad-

76. See UNIFORM PROBATE CODE §§ 3-801 to -816.
77. Id §§ 2-201 to -207.
78. See I.R.C. § 2001; CAL. REV. & TAx. CODE §§ 13401, 13601 (West 1970).
79. See UNIFORM PROBATE CODE § 2-401.
80. Id § 2-403.
81. Id § 2-402.
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just property concerns among competing claimants. In re Weingart is
a case in point. The debts of the conservators and Mr. Weingart's
generosity to his roommate were fundamentally altered.8 2 It seems
possible that if individuals were unable to benefit from a determina-
tion of incompetence, they would be less likely to bring such proceed-
ings. Perhaps living wills would shift the concern in incompetency
proceedings from control of property to the welfare of the alleged
incompetent, a type of case which the apparently self-serving nature
of present guardianship proceedings brought by members of the fam-
ily may actually inhibit. At the very least, the living will would re-
duce the grievous potential for abuse caused by the inevitably
imprecise adjudication of incompetency.

D. Creating and Enforcing a Living Wzil

The "living will" suggested by this article would direct the course
of the testator's guardianship, should such a guardianship become
necessary. Enforcement of living wills would hinge on meeting for-
malities similar to those used in the law of decedents' wills. If the
formalities were met, the testator would be certain that the wishes
expressed in the living will would be followed. The need to meet a
set of formal requirements would usually promote reliance on profes-
sional help to write the living will, because of the complexity of com-
peting concerns in arranging a possible future guardianship. This
section examines the creation and enforcement of a living will.

1. Formalities.

Many questions which would otherwise plague the interpretation
of living wills, such as the requisite formalities or rules of interpreta-
tion, can be satisfied by reference to the law of wills. As we have
seen, the law of wills provides a good guide to forced shares of the
estate when spousal shares and benefits to pretermitted children and
spouses are at issue.83 For instance, just as the surviving spouse is
entitled to a share of the decedent's estate, the ward's mate should be
able to keep part of the ward's property even if the living will pro-
vides otherwise. However, if the testator's statutory duty of supports4

82. See notes 8, 13-14 supra and accompanying texts.
83. See notes 77, 79-81 supra and accompanying texts.
84. Statutes often impose upon certain family members the duty to support specified

kin. For example, a parent must support minor children, CAL. CIV. CODE § 196 (West Supp.
1979), and, in certain circumstances, a child must support needy parents, id § 206. Sergazer-
al/( id §§ 241-254 (imposing civil liability for such support); id. § 246 (establishing criteria
for amount of support due).
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exceeds the income from the forced share, the greater obligation
seems appropriate, since it is the amount that would be due from the
ward if competent.

But while the maker of a living will may be directly affected by
the instrument's provisions, decedents derive no personal benefit
from the carrying out of their wills' directions. The maker of a living
will, therefore, has a different concern about that instrument than
does the testator of a will effective only at death. Consequently, the
formalities required for living wills should deviate from those applied
to decedents' wills. First, makers of living wills should be encouraged
to file them with a public authority, and the act of filing should pro-
vide legally binding notice to those who might wish to contest the
document. Second, a process should be established to permit indi-
viduals to challenge living wills before they become operative. This
would allow concerned persons to protest what they considered to be
undue influence or overreaching which might indicate functional de-
bility; it would also help to establish that the will was competently
made, if no challenge occurred for a substantial time after the will's
execution and filing.85

. A concern for privacy dictates that only the fact of filing, and not
the content of the living will, be made public. Family harmony
might suffer from greater disclosure, and few testators would wel-
come the pressures brought to bear by those with contrary views urg-
ing modification of the living will.86 However, since the proposed
dispositions might indicate confusion or other functional lapses, in
extraordinary cases courts should have the power to permit inspec-
tion of the document by others, after in camera review. Modification
and revocation would be required to meet the filing requirements
and the principles of the law of decedents' wills.

85. Adoption of the insurance concept of incontestability might also be desirable. The
law presumes that the holder of a life insurance policy did not intend to defraud the insurer
by committing suicide, if 5 or more years passed between the initial signing of the policy and
the suicide. Similarly, the law might provide that if a person executes a document and is not
declared incompetent within a certain period from the date of execution, the competency of
the person would be incontestable for purposes of effecting the document. Such a rule would
certainly entail some risk, as it does when used in insurance policies. But it would both miti-
gate the difficulty of establishing prior competence and further the goal of allowing personal
responsibility. Also, it would avoid a good deal of litigation and promote relative certainty of
result.

86. In re Weingart, No. P-607498 (Super. Ct. Prob. Div. L.A. County, Cal. Oct. 29,
1974), is a case in point.
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2. Dzicretion of the guardian.

The living will need not dispose of all the testator's property. It
could provide, for example, that certain family members were to con-
tinue an existing business, manage the stock portfolio, or the like. It
could provide for or against support of children in enterprises they
might undertake. It might specify the support of loved ones. It could
forbid the sale by the guardian of certain assets particularly impor-
tant to the maker. It could name those to be given management
roles and those to be excluded, or it could specify only limited man-
agement roles for certain individuals.

But however detailed the living will, it must leave many issues
unresolved." Much discretion will necessarily pass to the guardian;
a provision nominating an appropriate list of alternative guardians is
probably equally crucial to avoid the naming of a possibly undesir-
able guardian by the court. Given the specific directions of other
provisions, the surrogates would be free to fill in what they assumed
to be the maker's intention.

3. Challenges to the living wil/.

Third parties might challenge the living will, as they can a dece-
dent's will, on the grounds that the testator was incompetent or
under undue influence when the instrument was executed. Such
challenges to a living will, however, should be as generally unsuccess-
ful as they are when made to decedents' wills.

The law requires that to be valid a will must be executed while
the maker is competent. Although one might argue that a testator's
self-doubts about competency at the time of execution might be the
motive for making a living will, the mere act of making a living will
should not generally lead to a court finding the maker incompetent.
Rather the test of competence for a living will should be as it is in the
law of probate. The test of competence used there is sufficient age,
the ability to understand the nature of one's acts, the ability to recol-
lect and understand the nature and location of one's property, and
the ability to remember and understand one's relations to the persons
who have claims upon the testator's bounty and whose interests are

87. Management of one's estate is probably so unique that model wills would be of little
use, since it is far more complicated to continue one's affairs than to distribute the wealth they
represent. Indeed, the use of a model form is fundamentally inconsistent with the idea of
persons taking responsibility for themselves and would likely lead to the types of abuses in the
present system.
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affected by the will.88 Challenges to the probate of wills on the
ground of incompetency of the maker are rarely successful.89 The
passage of time since making the document generally suffices to indi-
cate that the maker was competent at the time when the instrument
was executed. "[I]solated acts, foibles, idiosyncrasies, moral and
mental irregularities or departures from the normal" by themselves
are insufficient to show incompetency. 0 Similarly generous treat-
ment should be given to living wills, so that the property owner's
wishes will be followed.

Third parties might also contend that the maker of the instru-
ment, although otherwise functioning adequately, has fallen under
undue influence, and that the living will therefore should be disre-
garded. The availability of living wills would motivate those con-
cerned about undue influence to challenge the instruments when
made, much as they may presently institute proceedings for guardi-
anship or challenge improvidently made gifts. Their failure to chal-
lenge the living will soon after its execution should also be probative
of the competence of its maker.

Courts should apply the doctrine of substituted judgment9'-an
attempt to determine what the ward would wish if competent-when
third parties question the competency of the maker of a living will,
just as courts apply the doctrine to similar cases involving decedents'
wills. In my opinion the use of the doctrine of substituted judgment
is preferable to disregarding a person's wishes altogether, although it
shares with the current unsatisfactory law of incompetency the un-
certain benevolence of deciding what is in the best interest of some-
one else. Nonetheless, substituted judgment is better than total
disregard of the ward's intent. The terms of a living will could direct
decisions about substituted judgment even though that document
would be denied direct effect.

88. Eg., Estate of Smith, 200 Cal. 152, 158, 252 P. 325, 328 (1926); T. ATKINSON,
HANDBOOK ON THE LAW OF WILLS § 51 (2d ed. 1953); Note, Psychiatin Assistance in Lhe Deter-
mhiatien of 7sesramentay Capaca), 66 HARV. L. REV. 111 6, 1116-17 (1953).

89. "[A]n examination of the [California] cases discloses comparatively few in which the
attack on the ground of incompetency was successful." 7 B. WITKIN, SUMMARY OF CALIFOR-
NIA LAW Wills and Pwhate, § 99, at 5616 (8th ed. 1974).

90. Estate of Wright, 7 Cal. 2d 348, 356, 60 P.2d 434, 438 (1936).
91. The doctrine and its philosophical rationale are discussed in Robertson, Organ Dona-

tions by Incompents and the SkbstiutiedJudgment Doctnne, 76 COLUM. L. REV. 48, 57-68 (1976).
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II. THE LIVING WILL AND SURROGATE MANAGEMENT OF
HEALTH NEEDS

This article has concerned itself principally with the disposition of
an elderly person's wealth. Guardianships are available for the sur-
rogate management of an elderly person's health needs as well. As a
form of involuntary intervention, such "protective" services of all
sorts have frightening potential. While comparative data is not
available, one would suppose that wards perceive guardianships of
their persons, especially those resulting in hospitalization, as greater
invasions of personal autonomy than guardianships of their estates.
Whether or not this conjecture is true, empirical evidence suggests
that involuntary hospitalization may be lethal. 92 The Benjamin
Rose Institute, in a study of the effectiveness of protective services,
compared an involuntarily hospitalized group with a control group
to determine, among other things, how much longer involuntarily
hospitalized patients lived. Its findings indicated that the involunta-
rily hospitalized group died sooner than the control group.93 The
study noted the generally recognized belief that people, especially the
elderly, resent forced relocation, and that involuntary hospitalization
creates very high levels of anxiety.'

In this part I examine the legitimacy of the grounds used to invol-
untarily commit elderly persons for health reasons, and I discuss how
a living will might allow individuals to determine the nature of their
health care after they have become incompetent.

A. Grounds for Involunta'y Commitment

The decision whether involuntary intervention is necessary to
provide medical care is generally made under standards quite similar
to, or identical with, those used for property management.95 Conse-
quently, the vagaries that attend guardianship determinations for
property management plague determinations for health care as
well. 6 The distortion caused by expert testimony is increased, since
the testimony of physicians about the ward's need for care appears
far more clearly to fall within their expertise, and is therefore proba-

92. See Blenker, Environmental Change and the Agng Ind~iidual 7 GERONTOLOGIST 101
(1967); Gottesman, The Response of Long-Hospialiaed Aged Js~chaatnc Patients to Milieu Treatment,
7 GERONTOLOGIST 47 (1967).

93. BENJAMIN ROSE INSTITUTE, PROTECTIVE SERVICES FOR OLDER PEOPLE: FIND-
INGS FROM THE BENJAMIN ROSE INSTITUTE STUDY (1974).

94. Id
95. G. ALEXANDER & T. LEWIN, supra note 4, at 81-96.
96. Set notes 19-20 supra and accompanying text.
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bly given greater weight by the court than is a medical prediction of
fiscal improvidence. Although testimony as to the health care which
can be provided a ward does lie within medical expertise, the ques-
tion of whether involuntary intervention is needed to provide treat-
ment raises the same problems of prediction that exist in property
management cases.97 Since courts have difficulty distinguishing be-
tween the issues, they give excessive weight to medical testimony. 98

If a guardian is appointed, the health care the guardian provides
the ward may vary from simply furnishing nutritional needs and oc-
casional medicine, to having the ward involuntarily committed to an
institution. The interests protected by the guardian's intervention
are a bit more complex than those protected in the property cases. In
addition to protecting wards from their own improvidential inability
to provide for their needs-the best interest standard-there may be
a specific concern that the wards not commit suicide or harm others.
While guardianship laws do not expressly impose these concerns on
the guardian, civil commitment law reflects the societal interest in all
three by recognizing them as grounds for commitment.99 In this sec-
tion I consider the legitimacy of involuntarily committing elderly
persons because they are dangerous to others or to themselves-
grounds that complicate this article's consideration of a ward's self-
determination because they introduce significant claims by others.

1. Dangerousness to others.

The most clearly legitimate claim by third parties is that the
ward may be dangerous to others.'" Persons committed because
they are considered dangerous owe their commitment at least in
part to public safety considerations. This type of commitment, how-
ever, has been under strong attack recently.iOi Commentators have
pointed out that psychiatrists forced to confront the prospect of possi-
ble violence from an unrestrained patient have a strong motivation
to predict dangerousness, thus obtaining the safety of the patient's
incarceration in a neutral hospital.' 02 While doubts about the relia-

97. See notes 52-57 supra and accompanying text.
98. See Schulman, To Be or Not To Be an Expert, 1973 WASH. U.L.Q. 57, 63; Wexler &

Scoville, The Administration oftyschian cJustice: Thoy and pracice in Ar ona, 13 ARIZ. L. REV.
1, 60-61 (1971).

99. See Civil Commimnent, supra note 40, at 1201-07; Note, rupra note 52, at 1289-97.
100. See Civil Commitment, sPra note 40, at 1201-07; Note, supra note 52, at 1289-93.
101. See Ennis & Litwak, supra note 54.
102. See, e.g., Dershowitz, 7he Pcychiatrsz's Power in Civi Commitment. A Knife that Cuts

Both Ways, PSYCH. TODAY, Feb. 1969, at 43, 47.
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bility of psychiatric testimony do not alter the state's concern for
public safety, the doubts certainly suggest that involuntary commit-
ment may be an overreaction.

Moreover, hospitalization because of feared future dangerousness
is similar to criminal preventive detention (incarceration because of
feared future criminality). But a belief that a person may be danger-
ous in the future is not an acceptable ground for criminal punish-
ment.'0 3 A therapeutic approach does not help legitimate the state's
claim in the civil area, since dangerousness is not an illness and a
dangerous person may not be "treatable." By incarcerating persons
thought to be dangerous, the state fills mental hospitals with persons
detained for the public welfare without regard to whether they can
benefit from treatment.' 0 4

Further, the confusion of interests on this issue has led to the
anomaly of laws such as California's Lanterman-Petris-Short Act,'0 5

in which "legal" officials select persons for the mental health estab-
lishment and physicians must "diagnose" their dangerousness. 1

06

The initial decision to treat rather than prosecute is made by a le-
gally trained person who initiates the mental health review, and phy-
sicians are then asked to determine whether a person is dangerous.
In other words, the treatment decision is made by people trained in
the law; the question of criminality is left to physicians.

Because of these problems and others, commitment for danger-
ousness to others is falling into disrepute. Recent interdisciplinary
studies, such as that made by the California Bar's Commission on
Law and Mental Health Problems, have concluded that danger to
others is not a legitimate ground for civil commitment.' 0 7 The state's
interest in the protection of the public can be satisfied by the more
traditional process of the criminal law.

2. Dangerousness to se/f

The societal concern about suicide'0 8 raises slightly different is-
sues. The evidence which demonstrates that psychiatrists cannot reli-
ably predict when individuals are dangerous to others does not

103. See note 52 mpra.
104. Cal. Bar Comm'n, Report on Law and Mental Health Problems (1979) (on file

with author) [hereinafter cited as Cal. Bar Comm'n Report].
105. CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE §§ 5000-5404.1 (West 1972 & Supp. 1979).
106. Id § 5150 (West Supp. 1979).
107. See Cal. Bar Comm'n Report, rupra note 104. Candor requires the author to dis-

close that he was a member of the Commission.
108. Civil Commitment, supra note 40, at 1201-07; Note, supra note 52, at 1293-95.
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expressly address the ability of psychiatrists to predict danger to self,
though one would suppose that the two are closely linked. In any
event, there is a dearth of studies demonstrating the reliability of psy-
chiatric predictions of suicide. Some insight into this form of psychi-
atric prediction is provided by the change in California law after the
adoption of the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act.'09 Prior to this Act, pa-
tients thought to be suicidal could be involuntarily incarcerated until
rehabilitated. Under the Act, after an emergency 72-hour period,11

initial involuntary commitment is limited to 30 days; thereafter legal
process is required for further incarceration."' A followup study of
the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act demonstrated that recertification
was very infrequently sought"2 and patients were routinely released.
Nonetheless, the study found no suicides among the released
group."3 This limited data suggests that involuntary hospitaliza-
tion-certainly long term involuntary commitment-was unnecessary
to achieve the societal goal of preventing suicide.

Moreover, society's concern about suicide is inconsistent with its
ambivalence to other acts proven to be dangerous, though not imme-
diately lethal, to individuals. For example, smoking, publicly con-
demned as lethal,' 14 is not illegal. Similarly, saccharin is generally
available despite some concern that it might be a carcinogen." 5 It is
true that persons are generally free to choose to receive medical care
or to reject it." 6 Such choices are routinely afforded in the interest of
individual freedom.

Further, while the state may have an interest in preventing death,
individuals have a strong philosophical claim to determine their
longevity. Some have asserted a categorical right to die."' Many
have asserted such a right under limited circumstances, as is seen in a
number of statutes permitting persons to direct termination of life

109. CAL. WELF. & INST. CODE §§ 5000-5404.1 (West 1972 & Supp. 1979).
.10 Id §5151 (West Supp. 1979).

III. Id § 5254 (West 1972).
112. See ENKI RESEARCH INSTrrUTE, A STUDY OF CALIFORNIA'S NEW MENTAL

HEALTH LAW 152 (1972).
113. Sce id
114. See The Smoking Report, SCIENTIFIC AM., Feb. 1964, at 66.
115. See genera/(y Batzinger, Ou & Bueding, Saccharin and Other Sweeezners: Mutagenic

Properties, 198 Sci. 944 (1977); Bryan, Ertirk & Yoshida, Production of Unnauy Bladder Carci-
nomas in Mice by Sodium Sacchan, 168 Sci. 1238 (1970).

116. See Byrn, Compusoay Lifesaoing Treament for the Competent Adult, 44 FORDHAM L.
REV. 1 (1975); Note, Sutcide and the Compulsion of Lifjsavi4g Medical Procedures: An Analysis of the
Refuksal of Treatment Cases, 44 BROOKLYN L. REV. 285 (1978); Comment, Informed Constnt to
Immunizationn The Risks and Benefits of Indioidual Autonomy, 65 CALIF. L. REV. 1286 (1977).

117. Brecher, Optingfor Suicide, N.Y. Times, Mar. 18, 1979, § 6 (Magazine), at 72.
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support systems after hope of recovery passes."' The California
Bar's Commission on Law and Mental Health Problems rejected the
danger of suicide as a legitimate reason for involuntary in-
carceration." 9

Yet the state may argue that in committing an individual to pre-
vent suicide, it acts on the "true" wishes of that individual: In re-
sponse to committed patients' claims of autonomy, the state might
counter that the patients would have wished intervention but-for
their illnesses. If the only rationale for intervention in such cases is
the "true" intent of the patient, and if only this justification is consis-
tent with society's belief in personal autonomy, then greater effort
should be made to discover this intent. A document executed prior
to the onset of mental illness, specifying whether the patient actually
wanted intervention, should determine whether the patient is com-
mitted. In the next section I explore how the living will might serve
as such a document.

B. Using the Living Will

A living will competently executed should determine whether a
ward can be given treatment involuntarily. Through a living will,
wards can, while competent, decide whether treatment is in their best
interest. Under the standard approved by the California Bar's Com-
mission on Law and Mental Health Problems as the only legitimate
standard for involuntary intervention,'2 physicians are asked to ad-
dress the treatability of emotional conditions affecting patients,
rather than to predict or treat future dangerousness to self or others.
Since a knowledge of a patient's competently made treatment deci-
sion is necessary to treat that patient,' 2 ' the living will could, by fur-
nishing this knowledge, determine whether treatment would be
supplied. Living. wills might also provide advance consent to treat-

118. Horan, 7he "Right to Dio" Legisai andJudcial Developments, 13 FORUM 488
(1978); Note, Tze egal Aspects fthe Right to Die: Before and After the Quinlan Decisin, 65 KY.
LJ. 823 (1977); Comment, 7he Lwing Will: Already a Practical Altemnatiw, 55 TEX. L. REV. 665
(1977); Comment, North Carolina's Natral Death Act Conflonting Death with Dignity, 14 WAKE

FOREST L. REV. 771 (1978). The highly respected California Poll recently reported that

Californians approve of passive euthanasia by an eight to one margin, and that active eutha-
nasia was approved by better than a two to one margin. Field, Californians More Liberal than the
New Law Ahout Right to Die, San Jose Mercury, Apr. 25, 1979, § C, at 25, col. 1.

119. See Cal. Bar Comm'n Report, supra note 104.
120. Id
121. The patient's informed consent to treatment, where it can be obtained, is a neces-

sary prerequisite to medical action. See, e.g., Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772 (5.C. Cir.),
cart. denied, 409 U.S. 1064 (1972).
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ment by those who would fear jeopardizing their status or em-
ployment through irrational acts more than they would fear the
hospitalization designed to cure them. These individuals would file
documents to short-cut admission procedures and to facilitate early
treatment. 122

The practical considerations making living wills difficult as in-
struments of property management are dwarfed by the difficulties of
attempting to delimit future medical intervention. Forms of treat-
ment change radically from time to time. The quality of institutions
and forms of therapy change as well. It is likely that only categorical
consent or refusal of any sort of treatment in the living will could
withstand the changes brought by time. Nonetheless, some benefits
can be obtained through a less-than-comprehensive instrument. For
example, some people may particularly fear electroconvulsive ther-
apy,'23 and wish specifically to provide against its administration.
Similarly, psychotropic drugs may be anathema to some. Psycho-
surgery may be particularly unattractive to some but attractive to
others. Some may wish to limit the length of involuntary treatment,
providing, for example, that involuntary hospitalization should be
limited to 3 months whatever its form, or to express a preference for a
certain facility if available or a predilection against another.

The importance of the ability to file a binding document control-
ling future medical intervention is that it transfers control back to the
individual and thus relieves possible anxiety about being overpow-
ered when growing old. That the instrument would likely be incom-
plete, failing to consider all possible alternatives or to reflect
advances in medical treatment, should not be as significant as the
capacity the instrument gives to people to be responsible for them-
selves.

III. CONCLUSION

Adoption of the legislation necessary for living wills would, of
course, be experimental. A large number of people would not exe-
cute the required documents. Those who did not execute living wills
would not be affected by the change in the law; the small number of
people initially taking advantage of the statute would allow legisla-

122. The living will would, of course, only govern the ward's treatment and would not
prevent the state from applying criminal process to interdict dangerous acts performed by the
maker.

123. See J. FRIEDBERC, SHOCK TREATMENT IS NOT GOOD FOR YOUR BRAIN (1976); A
SCHEFLIN & E. OvrON, THE MIND MANIPULATORS 354-402 (1978).
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tive monitoring of the results. Possibly the management schemes
provided in some living wills may prove to be unfair to children, par-
ents, spouses, or others. Yet this is equally true of wills. The poten-
tial unfairness of wills is outweighed by the importance of providing
for individual choice; the same seems true for the living will.

The principal advantage of the living will proposal is that it
places the question of what to do with the property and health of a
living human being whose judgment can no longer be trusted in the
hands of the one person who will surely deal with the problem with
the best interests of the incompetent in mind: the individual's prior
self. It will at least remove from the judicial process the spectacle of
cases in which avarice controls and wards are deprived of their prop-
erty in the name of benevolence. It will remove doubt as to the most
appropriate disposition of property and thus relieve courts and rela-
tives of the burden which they now face in trying to determine the
best interests of the ward. It will certainly provide a perceived bene-
fit to those who fear that they will be overwhelmed when they grow
old by others who will take control of their lives. The right to deter-
mine the future course of health care and the use of possessions would
add an important element to the right of individuals to be responsi-
ble for themselves.
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